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FOREWORD 
"THOSE WHO CANNOT REMEMBER THE PAST ARE CONDEMNED TO REPEAT IT." 
GEORGE SANTAYANA, THE L IFE  OF REASON 
This is the first of a series of reports, the purpose of which is to provide a comprehen- 
sive collection of design and performance data on selected photovoltaic power systems 
which have been used in space. This first report treats the power system for the Nimbus 2 
spacecraft. The next systems to be studied will be Lunar Orbiter 3 and Applications Tech- 
nology Satellite 1. These reports are expected to be of value in providing the aerospace 
community a source of technical information that cannot be obtained with reasonable 
effort from other documentation. 
In the preparation of the report, primary emphasis has been placed on the accuracy, 
completeness, and the overall technical integrity of the included information. Compari- 
sons between systems have not been made and author judgements were made only when 
necessary to balance depth and scope versus cost of data acquisition, analysis, organiza- 
tion, and publication, or  to resolve conflicting statements in references. 
To meet this goal, a high degree of care has been taken in the preparation of this report. 
It is designed to be convenient for the reader in the retrieval of information and to pro- 
vide him with an understanding of the system and its design requirements. In the interest 
of an early release, the report has been distributed without extensive external review. 
Users of the report are encouraged to call any discrepancies to the attention of the princi- 
pal author (Mr. K. F. Merten, Space Systems, General Electric Company, P.O. Box 8555, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 19101) o r  to the Technical Manager (Mr. P. T. Maxwell, Code RNW, 
NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. 6 .  20546). Comments o r  questions on content, depth 
of detail, o r  organization of material are invited and will be carefully considered in sub- 
sequent reports in this series. 
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INTRODUCTICN 
This report contains a comprehensive description of the design and performance of the 
power system in the Nimbus 2 spacecraft. The needs of a power system design engineer 
were the basic criteria for the selection of data to be included in the report. It is ex- 
pected to be useful to all technical and management personnel seeking information on the 
Nimbus 2 power system. 
Information was used freely, sometimes directly, from the references. References are 
cited only when deemed appropriate. 
For the purposes of this report, the power system is defined as all those subsystems and 
discrete assemblies of the spacecraft that exist for the function of supplying electrical 
power to the spacecraft. This definition is not sufficient to eliminate judgment in the 
classification of spacecraft elements, and some of the decisions made in the preparation 
of this report a re  as follows: 
Power conditioning equipment that is integral with power consuming systems is 
not considered part of the power system. In the Nimbus 2 spacecraft, -24.5 * 0 . 5  
volts (dc) is supplied to the main bus by the power system. The using systems 
pro vide additional regulation, inversion, or conversion. 
0 Established weight analysis practice is followed, in that attachment bolt weights 
a re  charged to the spacecraft rather than the power system. The weight of 
mounting brackets and tiedown hardware shared with other systems is, at most, 
charged to the power system to the extent of the power system's proportion of 
function. Each such case is explained in the text. 
0 Weights of distribution elements such as harnesses are listed as a separate 
item. The intent is to include the weight of the power distribution to major space- 
craft systems. When power and signal distribution wires  are bundled together, 
an attempt is made to separate the weight of the power distribution wires  from 
the total harness weight. 
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0 The portion of the telemetry system required to process data from the power 
system is not identified o r  charged to the power system. 
0 The function of switching systems off and on is not included, because in Nimbus 2, 
this function is not a part of the power system elements. 
power switching module is also not considered as part of the Nimbus 2 power 
system. 
The ground to internal 
The report is lengthy. This is  unavoidable because of the depth of detail included. The 
organization of the material was carefully considered from the reader's viewpoint. Sum- 
maries are provided for each long section and the report is indexed by topic. Since the 
Nimbus 2 power system was essentially identical to the Nimbus 1 power system, some 
information related to the Nimbus 1 system, primarily in the design qualification test 
area, has been included in order to provide a description of a complete program. 
Many people contributed to the preparation of this report. It is appropriate to acknowledge 
the support provided by the following: 
General Systems Consultation 
C. M. Mac Kenzie 
C. N. Bolton 
E. W. Kipp 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
General Electric Company, Space Systems 
Information Collection Coordination at RCA-AED 
W. Moore 
Flight Performance Information 
R. Rasmussen 
R. Stephenson 
Parts List Information 
I. J. Ross 
J. Brown 
Radio Corporation of America, Astro- 
E le c t roni cs Division 
Radio Corporation of America, Astro- 
Elect ronics Division 
General Electric Company, Space Systems 
Goddard Space Flight Center 
Operations Research Incorporated 
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SECTION 1 
PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
1.1 INTRODUCTION 
The primary subject of this report is the power system for the Nimbus 2 spacecraft. How- 
ever, in this section of the report, some contextual information will be presented on the 
total spacecraft and project of which it is a part. 
1.2 SUMMARY INFORMA TION 
PROGRAM: NASA Meteorological Satellite 
PROJECT: Nimbus. Follow-on satellite project to Tiros.. 
PROJECT MANAGEMENT AGENCY: NASA Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
SPACECRAFT: Nimbus 2 (Pre-orbit designation of Nimbus C). 
NATURE OF MISSION: Meteorological observations, providing both 
operational and research data. 
FLIGHT CATEGORY: Earth Orbiter, Earth oriented. 
DESIGN ORBIT: Circular, 600 nautical miles altitude, sun-synchronous 
(81 degrees retrograde inclination), and high-noon equatorial crossing, 
DESIGN OPERATIONAL LIFE: Six months. 
SPACECRAFT DESIGN STATUS: Nimbus 2 is the second in a series of 
research and developmental spacecraft, not significantly different from 
Nimbus 1 launched August 28, 1964. 
LAUNCH DATE: May 15, 1966. 
LAUNCH PLACE: Western Test Range (WTR), Vandenberg Air Force 
Base, California. 
SPACECRAFT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE: 
The Nimbus 2 spacecraft was successfully launched into a near-circular 
600 nautical mile orbit and, as of 15 February 1968, was still operating 
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after 21 months in orbit. All  major spacecraft mission objectives were met 
for the design operational life of 6 months, and many have been exceeded by the 
extended successful performance of the vehicle. The satisfactory performance 
of all systems resulted in nearly full-global meteorological coverage by the 
spacecraft on a daily basis. The meteorological data provided by this complex 
spacecraft and its many subsystems have provided a standard of performance 
which must be considered in future spacecraft designs. It was for this reason, 
among others, that this system was chosen as the first to be documented Li this 
se rie s .,
The major problem encountered during the 21-month period of flight was the failure 
of the four tape recorders carried by the spacecraft. These failures occurred in 
the following order: PCM (orbit 949, 71 days after launch), MRlR (orbit 985, 73 
days after launch), AVCS (orbit 1443, 108 days after launch), and HRIR (orbit 
2455, 184 days after launch). Through the use of real-time data from the PCM 
subsystem, operation of the spacecraft was continued, with the loss of recorded data. 
In orbit 5892 (442 days after launch), Sntermittent erratic motion of the solar 
array drive shaft began. However, this erratic behavior did not prevent continued 
operation of the spacecraft. 
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SPACECRAFT MANUFACTURERS: 
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center served as prime contractor and system manager. 
The Spacecraft Department of the General Electric Company, Missi le  and Space 
Vehicle Divisiorqwas responsible for the detail design and construction of the structure 
and integration and test of the complete spacecraft. Numerous other industrial 
contractors supplied the components and subsystems which were integrated into the 
spacecraft. RCA Astro-Electronics Division provided the power subsystem. 
LAUNCH VEHICLE: Thrust Augmented Thor/Agena B. 
OTHER MAJOR PROJECT ELEMENTS: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
Command and Data Acquisition Stations: Gilmore Creek, Alaska, (near 
Fairbanks), Rosman, N. Carolina and Orroral, Australia. Also, many 
low-cost U. S. and foreign ground stations capable of acquiring approximately 
real-time pictures from the spacecraft VHF Automatic Picture Transmitter 
(APT) System. 
Data Handling Systems: Ground subsystems which communicate (send and 
receive data) directly with the spacecraft and which facilitate the processing 
and handling of the spacecraft data. 
Nimbus Technical Control Center (NTCC): At  GSFC to provide ground control 
of the spacecraft and coordinate the data retrieval and processing efforts. 
Data Transmission System: System to relay processed data and raw data 
from Gilmore, Rosman and Orroral to the NTCC at GSFC. 
Meteorological Data Analysis and Dissemination: National Weather 
Satellite Center and/or U. S. Weather Bureau. 
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1 . 3  PROJECT BACKGROUND AND STATUS 
The Nimbus Project is the follow-on satellite project to Tiros in the NASA meteorlogical 
satellite program. The Nimbus project, conceived in the summer of 1959, was initiated as 
a NASA research and development project in early 1960. A basic preliminary design was 
evolved by a team at the NASA-Goddard Space Flight Center that same year. Then, in 1960 
and 1961 , serving a s  prime contractor and system manager, NASA-GSFC initiated procure- 
ment of components and spacecraft systems with numerous industrial contractors for 
prototype and flight hardware construction and qualification. Separate procurement for 
construction of the spacecraft structure and integration and test of the complete spacecraft 
was initiated in early 1961. 
The first Nimbus spacecraft launched, designated Nimbus 1 after achievement of orbit and 
Nimbus A before achieving orbit, was launched on August 28, 1964. A second spacecraft, 
Nimbus 2 (pre-orbit designation of Nimbus C), was launched on May 15, 1966. Nimbus 2, 
originally the backup to Nimbus 1, is basically the same a s  Nimbus 1 but carries additional 
experiments. A third spacecraft, designated Nimbus By scheduled for launch in 1968, will 
incorporate advanced design features into the power system and will carry a number of new 
meteorological experiments. Additional spacecraft, with designations "D" and "E, l 1  are being 
planned. 
The total Nimbus effort has continuously been directed by the Nimbus Project office located 
at  the Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland, and the office of the Nimbus 
Program Manager, NASA Headquarters, Washington, D. C. 
1.4 PROJECT OBJECTIVES 
The ultimate goal of the Nimbus project is to provide a national capability for continuous 
satellite weather observation with real-time data acquisition for incorporation into the 
national weather complex for weather observation and prediction. 
The intermediate mission objectives of each satellite of the series leading to a fully opera- 
tional system are  as follows: 
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a. Collect and distribute meteorological data both for immediate operational use 
and for the study of atmospheric processes; 
b. Develop spaceborne systems and ground techniques to provide a basis for 
advanced operational meteorological satellites; and 
c. Develop and flight test advanced meteorological sensors. 
1 . 5  SYSTEM DESIGN 
To meet the project objectives, an earth-oriented, three axis stabilized spacecraft in a 
near-polar sun-synchronous circular orbit of 500 to 700 nautical mile altitude, with equa- 
torial crossing near local high noon, was selected as the satellite platform for the meteoro- 
logical sensors. Sensors for the initial two spacecraft (Nimbus 1 and 2) consisted of tele- 
vision cameras for earth daytime cloud coverage and infrared sensors for earth nighttime 
cloud coverage and for measurement of overall heat balance of the earth (both night and day). 
The choice of the above orbit for the spacecraft resulted from many considerations. First, 
the selected range of orbit altitude resulted from a tradeoff of television camera resolution, 
area of TV coverage, and ground data- 
acquisition station requirements. The 
selection of a near-polar orbit permits full- 
earth coverage on a daily basis through 
utilization of the rotational movement of the 
earth to provide the primary mechanism 
for longitudinal coverage while latitude 
coverage is obtained by the spacecraft 
orbital motion, a s  illustrated in Figure 1-1. 
SUNRAYS ---- 
SEWNDORW ----- 
Because a small amount of inclination of the 
orbital plane to the polar axis of the earth 
introduces a slight rotation of the orbital plane 
due to the oblateness of the earth, the choice 
of an approximately 81 degree angle from the 
equator 
Figure 1-1. Nimbus Earth Coverage 
(Illustrated for Television Cameras) 
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(retrograde inclination) results in an orbital plane drift of approximately one degree per 
day, corresponding with the rate of the earth’s movement around the sun. 
launch time so that the spacecraft crosses the equator at local “high noon, f f  the earth-sun 
line is initially in  the orbital plane and will  remain so due to the sun-synchronous motion of 
the orbital plane, as illustrated in Figure 1-2. This provides the best conditions for earth 
viewing by the spacecraft sensors in  that the spacecraft sensors will always view the 
earth at near local noon on the sunlit side and near midnight on the dark side. 
By selecting the 
The choice of this particular orbit also has the additional advantage of simplifying the sun- 
orientation requirements for the solar paddles of the spacecraft. Since the orbital plane 
continually contains the earth-sun line, only one degree of freedom is required to provide 
direct sun orientation of the paddles. 
Vehicle Orbit-Plane 
n/  Vernal Equinox 
KJ Autumnal Equinox / 
Earth Rotation 
Figure 1-2. Spacecraft Orbit Plane Position Relative to Earth and Sun 
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The use of a near-polar orbit also simplified the problem of ground data acquisition in 
that a single near-polar ground station can acquire satellite data on nearly every orbit. 
Command and data acquisition stations are located near Fairbanks, Alaska (Gilmore 
Creek, Alaska), a% Rosman, N. Carolina, and at Orroral, Australia STADAN site. 
Also, many low cost U.S. and foreign ground stations are in place capable of acquiring 
approximately real-time pictures from one of the spacecraft television cameras. 
Ground control of the spacecraft and coordination of the data retrieval and processing 
efforts are carried out at the Nimbus Technical Control Center (NTCC) at NASA-GSFC. 
The National Weather Satellite Center (NWSC) and/or the U. S. Weather Bureau analyze, 
disseminate, and archive the meteorological data. 
1 . 6  SPACECRAFT CONFIGURATION 
The spacecraft design consists of the following major elements: 
a. A lower 57-inch diameter toroidal-like ring, referred to a s  the sensory ring, 
to house the basic meteorological sensors and other electronic and mechanical 
components required for the -functioning of the meteorological subsystems. 
b. An upper package to house the complete Stabilization and Attitude Control 
System. 
c,  Two solar paddles attached to the controls package by a. drive shaft and 
rotatable for direct sun viewing. 
d. A truss structure interconnecting the upper controls package and the lower 
sensory ring package. 
Figure 1-3 shows an overall view of the spacecraft in orbit configuration and indicates the 
location of many of the principal subsystems and components on the Nimbus 2 spacecraft to 
be described in Section 1.7. In orbit, the spacecraft is stabilized in all three axes and 
oriented so that (1) the lower side of the sensory ring continuously faces the earth and (2) the 
shaft of the solar paddles is maintained normal to the sun. Once this stabilized position is 
achieved, the solar paddles of the spacecraft can be maintained nearly normal to the sun by 
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Figure 1-3. Nimbus 2 Spacecraft 
a once-per-orbit rotation of the solar paddle shaft. This is due to the choice of the approxi- 
mately 81 degree retrograde orbit which results in an orbit plane drift of the same rate as 
the rate at which the earth moves around the sun and causes the earth-sun line to be approxi- 
mately in the orbit plane at all times. 
A distinctive feature of the Nimbus spacecraft is the sensory ring design consisting of 18 
separate modular bays of fixed size and with standard interface requirements, to allow for 
separate development, evolution, and improvement of individual subsystems with a minimum 
of interface problems, 
The sensory ring is constructed in the form of a hollow circular section (torus) composed 
of 18 rectangular module pockets (equipment bays) and V-shaped separators (see Figure 1-4). 
A box beam (truss) structure attached to the inner wall of the torus provides accessible 
mounting for the television cameras, recorders, and VHF antennas. The module pockets 
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house the electronic equipment and battery modules. The lower surface of the torus provides 
mounting space for the infrared scanners and S-band antennas. 
The 18 equipment bays hold standarized modules with dimensions of 6 by 2 by 6. S inches 
or  multiples thereof. (See Figure 1-4.) For example, a payload unit can be 6 by 8 by 6.5 
inches or 6 by 2 by 13 inches. Each equipment bay has its own active thermal control unit, 
using movable shutters, which can maintain temperatures to f 10 C or  better to ensure 
0 
long life for electronic items. The top and bottom of the payload ring are covered with 
insulation blankets or  shells to reduce solar heating and radiation cooling effects. 
-Y 
-X 
Figure 1-4. Spacecraft Sensory Ring Arrangement 
Each of the two solar paddles consists of a main platform structure, on which the solar 
cells are mounted, and a transition section (Figure 1-3). During launch each paddle is 
folded on a hinge line between the transition section and main platform, latched together in 
the folded position, and attached to the sensory ring housing. 
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1.7  SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEMS 
The basic Nimbus 2 spacecraft subsystems may be categorized as follows: 
a. Sensory subsystems - the four meteorological sensors subsystems representing 
the spacecraft payload. 
b. Communications subsystem - the subsystem for data transmission and reception. 
c. Operational subsystems - the subsystems that provide the services required by 
the sensory and communications subsystems. 
These subsystems are briefly described in the following paragraphs. 
1.7.1 SENSORY SUBSYSTEMS 
The four payload sensory subsystems include the Advanced Vidicon Camera (AVC), Automatic 
Picture Transmitter (APT), and Medium and High Resolution Infrared Radiometer (MRIR 
and HRIR) subsystems. 
1 .7 .1 .1  Advanced Vidicon Camera Subsystem (AVCS) 
The Advanced Vidicon Camera Subsystem provides cloud cover pictures of the sunlit side of 
the earth by use of three TV cameras mounted on the bottom of the spacecraft. The three 
AVCS cameras are arranged in a trimetrogon array to obtain almost complete coverage of 
the sunlit side of the earth. The three cameras are mounted so that the one in the center 
points "straight down" with the two adjacent cameras tilted 35 degrees. Operating in a near- 
polar orbit at an altitude of 600 nm, the camera area covered is approximately 400 by 1900 
nautical miles. Each camera is equipped with a variable iris to compensate automatically 
€or latitudinal changes in earth illumination. The AVC Subsystem turns on automatically 
when the cameras view a sunlit earth and off when viewing the earth nightside. These two 
features are controlled by the position of the solar paddle shaft. The video outputs from the 
cameras are stored on a magnetic tape recorder along with a Minitrack timing signal which 
indicates the exact time that each series of three pictures were taken. The recorder can 
be played back on command to the ground station. 
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1 . 7 . 1 . 2  Automatic Picture Transmission (APT) Subsystem and Direct Readout (DRIR) 
The automatic picture transmitter subsystem, like the AVC Subsystem, provides cloud cover 
pictures of the sunlit side of the earth. However, complete earth coverage is not obtainable 
in that the APT pictures are not stored but "transmitted near real-time. 
consists of one TV camera mounted on the earth-oriented bottom of the spacecraft. The 
system is turned on and off automatically in relation to sunlit or dark earth based upon 
solar paddle position. 
The APT Subsystem 
Once the APT Subsystem is turned on, a single picture is taken every 208 seconds. A s  soon 
as a picture has been taken it is transmitted by the APT Subsystem transmitter and antenna. 
A scanning technique is used to (kead" the picture off the APT Subsystem vidicon camera 
where it was stored. It takes approximately 3 minutes to read a picture; hence, the term 
"transmitted near real-time. r 
The HRIR video signal is also transmitted over the APT transmitter for real time reception 
of night cloud cover pictures (DRIR), 
1 . 7 . 1 . 3  HRIR Subsystem 
The High Resolution Infrared Radiometer Subsystem provides cloud cover pictures of the 
dark side of the earth by use of an infrared radiometer mounted on the bottom of the 
spacecraft (sensitive in the 3.4  to 4 . 2  micron region). The HRIR turns on and off 
automatically with a dark or sunlit earth, respectively, based upon solar paddle position. 
The radiometer output signal is stored on a magnetic tape along with a timing reference signal. 
The recorder can store two orbits of data and play this back on command to the ground 
station. 
1.7.1.4 MRIR Subsystem 
The Medium Resolution Infrared Radiometer Subsystem provides the necessary hardware to 
measure, store, and transmit the earth's terrestrial atmospheric radiation and reflected 
solar radiation in five different wavelength bands between 0.2 and 30 microns. The MRIR 
Subsystem operates continually both day and night (as compared to the HRIR Subsystem that 
operates only at night). The electrical output signals are recorded on magnetic tape along 
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with a sync signal and spacecraft time. On command, the tape recorder is played back and 
this information transmitted to the ground station. 
1 . 7 . 2  COMMUNICATIONS SUBSYSTEM 
The communications subsystem provides a two-way communications link between the satellite 
and ground tracking stations to perform the following functions: (1) reception of command 
and timing; (2) transmission of television data, telemetry, and satellite attitude information; 
and (3) generation of beacon tracking signals. 
The commanding of the spacecraft is accomplished by ground stations located at the 
University of Alaska at  Fairbanks and the Nimbus Data Handling Center (NDHS) at 
Greenbelt, Maryland, through transmitters located at the Fairbanks and Rosman, N. 
Carolina data acquisition facilities (DAF) and at the Orroral, Australia STADAN site. 
The transmitters operate at 149.52 MHz. Data are transmitted from the spacecraft over 
the following communication links : 
Subsystem MHz Watts Modulation 
a. Telemetry 136.5 1/2 PCM/AM 
b. APT/DRIR 136.9 5 AM/FM 
c. MRIR 137.2 1-3/4 PCM/FM 
d. Wideband (AVCS/HRIR) 1707.5 5 FM/FM 
The telemetry and APT transmitters operate full time. APT data are received directly 
by worldwide users for making weather pictures of local areas using facsimile equipment. 
Telemetry, MRIR and wideband data are  received at the two DAF facilities, generally 10  
passes at Alaska and two at Rosman with two lTblindsfl per day. Reception of telemetry 
data is available at the Orroral STADAN site during blind orbits. Interrogations average 
10  minutes. 
1 . 7 . 3  OPERATIONAL SUBSYSTEMS 
The basic Nimbus 2 spacecraft subsystems that provide the services required by the sensory 
subsystems to accomplish their objectives are Attitude Control, Power, Command/Clock, 
and Telemetry. 
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1 . 7 . 3 . 1  Attitude Control Subsystem 
The Nimbus 2 Attitude Control Subsystem uses infrared horizon scanners and a rate gyro 
to sense attitude errors, and reaction wheels and cold gas jets to provide correction of 
these errors. When stabilized, pointing accuracy about all three axes is maintained within 
1 degree. Instantaneous rates about any control axis is less than 0.05 degree/second. 
In addition to providing accurate stabilization to the local vertical and to the orbit direction, 
the attitude control subsystem can also provide yaw bias up to 2 12 degree orbit direction. 
This yaw bias can be used to compensate for orbit drift from sun-synchronism and the 
resulting decrease in solar power, although it is not normally in use and is initiated by 
ground command. 
1 . 7 . 3 . 2  Power Subsystem* 
Nimbus 2 uses two solar paddles, eight nickel-cadmium battery modules (which include 
electrical circuits), and one electronics module, storage batteries,to provide power for 
the spacecraft and payload subsystems. From the two energy sources, regulated bus power 
is provided continuously at -24.5 vdc with a 250 mv maximum ripple. The spacecraft 
attitude control subsystem and the solar array drive keep the solar paddles oriented towards 
the sun during satellite day to a pointing accuracy of - + 5 degrees. During satellite day, 
power from the paddles is used to recharge the batteries and provide power to the space- 
craft, During satellite night, the batteries are used to supply spacecraft power. The 
batteries are also used to supply power during satellite day when the peak load exceeds the 
power available from the solar paddles. 
1 . 7 . 3 . 3  Command/Clock Subsystem 
The Nimbus 2 spacecraft Command/Clock Subsystem receives, processes and stores 
command information transmitted from the ground stations, and executes the commands at 
the desired time. The subsystem provides the ground stations with the capability to program 
such spacecraft functions as power and thermal balance, attitude corrections, failure 
disposition, and requests for stored o r  real-time video or telemetry data. 
*The components descriljed in this section are the ones generally considered the spacecraft 
power subsystem on the Nimbus 1 and 2 program. This subsystem is one of four subsystems 
defined in Section 3 .2  as the Nimbus power system for purposes of this report. 
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1 .7 .3 .4  Telemetry Subsystem 
The Telemetry Subsystem provides information from all subsystems for engineering 
evaluation at  the ground station. A Pulse Code Modulated (PCM) System is used along with 
a magnetic tape recorder that can store a complete orbit's worth of continuous telemetry 
data from 544 channels. The recorder can be played back upon ground command in a little 
less than 4 minutes. The 544 channels a re  combined to service approximately 380 telemetry 
functions at various sampling rates from 1 per second to 1 per 16.4 seconds. This telemetry is 
referred to as the "A' '  Telemetry. 
A second independent telemetry unit has 128 channels which are combined to service 62  
telemetry functions and is called the IrBrr Telemetry. The flA'l Telemetry is recorded 
continuously and can be transmitted simultaneously for real-time reception. For normal 
spacecraft orbiting, the played-back data are almost exclusively used. For in-house testing, 
the IfAIf real-time data are an invaluable tool. The "B" Telemetry is not stored and can only 
be received in real-time taking 1-3/4 minutes for transmission of one frame of data. 
1 .8  DESIGN ORBIT 
The general orbital requirements for the Nimbus 2 spacecraft and the bases for selection 
have been described in Section 1.5. The specific design orbital parameters for the Nimbus 
2 spacecraft were as follows: 
Orbital Altitude 600 nautical miles 
Inclination Angle 
Orbit Shape Circular (Nominal) 
Apogee-Perigee Difference - + 53 nautical miles 
Period 107.8 - + 0.35 minutes 
Injection Time Near midnight local time (at WTR) 
80.3 - + 0 . 8  degree (Retrograde) 
Injection time is determined by the condition that the angle between the orbit plane and the 
earth-sun line is zero. This time changes with solar declination and it is latest in July, 
earliest in November. 
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The launch window, which defines the permissible departure from the optimum time of, 
injection, is fixed by the allowable reduction (1 percent) in the illumination intensity on the 
solar paddles, a criterion which is satisfied if the orbit solar angle lies within the limits 
- + 8 degrees of approximately - + 32 minutes of time. 
The resulting orbit-related parameters for spacecraft operation (see Figure 1-5) are as 
follows : 
Satellite Day (Outside the Earth's Umbra) 
Satellite Night (In the Earth's Umbra) 
Earth Day (Cameras ON) 
Earth Night (Cameras OFF) 
73.0 minutes 
35.0 minutes 
51.3 minutes 
57.5 minutes 
1.9 DESIGN OPERATIONAL LIFE 
The design goal for the operational life of the Nimbus 2 spacecraft was established a s  
6 months. 
ORBIT 
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Figure 1-5. Nimbus Spacecraft Orbit Plane 
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1.10 LAUNCH VEHICLE AND PLACE 
1.10.1 LAUNCH VEHICLE 
The Nimbus 2 launch vehicle consisted of a Thrust Augmented Thor (TAT) Douglas SLV-2A 
First Stage and a Lockheed Agena B (Model 13205, Vehicle No. 6202) Second Stage. 
1.10.2 LAUNCH PLACE 
The launch place for the Nimbus 2 spacecraft (and Nimbus 1) was the Western Test Range 
(WTR), Vandenberg A i r  Force Base, California. 
1.11 LAUNCH AND ORBIT INSERTION 
The launch and orbit insertion profile established for the spacecraft was as follows (see 
Figure 1-6). 
The Thrust Augmented Thor (TAT) will  lift the spacecraft from the atmosphere and then 
pitch over (south). After TAT burnout and separation, the Agena B will ignite and the 
Nimbus shroudwill separate by explosive bolts and springs. Following the Agena B first 
burn, the Agena B and the spacecraft coast for about 45 minutes. Over Madagascar, the 
brief Agena B second burn provides the necessary velocity to inject the Nimbus C into a 
circular orbit. The Agena B pitches up to a near-vertical position, separates from the 
spacecraft, and then pitches down. After separation of Nimbus C from the Agena B adapter, 
the Nimbus C timer will delay the separation event then initiate opening of the solar 
paddles and allow the attitude controls to stabilize the satellite, first in pitch and roll, 
and then in yaw, using the pneumatic nozzles and reaction wheels. The solar paddles 
align themselves to the sun, battery charging is initiated, and the payload functions a re  
initiated. 
1.12 SPACECRAFT FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
1.12.1 NIMBUS 2 
The Nimbus 2 spacecraft was launched into an orbit with the initial orbital parameters 
presented in Table 1-1. A s  shown in the table, the planned orbit was closely achieved 
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Table 1-1. Initial Orbital Parameters 
Parameter units 
Eccentricity 
Inclination 
Argument of Perigee 
Nodal Regression 
Period 
Perigee 
Apogee 
Solar Incidence 
- 
Degrees 
Degrees 
Deg/Day 
Minutes 
NM 
NM 
Degrees 
Values 
Prelaunch 
0.00341 
99.957 
227.114 
0.9865 
107.28 
579.80 
607.3 
- 
Actual 
0.00558 
100.311 
337.710 
1.0041 
108.06 
590.5 
636.0 
9.74 
except for a 9.7 degree e r ro r  in the solar incidence angle. A l l  major spacecraft mission 
objectives were met and the spacecraft has continued to operate after 21 months in orbit. 
The favorable orbit achieved and the satisfactory performance of all systems resulted 
in nearly full-global meteorological coverage by the spacecraft on a daily basis. 
All  subsystems performed normally for the first 71 days (949 orbits) at which time the 
PCM tape recorder failed (July 15, 1966). The MRIR tape recorder failed on orbit 985 
(73 days after launch), the AVCS tape recorder failed on orbit 1443 (108 days after launch), 
and the HRIR tape recorder failed on orbit 2455 (184 days after launch), accounting for 
all four spacecraft tape recorders. Through use of real-time data, from the PCM 
subsystem, operation of the spacecraft continued, except for the loss of recorded data. 
During orbit 1066 (79 days after launch), the solar array output decreased by 600 
milliamperes due to an open circuit failure in a series string, with another loss of 600 
milliamperes occurring intermittently after about orbit 4384 (328 days after launch) * 
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Abnormal behaviour of the solar array drive (SAD) operation was observed starting with 
orbit 5892, 442 days after launch. The SAD shaft actually stopped (for 49 seconds) for 
the first time since launch during orbit 5894. The SAD motor was commanded into the 
"high" mode of operation during interrogation of that orbit. While there were few observations 
of actual SAD shaft stopping since orbit 6420 (481 days after launch), the SAD amplifier 
continued to show erratic output over specific areas and the paddle position telemetry 
was periodically nonlinear. 
1.12.2 NIMBUS 1 
Because failure of the Nimbus 1 spacecraft was due to the solar array drive, the flight 
performance of the Nimbus 1 spacecraft is being included here. 
The Nimbus 1 spacecraft was launched on August 28, 1964, from the Western Test Range 
(WTR), Vandenberg A i r  Force Base, California on a Thor/Agena B launch vehicle. Due 
to a premature Agena B cutoff (about 2 seconds), the spacecraft achieved a highly 
elliptical orbit (of 502 nautical mile apogee to 228 nautical mile perigee) rather than the 
objective circular orbit of 500 nautical miles. The orbital plane had an acceptable 
degree of sun synchronism so that the power system could function adequately and the 
major mission objectives could be achieved. However, operation of the spacecraft was 
stopped on September 23, 1964, after 26 days in orbit (371 orbits), when failure of the 
solar array drive mechanism caused the paddles to lock in a near vertical position and 
stop tracking the sun. This led to depletion of the batteries and cessation of nighttime 
operation. However, favorable paddle sun orientations did supply adequate daytime 
power for limited assessment of spacecraft subsystems performance over a period of 
several months following the paddle-drive failure. 
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1.13 SPACECRAFT WEIGHT 
The total weight of the Nimbus 2 spacecraft, together with a breakdown by major subsystems, 
is presented in Table 1-2. Since the definition of the power system for purposes of this 
report differs from that used on the Nimbus project (See Section 3.2), both the Nimbus 
project spacecraft weight breakdown (References 1-1 and 1-2) and the weight breakdown 
that results from use of the power system definition used herein, are presented for a 
cross reference. (A weight breakdown of the power system as defined by this report is 
presented in Section 3.13.) 
1.14 MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
1.14.1 PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
The Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) was assigned the overall responsibility within 
NASA for the execution of the Nimbus Project. The overall management approach adopted 
was for the NASA-GSFC to assume the role of prime contractor and system manager, 
with the responsibility for selecting industrial contractors to develop and fabricate the 
subsystems, and for providing technical and managerial direction of the subsystem de- 
velopment efforts. To implement this approach, the responsibility for project execution 
was assigned to the Nimbus Project Office, organized as part of the Aeronomy and 
Meteorology Division. 
A project manager and four system managers were appointed to head the overall project 
effort, as shown in Figure 1-7. These managers were as follows: 
a. The Launch Vehicle Manager at the Lewis Research Center (the center responsible 
for providing the Thor-Agena vehicle) ; 
b. The Spacecraft Manager at GSFC; 
c. The Data-acquisition Manager at GSFC; and 
d. The Data-utilization Manager at the U. S. Weather Bureau (full-time 
project assignee) 
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Table 1-2. Spacecraft Weight Breakdown 
Subsystem 
Power System 
Attitude Control 
Harness 
Command/Clock 
AVCS/HRIR 
MRIR 
Telemetry (PCM) 
APT 
Thermal Controls 
Structure 
Solar Cell Experiments 
Weight Variation** 
Total Weight 
Total Weight with 72 lb 
Booster Adapter 
*Weights taken from 
Weight, lb 
(Using definition of Weight, lb  
(Using Nimbus power system adopted 
Project definition in this report, 
of power sys tern*) Section 3.2) 
212.6 234.8 
(without harness) (without harness) 
183.0 163.84 
78.2 77.4 
33.0 37.9 
130.2 130.2 
35.8 35.8 
45.7 45.7 
30.6 30.6 
51.2 51.2 
118.7 111.6 
0.8 0.8 
-7.4 -7.4 
912.4 912.4 
984.4 984.4 
References 1-1 and 1-2 with 1350 psig of gas 
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Each of the managers called on the organizations involved for the support required to 
accomplish their missions, This support included the technical officers responsible for 
the management of individual contracts, as well as various technical and administrative 
specialists who assist them in directing and managing the individual activities. 
Developing the actual hardware for the various systems required the services of many 
industrial concerns to assist in the design, fabrication, test and operation of the various 
systems. Responsibility for the design, development, construction and testing of the power 
system, as the power system was defined on the Nimbus Project, was contracted to the 
Astro-Electronics Division of the Radio Corporation of America. Responsibility for the 
design, development, and fabrication of the spacecraft structure, temperature control, 
and various components, integration of experiments and meteorological sensors, and testing 
of the complete spacecraft was contracted to the Spacecraft Department of the General 
Electric Company. 
SPACECRAFT LAUNCH VEIIICLE DATA ACQUISITION DATA UTILIZATION 
SYSTEMS SYSTEMS SYSTEMS 
MANAGER MANAGER MANAGER MANAGER 
1 1  
TECHNICAL CONTROL 
CENTER 
Figure 1-7. Organization of the Nimbus Project at GSFC 
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1.14.2 POWER SYSTEM MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION 
The power subsystem contract to RCA was monitored by the NASA-GSFC Power Subsystem 
Technical Officer using Reference 1-3 as the initial controlling requirements document. 
A s  indicated in Figure 1-8, subcontract effort for the other subsystems and components 
of the power system as defined in this report*, was directed by the NASA-GSFC Spacecraft 
Integration and Test Technical Officer and the Controls Subsystem Technical Officer. 
NASA-GSFC provided the technical direction required to enable the contractors involved 
with elements of the power system to meet spacecraft requirements, including necessary 
liason between the contractors and NASA-GSFC. A t  the program start in 1961, Mr. M. 
Weinraub was Power Subsystem Technical Officer. Mr. C. MacKenzie joined the program 
in April 1962. In January 1963, Mr. M. Weinraub left the program and a junior man was 
added; Mr. MacKenzie served as Technical Officer. In mid-1963 Mr. C. Bolton was 
NIMCO** 
GE-SD 
- SOLAR ARRAY 
added to the effort and there were three GSFC individuals involved with power subsystem 
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Figure 1-8. Responsibilities for Power System 
*(The definition of the Nimbus 2 power system adopted for purposes of this report is 
contained in Section 3.2. ) Revised May 7, 1968 1-23 
contract technical direction through launch of Nimbus 1. After  delivery of the Flight 2 
hardware to General Electric, Mr. MacKenzie's participation in Nimbus was sharply 
reduced. 
1.15 POWER SYSTEM TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 
In this section, the persons considered primarily responsible for the power system components * 
are identified. Except as noted, the persons identified were responsible throughout the 
major portion of the design and development period and to the launch of both Nimbus 1 and 2. 
These individuals were identified from the personal knowledge of various individuals associated 
with the program during the Nimbus 1 and 2 time period. Mr. C. MacKenzie, who served as 
NASA-GSFC Technical Officer during most of the time period, contributed much of the 
information. 
The persons considered primarily responsible for the power system components, with 
responsibility noted, are listed below: 
a. NASA-GSFC Power Subsystem Technical Officer: 
6. MacKenzie 
C. Bolton, Assistant Technical Officer on Nimbus 2 
b. RCA-AED Power Subsystem Engineer: 
RCA-AED did not have a Nimbus Power Subsystem Engineer, as such. 
c. GE-NIMIT Power Subsystem Engineer (responsible for spacecraft integration and 
test of the power subsystem): 
E. W. Kipp, Jr - Nimbus 2 
J. Lennon - Nimbus 1 
d. RCA-AED Solar Array Engineers: 
Mechanical - F. Beaumont 
Array - P. Weiner 
*Using definition of power system adopted in this report, Section 3 .2 .  
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e. 
f. 
g- 
h. 
i. 
j= 
RCA-AED Battery Module Engineers: 
Mechanical - A .  Melman 
Electrical - R. C. Green (formerly Greenblatt) 
Cel ls  - E.C. Duncan 
RCA-AED Electronics Module Engineers: 
Mechanical - A. Melman 
Electrical - R. C. Green (formerly Greenblatt) 
GE-SD Auxiliary Load Controller Engineer: B. F. Fry, Jr. 
GE-SD Auxiliary Load Panel (Additional Load Panel) Engineer: R. F. Fry, Jr. 
W. Tacy, Jr. 
GE-SD Solar Array Drive 
Original Design - E.B. Scuilli 
Redesign for Nimbus 2 - Paul Lautensack and Ray Simpson 
GE-SD Slip Ring Assembly: 
T.R. Galeone (H. Esten, Technical Leader) 
1.16 SCHEDULE 
The RCA-AED contract for development of the power subsystem was initiated in March 1961. 
The initial program undertaken was to develop and qualify prototype hardware in a period of 
about 8 months, with flight hardware to follow about 4 months later (Reference 1-4). Figure 
1-9 shows some of the major milestones of the actual schedule achieved for the power sub- 
system. Since so  many factors influence the schedule on a complex program like Nimbus, 
no attempt was made to provide details in Figure 1-9. A few of the factors are noted below, 
without attempting to identify the specific schedule influences. 
a. 
b. 
C. 
Development and construction of the solar paddles was delayed by a decision in late 
1962 to change from the initial P-on-N solar cells to more-radiation-resistant 
N-on-P cells. This decision arose from the unexpected creation of an artificial 
radiation belt at Nimbus flight altitude by a high-altitude nuclear explosion test in 
mid-1962 (Reference 1-5). 
Development problems on other spacecraft subsystems dictated priorities and 
need-date. 
Availability of spacecraft structure for spacecraft-integrated tests. 
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SECTION 2 
POWER SYSTEM SUMMARY 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this section is to provide a brief summary of the Nimbus 2 power system for 
quick-information purposes. The power system is defined in this report as consisting of 
the following four subsystems: 
1 
a. Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem (Power Subsystem) 
b. Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
c. Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
d. Paddle Unfold Subsystem 
The first subsystem listed (provided by RCA-AED) is defined by the Nimbus program as 
the spacecraft power subsystem (except that the Nimbus program definition also included 
the paddle unfold motors and paddle opening torsional springs, supplied by RCA-AED, 
which are included in this report as part of the paddle unfold subsystem) and it serves 
directly to provide the operational power requirements of the spacecraft. The other 
subsystems listed represent the auxiliary equipment required to achieve operation of the 
first, and a re  therefore included here as part of the overall power system. The auxiliary 
loads subsystem provides the capability to control the state of charge of the power sub- 
system batteries through dumping of excess power each orbit. The solar array drive 
subsystem serves to maintain orientation of the solar paddles during orbital operation. 
The paddle unfold subsystem serves to (1) secure the folded paddles to the spacecraft 
during launch and (2) unfold the paddles after launch. 
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2.2 POWER GENERATION, STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
2.2.1 MANUFACTURER: RCA, Astro-Electronics Division 
2.2.2 MAJOR COMPONENTS: 
a. Two solar cell paddles 
b. Eight battery modules 
e. One electronics module 
2.2.3 BEGINNINGaF-LIFE ARRAY POWER: 
2 0  
a, Pre-launch Prediction: 438 watts at 136.6 mw/cm , 55 C, and 33.2 volts 
(solar simulation method) 
Actual: 440 or 458 watts at 136.6 mw/cm , 55 C, and 33.2 volts 
(depending on method of analysis) 
2 0  
b. 
2.2.4 BATTERY CELL CAPACITY: 
0 4.5 ampere-hours at 25 C, 2 amperes rate, discharged to 1.15 volts 
2.2.5 TYPE OF MAIN BUS: -24.5 f 0.5 V d c  
2.2.6 ARRAY DATA: 
a. Cell Type: 2 cm x 2 cm, 17-mil thick, N-on-P, titanium-silver sintered contacts, 
solder coated. 
b. Cell Manufacturer: RCA-Mountain Top 
c. Cell Resistivity: 1 to 2 ohm-cm 
d. Bare Cell Efficiency: 11.0% at 140 mw/cm and 25OC 2 
e. Type Cover: 6 mil Corning 7940 fused silica, blue-red filter with antireflective coating 
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f. Electrical Arrangement: 
1. module - cells connected in parallel 
2. board - modules connected in series 
3. paddle - boards connected in parallel 
4. array - paddles connected in parallel 
A paddle contains: 4 boards of 98 ten-cell modules 
1 board of 97 ten-cell "modules"* 
1 board of 97 six-cell "modulestt** 
Total of 5472 cells 
An array consists of: 10,944 cells 
2.2.7 BATTERY DATA: 
a. Cell-type: Nickel-cadmium 
b. Number of cells: 23 in series 
c. Cell Manufacturer: GE-Capacitor Dept. 
2 .2 .8  CONTRACT NUMBER: NAS 5-943 
2 . 2 . 9  MAJOR FUNCTIONAL FEATURES 
. 
a. Photovoltaic conversion of sun-radiated power to electrical energy 
b. Electro-chemical battery energy storage (nickel-cadmium) 
c. Regulated dc main load bus 
d. Dissipative-type main bus regulating elements in each battery module controlled 
by one of two redundant e r ror  signal feedback amplifiers located in electronics 
module. 
e. Dissipative type, individual battery charge rate limiters 
*One of the ten-cell "modules" consists of 2 three-cell modules and one 4-cell module, 
**Fourteen of the six-cell "modules" consists of pairs of 3-cell modules. 
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f .  
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
0. 
Battery overcharge control by ground control of special spacecraft loads (the auxiliary 
loads subsystem) 
Automatic protection of batteries against high temperatures by use of battery 
temperature sensors in conjunction with circuitry which switches the battery charge 
regulator to a trickle charge mode if the batteries exceed a pre-set temperature. 
Automatic protection from batteries that fail in semi-to-full shorts by use of 
circuitry which switches battery charge regulator to a trickle charge mode if the 
battery voltage is lower than a pre-set value. 
Solar array voltage limiter 
Sub system status -monitoring telemetry circuits 
Fuse protection of power supply from loads noncritical to spacecraft operation. 
Each battery charge current limiter element fused for short-circuit protection 
Regulated bus comparator provides automatic switching of regulator e r ror  
signal feedback amplifiers if main bus voltage exceeds limit conditions. 
Ground-commanded switchover capability provided for regulator error  signal 
feedback amplifiers 
An auxiliary regulator provides power from the battery modules to the 
comparator and associated ground-command channels in the spacecraft clock 
receiver independent of the main bus. 
.2.3 AUXILIARY LOADS SUBSYSTEM 
2 . 3 . 1  MANUFACTURER: GE-Spacecraft Department 
2 . 3 . 2  MAJOR COMPONENTS: 
a. Auxiliary Load Controller 
b. Auxiliary Load Panel 
c. Additional Load Panel 
d. Compensation Loads 
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2 .3 .3  MAJOR FUNCTIONAL FEATURES: 
a. Auxiliary load controller provides capability to connect or  disconnect, upon command, 
spacecraft-unregulated power to the auxiliary loads and spacecraft -regulated power 
to the additional load and compensation loads. 
b. Auxiliary load panel provides three separate loads for power dissipation 
c. Additional load panel provides one load for power dissipation 
d. Compensation loads provide three separate loads for power dissipation o r  for 
maintaining spacecraft thermal balance 
2.4 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 
2.4.1 MANUFACTURER: GE-Spacecraft Department 
2.4.2 MAJOR COMPONENTS: 
a. 
b. Sun Sensor Preamplifier 
c. Array Drive Amplifier 
d. Slip Ring Assembly 
e. Array Drive Assembly 
f. Shaft Assembly 
Array Drive Sun Sensors (2) 
2.4 .3  MAJOR FUNCTIONAL FEATURES: 
o Senses sun and rotates paddles at orbital rate so that paddles are perpendicular to 
SUn 
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2.5 PADDLE UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM 
2.5.1 MANUFACTURER: RCA, Astro-Electronics Division and GE-Spacecraft Dept. 
2.5.2 MAJOR COMPONENTS 
a. Folded paddle latching and tie-down equipment (GE-SD) 
b. 
c. 
Paddle unfold drive and latching equipment (RCA-AED) 
Spacecraft separation switches and unfold timer (GE-SD) 
5 
2.5.3 MAJOR FUNCTIONAL FEATURES: 
8 Senses spacecraft separation from booster, and after providing time delay, 
releases and unfolds paddles 
2.6 POWER SYSTEM WEIGHT: 
a. Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem 
(including unfold subsystem paddle torsional springs and latch) 
b. Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
c. Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
d. Paddle Unfold Subsystem (without torsional springs and latch 
included as part  of paddles of power generation, storage 
and control subsystem) 
e. Power System Harness 
Total 
199.9 lb 
7.8 
16.4 
10.6 
20.7 
255.4 lb 
2.7 DESIGN STATUS 
Second time flown. A slightly modified version of the subsystem initially flown on Nimbus 1 
spacecraft. Major changes from Nimbus 1 were the additions of an eighth battery module 
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and a redesigned solar array drive. Major design changes are being incorporated into the 
design for the next flight (Nimbus B); namely, nondissipative regulation techniques and 
automatic battery overcharge protection. 
2 .8  FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
Al l  power system performance objectives were met for the design operational life of 6 
months, and the system was still operating the spacecraft as of February 15, 1968, after 
2 1  months in orbit. Initial solar array paddle release and deployment were successful. 
Bus voltage regulation was maintained throughout the 21 month period and each of the 
eight batteries continued to share the discharge load and recharge current within 
design limits with no signs of degradation. Although two solar array open circuit failures 
did occur after approximately 2-1/2 months and 11 months in orbit (one of these inter- 
mittent), the solar array continued to provide sufficient current to power the spacecraft. 
Intermittent, erratic motion of the solar array drive shaft began after 14 months in orbit, 
but was still operating after 2 1  months (February 15, 1968). 
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SECTION 3 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION 
3 1 INTRODUCTION 
This section presents an overall summary description of the power system and its method 
of operation. The subsystems and components (major discrete physical assemblies) making 
up the power system are identified and described in terms of major physical characteristics, 
spacecraft location, functional purpose, major functional elements utilized to achieve pur- 
poses, and some design performance characteristics. Also included in this section are 
summaries of major features of the power system design; namely, component weights and 
sizes, reliability features, fusing methodology, and grounding methodology. Detailed 
design descriptions of the components which were judged to be of most general significance 
to power systems are described in Section 5. Some actual ground test performance char- 
acteristics and some actual flight performance data a re  presented in Sections 13 and 14, 
respectively. 
3.2  POWER SYSTEM DEFINITION 
The Nimbus 2 Power System is considered herein to be made up of the four subsystems listed 
below, together with the appropriate harness. Although not part of the spacecraft opera- 
tional power system, a solar cell experiment flown on the Nimbus 2 spacecraft also is 
included and will be described in this report. 
a. 
b. Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem 
c. Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
d. Paddle Unfold Subsystem 
e. Harness 
f. Solar Cel l  Experiment 
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In Table 3-1 are  listed the major physical elements (components) making up the above 
subsystems, A description of each subsystem and these components is presented in Sections 
3 . 3  through 3.7.  
The first two subsystems listed above, the Power Generation, Storage and Control Sub- 
system and the Auxiliary Loads Subsystem, comprise the basic operational power supply 
of the spacecraft in that these subsystems serve directly to generate, store, and control 
the electrical energy used by the spacecraft. The other two subsystems listed provide a 
supporting role to the first two, That is, the Solar Array Drive Subsystem serves to 
maintain orientation of the solar paddles during orbital operation. The Paddle Unfold Sub- 
system serves to secure the folded paddles to the spacecraft during launch and to unfold the 
paddles after launch. 
On the Nimbus 1 and 2 programs, the power generation, storage and control subsystem 
defined in Section 3.3,  which was  provided by RCA-AED, was considered, and referred to 
as,  the Nimbus power subsystem (except that the Nimbus program definition also included 
the paddle unfold motors and paddle-opening torsional springs supplied by RCA-AED , which 
are  included in this report as part of the paddle unfold subsystem). For brevity and con- 
sistency with the Nimbus project nomenclature, this subsystem will also sometimes be 
referred to as the power subsystem in this report. Also, consistent with Nimbus program 
terminology, the 8 battery modules and the electronics module, considered as a group, is 
referred to as the storage and control subsystem, 
A s  will be seen in the following description, the basic objective of the power system as 
defined above is to provide a regukted dc main bus (-24.5 f 0 . 5  volts)* to the other space- 
craft systems. Except for a small amount of power provided to an auxiliary regulated bus 
at -25 + 1 volts, any additional power conditioning equipment utilized by these user  systems 
is not included in the Nimbus power system defined above. 
*Bus voltage regulation is reported in some sources as -24.5 vdc & 2% For practical 
purposes, both are the same. 
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Table 3-1. Subsystems and Components of Power System 
Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem 
Solar Array (2 paddles) 
Battery Modules (8) 
Electronics Module 
Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
Auxiliary Load Controller 
Auxiliary Load Panel 
Additional Load Panel 
Compensation Loads 
Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
Array Drive Sun Sensors (2) 
Sun Sensor Preamplifier 
Array Drive Amplifier 
Slip Ring Assembly 
Array Drive Assembly 
Shaft Assembly 
Paddle Unfold Subsys tem 
Folded Paddle Latching and Tie-Down Equipment 
Paddle Unfold Drive and Latching Mechanism 
Unfold Timer 
Spacecraft Separation Switches 
Harness 
Solar Cell Experiment 
Left-Hand Paddle Experiment 
Right-Hand Paddle Experiment 
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It should also be noted that this definition does not include the equipment on the Nimbus 2 
spacecraft used for switching the user systems on and off the main bus (or a switching 
module included on Nimbus 2 used for switching ground power connections). This switching 
capability on Nimbus 2 was generally an integral part of each user system, controlled by the 
spacecraft Command System 
3.3 POWER GENERATION, STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM AND THE AUXILIARY 
LOADS SUBSYSTEM 
3.3.1 COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS 
The Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem and the Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
together represent the basic operational power supply of the spacecraft in that these two 
subsystems serve to generate, store, and control the electrical energy used by the space- 
craft. These two subsystems are  being described together in this section because of the 
inextricable, supplementary role of the Auxiliary Loads Subsystem to operation of the Power 
Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem, The components (major discrete assemblies) 
making up the Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem are  shown in the simplified 
block diagram of Figure 3-1 together with the components of the Auxiliary Loads Subsystem. 
Also shown are the major functional elements within two of the components (battery module 
and electronics module). The overall dimensions and volume of each of these components 
a re  presented in Tables 3-8 through 3-10 of Section 3.14 and the weight of each component 
is presented in Table 3-7. 
3.3.1.1 Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem Components 
The Power Generation Storage and Control Subsystem consists of the following components 
and major functions: 
a. A Solar Array, consisting of two paddles, each containing an array of silicon 
solar cells on one side for photovoltaic conversion of solar radiation to elec- 
trical energy, connected electrically in parallel to provide an unregulated bus. 
The two paddles are attached to the opposite ends of a shaft which is mounted 
in the spacecraft attitude control subsystem assembly. Shaft rotation, in 
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conjunction with a high-noon orbit and spacecraft earth-orientation, provide 
perpendicular sun viewing of the solar cells on the paddles. One of the two 
paddles, * which are symmetrical in configuration, is shown in Figure 3-2. 
b. Eight identical Battery Modules, connected electrically in parallel, each con- 
taining a series-connected pack of 23 nickel-cadmium cells for energy storage, 
a seriesdissipation battery charge limiter and series-dissipation load bus 
regulator, together with other circuitry (not indicated in Figure 3-1) for tele- 
metry and for protection of the power supply circuits and components. One 
of the modules is shown in Figure 3-3. These modules are housed inside the 
spacecraft sensory ring. 
c. One Electronics Module, containing load bus sensing feedback amplifier 
circuitry used to provide a common control signal to the eight load bus voltage 
regulators in the eight battery modules, together with other telemetry and 
control circuitry (not indicated in Figure 3-1). This module, shown in Figure 
3-4, is also housed in the spacecraft sensory ring. 
Back Surface Sun-Facing Surface 
Figure 3-2. Solar Paddle (Left-Hand) 
*The left-hand paddle (RCA nomenclature) is shown. The General Electric Company, the 
integration contractor, referred to this paddle as the Right-Hand Paddle. By RCA 
definition, the Left-Hand Paddle is the Paddle on the left side of the spacecraft, facing the 
sun in the direction of the spacecraft orbital velocity vector. The RCA terminology will 
be used in this report. 
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Figure 3-3. Battery Module 
Figure 3 -4. Electronics Module 
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3 . 3 , l .  2 Auxiliary Loads Subsystem Components 
The Auxiliary Loads Subsystem consists of the following components and functions: 
a. An Auxiliary Load Panel, containing power resistors wired as three loads to 
dissipate excess power upon command. This panel is mounted between two 
of the spacecraft struts which connect the attitude control subsystem assembly 
and the sensory ring. It is powered from the unregulated bus. 
An Additional Load Panel for dissipation of excess power upon command which 
is identical to the auxiliary load panel, except that the load resistors a re  
electrically connected as one load through the vehicle harness. This panel is 
also attached to the spacecraft struts interconnecting the attitude control 
subsystem and the spacecraft sensory ring. It is powered from the regulated 
bus. 
b. 
c. Three Compensation Loads, which are heating elements attached to  components 
of three of the spacecraft subsystems, designed to dissipate the average heat 
load produced by the sensory system on an average orbit basis. It is powered 
by the regulated bus. These loads can be used for maintaining the spacecraft 
thermal balance or  dissipating a comparable quantity of energy in case of 
failure of a particular subsystem. (Because of the latter function they a re  
considered part of the power system.) 
d. An Auxiliary Load Controller, consisting of a number of latching relays which 
on command provide on/off control of the loads on the auxiliary load panel, 
the additional load, and the compensation loads. Also contained in the 
auxiliary load controller a re  the telemetry circuits which monitor the status 
of all auxiliary loads. This component is housed in the spacecraft sensory ring 
and is shown in Figure 3-5. 
3 .3 ,2  SUBSYSTEMS OPERATION 
The overall basic principles of operation of the two subsystems are as depicted by the basic 
functional elements shown in Figure 3-1 and as described below. 
elements to be described in Section 3 .3 .3  and not shown in Figure 3-1 do not change 
the basic operating principles, but essentially represent information, protection and 
redundant functions. A s  depicted in Figure 3-1, the operation of the subsystem is as 
The other functional 
follows during satellite day: 
a. Solar radiation is acquired by the two solar paddles which are maintained 
continuously normal to the earth sun-line by the spacecraft orbit, the space- 
craft attitude control subsystem orientation of the spacecraft to the earth, 
and the rotation of the paddle shaft supplied by the solar array drive subsystem. 
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Figure 3-5. Auxiliary Load Controller 
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b. The solar cells on the solar paddles convert the intercepted solar power to 
electrical power by the photovoltaic process. 
c. This electrical power is conducted across the solar paddle drive shaft by means 
of slip rings to  an unregulated bus. 
de From the unregulated bus, the electrical power is distributed as follows: 
1. Some of the power goes into the eight battery modules where some is 
shunted to the eight battery packs for storage after passing through 
the eight current limiting charge regulators, and some is delivered 
out of the battery modules to a load bus after being regulated to -24.5 
f 0.5 volts by the eight series dissipative load bus voltage regulators 
in the battery modules working in conjunction with the load bus 
sensing feedback amplifier of the electronics module. 
2. Some is shunted to  the auxiliary loads in an amount controlled by the 
auxiliary load controller. 
e. From the regulated bus, the electrical power is delivered to the spacecraft 
loads, except when an additional amount is shunted to the additional and/or 
compensation loads by the auxiliary load controller. 
/ 
The amount of energy shunted to the auxiliary, additional and/or compensation loads by 
the auxiliary load controller is controlled from the ground and represents the excess power 
over that required to supply the loads and to  recharge the batteries without excessive over- 
charge. 
During satellite night, the electrical energy stored in the battery packs is delivered to the 
unregulated bus via the bypasses around the eight battery charge rate limiters and, after 
regulation to -24.5 volts f: 2 percent by the eight load bus voltage regulators working in 
conjunction with the load bus sensing feedback amplifier of the electronics module, is 
delivered to the load bus. 
During launch and orbit acquisition, up to  the time that the solar array is deployed and 
fully sun-oriented, spacecraft power is obtained from the batteries, 
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During ground test, the unregulated bus can be supplied with power through a ground test 
connection routed through the auxiliary loads controller. 
3.3.3 FUNCTIONAL ELEMENTS 
A more complete block diagram of the power generation, storage and control subsysteiii 
and the auxiliary loads subsystem, showing all of the functional elements of each componeut 
of the subsystems is presented in  Figure 3-6. These functional elements and the contribu- 
tion they make to  the subsystem operation are briefly described below. 
3.3,3.1 Solar Paddles 
3.3.3.1.1 Boards 
Each of the two solar paddles contains 5472 phosphorus-diffused silicon N-on-P solar cells 
of low (1 to 2 ohm-em) resistivity, 2 x 2 cm in size, grouped into six boards which a r e  
connected electrically in parallel. 
Figure 3-7, consists of a series string of solar cell modules; each module consisting of so ln~.  
cell groups electrically connected in parallel. Four of the boards each contain 98 ten-cell 
modules connected in series. One board contains the electrical equivalent of 97 ten-cell 
modules connected in series (with one of the ten-cell "modulesft actually consisting of 2 
three-cell modules and one four-cell module connected in parallel) and the remaining board 
contains the electrical equivalent of 97 six-cell modules connected in series (with 14 of the 
six-cell r7modules" actually consisting of pairs of three -cell modules wired in parallel) a 
Each board, of location and configuration indicated in 
3,3.3.1.2 Blocking Diodes 
Each of the above boards (a series string of parallel-connected modules of solar cells) of 
the a r ray  contains two silicon-blocking diodes connected electrically in parallel to prevent 
those solar-cell strings producing low voltages from loading those that produce high voltages. 
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Figure 3-6. Functional Block Diagram of the Power Generation, Storage 
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BOARD A (OR G) 
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Figure 3-7. Solar Paddle Board Layout Left-Hand Platform 
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3 .3 .3 .1 .3  Voltage Telemetry Circuits 
Two voltage telemetry circuits a re  included on each paddle and monitor the voltage output 
of boards G and J on the right-hand platform, and A and F on the left-hand platform. Volt- 
ages are monitored on the solar cell side of the blocking diodes. 
3 .3 .3 .1 .4  Temperature Telemetry Circuits 
Temperature telemetry circuitry is provided on each platform to monitor three tempera- 
ture  thermistors, which a re  mounted in a cluster at one point on each paddle, and develop 
an average temperature from these thermistors, The temperature is monitored on board 
J on the right-hand platform, and board F on the left-hand platform. 
3 .3 .3 .2  Slip Ring Assembly 
This element, part of the Solar Array Drive Subsystem and described in Section 3 . 4 . 1 . 5 ,  
conducts the solar array power to the spacecraft from the solar array shaft which is 
rotating with the array relative to the spacecraft. 
3 .3 .3 .3  Battery Module 
3 .3 .3 .3 .1  Battery Pack 
Each battery pack consists of 23 series-connected nickel-cadmium cells rated at  a mini- 
mum of 4 . 5  ampere-hour capacity at 25 C. The temperature of three cells, strategically 
located in the battery pack, are  monitored to provide temperature indications to the tem- 
perature sensor protection circuitry (described below) in the battery module. Only one 
sensor in each battery pack is telemetered but any one of the three can reduce the battery 
charge rate. (The Nimbus 1 spacecraft battery packs also contained pressure sensors to 
monitor the pressure of individual cells in the pack. Nimbus 2 had none.) 
0 
3.3 .3 .3 .2  Battery Charge Rate Limiter 
This element consists of regulator circuitry which limits the battery charge rate to 1 . 5  
amperes and reduces battery charge rate to a trickle rate of approximately 300 milliamperes 
if a battery malfunctions. The batteries a re  switched to trickle charge when the battery 
voltage is low o r  the battery temperature is high by the circuitry described a s  follows. 
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3-3.3.3.3 Battery Low Voltage Sensor Circuitry 
This element consists of a circuit that senses the battery pack voltage and compares it to a 
reference voltage. If the battery pack fails in a semi-to-full short mode, and the voltage 
drops below 21 volts, the comparator delivers a negative signal to the charge limiter to 
reduce charge current to a trickle. The circuit locks llontI and maintains a trickle charge 
condition until the battery voltage rises to a normal value and the satellite passes through 
orbital night; i.e., the solar array output must go to zero before the low voltage sensor 
circuitry will  unlock. 
3.3.3.3.4 Battery Temperature Sensor Circuitry 
This circuit reduces the charge current to a trickle if any one of the three battery tempera- 
ture  sensors rises above 65 C. The temperature at three cells of each battery pack is 
monitored. When the temperature drops, normal charging rate resumes. 
0 
3.3.3.3.5 Load Bus Voltage Regulator (LBVR) 
This is a series dissipative voltage regulator which maintains the regulated bus at  -24.5 
& 0.5,volts, for all conditions of load, battery or solar array input voltage, temperature, 
and component aging. All eight LBVR's operate in parallel and receive a common feedback 
signal from the electronics module. 
3.3.3.3.6 Voltage Limiter 
This is a protective circuit designed to bypass the excess unregulated current developed by 
the solar array, when the array current exceeds that required by the loads and battery 
charge currents. 
The voltage surge limiters ensures that the solar array voltage will be maintained within 
load bus voltage regulator operating limits. If the solar array voltage exceeds 39 volts 
(absolute value), the voltage surge limiters begin to provide an additional path for the 
excess solar array current capability. If the array voltage reaches 44 volts, a maximum 
of 1 . 5  amperes for each module is bypassed. In normal satellite testing and during nor- 
mal satellite-system orbital operation, there is always a load and battery charge current 
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requirement sufficient to keep the solar array voltage below 39 volts. The voltage surge 
limiter will function only during abnormal system conditions 
3.3.3.3.7 Battery Charge and Discharge Current Telemetry Circuits 
The battery charge and discharge current telemetry circuits monitor the battery current 
flowing through current sensing resistors and provide voltage outputs to the spacecraft 
telemetry subsystem that are  suitably conditioned and proportional to the charge and dis- 
charge currents, respectively. 
3.3.3.3.8 Battery Temperature Telemetry Circuitry 
This circuit monitors the temperature sensors in the battery pack and provides a suitably 
conditioned input to the spacecraft telemetry subsystem 
3.3.3.3.9 Battery Voltage Telemetry Circuitry 
This circuit monitors the battery voltage and provides a suitably conditioned input to the 
spacecraft telemetry subsystem. 
3.3.3.3.10 Protective Diodes 
Blocking diode CR2 prevents the solar array from charging the batteries directly and also 
provides a path for the battery discharge power to the load-bus voltage regulator during 
nighttime portion of the orbit or during load sharing. Since there is no power from the 
solar array,  during the night portion of the orbit, the batteries must supply all the power 
requirements of the satellite. At this time CR1, a blocking diode, protects the charge-rate 
limiter from the battery voltage. The blocking diode, CR3, in  series with the solar array 
input prevents feedback into the solar array. 
3.3.3.3.11 Protective Fuses 
Each battery module has two fuses to protect the elements against malfunctions which might 
cause excess current drain. A 7.9 ampere fuse protects the voltage limiter and a 14 ampere 
fuse protects the remaining battery module circuitry. 
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3.3 .3 .4  Electronics Module 
3.3 .3 .4 .1  Load Bus Sensing (Feedback) Amplifiers (LBSA) 
The function of the load bus sensing amplifier is to detect the level of the regulated-bus 
voltage, compare it to a fixed reference voltage, and amplify the resulting e r ro r  signal. 
This e r ror  signal is fed to  the eight load-bus voltage regulators in the battery modules to 
correct for changes and disturbances external to the closed loop. One LBSA is required 
for system operation. The second one is a standby unit which is automatically switched 
into the system by a relay in the regulated bus comparator if the operating load bus 
sensing amplifier fails. Switching can be accomplished also by a signal from the ground 
station. Circuitry is also included in each amplifier to provide a telemetry signal indicat- 
ing the operational status of the amplifier (whether on o r  off). 
3.3 .3 .4 .2  Regulated Bus Comparator 
The regulated bus comparator detects the regulated bus input for a low or  high voltage 
level that indicates improper operation of the feedback amplifier in use, and immediately 
switches the redundant amplifier into the feedback loop. Switching is controlled by ener- 
gizing a relay that disables the final stage of the defective feedback amplifier and simul- 
taneously applies power to the redundant amplifier. The regulated bus comparator also 
provides reference voltages that indicate the operational status of the feedback amplifiers. 
A ground command circuit is also supplied. This circuit makes it possible to select either 
feedback amplifier for operation from the ground station. 
3.3 .3 .4 .3  Auxiliary Regulator 
An auxiliary regulator, connected to the unregulated bus input to the load bus voltage 
regulator of each battery module provides -25 f 1 volts power for the regulated bus com- 
parator and the ground-override command circuits in the clock receiver. This independent 
source of power is necessary to provide emergency power to switch to the standby load bus 
sensing amplifier. 
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3.3.3.4.4 Unregulated and Regulated Bus Current Telemetry Circuitry 
The unregulated and regulated bus current telemetry circuits monitor two current-sensing 
Hall  effect generators and provide voltage outputs to the spacecraft telemetry subsystem 
that are suitably conditioned and proportional to the unregulated and regulated bus currents, 
respectively. A 400 cps square wave input from the clock receiver is used in this circuitry. 
3 .3 .3 .4 .5  Unregulated and Regulated Bus Voltages Telemetry Circuitry 
These circuits monitor the unregulated and regulated bus voltages and provide a suitably 
conditioned input to the spacecraft telemetry subsystem. 
3 .3 .3 .4 .6  Regulated Bus Fuses 
Each battery module is connected to the regulated bus through a 7 . 9  ampere fuse. 
3 . 3 . 3 . 5  Auxiliary Load Panel 
The auxiliary load panel consists of 35 noninductive 560 ohm, 10 watt resistors connected 1 
such that three separate loads of 5, 10, and 20 resistors connected in parallel are provided. 
Each of the three resistive loads are individually commanded on and off of the spacecraft 
unregulated bus by the auxiliary load controller and provides the spacecraft system with 
three separate nominal loads of 9.5, 19, and 38 watts for the purpose of dissipating excess 
solar array power. 
3 .3 .3 .6  Additional Load Panel 
The additional load panel is identical to the auxiliary load panel in  that it also contains 
35 noninductive 560 ohm, 10 watt resistors with 5, 10  and 20 of these connected in parallel. 
These three separate resistive loads, however, are interconnected in such a way through 
the vehicle harness as to provide a single load of 35 resistors connected in parallel. The 
additional load panel, which is also utilized for the purpose of dissipating excess solar 
array power, is commanded on and off of the spacecraft regulated bus by the auxiliary 
load controller and provides the spacecraft system with a single load of 36.7 watts at 
24.5 volts. 
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3.3.3.7 
The Compensation Loads consist of various size "strip heaters" (flexible wire heating elements 
insulated with silicone rubber) bonded to components of selected sensory ring subsystems. 
These heaters are designed to dissipate the average heat load produced by the sensory 
system on an average orbit basis. These loads can be used to maintain the spacecraft 
thermal balance o r  to dissipate a comparable quantity of energy in the event of a particular 
subsystem failure. Three separate loads of 17.9 watts, 9.3 watts, and 9.3 watts, which 
are individually commanded on and off of the spacecraft regulated bus by the Auxiliary Load 
Controller,are provided for the APT, S-Band and AVC SUbsYskms, resPectivelY- 
3.3.3.8 Auxiliary Load Controller 
The purpose of the Auxiliary Load Controller is to connect o r  disconnect, upon command, 
spacecraft unregulated power to the auxiliary loads and spacecraft regulated power to the 
compensation loads and additional load. The switching of these loads, which can be done 
individually,is accomplished by magnetic latching relays. Power is applied to each of the 
individual loads through fused outputs in order to protect the Power System against 
malfunctions which might cause excessive current drain. In addition, the Auxiliary Load 
Controller also contains a number of resistive divider networks which provide appropriate 
telemetry signals concerning the status of each of the loads. 
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3 . 4  SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 
The primary function of the solar array drive subsystem is to drive the solar array 
paddles about the pitch axis of the spacecraft s o  that they remain perpendicular to the 
sun throughout the day portion of the orbit. Only the single-axis control of paddle shaft 
rotation is required for this operation because the spacecraft is in a high-noon orbit and 
the yaw control loop of the spacecraft attitude control subsystem orients the spacecraft 
pitch axis normal to the orbital plane. During the umbra portion of the orbit, the drive 
slews the paddles at approximately six times the orbit rate to the sunrise position. The 
paddles maintain this fixed position until the spacecraft reaches the sunrise position and 
paddle rotation at orbital rate is resumed. 
In addition to providing the above function of maintaining solar array sun orientation, 
the solar array drive subsystem also provides signals which are a function of solar 
array shaft position to other spacecraft subsystems. 
3 . 4 . 1  COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS 
The solar array drive subsystem consists of the following components, some of which 
a re  shown in Figure 3-8. The weights of these components are presented in Table 3-7. 
The overall dimensions a re  presented in Table 3-9. 
3 .4 .1 .1  Shaft Assembly 
This assembly consists of a ball-bearing-supported shaft which passes through the 
attitude control subsystem structure, as indicated in Figure 3-8. This shaft supports the 
solar array paddles at each end and can be rotated to orient thepaddles to the sun. 
3 . 4 . 1 . 2  Solar Array Drive Assembly 
This assembly consists of a servo motor with gearhead, a clutch assembly, and a four- 
potentiometer stack connected to the gear assembly. This assembly is mounted inside 
the attitude control subsystem housing near one end of the shaft, as indicated in Figure 
3-8. A photograph of the assembly is shown in Figure 3-9. This assembly is geared to 
the solar array shaft and provides the motive power for shaft rotation. Some additional 
details on elements of the assembly are described below. 
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@ SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
@ SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE MECHANISM 
@ 
@ SOLAR ARRAY SHAFT 
0 SOLAR ARRAY SENSOR ALBEDO SHIELD 
SOLAR A R M Y  SUN SENSORS (2) 
Figure 3-8. Location of Solar Array Drive Subsystem Components in Attitude Control 
Subsystem Package 
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Figure 3-9. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
3.4.1.2.1 Servo Motor and Gear Head 
The drive motor is a size 11, 400-Hz, two-phase motor directly coupled to a 12,121-to- 
1 gear reduction assembly. This unit is flange-mounted to a gear box containing a 
2.33-to-1 gear reduction to a clutch shaft, followed by a 340-1 gear reduction to a drive 
shaft collar which slips over and is pinned to the solar array drive shaft. 
3.4.1.2.2 Clutch Assembly 
The clutch assembly consists of an eight-ball, detent type, spring-loaded clutch located 
between the last two gear meshes described above. 
3.4.1.2.3 Potentiometer Stack 
The potentiometer stack consists of four potentiometers ganged together on a shaft which 
is gear-connected into the clutch assembly so as to be thereby geared to the solar array 
shaft. One of the potentiometers, the Sunrise Bias Potentiometer, provides an input 
signal t o  the Solar Array Drive Amplifier, the use of which is described below. 
A second potentiometer, the Yaw Bias Potentiometer, can be used, by command, to provide 
a signal to the yaw control loop of the attitude control subsystem as a coarse adjustment 
to rotate the vehicle about the yaw axis and obtain an optimum orientation of the solar 
paddles to the sun under a condition of extremely bad alignment of the orbit plane and sun. 
This would be utilized only if array power was otherwise insufficient. The other two 
potentiometers provide signals not utilized by the power system. 
3.4.1.3 Solar Array Sun Sensors 
Two solar array sun sensors, each consisting of six single solar cell assemblies, are 
mounted on the cylindrical surface of an assembly which surrounds the solar array drive 
shaft so as to provide a 360-degree field of view about the shaft axis (see Figure 3-10). A 
sun sensor is mounted on each end of the solar array drive shaft between the attitude 
control subsystem. housing and a solar array paddle. These sun sensors are used as 
position e r ror  detectors for the solar array paddles. The six cells are symmetrically 
mounted and electrically connected in groups of three so  that the sensor output is zero when 
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THIS COMPONENT PROVIDES A DC VOLTAGE SIGNAL 
PROPORTIONAL TO THE SOLAR AlWAY ERROR ANGLE. 
IT USES THE SUN'S RADJATION AS A SIGNAL SOURCE. 
SOLAR ARRAY SUN SENSOR, FORE & AFT 
GE 2213890 G 1 &  2213890 G2 
Figure 3-10. Solar Array Sun Sensor 
the rays of the sun are normal to the solar cells of the solar array paddles. An earth 
albedo shield is mounted in a fixed-body position beneath each sun sensor to prevent e r rors  
from occurring in sun tracking due to albedo energy from the earth. 
3.4.1.4 Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier 
This preamplifier, consisting of two potted modules of parts in the shape of half toroids 
with rectangular cross sections, is mounted on the circumference of the shaft in the 
configuration of a whole toroid. These two modules, mounted on the shaft within the 
attitude control subsystem housing, are electrically connected together to form the 
preamplifier circuit for the signal from the solar array sun sensor. 
3.4.1.5 Slip Ring Assembly 
This assembly (shown in Figure 3-11) consists of 24 rotating rings and stationary brushes. 
The center cylindrical portion on which the rings are mounted slips over and is attached to 
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the solar array drive shaft inside the attitude control subsystem housing at approximately 
the shaft center. The outer portion of the .slip ring assembly surrounds the rings and 
contains the stationary brushes. This outer casing is attached to the center structure af the 
attitude control subsystem housing. This slip ring assembly is used to transfer 
electrical power and signals from the solar array paddles and sun sensor preamplifiers, 
which a re  attached to the rotating shaft, to the stationary portion of the controls package. 
THIS COMPONENT CONSISTS OF FOUR POWE 
RINGS CAPABLE OF CGRRYJiiG 10 AMPERES 
AM, 20 SIGNAL RINGS CAPABLE OF CARRYIBG 
1 AMPERE D.C.  
Figure 3-11. Slip Ring Assembly 
3.4.1.6 Solar Array Drive Ampliner Assemmy 
This assembly, consisting of four potted modules packaged in a rectangular shaped box, is 
mounted inside the attitude control subsystem housing on the back surface of one of the 
exterior panels. The amplifier uses signals from the solar array sun sensor and from the 
feedback patentiometer of the solar array drive assembly to provide a control signal 
to the servomotor of the, solar array drive assembly. Also included in the amplifier 
assembly are an Attenuator for a signal from the sunrise bias potentiometer and a Summing 
Connection for the attenuated sunrise bias potentiometer signal and a signal from the solar array 
sun sensor preamplifier. 
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3.4.2 SUBSYSTEM OPERATION 
The overall operation of the solar array drive subsystem is as follows (see Figure 3-12). 
Two modes of operation, day mode and night mode, must be considered. 
During the daylight portion of the orbit, the sun sensors generate a signal which is 
proportional to the angle between the sun and the solar array paddles (in the plane of 
the orbit). (True perpendicularity assumes zero yaw angle to the sun; however, the solar 
array paddle shaft null position does not change within the range of design yaw angles. 
The signal from each sun sensor is fed to the preamplifier at a common input point. The 
preamplifier amplifies the sun sensor signal and, after passing it through the slip ring 
assembly, supplies the amplified signal to the solar array drive amplifier assembly, as 
one of two input signals. The sunrise bias potentiometer, which is part of the solar 
array drive assembly, also provides an input signal to the solar array drive amplifier 
assembly. This input is attenuated and then summed with the sun sensor signal. This 
combined dc signal is then amplified and converted to a two-phase, 400-Hz ac signal 
which is used as the control phase voltage of the motors of the solar array drive 
ass embly . 
The servomotor of the solar array drive assembly operate as follows: A 400-Hz ac 
fixed-reference phase voltage is compared to the control phase voltage that leads or 
lags the reference phase by 90 degrees, depending upon the sign of the e r ror  signal. The 
torque developed by the motor is proportional to the product of the fixed phase voltage and 
control phase voltage magnitudes. Two values of the fixed phase excitation voltage, (10 
VRMS and 26 VRMS), in conjunction with two values of the sunrise bias potentiometer signal 
attenuator gain (0.02 and 0.03), are available, selectable by ground command, for use in 
a derated low-power mode of motor operation and a high-power mode, respectively. (This 
was one of the new features incorporated on the Nimbus C solar array drive as a result 
of the failure of the drive on Nimbus A. The solar array drive on Nimbus A failed in orbit 
because of motor lubricant degradation due to high temperature in the motor bearings. The 
capability for a low-power mode of motor operation represents one of the changes made 
to reduce the motor bearing temperature.) Sufficient torque is available in the low-power 
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mode to power the drive adequately throughout an orbit. The drive is normally operated 
in the low-power mode during testing, and the spacecraft is launched with the motor in 
the low-power mode. If for some reason there is an increase in drive friction sufficient 
to load the motor and prevent sun-tracking, the high mode would be commanded on. 
During the dark portion of the orbit when there is no sun sensor signal, the sunrise 
bias potentiometer signal is sufficient to produce a control phase voltage of 8.5 VRW, 
enough to drive the paddles to the sunrise position at approximately six times orbital 
rate. The paddles maintain this fixed position until they resume tracking the sun a t  sun- 
rise, when the sun sensors are  again illuminated. During the day,, the effect of the sun- 
rise bias potentiometer output, summed with the sun sensor output, is to cause the solar 
array to lag the sun by 0 .3  degree for part of the orbit but lead the sun by 0 .6  degree 
by the time the spacecraft enters the umbra. 
During ground handling of the paddles, the slip clutch within the solar array drive 
assembly permits the paddle shaft to be rotated manually without transmitting a high, 
back-driving load into the motor gear box. It also prevents the accidental loading of full 
motor torque through the gears if the shaft is locked during special ground testing. The 
clutch slipping level, about 600 in-lb on the paddle shaft, in either direction, is high 
enough for the clutch to be fully locked during all operations in orbit. 
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3.5 PADDLE UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM 
The Paddle Unfold Subsystem serves to secure the folded paddles to the spacecraft during 
launch and to unfold the paddles after launch within a required period of 30 seconds. 
For clarity of presentation, the description of this subsystem will be presented in two parts: 
(1) a description of the primarily mechanical features and (2) the primarily electrical 
features . 
3.5.1 COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS (MECHANICAL) 
The mechanical components/elements making up the Paddle Unfold Subsystem are  shown 
in the simplified drawing of Figure 3-13 and the photographs of Figure 3-14 and 3-15. 
These components and elements can be grouped into the following two functional categories: 
a. The Folded Paddle Latching and Tie-Down Mechanical Equipment shown along 
the outer edges of the paddles in the folded position (see Figures 3-13 and 3-14), 
which serve to tie the edges of the folded paddles together at discrete points and 
to tie the folded paddles assembly to the spacecraft sensory ring structure 
during launch. 
b. The two sets of Unfold Drive and Latching Mechanism equipment shown along 
the hinge lines of each paddle (Figures 3-13 and 3-15), which, upon release of 
the above restraint of the folded paddles following launch, drive the paddles to a 
fully open and latched position. 
Before describing the' overall operation of these sets of equipment, the individual functional 
elements will be described. The overall dimensions of some of these components are presented 
in Table 3-10. 
3.5.1.1 Folded Paddle Latching and Tie-Down Mechanical Equipment 
This equipment consists of the following major functional elements (see Figures 3-13, 
3-14, and 3-16). 
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a. Nine sets of mating jaws on each of the paddle vertical edges, consisting of six 
sets of center jaws of like design, two sets of upper jaws of similar but different 
design, and a set of lower jaws. The six sets of center jaws are shaped like the 
pin-line edges of a set of hinges. One jaw contains two hollow cylinders along 
this pin-line edge, and the other contains one slotted hollow cylinder. These 
mating jaws lock the two edges of the paddles together when the close-fitting 
pins of the cable assembly element described in item b are  inserted through the 
three cylinders of each set of jaws. The slotted jaw,however, will allow the 
smaller diameter cable to pass through the jaw when the pins are moved 
vertically out of the slotted jaws. The upper two sets of jaws, shown in Figure 
3-17, and the lower set (Figure 3-16) are  of similar, although modified, design 
and are locked together as described in item b below. 
b. A cable assembly which runs along the vertical edges of the paddles and through the 
center mating jaws of the paddles. This cable assembly has a series of six pins 
spaced such that the center mating jaws on each paddle can be locked together by 
these pins and terminates at the upper end attached to a rod and coil spring 
assembly (Figures 3-13 and 3-17) and at the lower end attached to a preloadable 
bolt (Figure 3-13 and 3-16). The spring at the upper end of the cable is cocked 
(in compression) when the paddle jaws are  locked and the bolt preloaded. The 
upper rod, of variable diameter, locks the upper two sets of jaws together. 
c. A preloadable Bolt Assembly (Figures 3-13 and 3-16) for pinning the lower jaws 
together and for clamping the lower jaws of the paddles to a housing which in 
turn is tied to the sensory ring. This bolt assembly consists of a specially made 
bolt which provides an upper extension above the jaw-clamping flange for 
attaching the cable, and a strain-gage load cell. The strain gage load cell 
is also clamped by this bolt on the other side of the housing so that the preload 
in the bolt can be monitored during assembly. 
d. A housing (Figures 3-13 and 3-16) which is attached to the sensory ring and 
contains provisions for tie-down of the lower jaws of the paddles by the pre- 
loadable bolt, and mounting of two explosive cutters and an unfold switch. 
e. Two explosive bolt cutters (Figures 3-13 and 3-16) mounted in the housing and 
aligned such that if either cutter is driven, the preloaded bolt will be severed. 
The cutters a r e  also arranged such that if the first cutter impacts on the bolt 
but does not sever it, the second cutter will cut above the first cutter and still 
allow retraction of the severed bolt by the spring-’loaded cable. 
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Figure 3-13. P3ddle Unfold System (Mechanical) 
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Figure 3-14. Folded Paddle Latching and Tie-Down Equipment 
Figure 3-15. Paddle Unfold Drive and Latching Mechanism 
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f. A housing tie-down assembly (Figures 3-13 and 3-16) which attaches the 
housing to the sensory ring and restrains paddle motion during launch vibrations 
and accelerations. This assembly consists of two struts connected to the 
sensory ring structure and two damper units, (behind bolt cutters in Figure 3-16) 
attached to the main spacecraft 'struts connecting the spacecraft sensory ring 
and stabilization and controls subsystem assembly. The two housing tie-down 
struts are stiff in the vertical direction but a re  pinned to permit movement in the 
lateral direction. This requirement was dictated by paddle strength. The two 
damper units are required to restrain lateral excursions of the paddles during 
launch vibration. 
3.5.1.2 Paddle Unfold Drive and Latching Mechanism Mechanical Equipment 
This equipment consists of the following major functional elements (see Figure 3-15) : 
a. A paddle unfold switch which is mounted in the housing of the folded paddle 
latching and tie-down mechanical equipment described in Section 3.5.1.1 
such that the presence of the preloaded bolt holds the switch plunger depressed, 
but retraction of the bolt by the cable spring mechanism after severance by a 
bolt cutter will release the plunger. This switch thereby senses release of the 
paddles and switches power to the deployment motors described next. 
b. A drive motor and gear train assembly on each paddle mounted near the hinge 
line by the shaft (Figure 3-15) for controlling the unfolding of the paddles. 
(During ground test operations, this assembly is also operated in reverse to fold 
the paddles.) The platform drive motor is actually a double motor (two windings 
on a common shaft). This design is used for redundance. Either winding alone 
is capable of driving the platforms. The motor and gear train assembly is 
torsional-spring mounted so that when the paddles become fully deployed and can 
be driven no farther because of rigid stops, this stoppage of the drive gears 
causes a reactional rotation of the assembly against a limit switch which cuts off 
power to the motors. (Note: Because of the paddle deploying torque also being 
applied by the torsional springs described below, the drive motor and gear train 
assembly normally supplies a restraint to the springs and a controlled rate of speed 
to the paddles, rather than the prime driving torque. ) 
c. Two torsional springs on each paddle which provide torque in the same direction 
as the motor and gear train assembly during paddle deployment a re  used to work 
in conjunction with the above motor and gear train assembly in deployment of the 
paddles. 
d. A set of leaf springs attached to the paddles near the lower jaws of the paddles 
(Figure 3-18) to provide an initial unfold impulse to the paddles. The primary 
function of these springs was to overcome the initial friction of the lower paddle 
jaws on the housing during ground test conditions. 
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Figure 3-18. Leaf Springs and &amps (Part of Paddle Unfold Subsystem) 
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Figure 3-19. Jaw Separation Spring Assembly 
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e. Two jaw separation spring assemblies which are attircfied-to the lower and 
middle jaws of the six center jaws (Figure 3-19). These spring - assemblies - 
assist in overcoming the initial friction of paddle opening, primarily associated 
with ground test conditions. 
A set of ramps and skids attached to the sensory ring and paddles, one set on 
each side of the housing tie-down assembly, to guide the paddles clear of the 
spacecraft sensory ring during deployment should paddle shaft rotation in the 
direction of the sensory ring occur during orbital deployment. The ramps are 
visible on Figure 3-18, and both the ramps and skids are visible on Figure 3-16. 
The contact surfaces are teflon pads. (The paddle shaft is clamped by an external 
fixture to prevent its rotation during ground test deployment. Otherwise the 
shaft would only be inadequately restrained by the clutch mechanism of the solar 
array drive assembly. ) 
Two mechanical toggle latches, one at the hinge line of each paddle, to lock the 
paddles securely in position following deployment. 
f. 
g. 
h. A Eaddle limit switch which, as noted in Section 3.5.1.2 item b, cuts off power 
to the paddle unfold motors when actuated because of the reaction rotation of the 
motor and gear train assembly that results when the paddles are fully deployed 
and thereby stop the gear train. 
3.5.2 SUBSYSTEM OPERATION(MECHANICAL) 
The overall operation of the above mechanical equipment in the paddle unfold subsystem 
is as follows: With the paddles folded in the launch position, the preloaded bolt clamps 
the lower jaws of the paddles to the housing, the latch cable pins lock the paddle jaws 
.together, and the coil spring at the upper end of the cable is in a loaded condition. Upon 
severance of the preloaded bolt by the bolt cutter, the spring-loaded cable is moved upward 
and moves the pins from the locking position in the jaws, thereby unlatching the paddles. 
The severed portion of the cable-end of the preloaded bolt moves upward with the cable until 
it is stopped by the stop plate on the left paddle. (The cable assembly remains with the 
left paddle which contains the unslotted jaws. The other portion of the severed bolt remains 
with the housing. ) The removal of the severed portion of the bolt from the housing by the 
cable causes the paddle unfold switch to be actuated and power to be applied to the paddle 
unfold motors. The paddle unfold motors, working in conjunction with the hinge-line torsion 
springs and the initial kickoff of the latch-line leaf springs, drives/pulls the paddles fully 
open. The mechanical toggle latches on the paddle hinge lines then secure the paddles in a 
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full open position. The motor and gear assembly, upon not being able to drive the 
paddles any farther, reacts with a torsional motion in the spring mounting and rotates 
against a limit switch which shuts the motors off. 
3 . 5 . 3  COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS (ELECTHCAL) 
The electrical components/elements making up the paddle unfold subsystem are shown in 
the schematic drawing of Figure 3-20. 
These components are briefly described below. (Items a and d below were also described 
above as part of the mechanical components). 
a. A four-pole paddle unfold switch with a single plunger, mounted in the paddle 
latching mechanism housing, used to sense the severance of the preloaded bolt 
of the paddle latching mechanism. This switch (SW5003) is wired so that -24.5 
vdc power from the spacecraft power storage and control subsystem is routed 
through a set of closed contacts to each of two spacecraft separation switches 
when the paddles are in the folded/launch condition. The open contacts are 
wired so as to supply power to the paddle unfold motors when closed. 
b. Two double-pole, double- throw spacecraft separation switches, mounted 180 
degrees apart on the lower peripheral edge of the spacecraft sensory ring, used 
to sense separation of the spacecraft from the booster adapter. These switches 
(SW5001 and 5002) are wired such that the -24 .5  vdc power received from the 
paddle unfold switch is routed through open contacts to the unfold timer when 
the switch plungers are  depressed by the spacecraft sensory ring being mated 
with the spacecraft/booster adpater. 
(Note: In addition to the above paddle unfold subsystem functions, the other poles 
of the above paddle unfold switch and two spacecraft separation switches were 
used to switch starting power to a programmer in the spacecraft attitude control 
subsystem and to the spacecraft command subsystem. ) 
c. An unfold timer, mounted in the spacecraft sensory ring, which upon rec\eipt 
of -24.5 vdc spacecraft power, delays 2 . 5  f 0.5 seconds and then delivers 
power to one of the bolt cutters (cutter No. 1) in the paddle latching mechanism. 
In the event this first cutter does not cut the preloaded bolt, the unfold timer 
has a second 5-second timer which times out and delivers power to the other bolt 
cutter (cutter No. 2). 
d. Two paddle limit switches mounted in the paddle drive assemblies, used to 
cut off power to the drive motors after full paddle deployment (as described in 
Section 3.5.1.2) .  
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3 . 5 . 4  SUBSYSTEM OPERATION (ELECTRICAL) 
The overall electrical functions of the subsystem are to (1) sense the event of the space- 
craft separating from the booster following launch, (2) incorporate a 2. +second to 5-second 
delay to allow the spacecraft to clear the adapter, (3) supply current to the squibs of the 
explosive bolt cutters of the paddle latching and tie-down mechanism, (4) sense release: 
of the latching mechanism, (5) supply current to the paddle unfold motors, and (6) shut off 
current to the paddle unfold motors when the paddles are fully unfolded and latched. (In addition to 
these paddle unfold subsystem functions, switches used to accomplish the above functions 
are  also used to switch starting power to a programmer in the spacecraft attitude 
control subsystem and to the spacecraft command subsystem). The above functions of the. 
subsystem are  accomplished as described below (see Figure 3-20): 
A t  separation of the spacecraft from the booster adapter, the spacecraft separation switches 
5001 and 5002 close and allow the power routed through the paddle unfold switch (SW5003) 
to be applied to the unfold timer. 
delivers power to bolt cutter No. 1. In the event this first cutter does not cut the bolt, the 
5-second timer times out and delivers power to bolt cutter No. 2. When the bolt is cut 
and the paddle unfold switch plunger is thereby released (sMJ5003), power is applied to the 
paddle unfold motors and is removed from the unfold timer. Upon full  deployment of the 
paddles, the paddle limit switches remove power from the paddle unfold motors. 
ground tests, paddle deployments were achieved in from 25 to 27 seconds. 
The unfold timer delays 2 . 5  f 0 . 5  seconds and then 
During 
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3.6  HARNESS 
A spacecraft power system harness was provided both to interconnect the power system 
components and to distribute power from the regulated bus of the electronics module to 
the user subsystems. A return path from each user subsystem to the electronics module 
was also provided. Harness for distribution of power within a user subsystem was provided 
by each subsystem. This approach resulted in six separate cable assemblies for the power 
system. When appropriate, these assemblies also contained command and telemetry signal 
lines related to other spacecraft subsystems. 
Two "disconnects, f 7  designated the "array disconnect" and the "battery disconnect, " were 
incorporated into the harnesses, accessible from outside the spacecraft, for the following 
purposes: The array disconnect, provided a capability to open the line between the solar 
array and the storage and control subsystem. This isolated the array from the unregulated bus 
when the other parts of the spacecraft were under test with ground power supplied to the 
unregulated bus through the auxiliary load controller ground power connection. Also, it 
served to prevent power input to the spacecraft resulting from uncontrolled illumination 
of the array during ground handling conditions. Similarly, the battery disconnect allowed 
the batteries to be taken off the line during ground handling and test by opening the battery 
ground wires. Shorting plugs installed in these disconnects could restore the connections. 
A design requirement which was imposed on the power system harness was that of 
providing power to each user subsystem from the regulated bus of the electronics module 
with no greater than 0.2  volt loss. In general, wire size AWG 20 was adequate and was the 
minimum size used. Where more copper was required for reduced voltage drop, either 
AWG 16 o r  parallel AWG 20 was used, The wi re  was Raychem Type TRT (Thermorad 
Hookup Wire,  Specif. No. 1230) which uses irradiated modified polyolefin for insulation. 
Cannon D-Subminiature connectors were used throughout the harness in order to accommodate 
the GFE equipment which utilized these connectors. A l l  connectors were potted with 
polyurethane (Products Research Corp. , No. 1538) for sealing, electrical insulation, 
and strain relief purposes. 
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Most of the power system cable assemblies were wrapped in Co-Netic, a magnetic field 
shielding material, and/or copper. The Co-Netic material was used on low-frequency 
power cables, and the copper foil was used on the cables that carried alternating current 
o r  high-frequency signals. Grounding jumper wires are welded to the shield at one end of 
each wrapped harness. The Co-Netic foil is applied from a roll of tape 0.5 inch wide by 
0.002 inch thick. The copper foil is applied from a roll of tape 0.75 inch wide by 0.0016 
inch thick. 
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3.7 SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENT 
3.7.1 PURPOSE 
The purpose of the solar cell experiment was to provide a measure of the solar array 
degradation due to the radiation environment. The approach was to build one experiment using 
the same solar cell oover glass thickness (0.006 inch) and same cover glass adhesive as 
used in the Nimbus array. A second experiment, to be flown in the same vehicle, would 
provide a reference value by using cover glass that was 0.100 inch thick and therefore 
presumably immune from radiation damage. Other aspects of the reference assembly, such 
as the materials, the cover glass filter, and the adhesive, were to be the same as the Nimbus 
array. 
3.7.2 DESCRIPTION 
The solar cell radiation experiment consists of two planar panels, each having 30 series- 
connected solar cells bonded to an aluminum honeycomb structure. A representative sample 
of the production cells for the Nimbus solar array was used, and the cover glass adhesive 
was  Furane 15E. Each solar cell in the experiment is connected to a 1.46-ohm resistance 
in order that each cell will operate near its short-circuit point. The voltages across the 
resistors a r e  summed to provide a telemetry input. The value of resistance was selected to 
provide a total signal near 5-volt telemetry signal limit. One element of the experiment is 
shown in Figure 3-21. Also shown is a board before the solar cells are installed. The 
resistors are thin film elements and are connected in series by islands of solder. There is 
also a resistance thermometer elelnent near one end of the panel and three output terminals 
are provided (one is common to the resistance thermometer and the string of load resistors). 
The resistance elements and thermometer a r e  located between insulating layers applied to 
the surface of the board. The solder islands protrude through the insulating layers. Front, 
back, and edge views of a solar cell ready for installation are shown in the middle of the 
figure. Though complicated by shadows that confuse the picture, the edge view of the solar 
cell (in the middle of the picture) shows the 0.100-inch solar cell cover. 
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Figure 3-21. Solar Cell Experiment 
3 . 8  FUSING DESIGN 
The basic policy adopted for the use of fuses in the spacecraft was that all components and 
subsystems which are not essential in maintaining the operational capability of the spacecraft 
should be isolated by fuses for short circuit protection. Where practicable, this was done at 
the regulated bus in the electronics module of the power system. The AVC Subsystem is 
an example of a user subsystem which is not fused in the power supply because a common 
input from the power supply provides power to three separate cameras. The three camera 
systems are, therefore, fused separately in their individual electronics modules. Within the 
power system, the auxiliary loads and compensation loads are fused separately in the 
auxiliary load controller for the same reason. The unfold timer does not contain a fuse but 
is equipped with current-limiting resistors to each squib load. The other fuses used 
within the power system are indicated in the block diagram of Figure 3-6. 
Al l  fuses within the 'power system are pyrofuse type wire, each fuse consisting of two pyrofuse 
wires connected in parallel. 
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3.9 GROUNDING DESIGN 
In general, the spacecraft grounding system is a multipoint ground system. The spacecraft 
grounding system was originally intended to have a unipoint ground for low frequencies and 
multipoint grounds at rf frequencies. However, some delivered equipments were designed 
with internal low-frequency circuit grounds tied to the module chassis, which prevented 
implementation of the unipoint low-frequency grounding scheme. 
The power system unregulated and regulated returns are isolated from their chassis and are 
tied together in the electronics module to  form the power ground bus. This ground bus in 
turn is connected to the spacecraft structure at a location close to its installation within the 
sensory ring. The connection to the vehicle structure is made through four wi re s  in one of 
the power connectors of the electronics module. All circuitry within the power generation, 
storage and control subsystem and the auxiliary loads subsystem of the power system are 
insulated from their chasses or their supporting structure. 
Although some of the other spacecraft subsystem components have their low-frequency 
grounds tied to their chassis internally, no module with power delivered to it from the 
electronics module depends on the vehicle structure for its return path, since each power 
circuit has an associated return wire. 
Bonding of components to the spacecraft structure is of the direct metal-to-metal contact 
type. Mounting screws are torqued to provide a dc resistance bond of less than 10  milliohms 
between the module chassis and the vehicle structure. 
To reduce interference in the system harnesses, many were wrapped with co-netic magnetic 
shielding material and/or copper foil. Grounding jumper wires are welded to the shield at 
one end of each wrapped harness. 
3.10 RELIABILITY FEATURES 
The reliability of the power system was &sed on the use of redundancy, pre-usage conditioning 
of semiconductor devices, and a rigorous environmental qualification-test program 
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(Reference 3-1). In addition, protective features to guard against failures were incorporated 
into the design. A summary of the major redundant and protective features of the power 
system design which serve to provide reliability follows: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
Each solar paddle is wired into six series strings of paralled cells, with the six 
series strings in turn connected in parallel and isolated from each other by blocking 
diodes, to reduce the effect of cell failures (short o r  open). 
The blocking diodes used to isolate the solar array series strings are provided in 
pairs, connected in parallel, for redundant protection. 
Double (redundant) windings on a common shaft are utilized in the paddle unfold 
motors, each capable of driving the paddles open should one of the windings fail. 
The solar array drive motor can be operated either in a derated low-power mode 
or in a high-power mode, selectable by ground command. 
Energy is stored in eight parallel-connected battery packs (with fail-safe battery 
isolation capability) when only six battery packs a r e  sufficient for normal operation. 
Individual battery pack charge control is provided. 
Automatic protection of each battery against high temperature is provided in each 
battery module by the use of battery temperature sensors in conjunction with 
circuitry which switches the battery charge regulator to  a trickle charge mode if 
the batteries exceed the preset temperature (65OC). 
Each battery module provides system prutection against low-voltage failure of its 
battery pack, by providing circuitry which continuously monitors the battery pack 
voltage and which will switch the battery charge regulator to a trickle charge mode 
at a battery voltage of 21 volts o r  less. 
Each battery module contains solar array power limiters which provide the system 
with eight parallel circuits for redundant capability to shunt excess current and 
thereby protect the power system against excessive array voltages. 
Redundant feedback amplifiers are provided for control of the eight series regulators 
in the battery modules, accompanied by voltage comparator circuitry which will 
automatically switch from one to the other should the regulated bus voltage exceed 
limits. 
Ground command capability is provided to switch feedback amplifiers in the 
electronics module as a backup to the automatic switching capability. 
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An auxiliary regulator, connected to the unregulated bus through each of the battery 
modules, provides a power source which is independent of the main bus to the 
voltage comparator and associated ground command channels in the spacecraft 
clock receiver. This ensures proper voltage comparator and ground command 
access to the power system should a sudden loss in the main bus occur. 
Redundant bolt cutters a r e  used in the paddle unfold subsystem, fired sequentially 
by a backup firing signal from the unfold timer. 
Redundant spacecraft separation switches are used to initiate paddle unfolding. 
Redundant wiring is used throughout the entire paddle unfold subsystem except for 
the wiring supplying the paddle unfold motors. 
Fuses a r e  used throughout the power system for short circuit protection. 
3 .11  TELEMETRY SUMMARY 
A total of 67 functions of the power system a r e  telemetered to provide a means of analyzing 
the performance of the system in meeting its requirements and to provide information in the 
event of a failure. These telemetry functions were essential during the spacecraft test phases 
as well as during orbital flight. A summary of the functions telemetered for each subsystem 
of the power system is provided in Tables 3-2 through 3-5. In addition, but not included in 
the 67 total functions cited above, four telemetered functions of the two solar array experi- 
ments are summarized in Table 3-6. 
The A-Telemetry referred to in the tables designates the capability of the telemetry sub- 
system, which provides for storing and playing back upon command continuous telemetry - 
data from a complete orbit, approximately 380 telemetry functions at various sampling rates 
ranging from 1 per second to 1 per 16.4  seconds. The A-Telemetry is recorded continuously 
and can be transmitted simultaneously for real time reception. 
to in the tables designates the second independent telemetry unit of the spacecraft, which 
services only 62 telemetry functions, does not store the data, and transmits only in real time. 
The B-Telemetry referred 
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Table 3-2. Telemetry Summary for the Power Generation, 
Storage, and Control Subsystem 
Function 
Solar Array 
Right Paddle Temperature (Board J) 
Right Paddle Voltage (Board G) 
Right Paddle Voltage (Board J) 
Left Paddle Temperature (Board F) 
Left Paddle Voltage (Board A) 
Left Paddle Voltage (Board F) 
Electronics Module 
Unregulated Bus Voltage 
Unregulated Bus Current 
Regulated Bus Voltage 
Regulated Bus Current 
Feedback Amplifier No. 1 Voltage Reference 
Feedback Amplifier No. 2 Voltage Reference 
Battery Modules 
Battery No. 1 Temperature 
Battery No. 1 Voltage 
Battery No. 1 Charging Current 
Battery No. 1 Discharge Current 
Battery No. 2 Temperature 
Battery No. 2 Voltage 
Battery No. 2 Charging Current 
Battery No. 2 Discharge Current 
(etc., up to 8 batteries) 
Telemetry 
A-Telemetry 
ampling Rate* 
B -Telemetry 
(All at 1/102.4) 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
(etc. ) 
*Rate is specified as Ilnumber of times/time period. For example, 1/16.4 indicates a 
sampling rate of once every 16.4 seconds. 
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Table 3-3. Telemetry Summary for the Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
Solar Array Drive Assembly 
Solar Array Drive Shaft Position 
Solar Array Drive Amplifier Voltage Output 
Solar Array Drive Temperature 
Solar Array Drive Motor Excitation Mode 
Function 
1/1 
1/1 
1/16.4 
1/16.4 
4uxiliary Load Controller 
Auxiliary Load No. 1 ON/OFF 
Auxiliary Load No. 2 ON/OFF 
Auxiliary Load No. 3 ON/OFF 
Additional Load ON/OFF 
S-Band Compensation Load Voltage 
AVCS Compensation Load Voltage 
A PTS Compensation Load Voltage 
Telemetry 
A -Telemetry 
1/16.4 I 
~ 
ampling Rate 
B-Telemetry 
(All  at 1/102.4) 
None 
Table 3-4. Telemetry Summary for the Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
Telemetry Sampling Rate 
A-Telemetry I B-Telemetry Function 
1 (All  at 1/102.4) 
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Table 3-5. Telemetry Summary for the Paddle Unfold Subsystem 
Function 
Telemetry Sampling Rate 
A -Telemetry B -Telemetry 
(All at 1/102. $ 
Unfold Timer 
Separation Sequence Voltages 
provide the following information 
in accordance with voltage level 
monitored : 
Function 
Left Paddle Experiment Voltage 
Left Paddle Experiment Temperature 
Right Paddle Experiment Voltage 
Right Paddle Experiment Temperature 
a. Spacecraft is mated to booster adapter. I I 
b. Separation has occurred 
e. The 2.5-second timer fired 
d. The 5.0-second timer fired 
e. 
f. 
The 2.5-second and 5.0-second timer fired 
Power has been cut off from Unfold Timer 
(by Paddle Unfold Switch) 
Telemetry Sampling Rate 
A-Telemety B-Telemetry 
(All at 1/102.4) 
1/16.4 None I 
None 
Table 3-6. Telemetry Summary for the Solar Array Experiments 
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3.12 COMMAND SUMMARY 
A summary of the command functions provided for the power system is listed below. All  
16 of the command functions listed are provided for the auxiliary loads subsystem, 
except for the two which are  used to select the mode of operating the solar array drive 
motor of the solar array drive subsystem. 
1. Auxiliary Load No. 1 ON 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Additional Load ON 
8. Additional Load O F F  
9. S-Band Compensation Load ON 
10. S-Band Compensation Load OFF 
11. AVCS Compensation Load ON 
12. AVCS Compensation Load O F F  
13. APTS compensation Load ON 
14. APTS Compensation Load OFF 
15. Solar Array Drive Voltage High Limit 
16. Solar Array Drive Voltage Low Limit 
Auxiliary Load No. 1 OFF 
Auxiliary Load No. 2 ON 
Auxiliary Load No. 2 OFF 
Auxiliary Load No. 3 ON 
Auxiliary Load No. 3 OFF 
3.13 WEIGHT SUMMARY 
A weight breakdown of the power system is presented in Table 3-7. Except as indicated, 
all weights presented are taken directly from component log books and/or the final report 
of the Nimbus Weights Engineer (References 3-2 and 3-3). 
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Table 3-7. Power System Weight Summary 
Component/Assembly 
POWER GENERATION, STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
SOLAR PADDLES* 
Left-Hand Solar Platform and Transition Section Assembly (including Torsional 
Right-Hand Solar Platform and Transition Section Assembly (including Torsional 
Transition Section Insulation 
Springs and Toggle Latch of Paddle Unfold Subsystem) 
Springs and Toggle Latch of Paddle Unfold Subsystem) 
STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Battery Module 
Electronics Module 
AUXILIARY LOADS SUBSYSTEM 
Auxiliary Loads Controller 
Auxiliary Load Panel 
Additional Load Panel 
Compensation Loads 
SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 
Array Drive Sun Sensors (2) 
Sun Sensor Preamplifier 
Array Drive Amplifier 
Slip Ring Assembly 
Array Drive Assembly 
Shaft Asssembly (includes shaft bearings and installation hardware) 
PADDLE UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM 
FOLDED PADDLE LATCHING AND TIE-DOWN EQUIPMENT 
Jaws, Cable Assembly, Bolt Assembly, Housing and 
Dampers 
Damper Installation 
Bolt Cutters (2) 
Housing Tie-Down Assembly (not including damper units) 
PADDLE UNFOLD DRIVE AND LATCHING MECHANISM EQUIPMENT 
Spacecraft Separation Switches (2) 
Unfold Timer 
Paddle Unfold Switch 
Left-Hand Paddle Drive Motor and Gear Train Assembly (including limit switch) 
Right-Hand Paddle Drive Motor and Gear Train Assembly (including limit switch) 
Leaf Springs, Ramps and Skids 
Paddle Torsional Springs and Toggle Latches (included in Paddles Weight) 
HARNESS** 
Power System Internal Harnesses 
Battery Conditioning Cables 
Unregulated Power Harness (Solar Array to Electronics Module) 
Regulated Power Distribution 
Ground and Launch Power Cable 
Total Power System Weight 
Percent of Spacecraft Launch Weight*** 
SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENTS 
Weight 
( W 
73.75 
36.35 
3 6 . 4  
1 . 0  
126 .11  
14.69 
14 .91  
14 .89  
15 .00  
1 4 . 8 4  
1 4 . 7 7  
14 .61  
1 4 . 7 5  
7 .25  
2 . 2  
2.0 
2 . 0  
1 . 6  (est) 
1 . 2  
0 .6  
1 . 5  (est) 
4 . 0 6  
3 . 3 8  
5 . 7 1  
4 . 6  
1 . 2  
1 . 2  
1 . 9  
0 . 3  
6.06 
0 . 8  
1 . 5  
0. 7 
1 . 3 8  
1 . 3 8  
0 . 3  
2 . 9  (est) 
4 . 1 3  
4 . 9  (est) 
8 .1  (est) 
0.6 (est) 
199.86 
7 . 8  
16 .45  
10.66 
20.63 
255 .4  
28 Percent 
0 . 8  
NOTES 
* The left-hand and right-hand Drive Motor and Gear Train Assemblies, physically a part of the Paddle Assembly, 
are included as part of the Paddle Unfold Subsystem Welght. Also. the two Solar Cell Experiments, attached 
to the Paddle Transition sections are listed separately. 
*** Spacecraft Launch Weight was 912 .4  pounds. 
** Total spacecraft Harness Weight, not including harness installation hardware, 'is-7'4.4 po&ds. 
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The ground rules used in defining the weights of the components and/or assemblies 
listed in the table are as follows: 
a. Hardware required for installation of components in the spacecraft are not 
included in the component weight. 
bo Harness cables used solely to interconnect or service power system components 
are considered part of the power system, regardless of whether the cable 
contains power or  signal lines. 
0. The portions of the harnesses used to carry unregulated power from the solar 
array to the electronics module of the power subsystem are considered part  
of the power system harness weight. 
The portions of the harnesses used to carry regulated power from the power 
system electronics module to the other spacecraft user subsystems are  included 
as part of the power system harness weight. (Only the lines required for external 
input to a user subsystem are  included. Lines for distribution of the power 
within a subsystem are - not included. ) 
e. The portions of the harnesses used to distribute external ground and/or launch 
power within the spacecraft are  included as part of the power system harness 
weight. 
f. Signal lines (such as command or  telemetry signal lines) are not included as 
part of the power system harness; unless, as noted in item b above, the lines 
are interconnections between power system components. 
- 
3.14 SIZE SUMNIARY 
A summary of the size of some of the components of the power system are presented in 
Tables 3-8 through 3-10. The dimensions shown do not include local protrusions of 
mounting pads, connectors, and/or bracketry. 
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Table 3-8. Dimensions of Components/Assemblies of Power Peneration, Storage and 
Control Subsystem and the Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
C omponent/A ssembly 
Solar Paddle 
(including trans it ion section) 
Battery Module 
Electronics Module 
Auxiliary Load Controller 
Auxiliary Load Panel 
Additional Load Pane] 
* *  Compensation Loads 
APT Camera (1 req'd) 
APT Camera (2 req'd) 
APT Electronics (3 req'd) 
APT Transmitter (3 req'd) 
S-Band (3 req'd) 
AVCS Camera (1 req'd) 
AVCS Camera (2 req'd) 
AVCS Electronics (3 req'd) 
AVCS Recorder (1 req'd) 
* Dimensions do not include local 
protrusions of mounting pads, 
connectors, and/or bracketry. 
Length 
(in. ) 
96 
6.5 
13 
6.5 
10.8 
10.8 
9 
10.5 
4.5 
4.5 
4.5 
11.50 
3.75 
4.50 
3 
Dimer 
Width 
(in. ) 
46.75 
6 
6 
6 
9.9 
9.9 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
1 
3 
4 
3 
* ions 
Height 
(in* 1 
8 
4 
2 
1 
1 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
0.130 
Volume 
(cu in.) 
- 
312 
312 
78 
107 
107 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
- 
* * Dimensions shown are for 
individual compensation load even 
when more than one is required. 
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Table 3-9. Dimensions of Components/Assemblies of Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
Length 
(in. 1 
5.8 
4.25 
C omponent/As sembly 
Array Drive Assembly 
Slip Ring Assembly 
Array Drive Sun Sensor 
Width Height Volume 
(in. 1 (in. ) (in. 1 
NA 
4.6 1.3 (Irregular 
3.4 1.2 17.3 
shape) 
Solar Array Sun Sensor Preamplifier 
Oul 
Length 
(in.) 
5.2 
5.25 
- 
- 
r Dime 
Width 
(in. ) 
3.5 
4.0 
4.0 
1.2 
,ions 
Height 
(in. ) 
4.7 
5.0 
Diameter 
(in.) 
2.1 ID 
2.1 ID 
2.1 ID 
3.5 O.D. 
2.2 ID 
Table 3-10. Dimensions of Components/Assemblies of Paddle Unfold Subsystem 
C omponent/Assembly 
Paddle Unfold Motor 
and Gear Train'Assy 
Unfold Timer 
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SECTION 4 
DESCRIPTION O F  OPERATION 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this section is to assist the reader in gaining an understanding of the 
operation of the Nimbus 2 power system and to describe the system losses. Although 
an understanding of system operation can be achieved by a study of the more detailed and 
more quantitative material in other sections of the report, it is considered that the tutorial 
approach used in this section will be valuable to the reader not familiar with the Nimbus 
series of power systems. 
The Requirements/Objectives of the Nimbus system pertinent to this section are 
summarized as follows: 
a. 
b. 
Provide a -24.5 f 0.5 vdc main bus for the spacecraft. The Nimbus spacecraft 
was to be an "experimental platform" and it was intended that the power system 
provide good electrical isolation between spacecraft systems. It must provide a 
low impedance source, have good transient response, qnd accommodate a 
variety of load profiles. 
Fit into the spacecraft and be compatible with constraints established by the 
spacecraft design philosophies such as the modularized sensory ring, the thermal 
control system, and a solar array size established by previous studies. 
It should be noted that the system uses a negative bus. Block diagrams depicting system 
operation show power flow in the opposite direction from current flow. The diodes in 
such diagrams are drawn correct with respect to current flow and are reversed with respect 
to diodes in block diagrams of positive bus systems. 
4.2 LOAD CHARACTERISTICS AND SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
A reference load profile is shown in Figure 4-1. Short-term variations in the load such as 
those due to the operation of the shutters of the APT system have been averaged in this 
profile. The location of the interrogation load sequence typically occurs during satellite 
day as shown in the figure. It may happen at different times in the orbit s o  that it occurs 
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partially during satellite night. For certain unusual conditions, it could occur at least 
once completely during satellite night. 
SPACECIlAFI' DAY 13 LIiXUTES 3 SC NIGIlT  33 MIN. 
1 -d- EARTH DAY 51 MINUTES -I- EARTHNIGHT 57 MiW. 4 
20 40 60 80 100 
ORBIT TIME (MINUTES) 
Figure 4-1. Typical Load Profile for Nimbus 2 Spacecraft 
A simplified block diagram of the Nimbus 2 power system is shown in Figure 4-2. The 
eight-battery modules are  represented by a single unit. The load bus regulator is of the 
series dissipative type and is shown functionally as one block in the diagram. * The 
combination of the series regulator and the paralleled battery modules provides good, 
transient response over a wide range of loads and an inherently ('quiet" source from the 
electrical interference standpoint. It is also evident that the battery packs and the solar 
array can share the spacecraft load if it exceeds the solar array capability. There is a 
charge rate regulator associated with each battery module. Shunt losses to represent the 
current required to operate the power system are  shown from both the unregulated and 
regulated buses. 
*There is a load bus regulator associated with each battery module, but the lumped 
representation shows the function of these elements. 
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(-24.5 f 2% VDC) 
Figure 4-2. Simplified Block Diagram 
4.3 BATTERY MODULES AND SOLAR ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS 
The characteristics of the paralleled battery modules are  shown in Figure 4-3. Twenty- 
three cells are connected in series to provide sufficient voltage for the temperature and 
depth of discharge ranges specified for the system. The curve is typical for 25 C operation. 
0 
The solar array characteristics for day one conditions are shown in Figure 4-4 for the 
high and low temperature extremes of the Nimbus orbit. The cold array condition occurs 
at  the beginning of satellite day, the hot array condition occurs slightly after noon in the 
satellite day. The array is the basic power source and must supply the power needed for the 
spacecraft day loads, the power for battery charging, and the losses which occur in the 
power system. Inspection of the figure shows that the array has a sufficient number of 
solar cells in series to have its peak power voltage in excess of 30 volts (absolute sense) 
and that it produces more than 300 watts of power as long as  its operating point is 
below 25 volts. 
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Figure 4-3. Typical Operating Characteristics of Eight Parallel Battery Modules 
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Figure 4-4. Solar Array Characteristics for  High and Low Array Temperatures 
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4.4 SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS AT INPUT TO LOAD BUS VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
The system characteristics at the input to the load bus voltage regulator are  shown in 
Figure 4-5. To a first approximation, the current into the regulator is the total current 
required by the spacecraft. Therefore, the characteristic during satellite night is 
determined by the battery modules. The characteristic during satellite day is determined 
by the battery modules in parallel with the solar array. Battery charging occurs for load 
currents less than 13.5 amperes which represents 330 watts of spacecraft loads. For 
spacecraft loads in excess of 330 watts, the battery and solar array share the load, and 
it is evident from the curves there is voltage margin for load bus regulator operation 
and the series losses introduced by diodes and line drop. 
P 
LOAD CURRENT 
Figure 4-5. System Characteristics at Load Bus Regulator Input 
4.5 SOLAR ARRAY OPERATING POINT 
Consideration of Figures 4-2 through 4-5 shows that the solar array operating point is 
constrained by the range of the battery voltage. For  a wide range of battery current, 
both in the charge and discharge regimes, the battery voltage range is between -28 and -32 
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volts. Thus, unless the battery charge limiters operate (set individually at 1.5 amperes 
o r  1 2  amperes total) the array voltage will not exceed 32 volts (absolute scale). (Note that 
diode drops are not included in this discussion.) Since the solar array current capability 
is never greater than 14.1 amperes and the minimum spacecraft load requires in excess 
of 4 amperes, the array is incapable of forcing the charge regulators to  operate. 
Consequently, the high voltage power capability of the cold array is not available to 
the system. The battery modules also provide a floor for the solar array voltage since 
the battery will start to share the load when the spacecraft power demand exceeds the array 
capability. A s  a result of the characteristics of its load, the solar array operates in nearly 
a constant current mode at voltages less than the peak power producing voltage. 
4.6 POWER MANAGEMENT 
4.6.1 INTRODUCTION 
The primary purpose of performing Power Management is to maintain an optimum balance 
between power output and power input to  the battery subsystem during each orbital cycle. 
The criteria for determining charge balance are the end-of-night (EON) and end-of-day 
(EOD) battery voltages as a function of temperature. Even though these voltages will  vary 
slightly from one battery module to another within a given subsystem, the following limits 
a re  the guiding criteria: 
a. End-of-night (discharge) voltages should be maintained between -27.0 and -27.5 
volts. They should not be allowed to rise above -27.0 volts. 
b. The end-of-day (charge) voltages should not be allowed to be less than -32.5 and 
-34.1 volts at +4OoC and +1O0C, respectively, 
At  the beginning of a period of operation involving orbital cycling, a charge/discharge 
(C/D) ratio of 1.04 to 1.20 should be used depending upon the average battery module 
temperature and be based upon the anticipated load sequence. A f t e r  the first two o r  three 
orbits, the C/D ratio should be adjusted as required to maintain an optimum system 
charge balance consistent with the above specified EON and EOD voltages. The auxiliary 
loads provide the means for maintaining the energy balance. 
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Start of orbit is defined as the SD/SN (satellite day/satellite night) transition, an orbit 
taking 108 minutes of which the SN period extends for 35 minutes, followed by the 7 3  
minute SD. 
t 
During an orbit, the telemetry analysis printout of data from the previous orbit is 
analyzed. The battery charge and discharge (ampere-minute) totals shown on the printout 
are modified to include approximate values for data between start of PCM playback and end 
of orbit. The C/D ratio is calculated and pertinent data recorded on the Power Management 
Data Sheet. The total charge, total discharge and the C/D ratio values from the CDR 
program is then compared with the predicted values for the purpose of establishing 
confidence in the prediction calculations. 
During some orbits, data from the PCM brush recorder patch panel was used to determine 
the charge and discharge ampere-minute totals and C/D ratio. The purpose was to obtain 
greater confidence in the operational computer program, and to exercise this prerogative 
should this program fail to be available for any reason. \ 
Based upon the data reduced from the previous orbit, a C/D ratio is established for use 
in load determination for the upcoming orbit. The auxiliary and compensation loads a re  
manipulated using the Power Management Work Sheet and applying the load schedule on 
the work sheet until the desired C/D ratio is achieved. The auxiliary and compensation 
load command status is then entered on the Power Management Load Recommendation 
Sheet and submitted to the Operations Supervisor (before the Nimbus pass) over the 
data acquisition station. These commands can be either incorporated into a prepared 
command tape o r  sent in the ''panic" mode. 
4.6.2 REQUIREMENTS 
Ideally, the only information required to obtain full charge by the end of each satellite 
day is knowledge of the load profile. However, this determination is complicated by 
the following factors: 
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a. Actual current is masked by telemetry calibration accuracy and "lost" data 
b. 
c. 
d. 
Source current is variable as a function of paddle temperature and load 
Battery losses are variable as a function of battery temperature and charge state 
Regulator losses are dependent on input voltage and output current. 
Attempts to maintain a continuous log of charge state as the sole means of Power 
Management during Nimbus 1 testing proved unsuccessful because of the cumulative e r rors  
resulting from inexact data and loss factors. 
A workable method of Power Management was developed using five basic tools. 
a. A coarse method of calculating a charge energy to discharge energy ratio per 
orbit cycle 
b. A computer program to reduce vehicle telemetry data and verify the charge/ 
discharge ratio 
c. Use of battery voltage data to assess the condition of the battery modules 
d. A method for "on-lineT7 decisions in case of last minute operational changes 
e. Smoothed function plotting of various battery parameters to show long term 
trends 
The losses associated with the charging of a nickel-cadmium battery, from a zero state 
to 80 percent of full charge, are relatively small; whereas, from 80 percent to full charge, 
the losses become significant. The Nimbus 2 batteries have been sized such that an 
average depth of discharge is approximately 10 percent. Assuming that the reference battery 
charge state is ''full charge" (a condition considered to be desirable at the start of each 
satellite night), it can be said that the batteries are always within 20 percent of full charge. 
Therefore, battery losses will be significant. Another significant variable in charge loss 
is battery temperature. For the high charge state, a recommended charge/discharge ratio 
as a function of temperature is given in Figure 4-6 for the Nimbus depth of discharge. 
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Figure 4-6. C/D Ratio Versus Temperature 
Battery temperatures a re  monitored and averaged so  that a specific C/D ratio, e. g., 
1.11 (for an average battery temperature of 25 C) is the goal sought to replace the 
energy removed during the preceding umbral (satellite night) period. 
0 
4.6.3 LOADS ON P O W R  SYSTEM 
The power demands for each mode of each subsystem and the operational modes for each 
subsystem in the upcoming orbit in question must be known. The power demand is given 
in Table 4-1, the data having been attained from vehicle tests before launch. Because 
current is a Tlowfl of charge, the amount of charge into and out of the battery is calculated 
as the product of current and time (ampere-minutes). K load refers to the power drain of 
spacecraft electrical systems that are always on. Note that this drain differs from 
satellite day to satellite night because power system shunt losses decrease at night. 
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Table 4-1. Power Demands in Amperes 
Load 
I or  
System 
SN 
SD K Load 
Auxiliary 1 
Auxiliary 2 
Auxiliary 3 
Additional 
AVCS Compensation Load 
APTS Compensation Load 
S-Band Compensation Load 
APTS ON 
PCM Playback 
S-Band Transmitter 
AVCS (3 cameras) 
AVCS Playback 
HAX ON 
HRIR Record 
HRLR. Playback 
MRIR Record 
MRIR Playback 
Amperes 
4.9 
5.7 
0.3 
0.6 
1.2 
1.5 
0.37 
0.75 
0.38 
1.42 
0.37 
5.72 
1.05 
0.506 
0.913 
0.509 
0.528 
0.39 
0.68 
4.6.4 TIME LINE CHARTS 
Time line charts were used as a convenient means of displaying the operational modes of 
the spacecraft systems. The load on o r  off events of an orbit are displayed on a time 
scale to the nearest minute so  that the spacecraft load status at any time is immediately 
evident 
4.6.5 POWER MANAGEMENT WORK SHEETS 
A Power Management Work Sheet (Figure 4-7) was developed to formalize the calculations 
to establish the use of auxiliary loads. On this work sheet, the payload configuration along 
with established K loads and solar array power, are itemized, each representing a quantity 
of charge or discharge in ampere-minutes. Dummy loads are then chosen such that the 
final summation indicates a value close to the desired C/D ratio. 
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PM Orbit No. POWER MANAGEMENT WORK SHEET 
DISCHARGE SD S-BAND SD 
(5 MIN) 
DISCHARGE SN 
(34 MIN) ATIME SYSTEM 
AVCS Rec. 
AVCS P /B  
HAX 
APTS 
MRIR Rec. 
MRIR P / B  
HRIR Rec. 
HRIR P / B  
Aux. 1 
Aux. 2 
Aux. 3 
AVCS Comp. 
APTS Comp. 
S-Band Comp. 
Additional 
IIKII 
S-Band 
PCM P / B  
Sub-Total 
7 
7 1  --- 
3'3' I 
21 . 
8 3  
3 5  3 /72 
(-3 7 b  
-+ e 9 7  4 6 5  
Difference (-1 13 
-c * 36  P C / D R a t i o  1- 1 6' 
A C/D Ratio 
SA Charge 
SB Discharge in  SD 
Pred. Discharge SN P Chg. 
A Chg. Actual Discharge 
C 
2 4  < 
Average Battery Temp. 
EXIT -
/ 
NOTES ENTER 
D 
/ 
/ 
Aux. 1 
Aux. 2 
Aux. 3 / 
D Additional 
AVCS Comp. 
APTS Comp. 
S-Band Comp. 
D 
D 
D 
Figure 4-7 Typical Power Management Work Sheet (Entries Handwritten) 
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In the example, the AVCS Record load is listed as 53 ampere-minutes in the Discharge 
SD column, since the AVCS was on 50 minutes during the satellite day period. The HRIR 
subsystem was "ontt during satellite night and during S-Band transmission as well as 
during SD and must, therefore, be shown as a load in all three columns. 
Since the S-Band transmitter represents a particularly heavy load, its ttonr7 time is 
often characterized by battery discharge due to the inability of the solar array to supply 
the total power demand. The ground station computers sum the discharge currents of the 
S-Band ironfi period as satellite night discharge currents; therefore, the additional column 
is provided on the work sheet for easier correlation of work sheet figures with later computer 
data. With no dummy loads, the batteries would experience an excessive overcharge. The 
sample work sheet shows that Auxiliary 1 and Auxiliary 3 have been selected to be rtonlr 
during the orbit. The summation shows that a net charge of 236 ampere-minutes will 
occur during the 69 minutes of satellite day when S-Band is not '!on, and a discharge of 
203 ampere-minutes for the periods when S-Band is "ontt and satellite night, when solar 
array power is not available. The calculated ratio of 1 .16  is greater than the recommended 
1.11  for a 25 C battery, but would be well within the capability of the system. 0 
4 . 6 . 6  LOAD RECOMMENDATION 
To communicate the power management requirements to the Nimbus Operations Super- 
visor, a Load Recommendation Form (Figure 4-8) is completed in time to be included as 
part  of the vehicle interrogation plan. 
4.6.7 COMPUTER ANALYSIS RESULTS 
The power summary computer printout has all the information necessary for verifying 
how much discharge and charge there is in each satellite day and satellite night portion of 
the orbit. The Power Summary for a typical orbit is represented in Figure 4-9. It is 
necessary to put several segments of the power program together to make up data for a 
power management orbit because the Power Summary Report printout is divided into 
segments where each segment ends with a transition from battery charge to discharge or 
vice versa. Thus, a new segment is initiated fo r  the load sharing that occurs when the 
S-Band transmitter is used during satellite day as well as at the transition from day to 
night - and night to day. 
c 
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POWER MANAGEMENT LOAD RECOMMENDATION 
INT. ORBIT NO. / 2 / 9 d  
A (0 denotes a Load Status Change 
Aux. Load 1 
Aux. Load 2 
Am. Load 3 
Additional Load 
APTS Comp, Load 
S-Band Comp. Load 
AVCS Comp. Load 
Circle Status 
On-CMD 332 
On-CMD 336 
On-CMD 352 
On-CMD 356 
On-CMD 344 
On-CMD 340 
Advised By: RS 
20 2s/ 2 GM Time: 
Date: 
Figure 4-8 Typical Power Management Load Recommendation Form (Entries Handwritten) 
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'OWER SUMMARY REPORT D A T E  04/02/66 O R B I T  NO 0013 cDMMAYo X M I T  S T A R T  T I M E  07H 434 005 
O E S C R I P T I O h  OF O R B I T  
E L A P S E 0  ARRAY ARRAY &PRAY UN.IEG UNREG 
S T A T U S  FRAMES T I M E  CURRENT A M P - M I N  VOLTAGE CIJ?RENT VOLT4GE 
SEGMENT I S L T  N l T E  1-119 32.3 M l N  .I 3.2 -.7 .I -.7 
SEGMENT 2 SAT DAY 120.387 73.1 M I N  12.9 902.9 -32.6 11.4 -32.6 
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B A T T E R Y  S T I T U S  
SEGMENT I 
C U M U L A T I V C  CHARGE 
C U M U L A T l V E  D i C C H A R G E  
LOAD S H A R I N G  
END VOLTAGES 
TEMPERATURE AVERAGES 
SEGMFNT 2 
C U M U L A T I V E  CHARGE 
C U M U L A T I V E  D I S C H A R G E  
CHARGE S H A R I N G  
E N 0  VOLTAGES 
TEMPERATU9E I V E R A G E S  
TOTAL 
C U M U L I T I V E  CHARGE 
C U M U L A T I V E  D I S C H A R G E  
LOAD S H A R I N G  
CHARGE S H A R I N G  
E N 0  VOLTAGES 
TEMPERATURF AVERAGBS 
C H A R G E - D I S C H I R G E  R k T I O  
NO. I 
0 
30.6 
13.5 
-28.4 
40.4 
N0.I 
44.7 
.I 
13.2 
-32.0 
39.9 
N0.t  
44.7 
30.7 
13.5 
13.2 
-32.0 
40.0 
I .5 
u0.2 
0 
28.0 
12.3 
-28.7 
39. I 
40.2 
42.3 
0 
12.5 
-32.3 
39.7 
v0.2 
42.3 
28.0 
12.3 
12.5 
-32.3 
39.5 
I e 5  
N0.3 
0 
27.4 
12.1 
-28.7 
39.2 
N0.3 
42.3 
0 
12.5 
-32.0 
39.6 
N0.3  
42.3 
27.4 
12.1 
12.5 
-32.0 
39.5 
1.5 
N0.4 
0 
26.5 
11.7 
-29.0 
38.7 
N0.4 
38.5 
0 
11.4 
-32.3 
39. I 
NO.4 
38.5 
26.5 
11.7 
11.4 
-32.3 
39.0 
I .5 
N0.5 
0 
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-28.7 
38.6 
N0.5  
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Figure 4-9. Power Summary Report for a Typical Orbit 
The basic time cycle for telemetry data is keyed to the interrogation period rather than 
the definition of orbit start (for power management) as  the transition from day to night. 
Since the interrogation period occurs at different times in the orbits, data from more than 
one interrogation is usually needed to provide information on an orbit starting with the 
day to night (or vice versa) transition. In any orbit with interrogation, about 4 minutes of 
data will be lost since data is neither stored nor transmitted real time during an 
interrogation. Data from the Power Summary Report is manually processed before a 
direct comparison is made with the data on the Power Management Work Sheet. 
4.6.8 END OF CHARGE BATTERY VOLTAGE 
Battery voltage serves as the final measure of battery charge state. It is the voltage trend 
that provides the clues to the direction of cummulative e r ror  in the C/D ratio calculations. 
If battery voltage trends indicate continual decrease in battery charge state using a 
1.11 C/D ratio for 25 C batteries, the C/D ratio would be increased to some new value 
and allow the voltage trend to indicate the result of this change. The end of charge 
voltage associated with a fully charged battery is given in Figure 4-10. 
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Figure 4-1 0. Maximum Battery Voltage Versus Temperature 
4.7 POWER SYSTEM LOSSES 
4.7.1 GENERAL 
During the Nimbus program the power system efficiency was studied with respect to its 
capability to supply the spacecraft loads. This was usually in terms of the determination 
of power margin and not in terms of percentage efficiencies and was often done for worst- 
case conditions such as end of life. Typical results of these analyses are given in Figure 
4-11, which was taken from Reference 4-2. 
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Table 4-2 lists the average rates at which each of the Nimbus C spacecraft subsystems will 
dissipate power during normal orbital operation based upon a 600 nautical mile orbit. * 
Table 4-3 shows the total wattage dissipation for the operational and sensory subsystems 
for each of the different modes of orbital operation. It also lists the power subsystem losses 
a s  a function of orbital mode plus the overall wattage dissipation. 
Figure 4-11 is a complete graphical presentation of the spacecraft power requirements 
listed in Table 4-3 and the power which it is anticipated will be available from the solar 
array to satisfy these requirements. The first curve at the bottom of the graph represents 
expected sensory and operational subsystems wattage dissipation for each of the anticipated 
modes of orbital operation minus the power subsystem regulated and unregulated losses. 
The second curve adds to the first power subsystem losses. The reduced power subsystem 
losses during satellite night is due primarily to the lower series regulator losses occurring 
during satellite night. The third curve adds to the second the wattage which will be 
required to recharge the system batteries during satellite day (130 watts average based 
upon a charge efficiency of 85 percent). 
The interrogation average load reqirement is shown in two places. It is shown as 
occurring entirely during satellite day and also during satellite night. During normal 
orbital operation this, of course, will not occur. However, it is shown this way because 
for a launch early in the year (day 80), a Rosman interrogation could occur entirely during 
satellite night. Otherwise, the interrogations occurring at Gilmore will occur either 
entirely during satellite day or will overlap from satellite day into satellite night. 
The fourth curve represents the average usable power which it is anticipated will be 
available at the input to the battery electronics module. The fifth curve represents the 
average power which should be available at the output of the solar array. The difference 
between the fourth and fifth curves is 18 watts which result from the voltage drops 
occurring between the output of the solar cells and the input to the electronics module. 
*The HAX module is an element added to the spacecraft which allows HRIR data to be 
transmitted real time over the APT transmitter. 
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Table 4-2. Average Wattage Dissipated By Subsystems During Normal Orbital Operation 
Power Sub system 
Losses 
(watts) 
68,3 
68.3 
Sub system 
TOTAL 
D is sipat ion 
(w a w  
254.69 
198.82 
Earth Day 
(57 min.) 
Mode 
Earth Day (Satellite Day) 
Earth Night (Satellite Day) 
w/o HAX 
Earth Night (Satellite Night) 
w/o HAX 
w/HAx 
w/HAx 
Earth Night (Satellite Day) 
Earth Night (Satellite Night) 
AVC 27.3 
S-Band Transmitter ---- 
Clock & Command 10.0 
PCM Telemetry 6.17 
Attitude Control 76.0 
APT 40.1 
T/M Conversion 5.25 
mIR 1.57 
MRIR 1c. 0 
HAX Module 
Yaw Rate & Position Sensor 10.0 
---- 
Totals 186.39 
*Warmup 70W 45 seconds 
Dissipation 
Watts) 
186.39 
130.52 
130.52 
155.22 
155.22 
Earth Night 
(51 min.) 
33.7 
1.50 
---- 
10.0 
76.0 
0.3 
5.25 
11.30 
10.0 
10.0 
130.52 
60 17 
---- 
164.22 
Earth Night 
(w/HAx) 
1.50 
---- 
10.0 
76.0 
22.5 
11.3 
10.0 
2.5 
10.0 
6.17 
5.25 
155.22 
Interrogation 
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Note: Spin motor power dissipation is 4.5 watts with an anticipated duty cycle which is 
so low that wattage is not included in above figures. 
Table 4-3. Total Wattage Dissipated By Subsystems During Different Modes of Operation 
68.3 222.82 
I 188.22 33.7 
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These values of available wattage (428 and 410) are calculated average values based upon 
Flight 1 performance data. (Orbit No, 139 data agrees closely with data of Orbit No. 350 
reduced by NTCC and reported in NTCC Flight 1 report). 
The sixth and last curve of Figure 4-11 represents the "Loss Corrected Array Output 
Power" as stated in RCA Quarterly Report No. 14 (Reference 4-9). This is stated as 
466 watts f 3.4%. The minimum is 450 watts (-3.4% is 16 watts) which is only 22 watts 
higher than that which Flight 1 performance data indicates was actually available at the 
output of the array. 
4.7.2 TYPES OF LOSSES 
Four categories of loss are considered in the Nimbus system: control dissipation, array 
mismatch, series dissipation, and shunt dissipation. These are discussed in the following 
sections. 
4.7.2.1 Control Dissipation Losses 
Control dissipation losses are the losses in the auxiliary loads and are controlled by 
command. These losses are a symptom of either excess array power o r  a deficiency in 
load and will not be discussed further as a power system loss. 
4.7.2.2 Array Mismatch 
The array mismatch represents the difference between the power the array could produce 
and the power it actually produces. As described previously, the array operating 
voltage is determined by the battery characteristics and is typically 33 volts. Figure 
4-12 shows the variation of power with voltage and could be used with an orbital 
temperature history to determine the total energy available from the solar array. Studies 
1 of improvements to the Nimbus power system such as those described in Reference 4-4 
show that a 20 percent increase in spacecraft power could be achieved by continuously 
tracking the solar array peak power operating point. 
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Figure 4-12. Power Versus Voltage Curves for Nimbus 2 Solar Array 
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4.7.2.3 Series Dissipation Losses 
The series dissipation losses are those which occur as  series voltage rises from the 
primary and secondary power sources to the regulated bus level of -24.5 volts. The load 
bus voltage regulator is a series dissipation type and functions by providing a variable 
series resistance. The end-of-discharge battery voltage must be such that the regulator can 
function and the solar array must produce power at a voltage that can fully charge the 
battery. The battery losses associated with the difference between charge and discharge 
voltage are  included in this category. The end result is that the array operates at -33 
volts to provide a -24.5 volt bus. A typical array operating profile is shown in Figure 
4-13 from Reference 4-3. 
The voltage drop across the solar array blocking diodes, the slip rings, harnesses and 
connectors is given as 1.1 volts in Reference 4-3. The telemetry values of the difference 
between the paddle voltage and the unregulated bus voltage are 0 . 3  to 0.7 volts, but a 
telemetry error  is suspected. Another series loss  occurs between the unregulated and 
regulated bus principally in the load bus voltage regulator. The unregulated bus voltage 
-- 
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ORBIT TIME (MINUTES) 
Figure 4-13. Typical Profile of Early Orbit (Orbit 51) 
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is typically 33 volts at the end of satellite day and 29 volts at the end of satellite night. 
The Load Bus Voltage Regulator provides most of the difference between the unregulated 
bus voltage and the regulated bus voltage and is the active element that regulates the voltage. 
Reference 4-1 gives -25.80 volts as the limit at which the regulator could maintain the 
specified regulated bus voltage limit (-24.0 volts) with a maximum current of 13 amperes. 
Reference 4-6 gives a value of 0.48 volts for the drop in the diodes used in the system. 
4.7.2.4 Shunt Dissipation Losses 
The shunt dissipation losses are those which represent current drawn from the system for 
use by the power system itself. For  convenience the battery ampere-hour inefficiency 
is included in this category. Battery overcharge requirements range from 1.04 to 1.24 
for temperatures of 10 C to 45 C (Reference 4-8). The total shunt currents through the 
various resistive paths to ground in the power system reported in the various references 
are not consistent, and it has not been possible to obtain a verified value. Analyses gf the 
details of the losses are also not consistent and are not included here. The recommended 
values of shunt loss current a re  those measured for the F-6 power system (the one that 
was flown) installed in the spacecraft. These measurements were made by the Integration 
and Test Contractor (General Electric Co. ) but have not been completely documented. The 
day mode shunt losses are shown in Figure 4-14 from Reference 4-10. The night mode 
shunt loss (taken from the Power System Integration Engineer's notes) is 0.77 amperes 
for an unregulated bus voltage of -29.1 volts. * 
0 0 
A second set of shunt current loss measurements for the F-6 system is given in Reference 
4-11 and are data from the Power System Contractor (RCA). These measurements were  
taken with the power system out of the spacecraft. The shunt losses during satellite day 
are given in Table 4-4. 
*Values used for flight analysis are 1.25 amp and 0.45 amp (Reference 4-5). 
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Table 4-4. System Shunt Losses During Satellite Day 
z 
Unregulated Bus Voltage 
(Volts) 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
Unregulated Bus Current 
(amperes) 
1.00 
0.975 
0.950 
0.930 
0.920 
0.910 
0.900 
A third set of data is given in Reference 4-12 for an earlier system (F-3) and was 
measured with the power system installed in the Nimbus A spacecraft. Note that there are 
only seven battery modules in this power system, so that the losses will be different than 
for  an eight-battery system. The results are shown in Figure 4-15. It is stated in this 
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reference that these measurements were carefully done and that there is a high degree 
of confidence in the accuracy of the measurements. These series of tests were run as a 
result of correlation problems with the power supply telemetry calibrations. 
UNREGULATED BUS VOLTAGE. DAY (VOLTS) 
AVERAGE BATTERY VOLTAGE, NIGHT, (VOLTS) 
Figure 4-15. Unregulated Bus Voltage (Day) Volts; Average Battery Voltage (Night) Volts 
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SECTION 5 
COMPONENT DESCRIPTIONS 
5 .1  INTRODUCTION 
In Section 3, a general description of all of the components making up the Nimbus 2 power 
system was presented. In this section, a more detailed design description of those com- 
ponents which were judged to be of most general significance to power systems is presented. 
The components selected for inclusion in this section are as follows: 
a. Power Generation, Storage and Control Subsystem 
1. Solar Array 
2. Battery Modules 
3. Electronics Module 
b. Auxiliary Loads Subsystem 
1. Auxiliary Load Controller 
2.  Auxiliary Load Panel 
3. Additional Load Panel 
4. Compensation Loads 
c. Solar Array Drive Subsystem 
1. Array Drive Sun Sensors 
2. Slip Ring Assembly 
3. Array Drive Assembly 
5 . 2  SOLAR ARRAY* 
5 . 2 . 1  PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
5 . 2 . 1 . 1  Solar Paddles 
The solar array consists of two paddle assemblies, each consisting of a solar cell mounting 
structure with solar cell array, a transition section, a latching assembly, a drive motor 
*Much of the information included in this section is taken directly from Reference 1. 
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with an associated gear reduction unit, and a control shaft clamp. The solar platform 
and transition section, shown in Figure 3-2,are aluminum honeycomb structures. Each 
solar platform is 38.4 in. wide (from hinge center line to outer edge of paddle) by 96 in. 
The corners of the paddles were removed by the hinge line (see Figure 5-1) to prevent 
obstructing the field of view of the control subsystem horizon scanners. The notch in the 
outer corner of each platform was necessary to provide space for the paddle tie-down and 
latckrelease equipment. 
The surface of the platform structure has the dimensions illustrated in Figure 5-1, with a 
total surface area of 24.97 square feet. The solar platform has one flat face for solar cell 
mounting and a reverse face that double-tapers from the rotational axis to the outer edges. 
Along the rotational axis, a deep torque-tube beam is constructed of high-density honey- 
comb and aluminum sheets. The density of the honeycomb decreases a s  the distance from 
the rotational axis increases. The faces that sandwich the honeycomb are constructed of 
very thin (0.003 in.) sheet aluminum to minimize weight. The interface edge of the platform 
is reinforced by %members and charnel members bonded together and filled with honey- 
comb material. A l l  other edges are reinforced by aluminum channel members. The thickest 
section of the solar platform extends 6 inches to either side of the rotational axis tapering 
from l-inch thick to 1/2 inch thick in this distance. From this point, the solar platform has 
a different taper to 3/8 inch thickness at  the outer edges. The l-inch thick area around the 
rotational axis provides high torsional rigidity and minimizes open platform deflection under 
flatwise " l - g l T  loading conditions. This central area also withstands the high shear loads 
developed when the platform takes a high S;-type bending configuration during torsional con- 
trol inputs. The double-taper construction minimizes the temperature drop across the 
different density honeycombs. Absorptivity and emissivity of the front and rear platform 
surfaces are such that an average satellite day equilibrium temperature of approximately 
55 to 60'6 will prevail for the platforms. During launch, the solar platforms are  folded 
and secured to the spacecraft sensory ring structure. In this folded launch position, the 
thick-core area around the rotational axis acts as the main support beam to transfer the 
main load to the inner hinges adjacent to the hinge latch. The two outer hinges stabilize the 
outer edge of the solar platform during launch. Seven pads, which provide interface surfaces 
for attaching latch jaws supplied by the spacecraft integration contractor (GE), are  mounted 
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Figure 5-1. Solar Platform Surface Dimensions (Inches) 
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on the outer edge of each solar platform. In addition, four studs a re  provided for attachment 
of the bottom paddle jaws. The latch jaws lock the platforms in the folded position and 
secure the paddles to the spacecraft sensory ring during the launch phase. Two torsional 
springs, as shown in Figure 3-15, are  mounted on the hinge line adjacent to the two inner 
solar platform hinges and serve to balance out hinge friction. 
A f t e r  the satellite has reached orbit, the solar platforms are  extended to expose the cells 
to solar radiation. The opening of the platform is controlled by a drive motor and gear 
train mounted near the hinge-latch mechanism (Figure 3-15). When the solar platforms 
are extended, they a re  locked into the open position by the hinge-toggle latch, and then 
rotate together on the control subsystem shaft to follow the sun. 
each platform is driven approximately 135 degrees to the open position in less than 
30 seconds. The back surface of each platform contains the following components: 
From the folded position, 
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a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Two voltage telemetry sensors 
One temperature telemetry sensor 
Five board thermocouples (for ground test use) 
Six blocking diode component boards 
One terminal strip 
One harness cable 
Connections between components on the two surfaces of the solar platform are made by 
conductors housed in insulated hollow bushings in the honeycomb structure. Connections 
from the control subsystem to the solar platform are  made through the hollow control 
shaft to a connector in the center of the hub clamp. 
5.2.1.2 Solar Cell Modules and Boards 
Each of the two solar paddles contains 5472 phosphorus-diffused silicon N-on-P solar cells 
(2 x 2 cm)of low (1 to 2 ohm-cm) resistivity, grouped into six boards which are connected 
electrically in parallel. Board location and configuration is shown in Figure 3-7. Each 
board consists of a series string of solar cell modules; each module consist of solar cell 
groups electrically connected in parallel. Four of the boards each contain 98 ten-cell 
modules connected in series. One board contains the electrical equivalent of 97 ten-cell 
modules connected in series (with one of the ten-cell rrmodulesrf actually consisting of 2 
three-cell modules and one four-cell module connected in parallel) and the remaining board 
contains the electrical equivalent of 97 six-cell modules connected in series (with 14 of 
the six-cell frmodulesrr actually consisting of pairs of three-cell modules wired in parallel). 
A ten-cell module is shown in Figure 5-2. Optically coated,6-mil thick,fused silica 
platelets are bonded to the outside faces of the solar cells. The upper surface of each 
platelet is coated with a vacuum-deposited antireflective material; the lower surface is 
coated with a vacuum-deposited blue-red reflective material, Electrical connection is 
provided by a copper strip which is soldered to the positive surface of the solar cells. 
5 -4 
(a) Sun Facing Side 
(b) Mounting Side 
(c) Negative Tab Configuration 
Figure 5-2. Solar Cell Module 
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The connector strip consists of a number of adjacent copper contacts which are soldered to 
the sintered silver-titanium contacts of the solar cells. 
The solar cell negative surface contains a copper-strip negative terminal. The positive 
connector strip, a l/2-hard electrolytic-copper strip, was physically designed to provide 
stress relief between the cells. This positive strip allows lateral flexibility of adjacent 
cells by employing expansion joints between cells. 
A cross section of a solar cell module mounted to a solar platform, showing the various 
materials utilized, i s  shown in Figure 5-3. 
The efficiency with which the surface area of the paddle platforms (not including transition 
sections) was used for mounting cells is indicated by the following calculations, using the 
dimensions of Figure 5-1. 
ANTIRE FLECTIVE 
BLUE-RED 
OR FILTER 
N-3N-I? SOLAR CELL 
POSITIVE SURFACE 
COPPER CONNECTIVE STRIP 
RTV 60 SILICONE 
f.DEESIVE 
SMP-62/63 EPOXY 
(INSULATING COATING) 
HONEYCOMB ADHESIVE 
( F M - l O O O $  
FUSED SILICA 
/ TYPE 7940 PLATELET 
/ FURANE ADHESIVE 
(EWCAST 15E9010) 
SOLDER (62 TIN; 
36 LEAD; 2 SILVER) 
$7 ig::NE PRIMER (88-4004) 
u( 
ALUMINUM SKIN 
ALUMINUM 
H3NEYCOMB CORE 
Figure 5-3. Solar Cell Assembly {Cross Section) 
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2 Total Cell Area (4 cm per cell) 
Platform surface area 
9 
~ = 0 . 9 4  - 23.55 ft" - 24.97 f t  
2 
Platform surface area 24.97 ft2 = 0.90 
22.37 f t  - Active Cell  Area (3.8 cm2 per cell) 
5.2.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
5.2.2.1 Cell  Solar-Spectrum Matching 
Figure 5-4 indicates the degree of solar-spectrum matching achieved with the Nimbus solar 
cell. The Johnson's air-mass-zero solar irradiance curve is indicative of the number of 
photons available in the solar spectrum outside the earth's atmosphere which can be expected 
to contribute effectively to the development of the solar-converted electrical energy. The 
spectral-response curve of a bare Nimbus cell indicates the cell's potentially useful 
wavelength band in effecting energy conversion. Note that the response of the solar cell has 
a maximum at 0.8 to 0.9 micron; and comparatively note the spectral content of the solar 
irradiance curve concentrated in that region. 
Figure 5-4. Base Solar Cell Spectral Response Characteristic 
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5.2.2.2 Infrared Filtering 
Because of the negative power-temperature coefficient, continuous heating in the sunlight 
will decrease the power output. A favorable mean temperature is maintained by covering 
cells with a filter material which (1) provides the appropriate absorptivity-to-emissivity 
ratio, (2) receives light in the spectral region where the cells are sensitive, and 
(3) rejects infrared and ultraviolet radiation components in the air-mass-zero spectrum. 
The fused silicon platelet provides protection against meteoric erosion and serves as a 
base for the filter coating. 
an emissivity greater than that of the bare cell, thus enabling the solar cells to remain 
cooler. The blue-red reflective filter, on the lower surface of the silicon platelet, permits 
control of the solar cell temperature in the radiative heat transfer environment of outer 
space. 
reflector coating. The minimum infrared reflection band is 0.335 micron wide, measured 
from the 50-percent points. The average infrared bandwidth,measured from the 1.10 f 0.04 
micron 50-percent point, is approximately 0.36 micron. The maximum transmission at 
the low transmission point on the infrared transmission curve is a maximum of five percent. 
The anti reflective filter, on the upper exposed surface of the cell, reduces reflection losses 
at the glass surface. Its characteristic is such that it has a peak transmission at 0.60 
micron for normal incident light. 
The platelets radiate the heat produced in the solar cells with 
Figure 5-5 indicates the infrared transmission characteristic of the blue-red 
5.2.2.3 Solar Cell Efficiency 
The average air-mass-zero efficiency of the basic Nimbus solar cell at 25OC and 0.46 
volt,covered with a 6-mil thick fused silica platelet, is 10.1 percent. The I-V characteristic 
of an uncovered Nimbus solar cell under an air-mass-zero spectrum at a temperature of 
25 C is shown in Figure 5-6. The maximum power that can be delivered to the load is 
approximately 58.52 milliwatts and is represented by the largest rectangle that can be 
fitted under the curve. The efficiency of the bare cell at 0.46 volt and 25OC is 11.0 percent. 
The current output at air-mass-zero conditions (140 milliwatts per square centimeter) of 
the glass-covered Nimbus cell is 117 milliamperes at 0.46 volt, and the current output of 
the uncovered cell is 127 milliamperes at 0.46 volt. The efficiency loss, at the maximum 
power point and air-mass-zero spectrum will be about 6 to 10 percent, because of the 
0 
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Figure 5-5. Nimbus Solar Cell  Reflector Coating Infrared 
Transmission Characteristic 
Figure 5-6. Bare Solar Cell I-V Characteristics 
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fused silicon platelet with filter coating, the adhesive which binds the platelet to the 
solar cell, and the solder and interconnecting losses. 
5 . 2 . 2 . 4  Solar Array Circuitry 
A wiring diagram of the series-parallel electrical configuration of the solar array boards 
and the telemetry circuits is presented in Figure 5-7. The series-parallel combination of 
boards results in solar cell array reliability. It also improves the effectiveness of the 
cells by diminishing the loading effects of the solar cells upon one another when the solar 
cell platform is subjected to partial shadowing. A s  indicated in Figure 5-7, each board is 
protected by a pair of silicon blocking diodes which prevent those solar cell strings pro- 
ducing low voltages from loading those that produce high voltages. 
The solar array telemetry circuits monitor the temperature at one location on each plat- 
form, and the output voltage of boards G and J on the right-hand platform, and A and F on 
the left-hand platform. The temperatures are monitored on boards which also have voltage 
monitoring, board J on the right-hand paddle and board F for the left-hand paddle. The 
average output of three thermistors, mounted as a cluster in contact with the back (positive) 
side of a solar cell through a hole in the platform structure, is used to obtain the single 
temperature on each paddle platform. On the right-hand platform this temperature is 
measured on board J 42 inches from the top and 15 inches in from the outer edge. On the 
left-hand platform, this temperature is measured on board F located 38 .5  inches from the 
top and 33.5  inches from the outer edge. 
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Figure 5-7. Solar Platform Wiring Diagram 
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5.3 BATTERY MODULES 
5.3.1 BATTERY MODULE HOUSING 
Each battery module (shown in Figure 3-3), is contained in a precision cast, two-piece 
housing with a magnesium sheet metal cover. (Also, see Figure 5-8.) 
The two-piece housing consists of one three-sided main casting and a flat casting. The 
two castings are bolted together to form a four-sided housing which, together with the L- 
shaped cover, completes the 6 by 8 by 6-1/2-inch battery module housing. 
A radiation plate has been incorporated in the bottom of the main casting to increase 
radiation heat dissipation. A Dow No. 7 finish is applied to all magnesium parts of the 
Figure 5-8. Ba.ttery Module Chassis Configuration 
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battery module to minimize degassing and corrosion in the vacuum environment. The front 
and bottom surfaces of the battery module are coated with white Tilecoat, a substance of high 
emissivity, to decrease the direct and reflected solar energy absorbed by these surfaces, 
and also to permit maximum radiation of internal heat. 
5.3.2. STORAGE CELLS 
The Nimbus 2 storage cell, shown in Figure 5-9,is a ceramic-to-metal, hermetically 
sealed nickel-cadmium cell manufactured by GE. Three negative terminals are spot welded 
to the top of each cell cover and one positive terminal containing two ears is located at the 
center cup. The cell is 3-1/2 inches high, 1-1/4 inches in diameter. The 23 nickel-cadmium 
storage cells contained in each battery module are mounted on the side of the main casting 
which is machined to receive the cells. Each cell is placed into an ellipsoidal cavity 
approximately 3/4-inch deep which is coated with Epon 815, A1 0 mix to electrically 
isolate the cell and the main casting. The cells a re  retained in the cavities by studs on the 
bottom of each cell. The stud extends through the side of the main casting and is secured by 
a countersunk lock-nut. The lock-nut is insulated from the casting by a formed fiberglass 
2 3  
Figure 5-9. Nimbus Storage Cell (Prior to Filling and Sealing) 
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insulator. An insulated cover is placed over the lock-nut to exclude humidity and to prevent 
accidental shorting of the cell to the battery casting. Thermistors are attached to three 
strategically located cells to sense the battery temperature. (On Nimbus 1 a pressure switch 
was located in one cell to detect excessive battery cell pressure. ) 
5.3.3 CHASSIS LAYOUT 
The electronic circuitry for the voltage surge limiter, the power transistors for the 
charge-rate limiter, and the power transistors for the load bus voltage regulator, and 
three blocking diodes a re  contained on three angular heat sinks attached to the inside of 
the main casting as shown in Figure 5-8. Apaizon grease is placed between the heat sinks 
and the battery casting to increase heat transfer. A lightweight, open structure attached 
to the flat casting provides support for the five plug-in type circuit boards. These boards, 
described in Table 5-1, contain the circuitry for the battery pressure (Nimbus 1 only) and 
temperature sensing circuits (AlR),  the load bus voltage regulator (A2R) , the charge and 
discharge current telemetry sensor (A3R) , the battery charge-rate limiter (A4) , and the 
battery voltage comparator (A5). The structure is designed to facilitate the removal and 
replacement of the module boards. A terminal board attached to the flat casting provides 
for interconnecting wiring between the module boards and the components on the main 
battery casting. 
5.3.4 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
5.3.4.1 General 
As indicated in Figure 5-10, the battery module contains a string of battery cells, pro- 
tection circuitry, a load bus voltage regulator, and telemetry circuitry. 
monitoring circuitry consists of the fo'llowing: (1) three temperature sensors , that will 
sense a condition of excessive cell temperature; (2) a pressure switch (used in all test and 
flight models except Nimbus 2), that will sense a condition of excessive internal cell 
pressure; and (3) a voltage-comparator circuit, that will sense a condition of low battery 
voltage. The charge-rate limiter governs the maximum rate at which the battery cells 
will be charged. Each battery module has a series-load bus voltage regulator. These 
The protective 
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Table 5-1. Battery Module Plug-In Circuit Boards 
Nomenclature 
Battery Pressure and 
Temperature Sensing Board 
Load Bus Voltage Regulator 
Board 
Battery Charge/Discharge 
Current Telemetry 
Battery Voltage Comparator 1 Board 
Designation 
A1R 
A2R 
A3R 
A4 
A5 
Function 
Switches charge-rate limiter to 
trickle charge mode when battery 
pressure (Nimbus 1 only) or  tem- 
perature exceeds predetermined 
limits. (65OC was temperature limit. ) 
Regulator circuitry. Maintains bus 
voltage at -24.5 f 0 . 5  volts. 
Telemetry circuitry. Monitors 
battery charging and discharging 
current. 
Regulator circuitry. Limits 
battery charge to 1 . 5  amperes and 
controls charge rate. 
Switches charge-rate limiter to 
trickle charge mode when battery 
voltage drops below 21 volts. 
FEEDBACK SIGNAL 
FROM REGULATED 
BUS COMPARATOR 
UNREGULATED 
POWER OUTPUT 
TO AUXILIARY 
REGULATOR 
UNREGULATED 
BUS lNPUT 
FROM SOLAR 
CELLS 
CHARGING 
CURRENT T/M 
DISCHARGE 
CURRENT T/M 
BATTERY 
PRESSURE T/M 
BATTERY 
VOLTAGE T/M 
BATTERY 
TEMP TIM 
SUBSYSTEM 
BATTERY 
GROUND 
Figure 5-10. Battery Module Functional Block Diagram 
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regulators are pre-adjusted, so that each shares the load proportionally to the state of 
charge of its associated battery source. A voltage-surge limiter circuit dissipates 
excess unregulated current developed by the solar cells during abrupt abnormal surges of 
voltage. This over-voltage protectionof the unregulated power bus provides input protection 
for the load bus voltage regulator. The battery module also contains five telemetry circuits 
for monitoring the battery pressure (disconnected on Nimbus 2), temperature, voltage, 
battery charging current, and battery discharging current. Fuses are provided to isolate 
the surge-limiter and battery circuitry in each module from unregulated bus inputs in the 
event of a failure (short) of the circuitry. 
The power subsystem operates in two different states. During the daylight portion of the 
orbit, the solar array provides the power direct to the load bus voltage regulators to 
maintain the regulated bus requirements. A t  the same time, power available from the 
solar array, not required to sustain satellite loads, is utilized to charge the batteries through 
the charge-rate limiter. Blocking diode CR2 prevents the solar array from charging the 
batteries directly, and also provides a path for the battery discharge power to the load bus 
voltage regulator during the nighttime portion of the orbit. During the night portion of the 
orbit, since there is no power from the solar array, the batteries must supply all the power 
requirements of the satellite. A t  this time CR1, a blocking diode, protects the charge- 
rate limiter from the battery voltage. The blocking diode, CR3, in series with the solar 
input, prevents feedback into the solar array. 
In the following discussions of battery module circuits, references are made to the overall 
circuit schematic of the battery module of Figure 5-11, which also shows the physical 
location of each part on the board. 
5.3.4.2 Charge-Rate Limiter, Board A 4  
The function of the charge-rate limiter is to limit battery charge rate to 1 . 5  amperes and 
to reduce battery charge rate to less than 0 .2  ampere if  a battery malfunctions*. The 
batteries are switched to trickle charge when the battery voltage is below 21 volts o r  the 
battery temperature exceeds 65OC. The charge-rate limiter is located on Board A4 and 
*The battery trickle charge rate is also sometimes reported as approximately 
0 . 3  ampere. 5-17 
Heat Sink No. 1 (as shown in Figure 5-11). Charge current limiting is achieved by 
transistors Q50l and Q502, which a re  located on Heat Sink No. 1. Base current to these 
transistors is provided by Q507, CZ501, R503, R502, R501, CZ502 on Board A4 and R504 
which is located on Heat Sink No. 1.  During normal operation, Q506 is cut off and Q507 is 
driven into saturation by base-to-emitter current supplied through R507. Transistor Q507 
provides a low-resistance path for base current of Q50l and Q502. Resistors R502 and R501 
equalize the base currents to Q50l and Q502. Zener diode CZ501 and resistor R503 provide 
a fixed bias source for Q501 and Q502. Because the bias is held constant on these transistors, 
their combined collector current cannot exceed base current multiplied by the beta. Therefore, 
even if  a large voltage differential exists between the solar array bus and the battery output, 
charging current will not exceed 1 . 5  amperes. In the event of low battery voltage (below 
21 volts), o r  high battery temperature (above 65 C), a negative current is applied to the 
base of Q506, turning it "on. ' I  The base-to-emitter of Q507 is then reverse biased, thus 
turning it "off. If The base current for Q502 and Q501 must now pass through R506, which 
is a very high resistance as compared to the low resistance presented when Q507 and CZ502 
are conducting. The value of R506 is chosen to allow a charge current of 0.1  ampere through 
Q501 and Q502 when the battery protection circuits indicate a fault. Transistor Q503 is 
connected as a diode to prevent battery current from flowing through the charge limiter 
circuitry during orbital night. Transistor Q505 (Heat Sink No. 1) is connected as a diode 
and permits load current to bypass the charge-rate limiter and go directly to the load bus 
regulator. Transistor Q504 is connected as a diode and permits battery current to bypass 
the charge-rate limiter to the load bus regulator during orbital night. 
0 
5 . 3 . 4 . 3  Voltage Surge Limiter 
The purpose of the voltage surge limiter, contained on Heat Sink No. 2 in each battery 
module, is to bypass the excess unregulated current developed by the solar cell array, when 
the array current exceeds that required by the loads and battery charge currents. Since 
the solar cell array I-V characteristic at the voltage level of power subsystem operation 
very nearly approximates that of a constant-current generator, excessive voltages can occur 
if the system is lightly loaded. Under low load conditions, high voltages would be imposed 
on the regulating circuits, and consequently would cause operation outside normal operating 
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limits. 
maintained within reasonable operating limits to satisfy load and battery-charge power 
requirements. If the solar cell array voltage exceeds 39 volts, the voltage surge 
limiters begin to provide an additional path for the excess solar cell array current capability. 
If the array voltage reaches 44 volts, a maximum of 1.5 amperes for each module is 
bypassed. In normal satellite testing and during actual satellite system operation, there 
is always a minimum load and battery charge current requirement sufficient enough to 
prevent the necessity for the operation of the surge limiter. The voltage surge limiter 
will function only during abnormal system conditions. 
The voltage surge limiters ensure that the solar cell array voltage will be 
The circuit shown in Figure 5-11 consists of a 39-volt zener diode (CZ401), connected to 
the base of a power transistor (Q401) and a 27-ohm, 75-watt collector load (R403 through 
R405). Resistor R401 limits the zener current when CZ401 breaks down and the emitter-to- 
base voltage causes Q401 to conduct, A s  the voltage drop between the base and the emitter 
of Q401 increases, more current is passed through the load resistors until the transistor 
saturates (approximately 43 volts). The resistance of Q401 decreases, causing a large 
amount of the power to be dissipated in the load resistors. When the voltage of the solar array 
returns to normal, CZ401 ceases to conduct, and the transistor turns "off. To assure a 
positive ftturn-off, 1 1  rectifier diode CR401 and R402 provide a reverse emitter bias of 
approximately 0.7 volt. 
5.3.4.4 Battery Pack 
Each battery module contains 23 series-connected, nickel-cadmium cells. Table 5-2 
indicates the performance characteristics of the Nimbus 2 storage cell. The internal 
resistance of a cell is less than 12 rnilliohms between dc and 60 cps. 
5.3.4.5 Load E3us Voltage Regulator 
The function of the load bus voltage regulator (LBVR) is to maintain the regulated bus at 
-24.5 f 0 . 5  volts, for all conditions of load, battery o r  solar array input voltage, tem- 
perature, and component aging. AI1 LBVR's operate in parallel and receive a common 
feedback signal, as shown in Figure 3-1, to deliver equal amounts of load current fromthe 
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Table 5-2. Storage Cell Performance Characteristics 
-5 
0 
+15 
+25 
+40 
+50 
+55 
Maximum Terminal 
Voltage During 
Charge (volts) 
1 .59  
1.545 
1.50 
1.48 
1.45 
1 .43  
1 .42  
~~~ 
Minimum Capacity on Dis- 
charge, Down To and Including 
Al l  Energy Delivered At a 
Terminal Voltage of 1 .15  
Per Cell 
(ampere- 
hours) 
3 .00  
3. OQ 
4 . 5 0  
4 . 5 0  
3 . 3 3  
2 . 3 3  
2 . 0 0  
(ampere- 
minutes) 
180 
180 
270 
270 
200 
140 
120 
Discharge Time 
at 2.00  Amperes 
(minutes) 
90 
90 
135 
135 
100 
70 
60 
battery modules or the solar cell array. The LBVR is contained on Board A2 and Heat 
Sink No. 1 in each battery module. The input to the LBVR is at the junction of the 
protective diodes Q505 and Q504, which are connected to the unregulated bus and the battery 
output, respectively, as shown in Figure 5-11. The output of the LBVR is at the junction 
of R901 and R902 (Heat Sink No. 1) and is fed to the regulated bus fuses in the electronics 
module. The feedback signal from the load bus sensing amplifier in the electronics 
module enters the LBVR through connector 58 at resistor R908 (Heat Sink No. 1).  Transistors 
Q901 and Q902 are the series regulating elements and are biased from a constant current 
generator Q903 (Board A2). If the regulated bus voltage decreases in magnitude due to 
either an increase in load current o r  a decrease in the magnitude of the unregulated bus 
voltage, the feedback signal to the junction of the constant current generator output and 
to the bases of Q901 and Q902 decreases. This allows more base drive to the series 
elements. An increase in the magnitude of the regulated bus voltage results in a cor- 
responding increase in feedback signal to decrease the base drive to the series elements. 
The load sharing between modules is equalized during pre-delivery testing by adjustment of 
R906. Since the output of the constant current generator changes slightly with changes in 
the input voltage, the proportion of load current that each LBVR handles is also a function 
of the input voltage. 
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5.3.4.6 Battery Voltage Comparator, A5 
The battery voltage comparator (BVC), located on Board A5 (Figure 5-11), senses the 
battery voltage and compares it to a reference voltage. If the battery voltage drops abnor- 
mally low, the comparator delivers a negative signal to the charge limiter to reduce charge 
current to a trickle. The circuit locks "onTf and maintains a trickle charge condition until 
the battery voltage rises above 21 volts and the satellite passes through orbital night; 
i. e. , the solar array output must go to zero before BVC will unlock. Zener diode CZ602 
and resistor R602 provide a fixed bias source for Q601. The base of Q601 is biased to 
the battery voltage minus the 9-volt drop across CZ601 and the 1/2-volt drop across CR601. 
A s  the battery voltage decreases, in magnitude the base of Q601 becomes more positive 
until the emitter-base of Q601 becomes forward biased, thus turning it "on. 
is conducting, a current is fed through CR603, CZ603, R610, CR605, to the base of Q506 in 
the charge-rate limiter. This switches Q506 to its trickle-charge mode of operation. 
Zener diode CZ603 prevents false triggering by leakage currents and noise. A t  the same 
time the above operation is taking place, a negative current is fed through R609 to base of 
When Q601 
Q602, turning it "on. r f  Capacitor C601 is a noise filter to prevent false triggering. When 
Q602 is conducting through R607, a forward bias is applied to base-emitter of Q603. Since 
Q603 is saturated, the breakdown voltage of CZ604 appears at the junction of CZ603 and 
CR603 to maintain CZ603 and Q603 conducting. If the battery voltage should rise to normal, 
the entire circuit will stay "locked up" until the solar array output decreases to zero (night 
portion of orbit). If the solar array output decreases to zero and the battery voltage 
becomes normal, Q602 and Q603 will cut off and the circuit will unlock. 
5.3.4.7 Battery Temperature and Pressure Sensing (Board A1R) 
(The pressure sensing switch was not used on the Nimbus C power subsystem. This 
description is included for information only.) The battery pressure sensor is a normally 
open pressure-actuated switch. If the switch closes due to high cell pressure, a negative 
current is fed to the charge limiter and trips the charge-rate limiter (CRL) into trickle 
charge. When the pressure drops, the switch opens and normal charging is resumed. The 
sensing circuit consists of resistors R708 and R714, as shown in Figure 5-11. These 
resistors are connected between the regulated bus and ground. If the pressure within a 
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cell is high enough to close the pressure switch (400 psi), the circuit is completed from the 
voltage divider, through the "ORfT gate, and to the charge-rate limiter, A s  long as the 
pressure switch is closed, the charge-rate limiter will remain in a state of trickle charge. 
The battery high-temperature protection circuit reduces the charge current to a trickle if 
the battery temperature rises above 65 C. The temperature at three cells of each battery 
module is monitored. When the temperature returns to 65OC, the normal charging rate 
resumes. The battery temperature sensing circuit operates from a regulated source 
established by R710, CZ704, and 62703.  The two zener diodes provide a reference voltage 
of 8 volts which is constant over wide temperature variations. Resistors R702 and R715 
form a voltage dividing network between the 8-volt reference and ground to provide a fixed 
bias source for Q701. The three battery temperature sensors and resistors R711 through 
R713 also form voltage-dividing networks between this 8-volt reference and ground. As 
the temperature of the battery cells increases, the thermistors decrease in resistance 
and the bridge network becomes unbalanced. The output from the voltage-dividing network, 
which is proportional to cell temperature, is fed through the "OR'? gate (diodes CR702 thru 
4), to the base of Q701. When battery temperature increases enough to apply a forward 
bias to the emitter of Q701, base current will flow through R703 turning Q702 '?on. 
low output current from the collector of Q702 is fed to the charge limiter to trip the charge- 
rate limiter into a trickle-charge state. Zener diode CZ702 prevents false triggering by 
leakage currents and noise. 
0 
The 
5.3.4.8 Battery Charge and Discharge Current Telemetry, Board A3R2 
The battery charge and discharge current telemetry is contained on Board A3R2. (Figure 
5-11.) Since both circuits a re  identical and have a constant voltage source which is common 
to both, only the charge portion of the circuit is described. The circuit may be divided into 
four parts: the charge current sensing resistor R510 (shown on the battery module 
schematic diagram, Figure 5-11) which is mounted on the fuse and terminal board; 
a dc amplifier consisting of Q1-A, R4, R2, R3, VR3, and R1; a temperature compensating 
bias source consisting of Q1-By R5, and R6; and a voltage regulator consisting of vR1, 
R11, VR2, and R12. The current sensing resistor is in series with the battery charge 
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current developing 40 to 140 millivolts across the resistor as the charge current varies 
from 0 . 4  to 1.4 amperes. 
Transistor Q1-A amplifies the voltage drop across the current sensing resistor to produce 
a telemetry signal ranging from a nominal 0.4 volt to 6.4 volts. Resistor R3 aids in 
stabilizing the, voltage gain (approximately 46) through degeneration. In order to achieve 
linear amplification, the transistor is operated in the central portion of the collector-load 
line. Operation in the collector current cutoff region is obviated by the voltage offset 
introduced by zener diode VR3. Therefore, when array current is zero, collector current 
will be approximately 1 . 3  milliamperes, and the telemetry signal will be a nominal 0.4 
volt. Resistor R2 is used to reduce the error  in telemetry output voltage caused by 
voltage variations at the array bus. The collector current flowing in a transistor is not 
entirely independent of collector voltage and tends to increase slightly with increase in 
applied voltage. This effect is compensated for by modifying the bias on the transistor in 
a manner that reduces the base current as voltage increases. Proper selection of R2, when 
the circuit is calibrated, will yield an output voltage e r ror  of about f 1 percent through 
an array voltage range of 27 to 35 volts. Fixed bias is applied to the base of Q1-A by a 
voltage divider connected across a constant voltage source (zener diode VR1). The voltage 
divider consists of R6 as one leg, and R5 plus the base-emitter junction of Q1-B as the 
other leg. The temperature dependence of Q1-B V is virtually identical to that of Q1-A 
BE 
BE 
; therefore, the bias voltage divider tends to follow or "trackft variations in Q1-V 
'BE 
due to changes in ambient temperature. The circuit configuration of Q1-B is arranged such 
that most of the divider current flows in the collector, with base current just sufficient to 
maintain the transistor at  the verge of saturation. Resistor R6 is chosen to establish a 
collector current of approximately 2.5 milliamperes which is equal to the mean collector 
current flowing in Q1-A. Thus, it may be seen that the operating parameters for each 
section of Q1 are similar, resulting in improved temperature tracking. 
both transistors a re  physically located in a common case, and are  operated with similar 
parameters, warmup time required for the circuit to stabilize is held to less than one 
second. To provide the required voltage stability across Q1-B, regulation is accomplished 
in two stages. Preliminary regulation is provided by the diode-resistor combination 
Furthermore, since 
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of VR2 and R12; final regulation i s  provided by VR1 and R11. The current values in these 
voltage regulator circuits are set to provide minimum voltage change due to variations of 
temperature. 
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5.4 ELECTRONICS MODULE 
5.4.1 PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
5.4.1.1 Electronics Module Housing 
The electronics module housing, shown in Figure 3-4, is a two-piece,machined-magnesium 
case with top and bottom magnesium sheet metal covers. The two-piece case consists of 
two 4-sided frame-like pieces, each measuring 6 by 2 by 13 inches. The pieces are bolted 
together, face to face, by ten studs which extend through the two-piece case. The covers, 
which are  secured to the outer face of each piece,provide a means of easy access to the 
module subassemblies and wiring. The case is divided into two compartments: one com- 
partment contains the heat sinks, terminal boards and wiring, and the other compartment 
contains the circuit board subassemblies. All module subassemblies and connector har- 
nesses are mounted directly to an internal case flange by means of lock washers, nuts and 
bolts. A Dow No. 7 finish is applied to all magnesium parts of the electronics module so 
that it will resist corrosion when subjected to its operational environment. All metals used, 
other than magnesium, a re  corrosion resistant. A substance of high emissivity, Vita Var  
NR15966, is applied to the module surfaces to provide for maximum radiation of internal 
module heat. 
5.4 1 .2  Chassis Layout 
The electronic circuitry associated with the electronics module is contained on four circuit 
boards and two heat sinks. The electronic components of high thermal concentration are 
mounted on the heat sinks and are black-topped with material of high emissivity (Tilecoat 
black epoxy) to effect more efficient heat dissipation. A s  shown in Figure 5-12, the 
compartment containing the heat sinks is isolated from the compartment containing the 
module circuit boards by a wall. Wiring between the heat sink and circuit board compo- 
nents passes through grommets in their common compartment wall. This compartment 
arrangement isolates and confines heat sink thermal dissipation and efficiently transfers it 
to the module housing. Two terminal boards, mounted in the heat sink compartment, pro- 
vide junctions for interconnecting wiring between the components on the heat sinks and the 
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Figure 5-12. Electronics Module Chassis Configuration 
four circuit boards. The four circuit boards, described in Table 5-3, contain the circuitry 
for the load bus sensing amplifier, auxiliary regulator, regulated bus comparator, ground 
command function, regulated and unregulated bus voltage and current telemetry sensors, 
and load fuses. 
5.4.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
5.4.2.1 General 
The electronics module contains two load bus sensing (feedback) amplifiers (LBSA), a 
regulated bus comparator (RBC) and auxiliary regulator, telemetry sensing circuit, a fuse 
board and a heat sink. The regulated bus input (-24.5 volts) is applied to the load bus 
sensing amplifiers (LBSA No. 1 and 2), the regulated bus comparator (RBC), and the 
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Table 5-3. Electronics Module Circuit Boards 
Nomenclature 
- . ,  1 -  I Keguiatea BUS comparator 
BoardNo. 9-1 
Current and Voltage 
Telemetry Sensors 
B a r d  No. 9-2 
Load Bus Sensing Amplifier 
Board No. 9-3 
Fuse Board No. 9-4 
De signat ion 
A-1 
A-2 
A-3 
A-4 
Function 
Auxiliary Regulator. 
Provides a regulated voltage of 
25.5  f 1 . 0  volts. Ground command 
circuit provides ability to switch 
load- bus sensing amplifiers by 
ground command. Regulated bus 
comparator automatically switches 
load bus sensing amplifiers if 
regulated bus varies beyond fl.  5 
volts from -24.5 volts. 
Telemetry regulated and unregula- 
ted bus voltage and current. 
Sensing circuitry. 
Monitors load bus voltage and 
provides signal to load bus regu- 
lator in battery modules to correct 
e r ro r  in regulated bus voltage. 
Contains regulated bus bar and 
load fuses. 
between the regulated bus and a fixed reference voltage. This voltage difference is amp- 
lified and fed back to the voltage regulators in  the battery module. The RBC detects the 
regulated bus input for a low or  high voltage level that indicates improper operation of the 
feedback amplifier in use, and immediately switches the redundant amplifier into the feed- 
back loop. Switching is controlled by energizing a relay that disables the final stage 
(mounted on heat sink No. 5) of the defective feedback amplifier and simultaneously applies 
power to the redundant amplifier. An auxiliary regulator, connected to the unregulated 
bus input (nominally -33 volts),provides power for the RBC and the ground-override com- 
mand circuits in the clock receiver. This independent source of power is necessary to eli- 
minate interaction that would occur if the regulated bus voltage were used. The RBC also 
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provides reference voltages that indicate the operational status of the feedback amplifiers. 
A ground command circuit, part of the RBC, is also supplied. This circuit makes it pos- 
sible to select either feedback amplifier for operation from the ground station. The regu- 
lated and unregulated bus inputs a re  also applied to the telemetry circuits. These circuits 
detect the current flow and voltage level of each bus and provide a signal level consistant 
with the requirements of the telemetry system. A fuse board assembly contains all the 
fuses required to protect the solar-conversion power supply from short circuits. 
A -
1 - 
In the circuit descriptions for the subassemblies of the electronics module which follow, 
reference is made to the overall circuit schematic, shown in Figure 5-14. 
AUXl L I  ARY 
REQULATOR 
4 c  REQULATED NO. I BUS INPUT 
FEED BACK AMPLIFIER 
( F I A  NO. I f  
TELEMETRY 
FBA N0. I  (REF) 
FBA N0.2 (REF) 
TELEMETRY 
TO VOLTAGE 
REQULATORS IN 
BATTERY MODULES 
PEED BACK AMPLIFIER 
(FBA N 0 . 2 )  
-25zI VOLT to CLOCK 
RECEIVER 
Figure 5-13, Electronics Module, Functional Block Diagram 
5.4.2.2 Load Bus Sensing Amplifier (Board 9-3) 
The load sensing amplifiers (feedback) detect any variation in the regulated bus input voltage 
and develop a feedback signal that compensates for the voltage variation. The input to each 
LBSA is the junction where -24.5 volts (regulated) is distributed to the subsystems of the 
spacecraft (see Figure 5-14). This figure also contains the board schematic. 
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Any variation in  the regulated bus voltage is increased in scale factor by zener diodes 
CZ1207 and CZ1208 for LBSA No. 1 or  CZ1209 and CZ1210 for LBSA No. 2 and applied to 
the base of amplifiers Ql205 and Q1206, respectively, Since both the load bus sensing 
amplifiers are identical, only LBSA No. 2,which is shown in the feedback loop (Figure 5-14) 
is described. The reference voltage provided by zener diode CZ1206, which is biased from 
the constant-current generator Ql202, is fed to one side of a differential amplifier, Q1204. 
The other side, Q1206, detects variations of regulated bus voltage level. Transistors 
Q1208, Q1210 and Q1212 are series connected, high-gain dc amplifiers which transform 
very small voltage variations at the output of the differential amplifier into a large current 
signal of sufficient magnitude to satisfy the bias requirements of the series -regulating ele- 
ments in the voltage regulators of the battery module. The feedback signal is developed 
across capacitor C1202 and R1225, the common load of amplifiers Q1212 and Q1211 in LBSA 
No. 2 and LBSA No. 1, respectively. The feedback signal amplitude is controlled by resis- 
tor R1218, which is adjusted during integration tests to provide a regulated bus voltage of 
-24.5 &O. 1 volts. There is no output signal from amplifier Q l 2 l l  until the emitter circuit 
is connected to ground by the regulated bus comparator. Switching the emitter circuit 
places the standby amplifier in cutoff and eliminates loading of its driver stage, as  would 
occur if switching is performed in the collector circuit. Amplifiers Q1211 and Q1212, 
capacitor C1201,and load resistor R1225 are mounted on heat sink No. 5. Figure 5-14 
contains the board schematic for heat sink No. 5. 
5.4.2.3 Regulated Bus Comparator and Auxiliary Regulator (Board 9-1R) 
(The information in this section is taken from Reference 5-2.) 
5.4.2.3.1 Regulated Bus Comparator 
The regulated bus comparator (RBC) works in conjunction with the two load bus sensing 
amplifiers (LBSA) to switch a faulty LBSA out of the system and switch in the standby unit. 
The level of the regulated bus is sensed in the RBC and if this voltage deviates beyond pre- 
set limits (-24.5 f 1.5 volts), the ground return of the output stage in one LBSA is switched 
out and the ground return of the standby LBSA is switched in. The circuit switches at the 
same predetermined levels, regardless of how slowly the regulated bus rises or falls to these 
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levels. However, the circuit is immune to short-width pulses appearing on the regulated 
bus. The RBC is also capable of switching back to the first  LBSA if required. 
A block diagram of the RBC is shown in Figure 5-15. 
FEEDBACK 
LOW -LIMIT 
DETECTOR * 
I 
TRIGGER 
GROUND 
COMMAND 
OVERRIDE I REGULATED B U S  
I 
Figure 5-15. Regulated Bus Comparator, Block Diagram 
The RBC contains a low and high limit detector, a trigger circuit, a relay driver, and a 
latching relay. The RBC also contains a ground command override feature which allows a 
ground station which originates the proper signal to operate the relay. The ground command 
override circuit consists of a trigger circuit and a relay driver. Diodes are incorporated 
in the RBC to gate both the ground command circuit and the trigger and driver into the 
relay, allowing each to operate the relay independently. 
The detector circuits compare the regulated bus with a reference voltage. If this regulated 
bus level exceeds preset limits, a switching signal is delivered to the trigger circuit. This 
signal is conditioned by the trigger circuit, amplified, and applied to the relay. This 
changes the relay armature to its opposite position and switches in the redundant load bus 
sensing amplifier. 
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The override signal from the command subsystem becomes conditioned by a trigger, amp- 
lified, and applied to the relay. Complete separation of the override circuit over the com- 
parator, up to the relay itself, is achieved. 
5.4.2.3.1 e 1 High and Low Limit Detectors. This portion of the system is represented by 
the voltage comparator circuit associated with transistors Q1 and Q2. The circuit is a 
conventional difference amplifier which compares the voltage drop across the reference 
(zener diode VR1) and a voltage sample from the regulated bus obtained from the adjustable 
voltage divider (Rl,  R2, and R3). Normally the voltage sample is equal to the reference, 
and the amplifier is balanced with both collector voltages resting at approximately -16 volts 
with respect to the common return bus. If, however, the regulated bus should deviate from 
-24.5 volts, the amplifier will become unbalanced and one or  the other of the two collector 
voltages will increase. The gain characteristic of the circuit is such that diode CR2 will 
commence to conduct if the regulated bus falls below -26 volts and CR1 will conduct if the 
bus rises above -23 volts. Capacitor C 1  has been incorporated to limit the frequency 
response of the amplifier, thereby preventing erroneous switching of the RBC by voltage 
transients appearing at the regulated bus. 
5.4.2.3.1.2 Trigger. A Schmitt trigger circuit (Q3 and Q4) recognizes an excessive e r ror  
signal and generates a negative-goingvoltage step which is coupled to the base of Q5. When 
little o r  no e r ror  voltage is present at the voltage comparator, neither diode (CR1 nor CR2) 
is conducting and current flow through R12 will bias Q3 to saturation. Q4 will therefore be 
cut off due to reverse bias developed by divider R15 and R16. If the e r ro r  voltage becomes 
sufficiently large to cause conduction through either diode CR1 or  CR2, current flow through 
R12 will be diverted from the base of Q3 causing the trigger circuit to go into regeneration, 
resulting in rapid cutoff of Q3 and saturation of Q4. 
5.4.2.3.1.3 Relay and Relay Driver. Assuming that Q5 and Q6 are off and the relay con- 
tacts are in the position shown in Figure 5-14, C4 is charged to approximately 0.25 volt, 
determined by the coil resistance (about 180 ohms) and R20 resistive divider. C 3  charges 
to supply voltage since the terminal of coil 3-9 is open-circuited. 
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When the regulated bus voltage deviates sufficiently to cause the Schmitt trigger to "fire, 
Q4 which was formerly "off, 
base of Q 5 through C2. Q5 immediately turns on, biases Q6 on,and relay coil 3-9 dis- 
charges C3 through CR5 and Q6. In doing so, the relay armature changes to its opposite 
position and terminal 7 of the relay connects to terminal 10. At the same time, the 
redundant load bus sensing amplifier (number one) is switched in through the second set of 
contacts as terminal 2 of the relay connects with terminal 6. 
conducts and a negative going voltage step is coupled to the 
After Q5 and Q6 have turned off again, C4 is allowed to charge to the full supply voltage 
since the positive terminal of coil 4-8 is open-circuited. Should the regulated bus voltage 
again deviate sufficiently to cause the Schmitt trigger to fire, the relay would switch back 
to its initial state; this time relay coil 4-8 would discharge C4 through CR4 and Q6. 
5.4.2.3.1.4 Ground Command Override. The tunnel diode (VR4) in the ground override 
circuit is a negative resistance device which switches to its high voltage (800 mv) state 
when a negative voltage of at least -9 volts is applied from a low impedance source to R24. 
The switching of the tunnel diode applies an extremely fast pulse a t  the base of Q8 causing 
it to saturate and which in turn saturates Q7. The switching of the relay operation is exactly 
the same as previously described and causes the desired LBSA to be switched into the 
system. The ground command override circuit can change the state of the relay flip-flop, 
thereby giving ultimate control to the ground command. 
Diodes CR4, CR5, CR6, CR7 gate the activating transistor to the proper relay coil. 
All transistors in the RBC, with the exception of Q1, Q2, and Q3,are operated in a normal 
cutoff state, thereby effecting a great savings in shunt power in the standby mode. 
5.4.2.3.1.5 Telemetry. When the relay contacts are in the position shown in the RBC-AR 
schematic diagram, Figure 5-14, the emitter resistor, R1227, of amplifier Q1212 and 
the junction of resistors R31 and R32 are connected to ground through contacts 2 and 5 of 
relay K1. The voltage developed a t  the junction of resistors R31 and R32 is used as a 
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telemetry output for LBSA 2 telemetry. When LBSA 2 is operating, this voltage is the 
forward voltage drop across CR19 which is in the 0.62 t o  0.67 volt range. The voltage at 
the junction of resistors R33 and R34 provides a telemetry signal for LBSA 1. When LBSA 
2 is in operation this voltage is the drop across resistor R34 since CR20 is reverse biased. 
The voltage is in the 5.66 to 5.88 volts range. 
5.4.2.3.2 Auxiliary Regulator 
The auxiliary regulator (AR) is located on the 9-1R board and on heat sink No. 3 (Figure 
5-14). 
A block diagram of the auxiliary regulator (AR) is shown in Figure 5-16. The AR receives 
the unregulated bus from the solar array, or batteries, and supplies 25.5 f 1 volts regulated 
input to the clock receiver and to the RBC. This regulated voltage is used to power the rf 
receiver, audio amplifier, and the uncoded command channel in the clock receiver that 
generates the ground (switching) command to the RBC. 
UNREGULATED 
BU s 
AUXILIARY 
REGULATOR 
OUTPUT 
Figure 5-16. Auxiliary Regulator, Block Diagram 
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Voltage regulation in the AR is accomplished by the variation of current through the series 
control circuitry. This variation is controlled by the amplification of an e r ro r  signal which 
is proportional to the difference between a sample of the output voltage and a reference 
voltage 
Initial turn-on of the circuit is implemented by diode VR2 and resistor R26. The breakdown 
voltage of VR2 must be smaller than the minimum input voltage, but larger than the highest 
collector-to-base voltage of transistor Qll lO.  These conditions are based on worst-case 
values. VR2 begins to conduct as the input voltage exceeds its breakdown voltage. Qll lO 
is now properly biased and its base is driven from the starting circuit. The output voltage 
rises until Q9 is turned on and supplies the base drive, at  which time the loop takes over. 
The output will now rise to the regulated voltage and the collector-to-base voltage of Q l l l O  
will drop below the breakdown voltage of VR2. VR2 ceases conduction and has no further 
effect on regulator performance. 
Consider the action of the circuit when a change occurs in the output load. If the load should 
decrease, normally the output voltage would increase. Since the voltage across VR3 is held 
at a constant value, the total increase in output voltage is transferred to the emitter of Q9 
with respect to the common line. Because of the voltage divider (R28, R29) the base of Q9 
sees only a fraction of the total output increase, consequently, producing a net effect of 
decreasing the forward bias on Q9. This reduction in forward bias causes a decrease in 
Q9 collector current and Q l l l O  base drive. 
The decrease in base drive causes less current to flow through Qll lO,  the series-control 
transistor. A larger voltage drop is developed across the collector to emitter of Qll lO,  
which results in the output voltage returning to its initial state. 
The capacitor C5 across the output lowers the ac output impedance at high frequencies. It 
also prevents the circuit from oscillating and bypasses transients which may occur on the 
unregulated bus. 
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Components for the AR were selected to make the operation of the circuit a s  independent 
of temperature a s  possible. CR16 is used for temperature compensation of the base to 
emitter voltage of Q9. Resistors R28 and R29, which are used to sense the output voltage ~ 
have very low temperature coefficients, Zener diode VR.3 is temperature -compensated, 
thereby making the reference voltage independent of temperature. 
5.4.2.3.3 Current and Voltage Telemetry, Regulated and Unregulated Bus Circuits 
The voltage and current sensors in the electronics module provide telemetry signals pro- 
portional to the voltage and current of the regulated and unregulated busses. The telemetry 
signals are derived in two identical circuits. One circuit measures the total regulated 
current and voltage. The other circuit measures the total unregulated current and voltage 
at the solar array output. Since the two circuits a r e  identical, only the regulated sensor 
circuit is described in detail. The 400-cps square wave from the clock receiver is fed 
through capacitor C131 to a limiting network consisting of R131, CR131, and CZ131 (see 
Figure 5-14). The -18-volt square wave is limited to -11.2 volts when applied through gain 
control R135 to the base of transistor Q131. A parallel-tuned circuit,consisting of trans- 
former T131 and C133 in the collector circuit of Q131, converts the square wave to a 400-cps 
sine wave. The two secondary windings of T131 supply the sine wave to the Hall generators 
in the regulated and unregulated circuits. The Hall generator is a semiconductor crystal. 
When a current is passed along the greatest dimension of the crystal and a magnetic field is 
applied perpendicular to the crystal, a voltage exists between the two edges of the crystal. 
This voltage is proportional to the current producing the magnetic field. The regulated bus 
current passing through the one-turn coil around magnetic core HG-201 provides a magnetic 
field proportional to the regulated bus current. Hall generator HG-201 is excited by the 
400-cps sine wave from the tcYrt winding of T131 and placed in the air gap of the magnetic 
core. The output from the Hall  generator (a 400-cps signal) appears across R203 and is 
fed through two stages of amplification (Q201 and Q202) to the phase inverter (Q203). The 
output from Q203 is rectified and filtered and the resulting dc telemetry signal proportional 
to the regulated bus current appears across R214. Resistor R202 is connected between the 
input and output of HG-201 to compensate for the delay in the bridge rectifier network. The 
voltage telemetry is obtained at the junction of resistors R215 and R216 connected between 
the regulated bus and ground. 
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5.5 AUXILIARY LOAD CONTROLLER 
This component, shown in Figure 3-4, consists of a standard size sensory ring modular 
package 6 x 6.5 x 2 in, Upon command, the auxiliary load controller provides or removes 
spacecraft unregulated power to the auxiliary loads and spacecraft regulated power to the 
additional load and compensation load. The switching of these loads, which is done for the 
purpose of dissipating excess solar array power, can be performed individually and is 
accomplished through the use of magnetic latching relays. Individual fused output lines a re  
used to provide power to each of the respective loads in order to protect the power system 
against malfunctions which might cause excessive current drain. Appropriate telemetry 
signals concerning the status of each of the loads are provided through the use of individual 
resistive divider networks which receive power from the respective regulated and unregulated 
busses. The telemetry functions have the added feature in that during satellite night, when the 
unregulated bus is de-energized, auxiliary load telemetry signals of reduced magnitude a re  
provided from the regulated bus through a 56 k-ohm isolation resistor. Following is a 
descriptionof this feature, as well as the overall operation of the auxiliary load controller. 
The schematic diagram of the auxiliary load controller is shown in Figure 5-17. The 
regulated bus voltage of -24.5 f 0.5 vdc is connected to terminal 2 of connector 52 and the 
return is connected to terminals 20 and 2 1  of connector 52. The unregulated bus voltage of 
-33 vdc, -I- lv ,  -3v is connected to terminals 5 through 1 2  of connector 53 and the return 
to terminals 18 through 25 of connector 53, while the corresponding terminals on connector 
51 are the unregulated (-33 vdc nominal) ground power inputs. 
The individual command and switching operation is as follows. An input signal to terminals 
4 and 23 of connector 52 activates latching relay K4 and connects the 112-ohm auxiliary 
load to the unregulated bus through terminal 9 of connector 52 and fuse F4. The 112-ohm 
auxiliary load return is terminal 28 of connector 52. When the unregulated bus is -33 vdc, 
a nominally -5.25 vdc telemetry signal is developed from the divider resistors R2 and R10 
and is present on terminal 1 of connector 54. When K4 is activated and the unregulated bus 
de-energized (corresponding to the satellite night mode), terminal 1 of 54 measures nominally 
-1.2 vdc when the regulated bus input is -24.5 vdc. This telemetry voltage is developed 
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through divider resistors R19 and R2. A command signal to terminals 3 and 25 of 
connector 52 unlatches relay K4, removes the 112-ohm auxiliary load from the regulated 
bus and results in a zero volt telemetry signal a t  terminal 1 of connector 54. A similar 
sequence of operation is also utilized for  the remaining two auxiliary loads. The command 
signal to connect the 56-ohm auxiliary load to the unregulated bus is sent to terminals 
5 and 22 of connector 52 and the reset command to terminals 6 and 25 of connector 52. 
The corresponding activate and reset commands for the 28-ohm auxiliary load are  sent to 
terminals 6 and 23 of connector 52 and terminals 5 and 25 of connector 52, respectively. 
The 56-ohm auxiliary load is connected to the unregulated bus at terminal 10 of connector 
52 through Iatching relay K5 and fuse F5, and the 28-ohm auxiliary load connected to the 
unregulated bus at terminal 11 of connector 52 through latching relay K8 and fuse F8. 
The return lines for these auxiliary loads a re  terminals 29 and 30 of connector 52, 
respectively. The -5.25 vdc telemetry signal for the 56-ohm auxiliary load is sent to 
terminal 4 of connector 54, being developed from divider resistors R3 and R11, while 
divider resistors R20 and R3 are  used to develop the -1.2 vdc telemetry signal during 
satellite night. Divider resistors R4 and R12 are  used to develop the -5.25 vdc telemetry 
signal for the 2.8-ohm auxiliary load which is sent to terminal 5 of connector 54, while 
divider resistors R21 and R4 are used for the -1.2 vdc telemetry signal. 
An input signal to terminals 3 and 24 of connector 52 activates latching relay K2 and 
connects the AVCS compensating load to the regulated bus at  terminal 12 of connector 52 
through fuse F2, with the return line being terminal 31 of connector 52. The reset command 
for relay K2 is applied to terminals 4 and 22 of connector 52. The command inputs to 
connect the additional load, and S-Band and APT compensation loads to the regulated bus a re  
terminals 4 and 25 of connector 52, 5 and 24 of connector J2, and 6 and 25 of connector 
52, respectively. The reset command lines for these loads are  terminals 3 and 23 of 
Connector 526 and 22 of connector 52, and 5 and 23 of connector 52, respectively. Relay 
K3 connects the additional load to the regulated bus through fuse  F3  and terminal 13 of 
connector 52. The S-Band compensation load is connected to the regulated bus through 
relay K5 and fuse F6 at terminal 14 of connector 52, while relay K7 and fuse F7 connects 
the APT compensation load to the regulated bus at terminal 15 of connector 52. The 
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return lines for the additional load and S-Band and APT compensation loads are  terminals 
32, 33, and 34 of connector 52, respectively. The individual telemetry signals indicating 
that the AVCS compensation load, auxiliary load, and S-Band and APT compensation loads 
are connected to the regulated bus are developed by divider resistors R13 and R5, R14 and 
R6, R15 and R7, and R16 and R8, respectively. This signal is -5.65 vdc f15 Percent with the 
regulated bus at -24.5 vdc. The respective telemetry signals for the above loads are applied 
to terminals 6, 7 ,  8 and 9 of connector 54. Terminals 2 and 15 of connector J1 are a 
ground power interface to a user component other than the auxiliary load controller and Power 
is routed through to terminals 16 and 17 of connector 52 a s  a matter of convenience. 
5.6 AUXILIARY LOAD PANEL AND ADDITIONAL LOAD PANEL 
The auxiliary load and additional load panels a re  used for the purpose of dissipating excess 
solar array power. A s  shown in Figure 5-18, the auxiliary load panel consists essentially of 
35 resistors connected such that three separate loads of 5, 10, and 20 resistors cohected 
in parallel a re  provided. The additional load panel is identical to the auxiliary load panel in 
that the same physical panel assembly is used for both applications. When used as an 
additional load panel, however, the three separate resistive loads are interconnected,as noted 
in Figure 5-18 through the vehicle harness such that a single load of 35 resistors connected 
in parallel is provided. 
In operation, when the auxiliary load controller receives a 112-ohm auxiliary load activate 
command, terminal 3 of connector J1 is connected to the unregulated bus and terminal 
8 of connector J1 is connected to the unregulated bus return through the auxiliary load con- 
troller. Similarly, when the auxiliary load controller receives a 56-ohm auxiliary load active 
signal and a 28-ohm auxiliary load activate signal, terminals 2 and 1 of connector 52, 
respectively, are connected to the unregulated bus through the auxiliary load controller, 
Terminal 7 of connector J 2  is the return for the 56-ohm auxiliary load, and terminal 6 the 
return for the 28-ohm auxiliary load. When an additional load activate signal is received by 
the auxiliary load controller, terminals 1, 2, and 3 are simultaneously connected to the 
regulated bus, and terminals 6 and 7 to the regulated bus return through the auxiliary load 
controller. 
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5.7 COMPENSATION LOADS 
The compensation loads consist of various flexible wire heating elements (strip heaters), 
designed to dissipate the average heat load produced by the spacecraft sensory ring components 
on an average orbital basis. These loads can be used to maintain the spacecraft thermal 
balance o r  to dissipate a comparable quantity of energy in the event of a particular subsystem 
failure. A s  can be seen from Figure 5-19,three separate groups of resistive loads a re  
provided, each of which a re  individually connected on o r  off of the spacecraft regulated bus 
by the auxiliary load controller. The configuration shown in Figure 5-19 provides 18 watts, 
9 watts, and 9 watts for the APT, S-Band, and AVC subsystems, respectively. 
5.8 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SUN SENSOR 
The array drive sun sensor, shown in Figure 3-10, consists of six single solar cell 
assemblies. These assemblies are  mounted on the cylindrical surface of an assembly which 
surrounds the solar array drive shaft, s o  as  to provide a 360-degree field of view in the one 
plane about the shaft axis, and *50 degrees to each side of this plane. Three cells are 
symmetrically mounted on each side of the null point. 
The sun sensor provides an electrical output proportional to the angle between the sun and 
solar array paddles. When the paddles a re  perpendicular to the sun, the sensor output is 
zero. A s  the pointing e r ro r  increases, the output increases. The size of the output depends 
on the direction of the pointing error .  The output signal is fed to the control circuitry which 
causes the solar array drive to rotate the drive shaft and maintain the solar array paddles 
perpendicular to the sun. 
An electrical schematic of the sun sensor circuit is shown in Figure 5-20. Beginning at the 
null point, three cells are connected in series with each individual cell electrically loaded 
with a resistor of equal value. On the opposite side of the null point, the remaining three 
cells are connected in similar fashion but with opposite polarity. The two strings a re  mounted 
s o  that they are  electrically symmetrical around the null point when illuminated. The outputs 
of the two strings are connected in parallel to form a bridge circuit. When both sides are 
illuminated equally (light input perpendicular to the null point), the output is zero. If both 
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Figure 5-19. Schematic of Compensation Loads 
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sides are not illuminated equally, an output will be obtained from the circuit. The polarity 
and level of the output provides an indication of the direction and magnitude of e r r o r  from 
the true sun perpendicular. The output signal is fed to the preamplifier. 
The output of the sensor is dependent on the angle of the sun to the null point. When the sun 
is perpendicular to the null point, the output is zero. A s  the angle deviates from the 
perpendicular,or zero point, the output increases to a certain angle after which it will 
decrease. Maximum output a t  any pointing e r ro r  is obtained at  zero yaw angle. A s  the 
yaw angle deviates from zero, the output decreases but maintains the same characteristic 
curve of output versus pointing error.  Figure 5-21 illustrates the sun sensor character- 
istics described above. 
e .GULL 
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Figure 5-20. Solar Array Drive Sun Sensor Electrical Schematic 
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Figure 5-21. Solar Array Sun Sensor Characteristics 
5 . 9  SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
The slip ring assembly consists of 24 rotating rings and stationary brushes contained in a 
housing. A photograph of this assembly is presented in Figure 3-11. The center cylindrical 
portion of the housing, on which the rings are mounted, slips over and is attached to the solar 
array drive shaft a t  approximately the center. The outer portion surrounding the rotathg 
rings contains the stationary brushes and is mounted on the controls section structure. 
The function of the slip ring assembly is to transfer electrical power and signals from the 
solar array paddles and sun sensor preamplifier on the solar array rotating shaft to the 
stationary portion of the controls section. 
In accordance with Reference 5-3, the slip ring assembly has the following specifications. 
a. Each slip ring is insulated electrically from all other parts of the assembly by a 
mineral-filled epoxy glass laminate, which provides at least 1000 megohms 
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resistance between mutually insulated points. The insulation is designed to prevent 
wear products from forming electrical conducting paths between adjacent slip 
rings and between slip rings and other parts of the assembly. The electrical leads 
a re  integral with each slip ring and consist of size No. AWG 16 for power, and 
No. AWG 22, shielded, for signals. The shields float at the slip rings. The power 
slip rings and associated brush assembly are capable of carrying a maximum of 10 
amperes dc. The signal rings are capable of a maximum of 1 ampere dc. The 
radial contact force between any slip ring and its brush contact is within 80 to 100 
grams for the power rings, and 40 to 60 grams for the signal rings. 
b. The electrical contact resistance between any slip ring and its associated brush 
contact (excluding the integral leads) is a maximum of 0.005 ohm while carrying 
rated current and operating at a speed between 0.01 to 0 . 1  revolution per minute. 
The frictional starting torque of the assembly is less than 90 inch-ounces. 
c. The slip ring material is rhenium-plated silver. The brush material is 12 percent 
molybdenum disulphide and 88 percent silver. 
5.10 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
5 .10 .1  PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
The solar array drive assembly consists of a servo motor, gearhead, clutch assembly, and 
a four-potentiometer stack as shown in Figure 5-22. The golar array drive motor and the 
gear train and clutch are  designed as an integral unit. A Size 11,400-Hz, two-phase servo 
motor is directly coupled to a 12,121 to 1, 7-mesh gear box. This unit in turn is flange 
mounted to another gear box containing a 2.33 to 1 gear reduction to a clutch shaft, followed 
by a 3 to 1 gear reduction to a drive shaft collar. The total gear reduction between the 
motor and output drive shaft collar is 84,847 to 1. The collar slips over, and is pinned to 
the drive shaft supporting the solar array paddles. 
The motor gearhead assembly contains size R-1, R-2 and R-4 double-shielded ball bearings, 
class 7ABEC, lubricated with G-300 silicone grease occupying 25 percent of the internal 
void volume of the bearings. Only nominal provisions are made for sealing the assembly 
and no gaskets or  O-rings are used. 
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(a) Photograph 
(b) Illustration 
Figure 5-22. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
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An eight-ball, detent-type, spring-loaded clutch is located between the last two gear meshes. 
Four springs provide a compressive load on the balls. The springs may be adjusted to vary 
the compressive load, thus varying the slip torque. This unit permits the drive shaft to be 
rotated manually during handling in assembly and testing without transmitting a high, back- 
driving load into the motor gear box. It also prevenh the accidental loading of full motor 
torque through the gears if the shaft is locked during special ground testing. 
Connected to the gear train and driven by the gear train is the potentiometer assembly whose 
output values vary with shaft position. 
5.10.2 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
The function of the solar array drive motor and gear train is to convert an electrical output 
from the solar array drive amplifier to mechanical energy to rotate the solar array drive 
shaft on which the paddles are mounted. The electrical signal from the amplifier is fed to 
the control phase of the motor as a 400-Hz voltage. The magnitude of the signal determines 
the motor speed and the rotational shaft speed. 
The solar array drive motor operates on 400-Hz ac and contains a fixed winding and a 
control winding (see Figure 5-23). The control winding is bifilar wound, center tapped. In 
operation, the 400-Hz ac fixed reference phase is compared to the control phase that leads 
or lags the reference phase by 90 degrees, depending on the sign of the e r ro r  signal from the 
solar array drive amplifier. A positive e r ro r  signal causes clockwise rotation of the solar 
array while a negative e r ror  signal causes counter clockwise rotation. The torque developed 
by the.motor is proportional to the product of the fixed phase voltage and control phase voltage 
magnitudes. Two voltage values of fixed phase excitation can be used: 10 VRMS (low mode) 
and 26 VRMS (high mode). Sufficient torque is available in the low mode to power the drive 
adequately throughout an orbit. The drive is normally operated in the low power mode. If 
for some unseen reason there is an increase in drive friction sufficient to load the motor and 
prevent tracking, the high mode would be commanded. Voltage on the control phase for 
maximum speed is 12 VRMS. This can be increased to 18 VRMS by command in case of 
abnormally high drive friction. 
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The gear reduction between the motor and clutch is approximately 28,242 to 1. At this point 
a torque in excess of 585 in. -oz is developed. The clutch slips at a torque between 455 and 
585 in. -oz to protect the gearhead from damage due to externally applied loads. Following 
the clutch, the gear reduction is approximately 3 to 1 to provide an overall reduction from 
motor to drive shaft of 84,847 to 1. 
I--- 1 
10 OR 26 VAC 400 Hz 1@ SUPPLY 
10  OR 26 VAC 400 Hz I@ RET. 
MOTOR CONTROL PHASE 1 
MOTOR CONTROL PHASE CENTER TAP 
MOTOR CONTROL PHASE 2 
FIXED 
PHASE 1 
SPARES 1 
MOTOR TELEMETRY SIG 
MOTOR TELEMETRY RET 
Figure 5-23. Solar Drive Motor  Electrical Schematic 
The motor and the gear train and clutch are designed to have an operating life of 10,000 hours 
with 6,000 hours of vacuum operation. During operation, the typical repetitive duty cycle 
is approximately 1.5 hours long consisting of the following: 65 minutes operation at 3-1/3 
degrees per minute output shaft speed; 5 minutes at 24 degrees per minute; 20 minutes 
standing still; and 0.5 minute at 24 degrees per minute. 
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5.10.3 NIMBUS 1 FAILURE AND AFtRAY DRIVE RE-DESIGN 
The solar array drive described above is the one used on Nimbus 2. Operating difficulties 
and failure were experienced with the solar array drive used on Nimbus 1. A f t e r  about 100 
orbits, telemetry data indicated that the control voltage applied to drive the solar array 
paddles was slowly increasing; the applied voltage continued to increase slowly until after 
orbit 300. The applied voltage then began to fluctuate and to increase rapidly until, on orbit 
354, saturation voltage was reached and the array stopped tracking the sun. Subsequently, 
though the array sometimes moved, it did not track the sun until orbit 358, when the applied 
voltage suddenly dropped to near-normal and normal sun trac.king resumed. This condition 
continued until orbit 372 when again voltage suddenly saturated at the maximum value and the 
array stopped tracking the sun. Al l  array movement stopped after orbit 374 (27 days) and 
never resumed. 
An extensive analysis of the telemetry data and of all the elements of the solar array sub- 
system was made. The investigation included review of failure modes, materials, specifi- 
cations, requirements, and test history. Special tests were conducted to check possible 
failure mode theories. It was concluded that the flight failure was caused by a failure in the 
motor gearhead unit of the solar array drive assembly. 
A failure verification series of tests successfully reproduced the flight failure. The tests 
consisted of simulated flight operation, in vacuum, of several motor gearhead units, several 
solar array drive assemblies, and two entire Nimbus control box assemblies. In every case, 
the failure was found to be due to deteriorated grease in the motor bearings, which caused 
high bearings toque  and slowed o r  stalled the motor. Analytical studies and motor bearing 
temperature measurements showed that the temperature of the grease in the motor bearings 
was in excess of 300 F when the unit was operated in vacuum. An investigation showed that 
the G-300 silicone grease used should be suitable for the application when operated at 200°F 
0 
or  lower in vacuum, but degraded at higher temperatures. 
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The Nimbus 1 solar array drive used a standard size 8 servo motor and a size 15 servo gear 
box. The drive was redesigned for Nimbus 2 to eliminate the multipiece approach that used 
off-the-shelf servo hardware. A list of the major changes is as follows: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
€5 
h. 
i. 
j. 
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
0. 
P* 
q- 
r. 
Size 11 Servo motor. Increased torque, increased rotor length (2 x radiating 
surface of size 8). 
Motor rotor coated with high emissivity paint. 
Fixed phase voltage lowered, reducing power input by one-half. 
Motor ball bearing clearance increased to 0.0008 to 0.011 inch. 
Increased motor rotor-stator air gap to 0.002 inch, minimum (increases 
contaminant tolerance, lowers rotor heat). 
Sealed rear end of motor. 
Mounted temperature indicator on motor case end, to be telemetered in flight. 
High conductivity heat strap between motor casing and vehicle temperature sink. 
Motor mounting to gearhead concentricity improved (eliminated intermediate piece). 
Gearhead mounting t o  drive housing improved (flanged connection). 
Al l  flange interfaces greased to promote heat conduction, retard evaporation. 
New gearhead gear material (4340), through-hardened and 
shotpeened. 
Ribbon retainers in all ball bearings. 
High torque gearhead gears and shafts made of one piece. 
Al l  ball bearings shielded. Motor bearings double shielded. 
Gearhead gears redesigned for greater strength. 
Replaced spring separators with phenolic separators on large shaft bearings. 
Made output shaft and gear one piece and changed material to nitralloy. 
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s. Changed motor gearhead output gear material to nitralloy; gear now installed 
by motor gearhead vendor. 
t. Increased quantity of grease. 
u. Changed venting path to minimize air flow through the paddle shaft bearings. 
5.11 COMPONENT SOURCES 
In Section 1.14, the subcontractors responsible to NASA for the various components 
(major discrete assemblies) of the power system were presented. In Section 15, the 
vendors supplying electrical/electronic piece parts for assembly of the components are 
identified. In this section, Table 5-4, the vendors supplying the major subassemblies of 
the components to the NASA-responsible subcontractor are identified. When no subassem- 
blies are identified in the table, the subcontractor utilized no subassembly vendors. 
I'able 5-4. Component Subcontractors and Subassembly Vendors 
Component and Subassembly 
Solar Array 
0 Solar Cells 
0 Solar Cell Covers 
Unfold Motors 
e Paddle Structure 
0 Cells 
0 Circuit Assemblies 
Battery Module 
Electronics Module 
Auxiliary Load Controller 
Auxiliary and Additional Load 
Compensation Uads (Strip 
Array Drive Sun Sensors 
Sun Sensor Preamplifier 
Array Drive Amplifier 
Slip Ring Assembly 
Array Drive Assembly 
0 Motor 
0 Gearhead 
0 Clutch Assembly 
Panels 
Heaters) 
Paddle Shaft Assembly 
Folded Paddle Latching and 
Tie-Down Equipment 
Unfold Timer 
Harness 
Subcontractor 
Responsible to 
NASA for 
Component 
RCA-AED 
RCA-AED 
RCA-AED 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
Vendor 
Subassembly 
Supplying 
RCA-Mountain Top 
Optical Coating Laboratories, Inc. 
Globe Industries 
Goodyear Aircraft 
GE-Capacitor Dept. , Battery Section 
RCA-AED 
Electro Flex Heat, Inc. 
Pacific Scientific Co. 
Kearfott Co., Inc. 
Kearfott Co., Inc. 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
GE-SD 
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Figure 6-3. Normal Orbit Load Profile 
6.3.1 ARRAY POWER 
The power output of the solar array shall average 475 watts, minimum, during the daylight 
period under air mass zero conditions. This power shall be provided at the design operating 
point of 35.5 volts and 55OC.* 
*This requirement is taken from Reference 6-2 and reflects expectations at 
the document date. Original array power requirements, for Nimbus 1, were higher. 
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6.3.2 SOLAR CELL REQUIREMENTS 
Each filter-covered N-on-P silicon cell used for the array shall have an output at 0.46 volt 
of not less than 118 milliamperes when measured with a tungsten illumination of intensity 
equivalent (for an average solar cell) to 140 milliwatts per square centimeter at air mass 
zero at 25 - f 2 C. This is equivalent to a filter-covered cell efficiency of 10.1 percent 
based on an active cell area of 3.8 cm . 
0 0  
2 
6.3.3 SOLAR CELL OPTICAL FILTER 
The purposes of the optical filter are as follows: (1) to provide protection of the solar cell 
against meteorite erosion; (2) reduce infrared and ultraviolet absorption; and (3) reduce 
reflection of light in the desired energy regions. The coverglass which accomplishes this 
is a 6-mil-thick (Corning Glass Works, type 7940) fused silica. The upper surface of each 
. .  
glass platelet shall be coated with a vacuum-deposited antireflective material; the lower 
surface of each platelet shall be coated with a vacuum deposited blue-red reflective material. 
The dimensions of each glass are 0.780 f 0.004 inch by 0.735 + O* Oo3 inch, with a cropped - 0.007 
corner having a 45 degree chamfer (0.015 to 0.030 inch on the hypotenuse). 
The characteristics of the lower surface blue-red reflective coating shall be as follows: 
a. From 200 to 305 millimicrons, the transmission shall be less than 1.0 percent 
(average per platelet). 
b. From 450 to 1000 millimicrons, the transmission shall be at least 92 percent (average 
per platelet), The minimum transmission at any point from 500 to 900 milli- 
microns shall be 80 percent. 
c. From 550 to 800 millimicrons, the transmission shall be at least 91 percent 
(average per platelet) 
d. From 800 to 1020 millimicrons, the transmission shall be at least 92 percent 
(average per platelet). 
e. A t  400 k l 5  millimicrons, the transmission shall be 50 percent. 
f. A t  1100 *40 millimicrons, the transmission shall be 50 percent. 
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g. The IR-reflection band shall be at least 335 millimicrons wide, as measured from 
the upper 50 percent transmission point above. The average width of the IR- 
reflection band for the entire production order shall be at least 360 millimicrons. 
The maximum transmission at the low point on the IR transmission curve shall 
be 5 percent. 
6 . 3 . 4  SOLAR CELL MODULAR REQUIREMENTS 
The solar cells, with filter platelets assembled, shall be tested in modules of 2, 3, 4, 6, and 
10 cells. The specified output in each case shall be as follows: 
Module Size Output, ma 
2 cell 
3 cell 3 60 
4 cell 470 
6 cell 710 
10 cell 1150 
90% of the sum of both cells 
6 . 4  BATTERY REQUIREMENTS 
The vehicle power requirements during eclipse periods will be satisfied by eight battery 
modules. 
power the spacecraft, so that increased reliability in the form of redundant battery 
modules is provided. Each battery module contains 23 series-connected sealed nickel- 
cadmium cells, matched to provide similar electrical performance, thereby enhancing 
reliability and uniformity of battery module operation. I t  is further specified that the 
eight modules shall operate in such a manner that load sharing between the modules shall 
not vary by greater than f 20 percent of the average value (12 .5  percent) for an eight 
module system. 
The system requirements are such that six of these modules could satisfactorily 
6.4.1 NICKEL-CADMIUM STORAGE CELLS 
Procurement and acceptance of the nickel-cadmium storage cells were completely 
covered by a specification. Although modified several times from its original content, 
the requirements on these cells have been spelled out in detail. The performance values 
specified for the Nimbus 2 cells are reported herein (Reference 6-3). 
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a. Weight - The average cell weight, in groups of 10 cells supplied in accordance 
with this specification, shall be 198 grams plus o r  minus 4 grams. No individual 
cell shall weigh less than 190 grams o r  more than 206 grams. 
b. Leakage - There shall be no passage of electrolyte from the eel interior before, 
during, o r  after, any of the acceptance tests. 
c. Pressure - Maximum internal pressure generated during testing shall not exceed 
150 psig at 25OC and higher, o r  200 psig at temperatures lower than 25OC. 
d. Capacity - Each cell shall meet the performance requirements of Table 6-1. 
e. Over charge- The cell shall not be permanently affected as a result of continuous 
charge at 0.800 amperes from -5OC to +55OC. 
f. Shorts - No internal shorts are permitted. 
g. Charge Retention - The cell shall retain 85 percent of the nominal capacity after 
being stored in a charged state at 25OC for 15 days, and 7 percent of the nominal 
capacity after being stored at 38OC for 15 days. 
h. Cycling - Each cell must be capable of being charged and discharged according 
to the cycle specified in Table 6-2 over the temperature range of minus 5OC to 
plus 55OC without suffering permanent damage, The cell shall be capable of 
surviving 6000 such cycles at 25OC without the terminal voltage exceeding the values 
noted in Table 6-1, nor decreasing below 1.15 volts. 
i. Internal resistance - A fully charged cell shall maintain a voltage of not less than 
0.84 volts when discharged at 30 amps for 9 seconds. In addition, the internal 
impedance of a fully charge cell shall not exceed 0.012 ohms when measured at 
60 cps. 
j .  Vibration - Flight cells shall exhibit no effects of vibration to flight levels, 
either during, o r  after, completion of the test. 
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Table 6-1 e Cell  Capacity Requirements 
Temperature 
(OC) 
-5 
0 
+15 
+25 
+40 
+50 
+ 55 
Maximum Terminal 
Voltage During 
Charge 
(volts) 
Minimum Capacity Required On 
Discharge, down to and includ- 
ing all energy, until each cell 
reaches a minimum terminal 
voltage of 1.150 volts  ampere-hours) 
1.590 
1.575 
1.500 
1.480 
1.450 
1.430 
1.420 
3.50 
3.83 
4.50 
4.50 
3.33 
2.10 
1.53 
I 
(ampere- 
minutes) 
21 0 
230 
27 0 
27 0 
200 
126 
92 
Discharge Time At  
2.00 Amperes 
(minutes) 
105 
115 
135 
135 
100 
63 
46 
NOTES: 1. Ampere-hour requirements a re  based on cells charged at a 0.800 ampere 
rate for 7 hours if the temperature of cell is -5 o r  O°C, for 8 hours i f  
15 o r  25OC, and 9 hours if  40, 50 o r  55'6. 
2. Discharge shall be started at 15 r l  minutes after the attainment of 
full charge, 
3. The 2-ampere constant-current discharge rate shall be the same at all 
temperatures and shall be maintained until cell voltage falls below 
1.150 volts. 
4. After the cell voltage falls below 1.150 volts, the discharge current 
shall be interrupted to prevent cell reversal. 
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Table 6-2. Cell Cycling Requirements 
Operating 
Mode 
Discharge 
Discharge 
Charge 
Charge 
Charge 
Stand 
Duration 
(minutes) 
2.2 
32.7 
9.9 
48.9 
5.3 
3.85 
Current 
(amperes) 
2.25 
1.10 
1.27 
0.705 
1.010 
0 
Elapsed Time 
(minutes :seconds) 
2:12 
34: 54 
44:48 
93 : 42 
99:oo 
102:51 
6.4.2 CHARGE RATE LIMITER 
The charge rate limiter limits the battery charge rate to 1.5 amperes and reduces the 
charge rate to less than 0.2 amperes if% battery malfunctions. * A malfunction is signaled 
by either low battery voltage o r  high battery temperature. 
6.4.3 VOLTAGE SURGE LIMITER 
The voltage 'surge limiter reduces the voltages imposed on the regulating circuits by the 
solar array. 
reaches 44 volts, it will bypass a maximum of 1.5 amperes for each battery module. 
The surge limiter begins to operate at 39 volts and i f  the array voltage 
6.4.4 BATTERY TEMPERATURE SENSOR 
Each battery module has three thermistors, each attached to a different cell. Should any 
one of these sensors indicate a temperature in excess of 65OC, the battery charge rate 
limiter is commanded to reduce the charge current to that battery to the trickle rate, 0.2 
amperes. When the cell temperature drops to less than 65OC, the charge current returns to 
its normal higher level. 
* Other trickle charge rates can be found in the references; no firm requirement was 
maintained throughout the program. The system could tolerate a range of values 
without catastrophic results. 
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6.4.5 BATTERY VOLTAGE CONIPARATOR 
The battery voltage comparator senses the battery voltage and compares it to a reference 
voltage, the -24.5 volt regulated bus. If the battery charge voltage is above -21 the 
comparator delivers a signal to the charge limiter reducing the charge current to the trickle 
charge rate, 0.2 amperes. The circuit locks on and does not reset to the higher charge 
level until the battery voltage drops below the -21 volt level and the solar array output goes 
through zero; i. e. satellite passes through orbital night. 
6.4.6 LOAD BUS VOLTAGE REGULATOR 
The load bus voltage regulator maintains the regulated bus at -24.5 f 0.5 volts for all con- 
ditions of load, battery o r  solar array input voltage, temperature and component aging. 
The response to a transient load of 7 amps o r  less with a maximum rise time of 25 micro- 
seconds will be such that the regulated bus returns to its specified limits of -24.5 f 0.5 
volts within 100 microseconds. The regulator will be designed so that the allowable dis- 
sipation in the series regulating components can accommodate the maximum battery voltage. 
6.4.7 TELEMETRY 
Each battery module contains four telemetry circuits for monitoring battery temperature, 
voltage, charge and discharge currents. 
6.5 ELECTRONICS MODULE 
The function of the electronics module is to coordinate and control the output of the eight 
battery modules. The components of the electronics module are the load bus sensing 
amplifiers (2) , the regulated bus comparator, the auxiliary regulator, and the telemetry 
circuitry. 
6.5.1 LOAD BUS SENSING AMPLIFIERS 
The load bus sensing amplifiers are required to detect any variation in the regulated bus 
voltage and to develop a feedback signal that compensates for any voltage variation. The 
signal is fed to the load bus regulators located in the battery modules. 
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6 . 5 . 2  REGULATED BUS COMPARATOR 
The regulated bus comparator detects the regulated bus input voltage and generates the signal 
required to switch the standby load bus sensing amplifier into the feedback circuit. 
When the regulated bus voltage varies more than f 1 . 5  volts from the -24.5 f 0 . 1  volt range, 
a signal is generated which switches in the redundant amplifier. The regulated bus comparator 
also switches from one to the other load bus sensing amplifier upon command. 
6 . 5 . 3  AUXILIARY REGULATOR 
The auxiliary regulator takes power from the unregulated bus and converts it into regulated 
power at -25 jl 1 .0  volts. This output is used to power the dock receiver and the 
regulated bus comparator. 
6 . 5 . 4  TELEMETRY 
The telemetry to be obtained from the electronics module consists of regulated and unregulated 
voltage and regulated and unregulated current. Also monitored is the reference voltage 
obtained from each load bus s tming amplifier. 
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SECTION 7 
POWER SYSTEM ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN REQUIREMENTS 
This section is included in this report in order to be compatible with a standard format for 
all of the spacecraft to be included in this series of reports. On the Nimbus program, 
environmental design requirements, specifically identified as such, were not formally 
documented. The environmental design requirements were generally established by the 
environmental test requirements presented in Section 8 of this report. 
Revised May 7, 1968 7-1/2 
SECTION 8 
ENVIRONMENTAL TEST REQUIREMENTS 
8.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section presents the requirements for environmental testing of the power System 
both before and after assembly into the spacecraft. The requirements presented in this 
section are  those formally documented by NASA-GSFC in References 8-1 through 8-3 and, 
with the exception of the solar array assembly hardware, apply only to those components 
mounted on the spacecraft within the temperature-controlled compartments of the space- 
Craft Sensory ring and the stabilization and control assembly. Requirements fo r  other 
power system components mounted external to these temperature-controlled environments 
and/or which justified deviations for other reasons such as unusual structural flexibility 
of the mounting location or short-time launch usage, were established on an individual 
basis by the General Electric Company NIMIT organization which had design responsibility 
for these components, subject to the approval of NASA-GSFC. These requirements are 
not included herein because they were not selected for presentation of test information 
in this report. 
Two kinds of environmental tests were required of the power system, as follows: 
b 
8.1.1 DESIGN QUALIFICATICN TESTS 
These tests are intended to demonstrate the ability of the subsystems and systems to meet 
all design performance requirements without harmful degradation under the most stringent 
environmental conditions expect during test, handling, launch, and orbit, (99 percent 
probability level). Generally, the exposure levels are arrived at by multiplying the 
normally expected levels by 1.5, o r  increasing the expected temperature range by f 10 C. 0 
8.1.2 FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
These tests are intended to disclose quality and workmanship defects without reducing the 
useful life of the subsystems and systems. Exposure levels for these tests a re  those 
normally expected during the spacecraft life cycle. 
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8.2 SUMMARY OF TESTS 
Depending upon the level of assembly and location in the spacecraft of the test item, the 
following is a summary of the environmental tests required of the power system. The 
detail specifications for each test are presented in Sections 8.3 through 8.17. The hard- 
ware item tested together with the particular environmental tests used of those presented 
below, o r  the modified version actually used, are identified in Section 9, together with the 
functional tests used. 
a. Sensory Ring Components Design Qualification 
1. Humidity 
2. Leak 
3. Vibration 
4. Acceleration 
5. Thermal-Vacuum 
Stabilization and Control Subas sembly/Component Design Qualification 
1. Humidity 
2. Leak 
3. Vibration 
4. Acceleration 
5. Thermal-Vacuum 
Solar Array Component Boards Design Qualification 
1. Humidity 
2. Acceleration 
3. Vibration 
4. Thermal-Vacuum 
b . 
c. 
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d. Solar Array Motor and Latching Mechanism Design Qualification 
1. Thermal-Vacuum 
e. Solar Array Platforms Design Qualification 
1. Thermal-Vacuum 
f. Solar Array Assembly Design Qualification 
1. Weight and Center of Gravity 
2. Humidity 
3.  Vibration 
4. Thermal-Vacuum 
g. Nimbus C Spacecraft Design Qualification 
Although no Nimbus C prototype spacecraft was built due to the similarity of 
Nimbus C to Nimbus A, the following tests were established for design purposes: 
1. Weight, CG, Balance, Moments and Products of 3nertia 
2. Leak 
3. Humidity 
4. Vibration 
5. Acceleration 
6 .  The rmal-Vacuum 
Nimbus A Spacecraft Design Qualification 
1. 
2. Leak 
3. Humidity 
4. Vibration 
5. Acceleration 
6 .  The rmal-Vacuum 
h. 
Weight, CG, Balance, Moments and Products of Inertia 
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i. 
j .  
k. 
1. 
m. 
n. 
Sensory Ring Components Flight Acceptance 
1. Leak 
2. Vibration 
3. Thermal-Vacuum 
Sensory Ring Flight Acceptance 
1, Pre-Integration Thermal-Vacuum Test 
Stabilization and Control Subassembly/Component Flight Acceptance . 
1. Leak 
2. Vibration 
3. Thermal-Vacuum 
Stabilization and Control Subsystem Flight Acceptance 
1. Leak 
2. Pre-Integration Workmanship Vibration 
3. Pre-Integration Thermal-Vacuum 
4. Vibration 
5. T hermal-Vacuum 
Solar Array Assembly Flight Acceptance 
1. 
2. Vibration 
3. Thermal-Vacuum 
Nimbus C Spacecraft Flight Acceptance 
1. 
2. Leak 
3. Vibration 
Weight and Center of Gravity 
Weight, Center of Gravity, Balance, Moments and Products of Inertia 
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4. Thermal-Vacuum 
5. Pre-shipment Workmanship Vibration 
8.3 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS 
8.3.1 HARDWARE 
In general, one set of hardware, called the prototype hardware,was required to pass the 
design qualification tests. A l l  flight components were required to pass the flight accep- 
tance tests. Due to the similarity of Nimbus C to Nimbus A, no prototype spacecraft was 
built especially for the Nimbus C program. Also, with only a few exceptions for the power 
system, no prototype components were required for Nimbus C. Therefore, the design 
qualification test requirements described herein generally were fulfilled on prototype 
hardware of the Nimbus A program. 
8.3.2 TEST CONFIGURATION 
A spacecraft or  subsystem submitted for prototype testing shall have all protective cover- 
ing, potting, thermal insulation, shock mounting, o r  any other means of attenuating en- 
vironmental rigors expected in flight. Any appendage or  other attachment that will render 
the spacecraft more vulnerable shall be included or  simulated. Flight models submitted 
for acceptance testing shall be exact replicas of the qualified prototype. A spacecraft o r  
subsystem undergoing environmental exposure in either a prototype or flight acceptance 
test program shall be in the operating condition expected of it during that portion of its 
flight history being simulated by the environmental exposure. 
8.3.3 PRE-EXPOSURE EXAMINATION AND TEST 
Before exposure to an environment, the test item shall be visually examined and functionally 
tested to assure correct performance within established tolerances. 
8.3.4 POST-EXPOSURE EXAMINATION AND TEST 
After exposure to an environment, the test item shall be visually examined and functionally 
tested to assure correct performance within established tolerances. Any out-of-tolerance 
performance shall be cause for rejection. 
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8.3.5 SEQUENCE OF TESTING 
Exposure to the various environments shall be in the order that the tests are listed within 
the following sections. 
8.3.6 PROJECT MANAGER'S ENVIRONMENTAL TEST COMMITTEE 
The NASA-GSFC project manager shall establish a spacecraft environmental test com- 
mittee which will have the responsibility of advising the project on the acceptance o r  re- 
jection of the results of the prototype and flight environmental tests. In addition, the com- 
mittee shall review the test program periodically and recommend to the project manager 
changes in the program o r  test levels that may be dictated by experience and/or new in- 
formation. The committee shall not be concerned with the component and/or subassembly 
environmental testing except as it reflects on the level of confidence in the entire space- 
craft. The committee shall consist of six members, chaired by a member of the project 
management staff. The secretary shall be the Test and Evaluation Division, GSFC, 
Project Support Manager. One member shall represent the project office and the field 
office at the systems integration contractor's plant. A senior electronic engineer and a 
senior mechanical engineer from the systems integration group of the contractor's plant 
will be the other two members. 
8.4 SENSORY RING COMPONENTS DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
8.4.1 HUMIDITY 
The subsystem in a nonoperative condition, shall be placed in the chamber and the tempera- 
ture stabilized at 3OoC. The humidity shall then be raised to 95% RH (& 2%). These condi- 
tions shall prevail for 24 hohrs, at which time the water flow is to be stopped and the 
temperature lowered to 25OC. Any free water should be removed and the subsystem checked 
out. 
8.4.2 LEAK 
All  subsystems required to be hermetically sealed must have provision for demonstrating 
or  testing the effectiveness of the seal and shall be subjected to a leak detection test. 
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When feasible, an atmosphere of essentially 100 percent helium within the sealed volume 
shall provide the means for testing the seal. When a helium atmosphere is provided, the 
subsystem shall be tested with a mass spectrometer leak detector. Unless otherwise 
specified, the leak rate shall be less than 1 x 
shall be performed by placing the component in a vacuum chamber which shall be reduced 
to 1 x mm Hg or lower, and the chamber shall be monitored to detect leakage of the 
test specimen. The duration of the leak test shall be determined on the basis of test 
specimen characteristics. 
std cc/sec helium. The leak check 
Frequency 
Range 
(CPS) 
10-2000 
8.4.3 VIBRATION 
Acceleration(@, 0-to-peak 
Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
10 10.0 
8.4.3.1 Exposure Conditions 
The subsystem shall be attached to a nonresonant mounting fixture at its attachment points 
to the structure of the spacecraft. The mounting fixture shall be attached to the vibration 
equipment so that the subsystem may be vibrated in each of three orthogonal directions, 
one of which shall be parallel to the thrust axis. 
8.4.3.2 Operation 
During the vibration exposure, the subsystem shall be operated in the mode which it 
normally operates during boosted flight. 
8.4.3.3 Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration 
This portion of the test shall be conducted by sweeping once through the frequency range 
specified as shown below. The rate of change of frequency shall be one half (1/2) octave 
per minute. 
Vibration limited to 1/2 inch double amplitude. 
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8.4.3.4 Random Motion Vibration 
Gaussian random vibration shall be applied with the "g-peaks" clipped at three times the 
root-mean-square acceleration specified below. With the subsystem installed, the control 
accelerometer response shall be equalized such that the specified power spectral density 
(PSD) values are within f 3 db throughout the frequency band. The filter roll-off char- 
acteristic above 2000 cps shall be at a rate of 40 db/octave OF greater. 
Frequency 
Direction Band 
(CPS) 
Thrust Axis 20-2000 
Transverse Axes 20-2000 
Spectral 
Density g, r m s  
0.2 20 
0.2 20 
(g2/cps) 
The duration of the test shall be 4 minutes in each direction. 
8.4.4 ACCELERATION 
8.4.4.1 Exposure Conditions 
The subsystem shall be rigidly attached to a mounting fixture which shall be capable of 
attachment to the centrifuge so that it may be accelerated in the thrust direction. 
8.4.4.2 Operation 
The subsystem shall be in an operational condition normal to powered flight during the 
exposure to acceleration. 
8.4.4.3 Procedures and Levels 
The subsystem shall be subjected to the following ace-lerati ns: 
I Direction I Acceleration I Duration I 
I Thrust Axis I 3 0 g  I 5 z /  
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8 . 4 . 5  THERMAL-VACUUM 
8 . 4 . 5 . 1  Exposure Conditions 
The subsystem shall be heated and cooled during this test. Thermocouples shall be 
attached in sufficient number and at such locations to measure the highest and lowest 
temperature. Of these, the lowest temperature on the structure shall be used to determine 
the level specified in the high temperature thermal-vacuum tests; the highest temperature 
on the structure shall be used to determine the levels specified in the low temperature 
thermal-vacuum tests. In general, the temperature of the most massive components of 
the structure shall be considered the reference temperature. It shall be mounted in a 
thermal- vacuum chamber. 
8 . 4 . 5 . 2  Procedures and Levels 
With the subsystem in the operational condition normal to flight, the exposure chamber 
shall be evacuated to a pressure of lom5 mm Hg or  less at a rate not exceeding that of the 
pressure-time profile of actual flights. The pressure shall be maintained at this level 
throughout the entire thermal-vacuum test. The temperature of the subsystem shall be 
raised and lowered until the temperature is stabilized as shown in Figure 8-1. The per- 
formance of the subsystem shall  be checked bihourly in an operational mode similar to 
orbital conditions. 
8 . 4 . 5 . 3  Rejection and Retest 
If a subsystem is rejected before, during, o r  after an exposure, the test sequence shall 
be discontinued, the cause of the rejection (including any design defects) corrected and 
the test program repeated. 
8 . 5  STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SUBASSEMBLY/COMPONENT DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
8 . 5 . 1  HUMIDITY 
(Same as for Sensory Ring Components, Section 8 . 4 . 1 .  ) 
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Figure 8-1. Subsystem (Excluding Controls) Thermal-Vacuum Cycle 
8.5.2 LEAK 
Al l  subassemblies required to be hermetically sealed must have provision for demonstrating 
or testing the effectiveness of the seal and shall be subjected to a leak detection test. 
Where feasible, an atmosphere of essentially 100 percent helium within the sealed volume 
shall provide the means for testing the seal. Where a helium atmosphere is provided, the 
subassembly shall be tested with a mass spectrometer leak detector. Unless otherwise 
specified, the leak rate shall be less than 1 x std cc/sec helium. 
The leak check shall be performed by placing the component in the proper test environment. 
The subassembly shall then be subjected to the procedures specified in the applicable docu- 
ments. Any leak rates above the specified levels shall be cause for rejection. 
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8 . 5 . 3  VIBRATION 
8 . 5 . 3 . 1  Exposure Conditims 
The subassembly shall be attached to a suitable fixture simulating the spacecraft structure. 
This structure shall be attached to the vibrator so that the subassembly may be vibrated 
in each of three orthogonal directions, one of which shall be parallel to the thrust axis. 
8. 5 . 3 . 2  Operation 
During the vibration exposure the subassembly shall be operated in the mode which it 
normally operates during boosted flight. 
8 . 5 . 3 . 3  Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration 
This portion of the test shall be conducted by sweeping once through the frequency range 
specified in the schedule. The rate of change of frequency shall be one-half (1/2) octave 
per minute. 
Frequency Acceleration (g), 0-to-peak 
Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
10-2000 
I I I I 
Vibration limited to 1/2 inch double amplitude. 
8 . 5 . 3 . 4  Random Motion Vibration 
Gaussian random vibration shall be applied with the tlg-peaks't clipped at three times the 
root-mean-square acceleration specified in the schedule. With the component installed, 
the control accelerometer response shall be equalized such that the specified power spec- 
tral density (PSD) values are within f 3 db throughout the frequency band. The filter 
roll-off characteristic above 2000 cps shall be a t  a rate of 40 db/octave o r  greater. 
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Frequency Spectral 
Direction Band Density 
Thrust and 
Transverse 20-2000 0.11 
(CPSj. k+vws) 
Axes 
The durationof the test shall be 5 minutes in each direction. 
g , m s  
15 
8.5.4 ACCELERATION 
8.5.4.1 Exposure Conditions 
The subassembly shall be rigidly attac,&ec to a mounting fixture which shall be capable of 
attachment to the centrifuge so that it may be accelerated in the thrust direction. 
8.5.4.2 Operation 
The subassembly shall be in an operational conditiun normal to powered flight during the 
exposure to acceleration. 
8.5.4.3 Procedure and Levels 
The subassembly shall be subjected to the following accelerations: 
Acceleration Duration Direction 
Thrust furis and 15 10 
Transverse Axes 
(min/axis) 
I I I I 
8.5.5 THERMA,L-VACUUM 
8.5.5.1 Exposure Conditions 
The subassembly shall be heated and cooled during this test. Thermocouples shall be 
attached to the subsystem in sufficient number and at such locations as to measure the 
highest and lowest temperature. It shall then be mounted in an appropriate chamber. 
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8.5.5.2 Procedures and Levels 
For the thermal-vacuum test, with the subassembly in the operational condition normal 
to flight, the exposure chamber shall be evacuated to a pressure of lom5 mm Hg or  less 
at a rate not exceeding that of the pressure time profile of actual flights. The pressure 
shall be maintained at  this level throughout the entire test. The temperature of the sub- 
assembly shall be raised and lowered until it is stabilized as shown in Figure 8-2. The 
temperature of the subassembly undergoing thermal cycling shall be varied in accordance 
with Figure 8-3. The performance shall be checked continuously during the powered cycle 
in an operational mode similar to orbital conditions. 
8.6 SOLAR ARRAY COMPONENT BOARDS DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
8.6.1 HUNIIDITY 
8.6.1.1 Exposure Configucation 
The boards shall be placed in the chamber in a manner such that it is not contiguous with 
the walls or floor of the chamber. The boards shall be further protected from condensation 
by a suitable cover that will deflect any condensation that may drip from the ceiling of the 
chamber, yet still allowing the equipment to "breathe. 
8.6.1.2 Exposure Test 
With the boards nonoperative, the dry bulb temperature shall be raised from ambient to 
+30 C (86'F) in approximately 1 hour yet not exceeding 95 percent relative humidity. 
After  conditions have stabilized at +3OoC (86'F), as indicated by the component board 
temperature, and 95 percent relative humidity, they shall be maintained for 24 hours. 
The temperature shall then be lowered to +25OC (77'F) so that the dew point is passed 
through and condensation of moisture occurs on the boards. When conditions have stabilized 
at +25OC (77'F) and 95 percent relative humidity, the boards shall be removed from the 
chamber and immediately light-tested. 
0 
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T4 
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TO 
T2 
T1 TIME (HOURS) 
Figure 8-2. Stabilization and Control Subassembly Thermal-Vacuum Cycle 
(Electromechanical Subassemblies Only) 
+85 
+55 
h 
0: 
4 
- 2 4  i 
I 
TIME (HOURS) 
Figure 8-3. Stabilization and Control Subassembly Thermal Cycle 
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8.6.2 ACCELERATION 
Acceleration 
(g) 
Direction 
8.6.2.1 Exposure Configuration 
Each solar cell component board shall be mounted to the test fixture at peripheral mounting 
points in a cantilever-clamped arrangement. The fixture shall be attached to the centrifuge 
in a direction simulating the negative thrust forces of the boosted flight condition. 
Duration 
(minutes) 
8.6.2.2 Acceleration Exposure 
Each component board shall be subjected to the following acceleration: 
I ThrustAxis 1 30.0 I 5 I 
The solar cell component boards shall be nonoperative during the acceleration exposure. 
8.6.3 VIBRATION 
8.6.3.1 Exposure Configuration 
Each component board shall be instrumented and mounted in the test fixture, cantilevered 
from along one edge. The instrumentation shall consist of strain gages on the top and 
bottom of the honeycomb component board near the base of the cantilevered board and 
miniature accelerometers (2) on two of the three free edges. 
8.6.3.2 Exposure 
The board shall be subjected to an aoceleration level in both directions (along the 18-inch 
overhang and along the 13-inch overhang) such that the curvature a t  the resonant frequency 
is 0.005. The frequency shall be varied from 20 to 80 cycles and back to 20 cycles at  the 
rate of 2 octaves per minute to determine the resonant frequency. The resonant frequency 
shall be recorded. 
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The board shall then be subjected (in both directions) to an acceleration level such that the 
curvature a t  the resonant frequency is 0.015. This level shall be maintained for 4 minutes 
o r  until failure, whichever occurs first. The curvatures will be calculated from the 
following equation: 
2 
-2  C 
Curvature -dy  = f  
where 
and 
E = strain (average of top and bottom strain gages) 
c = section thickhess I 2 
8.6.4 THERMAL-VACUUM 
8.6.4.1 Exposure Configuration 
The boards shall be installed in a fixture which has been designed to simulate the radiative 
paths that the solar platforms will experience in orbital flight. The component boards are 
cooled from both sides by a shroud with circulating liquid nitrogen and heated from one 
side with wire filament heaters. 
8.6.4.2 Thermal-Vacuum Exposure 
With the boards nonoperative, the exposure chamber shall be evacuated to a pressure of 
torr o r  less at a rate not exceeding that of the pressure-time profile of actual flight. 
Liquid nitrogen shall be supplied to the cooling shrouds throughout the test. The filament 
heaters shall be used, as necessary, to cycle the boards from plus 6OoC (140'F) to minus 
81'6 (minus 113.9OF) 1000 times. The boards will be removed from the thermal-vacuum 
ohamber after the tenth, one-hundredth, and four-hundredth cycle. A t  each of these points, 
they will be electrically tested. 
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8 . 7  SOLAR ARRAY MOTOR AND LATCHING MECHANISM DESIGN QUALIFICATICIN 
Time 
(hr) 
Test Condition 
- 
8.7.1 THERWL-VACUUM 
Temperature 
(OC) 
8. 7.1.1 Exposure Configuration 
The platform motors and latching mechanism shall be installed on a fixture which has been 
designed to simulate the mounting on the solar platform. The test setup shall permit the 
motor to be operated under a simulated deployment inertia load. 
1 . 5  max. 
42 
9 
15 
8 
22 
10 
8. 7.1.2 Thermal-Vacuum Exposure 
With the platform and latching mechanism installed in the exposure chamber, the pressure 
shall be reduced to 
Table 8-1. During the exposure period the motor and toggle latch shall be operated ap- 
proximately every hour after each operation of the deployment motor and latch mechanism; 
the mechanism shall be mechanically unlatched to the folded position. 
torr  o r  less. The temperature shall be varied as shown in 
25 
25 
-5 
-5 
55 
55 
25 
Table 8-1. Platform Motors and Latching Mechanism 
Thermal-Vacuum Test Cycle 
I I 
Evacuate to lo-' torr  
Hold at 25OC 
Transition to -5OC 
Hold at -5OC 
Transition to 55OC 
Hold at 55OC 
~ Transition t o  25OC 
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8.8 SOLAR ARRAY PLATFORMS DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
8.8.1 THERMAL-VACUUM 
8.8.1.1 Exposure Configuration 
The solar platforms (not including transition pieces) shall be installed i n  a fixture which 
has been designed to simulate the radiative paths that the solar platforms will experience 
in orbital flight. The platforms are cooled from both sides by a shroud containing liquid 
nitrogen, and are heated by a source which will provide a heat flux equivalent to 1 solar 
Constant (0.9 watt per square inch). 
8.8.1.2 Thermal-Vacuum Exposure 
The exposure chamber shall be evacuated to a pressure of torr  o r  less at a rate 
not exceeding that of the pressure-time profile of actual flights. The solar cell side of 
the platform shall be exposed to a heat flux equivalent to 1 solar constant (0.9 watt per 
square inch) for a time period equal to actual orbital sun time (66.5 minutes). During a 
period of time eqyal to the actual eclipse time (35.1 minutes), the heat flux shall be 
reduced to simulate the flight condition (approximately 0.08 watt per square inch). Cooling 
shrouds shall be maintained at liquid nitrogen temperatures for the entire test to provide 
correct background conditions. This cycle (66.5 minutes of sun time and 35.1 minutes 
of eclipse) shall be continued until 350 cycles are accomplished. 
During the exposure an 8 x 8 inch segment of each platform (in a nonstressed corner) 
shall be functionally monitored. 
8.9 SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
8.9.1 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY 
The weight and center of gravity of the paddles shall be determined before and after the 
humidity tests. 
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8.9.2 HUMIDITY 
The subsystem in a nonoperative condition shall be placed in the chamber and the tempera- 
ture stabilized at 30'6. The humidity shall then be raised to 95% RH (& 2%). These con- 
ditions shall prevail for 24 hours, a t  which time the water flow is to be stopped and the 
temperature lavered to 25 C yet maintaining the relative humidity between 85 and 95 per- 
cent. Any free water should be removed from the subsystem, and the subsystem checked 
out. 
0 
8.9.3 VIBRATION 
8.9.3.1 Exposure Configuration 
The solar array assembly shall be exposed to vibration while mounted to the Nimbus space- 
craft, including booster adapter, in the launch configuration. 
8.9.3.2 Vibration Exposure 
The spacecraft shall be subjected to the following vibration levels: 
Sinusoidal: 
Frequency Range Acceleration (g), O-to-peak 
(CPS) Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
5-16 1. o* 0.75* 
16-22 4.5 0.75 
22-1 50 1.5 0.75 
150-400 3.0 --- 
400-2000 7. 5 --- 
*Limited to exciter amplitude of 0.50 inch peak-to-peak. 
Sweep Rate: 2 minutes per octave 
Random: 
Frequency Range PSD Level Acceleration Duration 
(CPS) ( g2/cps) (g? rms) (min) 
20-110 0.045 
11 0-1 2 75 0.6 db/ 11.2 4 
octave increase each axis 
12 75-2000 0.07 
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8.10 NIMBUS C SPACECRAFT DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
Although no Nimbus C prototype spacecraft was built due to the similarity of Nimbus C 
to Nimbus A, the following tests were established for design purposes. 
8.10.1 WEIGHT, CENTER OF GRAVITY, BALANCE, MOMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF 
INERTIA 
The parameters of weight, center of gravity, balance, moments and products of inertia, 
a re  used in predicting vehicle performance during launch, as  well as spacecraft orienta- 
tion during injection and orbit. 
While nonoperative, the spacecraft weight, center of gravity, and balance shall be de- 
termined prior to any major environmental exposure. 
Products and moments of inertia of the spacecraft in all three axes will be determined 
after balancing. For these exposures, the spacecraft shall be as nearly as possible in 
the launch configuration. 
8.10.2 LEAK 
The leak test shall be performed before and after each major environmental exposure. 
The permissible leak rate shall be established by the environmental test committee and 
the GSFC project manager based on the mission requirements. A leak rate above this 
level, o r  one significantly higher than that noted during previous leak checks shall be 
cause for rejection. 
8.10.3 HUMIDITY 
8.10.3.1 Exposure Conditions 
If any equipment or  surface is humidity sensitive, the following tests shall be conducted: 
While nonoperative, the spacecraft shall be subjected to a test chamber temperature of 
3OoC and a relative humidity of 95% (*2%) for 24 hours elapsed time. The chamber 
temperature shall then be lowered to 25'6. Any free water shall be removed from the 
spacecraft. The spacecraft shall be operated under these conditions and the performance 
checked. 
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8.10.3.2 Alternative 
A s  an alternative to the humidity test procedure, the protection of the spacecraft from 
humidity a t  all times with a controlled environment enclosure will be accepted. 
8.10.4 VlBRATIm 
8.10.4.1 Sinusoidal Vibration Records 
Signals from the accelerometers shall be recorded continuously on magnetic tape during 
all sinusoidal tests. Due care shall be exercised to calibrate the accelerometers for 
frequency response and amplitude linearity characteristics to values 1.25 times the maxi- 
mum expected during the tests. Permanent records shall then be made and properly 
labeled to demonstrate conformance with the specification. 
8.10.4.2 Exposure Conditions 
The spacecraft shall be attzched to a mounting adapter in a manner which will simulate 
the actual mounting of the spacecraft on the launch vehicle where the spacecraft yaw axis 
is vertical. The mounting adapter (or adapters) shall be attached to the vibration equip- 
ment so that the spacecraft may be vibrated in each of three orthogonal directions, one of 
which sha l l  be parallel to the thrust axis. 
8.10.4.3 Operation 
During the vibration exposure, the spacecraft shall be operated in the mode in which it 
normally operates during boosted flight. 
8.10.4.4 Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration 
This portion of the test shall be conducted by sweeping once through each frequency range 
specified below. The rate of change of frequency shall be two octaves/minute. 
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Frequency Range 
(CPS) 
Thrust 10-16 
z- z 16-22 
Axis 
22-150 
150-500 
500-2000 
Lateral 5-10 
x-x 
and 10-250 
Y-Y 250-400 
400-2000 
8 .10 .4 .5  Random Vibration Records 
During the random vibration tests, the signal from the control accelerometer shall be 
passed through a spectrum analyzer having the following characteristics: 
Level *(gff 
(0- to-peak) 
2.3* 
4. 7 
2 . 3  
0.923 inch/ 
sec. con- 
stant velocity. 
7 . 5  
0.294 in. double 
amplitude 
1.5** 
3 . 0  
a. Filter bandwidth not to exceed 25 cps below 1200 cps or 100 cps above 1200 cps. 
b. Average time (seconds) at least 75 divided by the filter bandwidth (cps). 
c. If a tape loop is used for analysis, the sample length (seconds) shall be at least 
150 divided by the filter bandwidth (cps). 
Permanent records shall be made during the specified random vibration tests and properly 
labeled to demonstrate conformance with this specification. 
8 .10 .4 .6  Random Motion Vibration 
Gaussian random vibration shall be applied with g-peaks clipped at three times the root- 
mean-square acceleration according to the table given below. With spacecraft installed, 
the control accelerometer response shall be equalized such that the specified power spectral 
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density values are within zt3 db everywhere in the frequency band as determined by the 
analysis specified in Section 8.10.4.5. The filter roll-off characteristic above 2000 cps 
shall be at a rate of 40 db/octave or  greater. 
Frequency PSD Acceleration 
Range Level fg, ms) 
20-150 0.023 
f CPS) f g2/cps) 
150-425 * 12.3 
425-1200 0.09 
1208-2000 ** 
Dura tion 
(min) 
4 
each axis 
8.10.5 ACCELERATION 
8.10.5.1 Exposure Conditions 
The spacecraft shall be attached to a mounting adapter in a manner which simulates the 
actual mounting of the payload to the launch vehicle. The mounting adapter shall be capable 
of attachment to the centrifuge so that the payload may be accelerated to a combined thrust 
and transverse direction. 
8.10.5.2 Operation 
The spacecraft shall be in the operational mode normal to powered flight during the exposure 
to acceleration. 
8.10.5.3 Procedures and Levels 
The spacecraft shall be subjected to combined acceleration as follows: 
Thrust Axis 
15 g 
Transverse Axis 
3 g  
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The spacecraft shall be subjected to these combined levels for a total of 2 minutes in 
each of four attitudes such that the 3 g component is experienced along the positive and 
negative pitch and roll axes. 
The centrifuge shall be large enough to prevent the "g" gradient from exceeding -15 per- 
cent at the top of the spacecraft and +10 percent at the bottom. 
8.10.6 THERMA L-VACUUM 
8.10.6.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this design qualification test is twofold: (1) to verify the thermal design 
and (2) to demodtrate performance capability beyond the temperature range predicted 
in orbit. 
8.10.6.2 Exposure Conditions 
The spacecraft, attached to a mounting adapter, shall be heated and cooled during this 
test by essentially radiant transfer. Thermocouples shall be attached to the spacecraft 
in sufficient number and at such locations as to measure the highest and lawest space- 
craft temperature. Of these, the average structural temperature shall be used to de- 
termine the level specified in the thermal-vacuum tests. It shall then be mounted in a 
thermal-vacuum chamber. 
8.10.6.3 Procedures and b v e l s  
With the spacecraft in the operational condition normal to powered flight, the exposure 
chamber shall be evacuated to a pressure of 1 x 
that of the pressure time profile of actual flight. The temperature of the spacecraft shall 
be stabilized at +25OC. The performance of the spacecraft shall be checked bihourly. 
mm Hg or  less at a rate not exceeding 
With the spacecraft in the operational condition normal to space flight, the temperature 
of the spacecraft shall be raised and lowered by radiant heat sources until the temperature 
is stabilized as follows: The temperature of the spacecraft shall be stabilized at  +45'C 
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and maintained at that temperature for a period of 6 days. The spacecraft shall then be 
stabilized at a temperature of +lO°C and maintained at that temperature for a period of 
5 days. The spacecraft shall then be stabilized at a temperature of M5OC and maintained 
at that temperature for a periodof 2 days. During the exposure period, the spacecraft 
shall be operated in the normal orbital operational mode throughout the duration of the test. 
Any detectable change which can be interpreted as leading to failure o r  harmful degrada- 
tion of the spacecraft within its expected operational life, or  any change in the operation 
of the spacecraft beyond the tolerance specified in the applicable performance specifica- 
tion shall be cause for rejection. The total running time of the spacecraft in the chamber 
shall not be less than 25 days. 
8.10.6.4 Rejection and Retest 
If a spacecraft is rejected before, during, or after an exposure, the exposure sequence 
shall be discontinued, the cause of the rejection (including any design defects) corrected, 
and the complete prototype test program repeated until successful, starting at the event, 
timing and temperature where failure occurred. 
8.11 NIMBUS A SPACECRAFT DESIGN QUALIFICATION 
8.11.1 WEIGHT, CENTER O F  GRAVITY, BALANCE, MOMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF 
INERTIA 
(Same as for Nimbus C Spacecraft, Section 8.10.1. ) 
8.11.2 LEAK 
(Same as for Nimbus C Spacecraft, Section 8.10.2. ) 
8.11.3 HUMIDITY 
(Same as for Nimbus C Spacecraft, Section 8.10.3.) 
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8 . 1 1 . 4  VIBRATION 
Frequency Range 
(CPS) 
5-16 
16-22 
22-1 50 
150-400 
400-2000 
8 .11 .4 .1  Sinusoidal Vibration Records 
Signals from the accelerometers shall be recorded continuously on magnetic tape during 
all sinusoidal tests. Due care shall be exercised to calibrate the accelerometers for 
frequency response and amplitude linearity characteristics to values 1 .25  times the 
maximum expected during the tests. 
labeled to demonstrate conformance with the specification. 
Permanent records then shall be made and properly 
Acceleration (g), 0-to-peak 
Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
1. o* 0.75" 
4 . 5  0.75 
1 . 5  0. 75 
3 . 0  
7 . 5  
---- 
---- 
8 . 1 1 . 4 . 2  Exposure Conditions 
The spacecraft shall be attached to a mounting adapter in a manner which will simulate 
the actual mounting Qf the spacecraft on the launch vehicle where the spacecraft yaw axis 
is vertical. The mounting adapter (or adapters) shall be attached to the vibration equip- 
ment so that the spacecraft may be vibrated in each of three orthogonal directions, one 
of which shall be parallel to the thrust axis. 
8 . 1 1 . 4 . 3  Operation 
During the vibration exposure, the spacecraft shall be operated in the mode in which it 
normally operates during boosted flight. 
8 . 1 1 . 4 . 4  Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration 
This portion of the test shall be conducted by sweeping once through each frequency range 
specified below. The rate of change of frequency shall be one half (1/2) octave per minute. 
*Limited to exciter amplitude of 0.50 inch, peak-to-peak. 
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8 . 1 1 . 4 . 5  Random Vibration Records 
During the random vibration tests, the signal from the control accelerometer shall be 
passed through a spectrum analyzer having the following characteristics: 
Frequency PSD Level Acceleration 
Range (g2/cps) (gY rms) 
(CPS) 
20-110 0.045 
110-1275 0 .6  db/ 1 1 . 2  
oct in- 
crease 
12 75-2000 0.07 
h 
a. Filter bandwidth not to exceed 25 cps below 1200 cps or 100 cps above 1200 cps. 
b. Average time (seconds) at least 75 divided by the filter bandwidth (cps). 
c. If a tape loop is used for analysis, the sample length (seconds) shall be at least 
150 divided by the filter bandwidth (cps). 
Permanent records shall be made during the specified random vibration tests and properly 
labeled to demonstrate conformance with this specification. 
8.11 .4 .6  Random Motion Vibration 
Gaussian random vibration shall be applied with ltg-peakslf clipped at three times the root- 
mean-square acceleration, according to the table given herein. With spacecraft installed, 
the control accelerometer response shall be equalized such that the specified power spectral 
density values are within f 3 db everywhere in the frequency band, as determined by the 
analysis specified in Section 8.10.4.5. The filter roll-off characteristic above 2000 CPS 
shall be at a rate of 40 db/octave o r  greater. 
Duration 
(min) 
each axis -1 
8 . 1 1 . 5  ACCELERATION 
(Same as for Nimbus C, Section 8.10.5.  ) 
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8.11.6 THERMAL VACUUM 
(Same as for Nimbus C, Section 8.10.6. ) 
Direction 
Thrust Axis 
Transverse 
Axes 
8.12 SENSORY RING COMPONENTS FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE 
Frequency 
Band 
(CPS) 
20-2000 
20-2000 
8.12.1 LEAK 
(Same as Sensory Ring Components Design Qualification Leak Test, Section 8.4.2. ) 
Spectral 
Density 
(P2/CPS) 
0.07 
0.07 
8.12.2 VIBRATION 
The flight subsystem shall be subjected to the exposures and tests as outlined in Section 
8.4.3 with the exception that the levels of exposure shall be as follows: 
g, mns 
11.7 
11.7 
Frequency Amplitude (g) , 0- to-peak 
10-2000 
Amplitude limited to 0.34 inch double amplitude. 
Sweep rate shall be 2 octaves per minute/axis. 
I 
Duration of test: 2 minutes each direction. 
8.12.3 THERMAL-VACUUM 
The flight subsystems shall be subjected t'o the exposure and tests as outlined in Section 
8.4.5 and as shown in Figure 8-4. 
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-  PUMP DOWN 
- VENT 
ORBITAL SIMULATION 
AND SENSOR CALIBRATION 
- 
24 HR 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
TIME (DAYS) 
Figure 8-4. Nimbus C Sensory Ring Thermal Cycle 
8.13 SENSORY RING FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE 
8.13.1 PRE-INTEGRATION THERMAL-VACUUM TEST 
Before the sensory ring subsystem is integrated with the flight spacecraft, a thermal- 
vacuum test shall be conducted in accordance with Figure 8-4. 
8.14 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SUBASSEMBLY/COMPONENT FLIGHT 
ACCEPTANCE 
8.14.1 LEAK 
The subsystem shall be subjected to the exposures and tests as outlined in Section 8.5.2. 
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8 . 1 4 . 2  VIBRATION 
The subassembly shall be subjected to the exposures and tests as outlined in Section 8 . 5 . 3  
with the exception that the levels of exposure shall be as follows: 
Frequency 
Range 
(CPS) 
5-50 
50-80 
80-2000 
5- 70 
70-2000 
Acceleration (g) ,0-to-peak 
Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
--- 5.0" 
5 . 0  
--- 7. o* 
--- 2 .5  
10.0 --- 
--- 
*Displacement to be limited to 0.34  inch double amplitude. 
Direction 
Thrust and 
Transverse 
Axes 
Sweep rate shall be one octave per minute per axis. 
Frequency Spectral 
Band Density g, rms  
( CPS) (P2/CPS) 
20-2000 0 .05  10 
The duration of the test shall be 2 minutes in each direction. 
8.14 .3  THERMAL-VACUUM 
The subassembly shall be subjected to the exposures and tests as outlined in Section 8 . 5 . 5  
and Figures 8-2 and 8-3. 
8 .15 STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE 
8.15 .1  LEAK 
Leak detection shall be carried out in accordance with Section 8.17 .2 .  
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8.15.2 PRE-INTEGRATION WORKMANSHIP VIBRATION 
Frequency 
Range Direction 
(CPS) 
Thrust 10-30 
3 0- 50 
50-70 
70-120 
8.15.2.1 Sinusoidal Sweep Frequency 
This portion of the test shall be conducted by sweeping once through the frequency range 
specified below. The rate of change of frequency shall be 4 octaves per minute. 
Acceleration 
g, 0-to-peak 
1.5 
Increase 1.5 to 6 .0  
6.0 
Decrease 6.0 to 1.5 
Frequency 
8.15.2.2 Random Motion Vibration 
Spectral 
Gaussian random vibration shall be applied with the "g-peaks" clipped at three times the 
root- mean- square acceleration spec if ied . With the component installed, the c ont r ol 
accelerometer response shall be equalized such that the specified power spectral density 
Thrust 
(PSD) values are within f 3 db throughout the frequency band. The filter roll-off character- 
istic above 2000 cps shall be at a rate of 40 db/octave o r  greater. 
20-40 0.0925 
40- 70 0.550 4. 85 
70-1 20 0.0925 
Direction Band Density 1 g, rms 1 
The dhration of the test shall be 2 minutes. 
8.15.3 PRE-INTEGRATION THERMAL-VACUUM 
8.15.3.1 General 
The purpose of this test is to demonstrate performance capability prior to integration into 
the flight spacecraft. 
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8.15.3.2 Exposure Conditions 
The subsystem shall be heated and cooled during this test by essentially radiant transfer. 
Thermocouples shall be attached to the subsystem in sufficient number to measure the 
highest and lawest temperature. It shall then be mounted in a thermal-vacuum chamber. 
With the subsystem in the operational condition normal to powered flight, the test chamber 
shall be evacuated to a pressure of 1 x lom5 mm Hg or  less at a rate not exceeding that of 
the pressure time profile of actual flight. The temperature of the spacecraft shall be 
stabilized at +25OC. 
With the subsystem in the operational condition normal to space flight, the temperature of 
the subsystem shall be raised and lowered by radiant heat sources until the temperature 
is stabilized as follows: Af ter  one day at 25'6 the temperature is to be raised to 45 C 
in a period of six hours and stabilized. The temperature is then to be lowered to  5 C in 
about twelve hours and stabilized. Then raise the temperature to 45OC in about twelve 
hours and maintain this temperature for three days. 
twelve hours and stabilize. Raise the temperature to 45OC in about twelve hours and 
stabilize. Then laver the temperature down to 5OC in abdut twelve hours and maintain 
this temperature for a period of three days. Raise the temperature to 25OC in about six 
hours and maintain for one day. This completes the test cycle. 
0 
0 
Lower the temperature to 5OC in about 
8.15.3.3 Rejection and Retest 
If the subsystem is rejected before, during, o r  after the exposure, the cause of rejection 
shall be corrected and the test cycle repeated. 
8.15.4 VIBRATION 
These tests shall be conducted in accordance with Section 8.17.3 of this specification on 
the flight spacecraft. 
8.15.5 THERMAL-VACUUM 
This test shall be conducted in accordance with Section 8.17.4 on the flight spacecraft. 
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8.16 SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE 
8.16.1 WEIGHT AND CENTER OF GRAVITY 
The weight and center of gravity of the paddles shall be determined before and after the 
vibration test. 
8.16.2 VIBRATION 
The flight acceptance vibration test shall be conducted on a vibration model in accordance 
with Section 8.17.3. 
8.16.3 THERMAL-VACUUM 
8.16.3.1 Exposure Conditions 
The temperature shall be controlled to within plus or  minus 2OC (3.6'F) and the vacuum 
shall be maintained at torr  or less. Thermocouples shall be attached to the solar 
cell side as well as the back of the platforms to determine overheating and overcooling. 
8.16.3.2 Procedures and Levels 
The exposure chamber shall be evacuated to a pressure of 
exceeding that of the pressure-time profile of actual flights. The solar cell side of the 
platform shall be exposed to a heat flux equivalent to one solar constant (0.857 watt per 
square inch) for a time period equal to the actual orbital sun time (68. 7 minutes). During 
a period of time emal to the actual eclipse time (39.4 minutes), the heat flux shall be 
reduced to simulate the flight condition (approximately 0.077 watt per square inch). Cool- 
ing shrouds shall be maintained at liquid nitrogen temperatures for the entire test to 
provide correct back-ground conditions. This cycle (68.7 minutes of sun time and 39.4 
torr o r  less at a rate not 
minutes of eclipse) shall be continued until 100 cycles are accomplished. 
8.16.3.3 Rejection and Retest 
If the paddles are rejected before, during, or  after the exposure, the exposure sequence 
shal l  be discontinued,the cause of rejection (including any design defects) correcteqand 
the complete test program repeated. 
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8 .17  NIMBUS C SPACECRAFT FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE 
8 .17 .1  WEIGHT, CENTER OF GRAVITY, BALANCE, MOMENTS AND PRODUCTS OF 
INERTIA 
The parameters of weight, center of gravity, balance, moments and products of inertia 
are used in predicting vehicle performance during launch, as well a s  spacecraft orienta- 
tion during injection and orbit. 
While nonoperative, the spacecraft weight, center of gravity,and balance shall be determined 
prior to any major environmental exposures. 
Products and moments of inertia of the spacecraft in all three axes will be determined 
after balancing. For these exposures, the spacecraft shall be a s  nearly as possible in the 
launch configuration. 
8 . 1 7 . 2  LEAK 
The leak test shall be performed before and after each major environmental exposure. 
The permissible leak rate shall be established by the environmental test committee and 
the GSFC project manager based on the mission requirements. A leak rate above this 
level, o r  one significantly higher than that noted during previous leak checks shall be 
cause for rejection. 
8 .17 .3  VIBRATION 
8.17.3.1 Sinusoidal Vibration Records 
Signals from the accelerometers shall be recorded continuously on magnetic tape during 
all sinusoidal tests. Due care shall be exercised to calibrate the accelerometers for 
frequency response and amplitude linearity characteristics to values 1 . 2 5  times the 
maximum expected during the tests. Permanent records shall then be made and properly 
labeled to demonstrate conformance with this specification. 
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8 . 1 7 . 3 . 2  Exposure Conditions 
The spacecraft shall be attached to a mounting adapter in a manner which will simulate 
the actual mounting of the spacecraft on the launch vehicle where the spacecraft yaw axis 
is vertical. The mounting adapter shall be attached to the vibration equipment so that the 
spacecraft may be vibrated in each of three orthogonal directions, one of which shall be 
parallel to the thrust axis. 
Axis 
Thrust 
z- z 
Lateral 
x-x 
and 
Y-Y 
8 . 1 7 . 3 . 3  Operation 
During the vibration exposure, the spacecraft shall be operated in the flight mode. 
Frequency Range Level l lg f l  
(0-to-peak) (CPS) 
10-16 1 . 5  
16-22 3 . 1  
22-1 50 1 . 5  
150-500 *O. 615 inch/ 
sec constant 
velocity 
500-2000 5 . 0  
5-10 0.196 in. double 
amplitude 
10-250 **1.0 
250-400 2 . 0  
400-2000 5 . 0  
8 . 1 7 . 3 . 4  Sinusoidal Sweep Vibration 
This portion of the test shall be conducted by sweeping once through each frequency range 
specified as follows. The rate of change of frequency shall be four octaves/minute. 
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8.17.3.5 Random Vibration Records 
During the random vibration tests, the signal from the cmtrol accelerometer shall be 
passed through a spectrum analyzer having the following characteristics: 
Frequency 
Range 
(CPS) 
20-150 
150-425 
425-1200 
1200- 2000 
a. Filter bandwidth not to exceed 25 cps below 1200 cps or 100 cps above 1200 cps. 
PSD 
Level Acceleration Duration 
(g2/cps) cg, rms) (min) 
0.01 
0.04 
* 
8.2 2 
each axis ** 
b. Averaging time (seconds) at least 75 divided by the filter bandwidth (cps). 
c. If a tape loop is used for analysis, the sample length (seconds) shall be at least 
150 divided by the filter bandwidth (cps). 
Permanent records shall be made during the specific random vibration tests and properly 
labeled to demonstrate conformance with this specification. 
8.17.3.6 Random Motion Vibration 
Gaussian random vibratioi-, shall be applied with "g-peaks" clipped at three times the root- 
mean-square acceleration, according to the table given herein. With spacecraft installed, 
the control accelerometer response shall be equalized such that the specified PSD values 
a re  within f 3 db everywhere in the frequency band as determined by the analysis specified 
in Section 8.17.3.5. The filter roll-off characteristic above 2000 cps shall be at a rate 
of 40 db/octave o r  greater. 
*Increase from 150 cps at a constant rate of M.0 db/octave. 
**Decrease from 1200 cps at a constant rate of -2.0 db/octave. 
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8.17.4 THERMAL-VACUUM 
The purpose of this flight acceptance test is to demonstrate performance capability in the 
temperature range as  predicted during orbit. 
8.17.4.1 Exposure Conditiuns 
The spacecraft attached to a mounting adapter, shall be heated and cooled during this test 
by essentially radiant transfer. Thermocouples shall be attached to the spacecraft in 
sufficient number and at  such locations as to measure the highest and lowest spacecraft 
temperature. Of these, the average structural temperature shall be used to determine the 
level specified in the thermal-vacuum tests. It shall then be mounted in a thermal-vacuum 
chamber. 
8.17.4.2 Procedures and Levels 
With the spacecraft in the operational condition normal to powered flight, the exposure 
chamber shall be evacuated to a pressure of 1 x lom5 mm Hg or less at a rate not exceed- 
ing that of the pressure-time profile of actual flight. The temperature of the spacecraft 
shall be stabilized at +25OC. The performance of the spacecraft shall be checked continuously. 
With the spacecraft in the operational condition normal to space flight, the temperature 
of the spacecraft shall be raised and lowered by radiant heat sources in accordance with 
Figure 8-5. During the exposure period, the spacecraft shall be operated in a normal 
orbital operational mode. 
I +looc 
c 
TIME (HOURS) 
Figure 8-5. Nimbus C Flight Acceptance Thermal-Vacuum Cycle 8-37 
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SECTION 9 
GN QUA~IFICATIO~ TEST PROG POWER SYSTEM 
9.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section summarizes the design qualification test program conducted at the power 
system level of assembly. (Power system tests at the spacecraft level of assembly for 
spacecraft design qualification tests are presented in Section 11.) The hardware items 
tested, the environmental exposures, and the functional tests conducted are described. 
Only what were judged to be the most fundamentally important components of the power 
system a r e  included in this section, as follows: 
a. Solar Array Assembly 
b. Storage and Control Subsystem 
c. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
d. Slip Ring Assembly 
9.2 TEST HARDWARE 
The hardware that was used for component design qualification of the Nimbus C power system 
is listed below for those components selected for coverage in this report section. Since 
these Nimbus C power system components were basically reproductions of the Nimbus A 
power system, the design qualification of these components was carried out during the 
Nimbus A program on prototype models of the Nimbus A power system components, with the 
exception of the solar array drive assembly and battery modules. Consistent with the 
requirements of Section 8 andexcept a s  noted, one of each item of the hardware listed was 
qualified in the test program. 
a. Solar Array Assembly 
1. Component Boards - Three boards consisting of 32 ten-cell solar cell modules 
mounted and electrically connected on portions of the platform the same as 
on the full-size platform 
Solar Platforms - Solar array assembly without transition sections and 
unfold mechanisms attached 
Platform unfold motor and latching mechanism 
Solar array assembly - Complete assembly of solar platform, transition 
section and platform unfold motor and latching mechanism 
2. 
3. 
4. 
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b. Storage and Control Subsystem 
1. Battery Modules (7) 
2, Electronics Module 
3. 
4. Battery Cells 
Storage and Control Subsystem (7 batteries and electronics modules connected) 
c. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
d. Slip Ring Assembly 
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9.3 
Nimbus A Design 
C omponent/Assembly 
Solar Array Assembly 
SUMMARY O F  ENVIRONMENTAL TESTS 
~~~ ~ ~ 
Nimbus C Design Weight Humidity* Acceleration 
Component/Assembly and CW 
8.9.1 8.9.2 - 
9.3.1 GENERAL 
A summary of the environmental tests conducted on each of the above hardware items to 
qualify the power system components involved is presented in Table 9-1. This table shows 
the order in which the tests were conducted (reading from left to  right) and shows whether 
the test was done as  a subsystem assembly o r  as  a component,and whether the hardware 
was of Nimbus A o r  Nimbus C design. The table references the sections of this report 
that describe the test requirements that were met. For most components the environmental 
test requirements of Section 8 were met and are referenced. 
Table 9-1. Power System Design Qualification Tests (for Selected Components) 
Solar Platforms 
Platform Unfold Motors and 
Latching Mechanism 
Storage and Control Subsystem 
- - - 
- - - 
- 8.4.1 - 
Component I Boards (3) 
Battery Module (1) 
Battery Cells 
Solar Array Drive 
I -  1 8.6.1 I 8.6.2 
8.4.4 
- 9.3.2 
8.4.1 8.4.4 
- 8.5.4 
Slip Ring Assembly 
- 8.4.4 Battery Modules (7) - 
Electronics Module - - I 8.4.4 
- 8.5.4 
Vibrati 
Sinusoidal 
8.9.3 
8.6.3 
- 
- 
- 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
9.3.2.5 
8.5.3 
8.5.3 
4 
Random 
8.9.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.4.3 
8.5.3 
8.5.3 
Thermal 
vacuum* 
- 
8.6.4 
8.8.1 
8.7.1 
8.4.5 
- 
- 
8.4.5 
8.5.5 
8.5.5 
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9.3.2 DISCUSSION 
9.3.2.1 Solar Array Assembly 
Qualification testing was initiated on two prototype solar array assemblies, designated 
No.  3 and 4, constructed with P-on-N solar cells. These assemblies were subjected to 
humidity and vibration tests. Then a change was made to N-on-P solar cells with 
Platform Designations No. 
Left-hand platform No. 6 contained four boards of N-on-P solar cells and two boards of 
simulated glass cells. Right-hand platform No. 5 contained six boards of simulated 
glass cells. Two new motor-drive systems for platform deployment were used. 
5 and 6,  these platforms were subjected to vibration only. 
9.3.2.2 Component Boards 
Three honeycomb panels with 32 ten-cell modules of N-on-P cells on each panel, and 
bonded with flight-bonding techniques, were subjected to humidity, acceleration, vibration 
and thermal-vacuum. 
9.3.2.3 Platform Motors 
The platform motors were subjected to vibration tests while mounted on the platforms. 
A separate thermal-vacuum test was performed on the motors during which the motors 
were operated approximately every hour during the test period for 132 operations and a 
total running period of 2 hours and 3 minutes. Because of troubles encountered during 
the deployment tests, the external mounting and switching mechanism was redesigned to 
provide more reliable switching and to obtain the maximum available torque from the 
motor without danger of damaging the shaft, The drive motor assembly was then re- 
qualified. The motor was subjected to humidity and thermal-vacuum. During thermal- 
vacuum the motor was operated once every hour for a total of 121 operations. 
9.3.2.4 Storage and Control Subsystem 
The qualification or  prototype tests of the Storage and Control Subsystem were essentially 
development tests. Throughout the testing, malfunctions were noted which affected the 
performance of the modules or subsystem and required modifications in equipment and some 
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rework of the modules. Therefore, the planned test sequence was frequently interrupted 
and some tests were repeated many times before the test program was completed. 
The humidity and acceleration tests were performed essentially according to schedule) 
with little trouble. Humidity tests were performed on the modules connected as a 
subsystem, while the acceleration tests were performed on the individual modules. 
Vibration was performed on the individual modules; because of necessary rework during 
the testing, most modules were subjected to considerably more vibration and testing 
than planned. 
Thermal-vacuum testing was performed on a subsystem basis. Due to malfunctions and 
equipment modifications the testing was performed in three phases, with 76 simulated 
orbits performed during phase I1 and 238 orbits during phase 111. No simulated orbits 
were accomplished during phase I. Modifications were made in the required load 
profile and temperature profile during the testing to  put more stress on certain portions 
where malfunctions were evident. Although the temperature profile was not followed 
in its entirety, the test parameters were such that the thermal-vacuum exposure 
requirements were met. Phase I testing was performed with seven battery modules and 
the electronics module. Vacuum exposure was for a period of approximately 61 hours 
over a temperature range of approximately -5 t o  +55 C. Phase I1 consisted of a 
developmental thermal-vacuum test performed on two battery modules and the electronics 
module. This test was performed because of an extensive cell modification program in 
progress at the time. Vacuum exposure was for a total of 140 hours at steady-state 
temperatures of 50 , 55 , -5 and 0 C. Phase III was performed with seven battery 
modules and the electronics module. Vacuum exposure was for a total of approximately 
500 hours at steady-state temperatures of 55, 50, 0 and -5OC. Simulated orbits were run 
throughout each test phase. 
0 
0 0 0  0 
The battery modules used for qualification and the first flight (Nimbus A) were assembled 
with cells manufactured by the Sonotone Corporation. For the second flight (Nimbus C), 
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the battery modules were assembled with cells manufactured by the General Electric 
Company. One battery module of this type was qualified by subjecting it to vibration, 
acceleration and thermal-vacuum tests. No trouble was encountered throu&out the 
testing and the schedule was followed as planned. 
r 
Frequency Range 
(CPS) 
The hermetically sealed nickel-cadmium storage cell used in the battery module is of 
unique construction and is vital to the success of the spacecraft operation. It was 
subjected to rigorous testing throughout its manufacturing cycle and prior to assembly 
in the battery module. Because of its importance, the cell is treated in this report section 
as a separate component. 
Acceleration, O-to-peak (g) 
Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
Because of the change from Sonotone to GE cells for the Nimbus C spacecraft, the cells 
were requalified for Nimbus C; it is these tests that are covered herein. The environmental 
tests conducted are listed in Table 9-1. A s  indicated in this table, the sinusoidal 
vibration test level differed slightly from the component requirement of Section 8 .4 .3  and 
is presented in Section 9 . 3 . 2 . 5  below. 
~~ ~~ 
5 - 200 
200 - 2000 
9 . 3 . 2 . 5  Battery Cel l  Sinusoidal Vibration Test 
The sinusoidal vibration exposure of the Nimbus C prototype cells was the same as 
required for sensory ring components by Section 8.4.3,  except that the exposure level 
was as follows: 
15 10  
10 10 
9 . 3 . 2 . 6  Solar Array Drive Assembly 
The solar array drive assembly, consists of an assembly of drive motor, gearhead, clutch 
and solar array potentiometer. Because of the flight failure of the solar array drive in 
the Nimbus A spacecraft, this component was redesigned and requalified for Nimbus C. 
Environmental tests performed for qualification are shown in Table 9-1. 
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9 . 4  SUMMARY O F  PERFORMANCE TESTS 
9 . 4 . 1  SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY 
Tables 9-2 and 9-3 summarize the performance tests conducted,in conjunction with the 
environmental test program, on the two sets of platforms. These tables reference the 
sections of this report describing the tests. 
9 . 4 . 2  COMPONENT BOARDS 
Table 9-4 summarizes the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the environmental 
test program, on the component boards containing 32 ten-cell modules each. 
9 . 4 . 3  PLATFORM MOTORS 
Tables 9-5 and 9-6 summarizes the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the 
environmental test program, on the platform motors. 
9.4 .4  BATTERY MODULES 
Tables 9-7 and 9-8 summarize the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the 
environmental test program, on the battery modules, containing cells manufactured by 
Sonotone, as a spearate component. 
Tables 9-9, 9-10 and 9-11 summarize the performance tests conducted, in conjunction 
with the environmental test program, on the single battery module, containing cells 
manufactured by General Electric and designated 17-GE . 
9 . 4 . 5  ELECTRONICS MODULE 
Tables 9-12 and 9-13 summarize the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the 
environmental test program, on the electronics module as a separate component. 
9 . 4 . 6  STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
Tables 9-14 and 9-15 summarize the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the 
environmental test program, on the battery modules and electronics module connected as 
a subsystem. 
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9 .4 .7  BATTERY CELLS 
Table 9-16 summarizes the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the 
environmental test program, on the battery cells. 
Humidity 
Pre Post 
9 . 4 . 8  SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
Table 9-17 summarizes the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the en- 
vironmental test program, on the solar array drive assembly. 
Vibration - 
Pre During Post 
9 . 4 . 9  SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
Table 9-18 summarizes the performance tests conducted, in conjunction with the en- 
vironmental test program, on the slip ring assembly. 
I 1 
Table 9-2. Qualification Testing--Prototype Platforms No. 3 and 4* 
Droop Measurement 
Weight & center of gravity 
Illurn in at ion 
9 . 5 . 2 . 1  9 . 5 . 2 . 1  
9 . 5 . 2 . 2  9 . 5 . 2 . 2  
9 . 5 . 2 . 3  9 . 5 . 2 . 3  
Deployment 
Mapping 
Continuity 
9 . 5 . 2 . 4  9 . 5 . 2 . 4  
9 . 5 . 2 . 5  9 . 5 . 2 . 5  
9 . 5 . 2 . 6  
Table 9-3. Qualification 
Mapping 
Testing--Prototype Platforms No. 5 and 6* 
9 .5 .2 .5  9 . 5 . 2 . 5  
~ 
Vibration 
Pre I Post 
Illumination 9 .5 .2 .3  9 . 5 . 2 . 3  
I Deployment I 9 .5 .2 .4  I 9 . 5 . 2 . 4  I 
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Humidity Acceleration Vibration 
Pre I Post Post Post 
Thermal- 
Vacuum 
Post** 
alum in ation 
*Numbers in columns indicate section of this report describing test requirements. 
**After 35, 200, 210, 410, 521, 800 and 1000 cycles. 
9 .5 .2 .3  9 .5 .2 .3  9 . 5 . 2 . 3  9 .5 .2 .3  9 . 5 . 2 . 3  
Table 9 - 6, Requalif ic ation Testing -- P1 atform Motors* 
- 
Motor Operation 
Inspection 
Vibration Thermal-Vacuum 
Pre Post During Post 
9 . 5 . 2 . 7  9 .5 .2 .7  9 .5 .2 .7  9 . 5 . 2 . 7  
9 . 5 . 2 . 8  
Table 9-7. Battery Module Acceleration Qualification Tests* 
Motor Operation 
Vibration Humidity Thermal-Vacuum 
Pre Post Pre Post During Post 
9 - 5 . 2 . 7  9 .5 .2 .7  9 .5 .2 .7  9 .5 .2 .7  9 .5 ,2 .7  9 .5 ,2 .7  
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Test 
Electrical Performance 
Acceleration 
Pre During Post 
9 .5 .3 .6  9 .5 .3 .7  9 .5 .3 .6  
Table 9-8. Battery Module Vibration Qualification Tests* 
Test 
Short Test 
Pre 
Vibr atioi 
9.5.3.8 
9.5.3.7 9.5.3.7 + 9.5.3.10 9.5.3.7 9.5.3.10 9.5.3.14 9.5.3.6 
ition 
Random 
During 
(Each 
Axis) 
Post 
(Each 
Axis) 
Post 
(Each 
Axis) 
9.5.3.7 
Pre During 
(Each (Each 
Axis) Axis) 
9.5.3.7 
9.5.3.10 
Post 
Vibration 
Pre 
Vibration 
9.5.3.6 
Axis) 
9.5.3.7 9.5.3.7 3 Electrical Performanct Cell Voltage Monitor 9.5.3.10 ~ I 
Table 9-9. Battery Module 17-GE--Vibration Qualification Test* 
Vibration 
Sinusoidal 1 Random 
’~ Axis) Axis) Axis) 9 Axis) Axis) Vibration Pre (Each 
Axis) 
~~ ~ 
915.3. 8- 
9.5.3.9 
9.5.3.7 
Performance 
Monitor 
Cell Leak 19.5.3.11 
Test 1 I 
ction of this report describing test requirements. idicate st *Numbers in columns i 3 
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Table 9-10. Battery Module 17-GE --Acceleration Qualification Test* 
Test Pre During 
Electrical Performance 9 .5 .3 .6  9 .5 .3 ,7  
Post 
9 . 5 . 3 . 6  
1 Test 
Thermal -Vacuum 
Pre I During Post 
(Electrical Performance I 9 . 5 . 3 . 6  1 9 .5 .3 .7  I 9 .5 .3 .6  I 
Short Test 
Discharge o r  Capacity Test 
9 .5 .3 .8  
9 .5 .3 .9  9 . 5 . 3 . 9  
I Cell Leak Test I 9.5 .3 .11  I 
Orbital Simulation 
1 9 . 5 . 3 . 1 1 )  
9 .5 .3 .5  
Table 9-12. Electronics Module Acceleration Qualification Tests* 
Test 
Functional Test 
Acceleration 
Pre During Post 
9 .5 .3 .12  9 .5 .3 .12  9 .5 .3 .12  
Table 9-13. Electronics Module Vibration Qualification Tests* 
I I 
Sinusoidal 
Pre During Post 
(Each (Each (Each 
Axis) Axis) Axis) 
9.5 .3 .12  9 .5 .3 .12  
9 .5 .3 .12 .4  
I Test 
Random 
Pre During Post 
(Each (Each (Each 
Axis) Axis) Axis) 
9.5 .3 .12  9 .5 .3 .12  
9 .5 .3 .12 .4  
Functional Test 
*Numbers in columns indicate section of this report describing test requirements. 
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I Test 
I Load Sharing Adjustment I 9.5.3.1 I 
Humidity 
Pre I During I Post 
. 
I Orbital Simulation I 9.5.3.4 I 9.5.3.4 I 9.5.3.4 I 
Electrical Performance 9.5.3.2 9.5.3.2 
Functional Test 9.5.3.3 
r 
Table 9-15. Storage and Control Subsystem Thermd-Vacuum Qualification Tests* 
Test 
Load Sharing Adjustment 
Electrical Performance 
Thermal-Vacuum 
Pre During Post 
9.5.3.13 
9.5.3.2 9.5.3.2 
Functional Test 
Orbital Simulation 
*Numbers in columns indicate section of this report describing test requirements 
9.5.3.3 
9.5.3.4 
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Table 9-16. Test Sequence for Prototype Battery Storage Cells 
- 
5 tep 
- 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
1 0  
11 
1 2  
13 
14 
15 
16 
1 7  
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 - 
Test 
~~ 
Open Cell Test 
Cover Leak 
Leakage 
Examination 
Humidity 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Leakage 
Vibration 
Acceleration 
Short 
Overcharge 
0 vercharge 
Overcharge 
Cycling 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Short 
Internal Resistancc 
Leakage 
Charge Retention 
Charge Retention 
Temp. 
(OC) 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
3OoC, 25OC 
2 5°C 
- 5OC 
55OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
- 5OC 
55OC 
55OC 
- 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
25OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
3 8OC 
Test Method 
Sect ion 
9.5.4.1 
9.5.4.2 
9.5.4.3 
9.5.4.4 
8.4.1 
9.5.4.5 
9.5.4.5 
9.5.4.5 
9.5.4.3 
9.3.2.5 
8.4.3 
9.5.4.11 
8.4.4 
9.5.4.12 
9.5.4.6 
9.5.4.7 
9.5.4.7 
9.5.4.7 
9.5.4.8 
9.5.4.5 
9.5.4.5 
9.5.4.5 
9.5.4.6 
9.5.4.9 
9.5.4.3 
9.5.4.10 
9.5.4.10 
No. of 
Cel ls  with 
Gauges 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
No. of Cells 
without Gauges 
2 0 A a n d B  
2 0 A a n d B  
20 A and B 
2 0 A a n d B  
20 A and B 
20 A and B 
2 0 A a n d B  
2 0 A a n d B  
5 A a n d 5 B  
5 A a n d 5 B  
5 A and 5 B 
10 A 
10 A 
1 0  A 
10  A 
10 A 
2 0 A a n d B  
10 A 
5 B  
5 B  
NOTE: A and B are groupsof 10 cells each. Only 5 of each group are subjected to steps 
13, 14, and15. 
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Table 9-17. Solar Array Drive Qualification Tests* 
Vibration Acceleration Thermal- 
Vacuum 
Operation 9.5.5.4 
Table 9-18. Slip Ring Assembly Qualification Tests* 
Acceleration 
Functional Test 
Operating Test 
Contact Resistance 
9.5.5.1 
Vibration Thermal-Vacuum 
9.5.6.1 
9.5.6.2 
*Numbers in columns indicate section of this report describing test requirements. 
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9 . 5  PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
9 . 5 . 1  INTRODUCTION 
A brief description of the performance tests performed during the qualification test 
programs are given in the following sections. 
tests were conducted in relationship to the environmental exposures. 
Tables 9-2 through 9-18 show when these 
9 . 5 . 2  SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY, COMPONENT BOARD§ AND PLATFORM MOTORS 
PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTION§ 
Tables 9-2 through 9-6 show when the following performance tests were conducted in 
relationship to the environmental exposure. 
9 . 5 . 2 . 1  Droop Measurement 
This is a measure of the platform structure to support its own weight without serious 
deformation when attached to the control shaft in the folded position with no support at the 
latch line. With the platform attached to a shaft fixture and in the folded position, measure- 
ments of the amount of sag or droop are made at various points. Various calibrated loads 
are applied to the tie-down point and the displacement under these loads is measured. 
9 . 5 . 2 . 2  Weight and Center of Gravity 
These measurements are made to determine if the platforms have absorbed moisture during 
the humidity exposure. 
The weight of each platform is measured by means of a scale. The center of gravity is 
measured in the vertical and horizontal positions by the torque method. A platform is 
suspended from two adjacent corners with a scale in one of the suspensions to measure the 
force imposed by the weight of the platform tending to revolve around a pivot point. From 
the weight, force, and dimensions, the center of gravity is calculated. 
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9.5.2.3 Illumination 
This test measures the output of the solar cell boards when illuminated with a simulated 
solar source (tungsten and xenon lamps) to determine if degradation has occurred due to 
envi r onmen tal exposure. 
The solar simulator, which simulates the solar source, is used to illuminate each board on 
the solar cell platform. Various loads are applied to the output from the boards, and the 
voltage and current are measured in order to construct an I-V curve for each board. The 
I-V curves are  compared to determine if degradation has occurred. 
9.5.2.4 Deployment 
This test determines the ability of the deployment mechanism to open and latch the platforms 
from a folded position within the specified time. 
With the platforms in the folded position, the drive motors are energized from a power 
supply not exceeding 24 volts. The time required to travel from the folded to  the deployed 
position is measured to ascertain that this operation does not exceed a maximum of 30 
seconds. Voltage and current supplied to the drive motor is monitored to determine if the 
platforms open smoothly with no more than small variations of torque applied by the motor. 
The platform drive motor contains two windings for redundancy. Both windings a re  checked 
separately and together during the deployment tests. 
9.5.2.5 Mapping 
This is an inspection procedure in which a map is made of the platform showing cracks and 
chips in the solar cells. The maps made before and after environmental exposure are compare( 
to ascertain if the cells were damaged by the exposure. 
9.5.2.6 Continuity 
This test determines the electrical continuity of each board on the solar cell platform. 
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From an external power supply connected to the positive and negative terminals of the 
board to be tested, the supply is adjusted to give a current of 1.0 amp for boards con- 
taining 10 cell modules and 0 . 6  amp for boards containing 6 cell modules. If no current 
flows, or  i f  the required current cannot be obtained at  a voltage of less than 70 volts, it 
indicates that the board is open or contains excessively high resistance. NOTE: the 
negative connection must be made at a point between the blocking diodes and the solar cells. 
9.5;  2 . 7  Motor Operation 
The purpose of this test is to determine the effect of the environment on the toggle-latch 
mechanism and the motor. 
The motor and toggle-latch is operated by energizing the motor with the proper power 
while deploying the platforms or with a simulated platform load applied to the motor. 
9 . 5 . 2 . 8  Inspecti on 
Following the completion of the thermal-vacuum test, the motor is disassembled and inspected 
for lubrication, brush wear, bearing wear and gear wear. 
9 . 5 . 3  STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
The modules were individually tested by connecting the module to the test equipment by 
means of a special test harness. With this equipment, it was possible to simulate various 
loads on the regulated bus, various voltage inputs to  the unregulated bus, battery voltages, 
and telemetry inputs. The test equipment contained a power supply, provisions for directly 
reading currents and voltages, and provisions for reading the outputs of the telemetry 
functions. 
Testing of the subsystem was performed in a similar manner except that a subsystem test 
harness was used in conjunction with the ground checkout equipment. 
contained a solar I-V simulator, orbit profile programmer, means of simulating various 
inputs to test all functions of the subsystem, and direct measurements of voltages, currents 
and telemetry readouts of the various functions. By means of the test equipment, it was 
This equipment 
possible to simulate all conditions the subsystem might encounter and check for proper 
operation under these conditions. 
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Tables 9-8 through 9-15 show when the following performed tests were conducted in relation- 
ship to the environmental exposures e 
The performance test described in paragraphs 9 . 5 . 3 . 5  through 9 .5 .3 .12  and paragraph 
9 . 5 . 3 . 1 4  were conducted on the individual battery and electronics module as separate 
components. Tests described in paragraphs 9 .5 .3 .1  through 9 . 5 . 3 . 4  and paragraph 9 . 5 . 3 . 1 3  
were conducted on the battery and electronics modules connected as a subsystem. 
9 . 5 . 3 . 1  Load Sharing Adjustment 
With an unregulated bus input of 30 volts from the solar simulator and a load on the regulated 
bus of approximately 1 . 0  amp per battery module, adjust the load sharing on each module 
by adjusting the potentiometer in the load bus voltage regulator. Repeat for loads of 1 . 5  
and 0.63  amp per module. The load adjustment shall be within the following tolerances: 
1 . 5  amp - + 7 percent, 1 . 0  amp - + 1 percent and 0.63  amp 2 1 0  percent. 
9 . 5 . 3 . 2  Electrical Performance Test 
9 . 5 . 3 . 2 . 1  Ground Command and Load Bus Sensing Amplifier 
Check that a ground command signal from the clock receiver to the regulated bus comparator 
will switch the load bus sensing amplifier and that the amplifiers will maintain the regulated 
bus voltage within specifications. With an input to the unregulated bus of 30 volts and a 
load on the regulated bus of approximately 3 . 2  amp, apply an increasing simulated ground 
command signal from an external power supply to the regulated bus comparator until the 
load bus sensing amplifiers switch. This shall occur at a signal level less than 12 volts 
(approximately 9 volts). Remove the simulated ground command signal; the amplifiers 
shall not switch. The regulated bus voltage shall be 24.5 f 0 . 5  mlts  throughout the test. 
9 .5 .3 .2 .2  Regulation and Load Sharing Test 
Check the operation of the load bus voltage regulator to maintain regulated bus voltage and 
load sharing under varying unregulated bus voltages and regulated bus loads. With an 
unregulated bus input of 36 volts and a regulated bus load of 10 amp , the load sharing of 
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each battery module shall be within - +20 percent of the average current. With an unregulated 
bus input of 30 volts and a regulated bus load of 10 amp and one battery module switched off 
the line, the load sharing of each battery shall be within - +20 percent of the average current. 
With a regulated bus load change from 10 amp to 3.2 amp or a change from 36 volts to  
30 volts, the regulated bus voltage shall not change by more than 20.1 volt. 
By means of a Simulated ground command input to the regulated bus comparator, switch 
the load bus sensing amplifiers. Repeat the above tests using the standby amplifier. 
The same requirements of load sharing and bus voltage shall be met. 
9.5.3.2.3 Transient Response 
Check the transient response of the regulated bus when the load is switched on and off the 
regulated bus. With an unregulated bus input of 30 volts and a regulated bus load of 5 amp 
and 7 amp, the regulated bus voltage shall return to 24.5 - +0.5 volts within 100 microseconds 
when each load is switched on and off. An oscilloscope, adjusted to obtain 0.5 volts/cm and 
time base to display two cycles of the waveform, shall be used to measure the response. 
By means of a simulated ground command input to the regulated bus comparator, switch the 
load bus sensing amplifiers. Repeat the above test using the standby amplifier. 
9.5.3.2.4 Ground Command Test 
Check that a ground command signal to the regulated bus comparator will switch the load 
bus sensing amplifier. With an unregulated bus input of approximately 30 volts and a 
regulated bus load of approximately 5 amp, apply a fully simulated ground command signal 
from an external power supply to the regulated bus comparator, the load bus sensing 
amplifiers shall switch. Remove the simulated ground command signal, causing the 
amplifiers to stay in the same position. Upon reapplication of the simulated ground com- 
mand signal, the amplifiers shall switch and stay in this position upon removal of the signal. 
9.5.3.2.5 Test of the Regulated Bus Comparator 
Check that the regulated bus comparator switches the load bus sensing amplifiers when the 
regulated bus voltage falls out of specification. With an unregulated bus input of approximately 
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30 volts and a regu ated bus load of approximately 5 amp, simulate a regulated bus input, 
from an external power supply, to the regulated bus comparator. Slowly decrease the 
voltage from the 24.5 volt nominal until the load bus sensing amplifiers switch. The 
switching point shall be between 21.5 and 23.5 volts. When the voltage is increased to 
24.5 - +O. 5 volts the amplifiers shall remain in the same position. Incre 
the amplifiers again switch. The Switching point shall be between 25.5 and 27.5 volts. 
Decrease the voltage to 24.5 2 0.5, the amplifiers shall not change position. 
9.5.3.2.6 Auxiliary Regulator 
Check that the auxiliary regulator maintains the auxiliary regulator output voltage within 
specification for high and low load conditions. With an unregulated bus input of approximately 
30 volts and a regulated bus load of approximately 5 amp , apply a low load (approximately 
60 ma) and a high load (approximately 100 ma) to the output of the auxiliary regulator. 
The voltage shall be within 24.0 to 26.0 volts under both loads. 
9.5.3.2.7 High Pressure Simulation Test 
Check that the closure of the pressure switch contained on one of the cells in the battery 
module will cause the charge rate limiter to switch the battery charge rate to a trickle 
charge mode. With no load on the regulated bus and an unregulated bus input of approximately 
8.4 amp (charge rate of 1.2 amp/battery), simulate closing of the pressure switch in all 
battery modules by means of an external switch. The charge rate shall switch to a trickle 
charge as indicated by the charge telemetry. Upon removal of the simulated switch closing, 
the charge rate shall return to normal. 
9.5.3.2.8 High Temperature Simulation Test 
Check that altelemetry input to the charge rate limiter indicating an out of specification 
high temperature condition on the battery will cause the charge rate limiter to switch the 
battery charge rate to a trickle charge mode. With no load on the regulated bus and an 
unregulated bus input of approximately 8.4 amp (charge rate of 1.2 amp battery),  apply 
a simulated high temperature telemetry voltage input from an external power supply to  the 
battery temperature sensor circuitry of each battery module. The charge rate shall switch 
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to a trickle charge as indicated by the charge telemetry. Upon removal of the simulated 
high temperature input, the charge rate shall return to normal. 
9.5.3.2.9 Low Battery Voltage Simulation Test 
Check that a battery voltage input, which is below minimum, to the battery voltage comparator 
will cause the charge rate limiter to switch to the trickle charge mode and stay in this mode 
until the battery voltage returns to normal and the unregulated bus voltage goes to zero and 
returns to a normal value. With no load on the regulated bus and a unregulated bus input 
of approximately 8.4 amp (charge rate of 1.2 amp/battery), apply a simulated low battery 
voltage from an external power supply to the battery voltage comparator. The charge 
rate shall switch to a trickle charge mode. Return the normal battery voltage input to the 
battery voltage comparator, the charge shall remain in  the trickle charge mode. 
Remove the unregulated bus input. When the unregulated bus input is returned, the charge 
rate shall switch to normal. 
9.5.3.2.10 Surge Limiter Operational Test 
Check the operation of the voltage surge limiter in each module which bypasses excess 
unregulated bus current not required by loads or charge currents. With no load on the 
regulated bus, the batteries in the trickle charge mode from a simulated telemetry input 
indicating high pressure, and all battery modules except one switched out of the test circuit) 
apply an increasing voltage to the unregulated bus. As the voltage approaches 40 + 3 volts, 
the current shall increase greatly, but not exceed 2.0 amp. Repeat the test on each battery 
- 
module with the other modules switched out of the test circuit. 
9.5.3.3 Functional Test 
9.5.3.3.1 Ground Command Test 
See Section 9.5.3.2.4. 
9.5.3.3.2 Test of the Regulated Bus Comparator 
See Section 9.5.3.2.5. 
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9 . 5 - 3 . 3 . 3  Auxiliary Regulator Test 
See Section 9 .5 .3 .2 .6 .  
9 . 5 . 3 . 3 . 4  Sigh Pressure Simulation Test 
See Section 9 .5 .3 .2 .7 .  
9 . 5 . 3 . 3 . 5  High Temperature Simulation Test 
See Section 9 .5 .3 .2 .8 .  
9 . 5 . 3 . 3 . 6  Low Battery Voltage Simulation Test 
See Section 9 .5 .3 .2 .9 .  
9 .5 .3 .3 .7  Surge Limiter Operation Test 
See Section 9 .5 .3 .2 .10 .  
9 . 5 . 3 . 3 . 8  Telemetry Run 
Check operation of all telemetry channels. 
9 . 5 . 3 . 4  Orbital Simulation (Subsystem) 
This test simulates the power profile for the subsystem under normal orbiting conditions. 
A solar I-V simulator is used to supply power to the subsystem through the unregulated bus, 
during the day protion of the orbit. 
Through the unregulated bus, simulated spacecraft loads are applied to the regulated bus 
during the day and night portions of the orbit. 
9 . 5 . 3 . 5  Orbital Simulation (Battery Module) 
This test simulates the power profile for one battery module under normal orbiting conditions. 
Figure 9-1 illustrates the power profile used in this test. A total of 176 orbits were 
simulated during the thermal-vacuum testing. 
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9.5.3.6 Electrical Performance 
9.5.3.6.1 Battery Discharge Test 
With no unregulated bus input, apply a load of 1.25, 0.4, and 2.2 amp on the regulated bus. 
Check regulated voltage, battery voltage,and discharge current telemetry output under these 
loads. 
9.5.3.6.2 Battery Charge Test 
With a load of 2.2 amp on the regulated bus and with an unregulated bus input 3 volts higher 
than the battery voltage, the unregulated bus current shall be 3.95 - + 0.4 amp, indicating 
the charge rate limiter is limiting the maximum charge current to approximately 1.5 amp. 
Reduce the regulated bus load to approximately 0.4 amp and the unregulated bus input to 
a value which indicates a charge current of approximately 0.6 amp on the telemetry output. 
The unregulated bus current shall be approximately 1.0 amp (sum of load current and charge 
current). 
9.5.3.6.3 Charge Rate Regulation 
With a regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp and an unregulated bus input of 
approximately 1.0 amp, apply a signal to  the charge rate regulator from an external source 
which will cause the regulator to switch the charge to the trickle charge mode. The un- 
regulated bus current shall drop by approximately 0.5 amp (charge current of 0.6 amp 
less trickle charge current of approximately 0.1 amp). 
9.5.3.6.4 Cutoff Circuitry Check 
With a regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp and an unregulated bus voltage 3 volts 
higher than the battery voltage (unregulated bus current approximately 2 amp), which indicates 
a charge current of approximately 1.5 amp, apply a signal to the charge rate regulator 
from an external source which will cause the regulator to switch the charge to the trickle 
charge mode. The unregulated bus current shall drop by approximately 1.4 amp (charge 
current of 1.5 amp less trickle charge current of approximately 0.1 amp). 
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9 . 5 . 3 . 6 . 5  Low Battery Voltage CutoTf 
With an unregulated bus current of approximately 0 . 5  amp (regulated bus load of approximately 
0.4 amp and t ickle charge of approximately 0.1 amp), temporarily remove the power to 
the unregulated bus. Upon resumption of power to the unregulated bus, the charge rate 
regulator shall switch from the trickle charge mode to the normal charge mode as indicated 
by an increase in the unregulated bus current to approximately 2 amp (charge current 
approximately 1 . 5  amp and regulated bus load approximately 0 . 4  amp). 
9 . 5 . 3 . 6 . 6  High Pressure Cutoff 
The battery contains one cell with a pressure switch which, upon sensing a high pressure, 
would trip and generate a telemetry signal. This would feed into the charge rate limiter 
and switch the battery into the trickle charge mode. With a low load on the regulated bus 
and a unregulated bus input 3 volts higher than the battery voltage (unregulated bus current 
approximately 2 amp), apply a simulated telemetry signal from an external source to the 
pressure telemetry test point, indicating closure of the pressure switch. The charge rate 
regulator shall trip to the trickle charge mode as indicated by a charge current of approxi- 
mately 0.08 amp. Upon removal of the signal the charge rate shall return to its normal value. 
NOTE: The pressure switch was contained in the modules used for qualification and 
prototype testing, but was not used in the flight modules, although the pressure sensing 
circuitry was not removed. 
9 . 5 . 3 . 6 . 7  High Temperature Cutoff 
With a regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp and an unregulated bus current of 
approximately 2 amp from an external power supply, slowly apply an increasing voltage 
signal through the temperature telemetry circuit until the unregulated bus current drops. 
This simulates a high temperature condition to the charge rate regulator which switches 
the charge rate to the trickle charge mode. The unregulated bus shall drop to approximately 
0 . 5  amp (regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp. and trickle charge of approximately 
0.1 amp). The voltage input to the temperature telemetry circuit, which caused the charge 
rate regulator to switch, shall be 6.0 - + 0.4 volts. 
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9.5.3.6.8 Power Limiting 
With a low load on the regulated bus and the batteries in the trickle charge mode, increase 
the input to the unregulated bus to approximately 2 amp. The charge rate shall not increase 
and the unregulated voltage shall not exceed 43 volts indicating the excess current 
(approximately 1.5 amp) is being bypassed by the voltage surge limiter. 
9.5.3.6.9 Battery Voltage Telemetry 
Read the value of the battery telemetry voltage and the battery voltage. The ratio of battery 
voltage to telemetry voltage shall be 6:l - +4 percent. 
9.5.3.6.10 Feedback Amplifier Current Test 
To check adjustment of the load bus voltage regulatorbapply a load of 0.4 - + 0.01 amp on the 
regulated bus and increase the unregulated bus voltage to 38 - + 1 volt. If these values 
cannot be obtained simultaneously, adjust the potentiometer on the load bus voltage regulator 
board until both values are obtained. 
9.5.3.6.11 Cell-to-Casting Leakage 
Measure current from each cell terminal to battery case. Leakage current shall be less 
than 50 microamperes, indicating the absence of an electrical conductive path. 
9.5.3.6.12 Cell Voltage Measurement 
Measure open circuit voltage of each cell. 
9.5.3.7 Electrical Performance Test 
9.5.3.7.1 Regulator Test 
Check the operation of the load bus voltage regulator by measuring the regulated voltage 
with a low load (approximately 0.5 amp) and a high load on the regulated bus. Voltage shall 
be 24.5 - + 0.5 volts in both cases. 
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9 . 5 . 3 . 7 . 2  Charge ate Regulator Test 
Check the operation of the charge rate limiter which limits the maximum battery charge 
current to 1 , 5  a e With a load of approximately 0 . 5  amp on the regu ated bus and an input 
of 2 amp to the unregulated bus, increase the unregulated bus input until the unregulated bus 
voltage is 3 volts higher than the battery voltage. The charge current shall not be greater 
than 1 . 5  amp as indicated by the telemetry output. 
9 .5 .3 .7 .3  High Pressure Test 
Check the operation of the high pressure protection cjrcuitry which causes the charge rate 
limiter to switch the battery charge into a trickle charge ryl-ode when the pressure switch on 
the pressure sensing cell closes due to high pressure. With a load of approximately 0.5 
amp on the regulated bus and an input of approximately 2 amp on the unregulated bus, 
simulate closing of the pressure switch through a test connector by means of an external 
switch. The charge current shall be switched to a trickle charge mode as indicated by the 
charge telemetry output. Upon opening the simulated high pressure switch, the charge 
rate shall return to its normal value as  indicated by the telemetry output. 
NOTE: Flight modules do not contain a high pressure switch although the circuitry is in 
place and a high pressure simulation test can be made. 
9 . 5 . 3 . 7 . 4  High Temperature Test 
Check the operation of the high temperature protection circuitry which switches the battery 
charge irto a trickle charge mode when sensing a high temperature condition. With a load 
of approximately 0 . 5  amp on the regulated bus and an input of approximately 2 amp on the 
unregulated bus, simulate a high temperature telemetry voltage (approximately 6 volts) 
input to the temperature sensing circuitry. The charge current shall be switched to a trickle 
charge mode as indicated by the charge telemetry output. Return the simulated temperature 
input to a normal value and the charge current shall return to normal as indicated by the 
telemetry output. 
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9.5.3.7.5 Low Battery Voltage Test 
Check the operation of the low voltage protection circuitry which switches the battery charge 
into a trickle charge mode when sensing an undervoltage condition. With a load of 
approximately 0.5 amp on the regulated bus and an input of approximately 2 amp on the 
unregulated bus, interrupt the voltage to the battery voltage comparator at the test connector. 
The charge current shall be reduced to the trickle charge mode as indicated by the charge 
telemetry output. Apply voltage to the battery voltage comparator; the charge current 
shall not change. Interrupt the unregulated bus input temporarily. The charge current 
shall return to normal when the bus input is reapplied. 
9.5.3.7.6 Surge Limiter Test 
Check the operation of the voltage surge limiter which bypasses excess unregulated bus 
current not required by loads or charge currents. With no load on the regulated bus and the 
battery in the trickle charge mode from a simulated telemetry input indicating high pressure, 
increase the unregulated bus input from a power supply to 2.0 amp. The trickle charge 
current shall not change as indicated by the telemetry output. 
9.5.3.7.7 Telemetry Circuit Test 
Monitor and print out telemetry voltages after each of the performance tests, once at 150 
cycles during sinusoidal vibration, and at the end of one minute of random vibration. 
Telemetry outputs shall be monitored under charging and discharging conditions. 
9.5.3.8 Short Test 
Discharge each cell individually through a l-ohm resistor to less than 0.02 volt/cell. 
Charge the battery at a rate of 0.5 amp for 5 minutes. Open circuit voltage of the individual 
cells shall be above 1.150 volts/cell for 20 hours. 
9.5.3.9 Discharge o r  Capacity Test 
Discharge a fully charged battery at 2.0 amp until any one cell in the module reaches 
1.150 volts. The capacity shall be greater than 3.2 amp-hours. 
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9.5.3.10 Cell Voltage Monitor 
During vibration exposure, monitor the individual cell voltages on an oscilloscope. 
9.5.3.11 Cell Leak Test 
Visually inspect each cell for electrolyte leakage. Check the cover and ceramic seal for 
leakage using bromothymol blue indicator solution. 
9.5.3.12 Functional Test 
9.5.3.12.1 Auxiliary Regulator Test 
Check the operation of the auxiliary regulator under various loads and input voltages. With 
a high load (approximately 200 milliamperes) on the regulator, apply an input voltage from 
the unregulated bus of 30, 33 and 27 volts. The regulator output voltage shall be 25.0 3 1.0 
volts. 
9.5.3.12.2 Ground Command Test 
Check that the ground command signal from the clock receiver to the regulated bus comparato 
will switch the load bus sensing amplifiers. Apply an increasing simulated ground com- 
mand signal from an external power supply to the regulated bus comparator until the load 
bus sensing amplifiers switch. This shall occur at a signal level less than 12 volts. Re- 
move the simulated ground command signal, noting that the amplifiers do not switch. 
Upon reapplication of the signal, the amplifiers shall again switch and shall remain in 
this position after removal of the command signal. 
9.5.3.12.3 Regulated Bus Comparator Test 
Check that the regulated bus comparator switches the load bus sensing amplifiers when the 
regulated bus voltage goes above the maximum or below the minimum specified voltage level. 
From an external power supply, apply a simulated regulated bus input. Increase the voltage 
until the amplifiers switch - the voltage shall be 26.5 1.0 volts. Reduce the voltage until 
the amplifiers again switch - the voltage shall be 22.5 f 1.0 volts. Increase the voltage to 
24.5 volts - the amplifiers shall remain in the same position. 
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Figure 9-1. Regulated Bus Load Current Profile 
9.5.3.12.4 Telemetry Readout 
Record telemetry output voltages and measured values of the following functions: unregulated 
bus voltage and current, regulated bus voltage and current, and reference voltage of feedback 
amplifiers No. 1 and 2. 
9.5.3.13 Load Sharing Adjustment 
With an unregulated bus input of 30 volts from the solar simulator and a load on the regulated 
bus of approximately 1.0 amp per battery module, adjust the load sharing on each module by 
adjusting the potentiometer in the load bus voltage regulator. Repeat for loads of 1.5 and 
0.63 amp per module. The load adjustment shall be within the following tolerances: 1.5 
amp + 7 percent, 1.0 amp + 1 percent, and 0.63 amp 5 10 percent. - - 
9.5.3.14 Recharge 
Discharge each cell individually through a 1-ohm resistor to less than 0.02 volt/cell. 
Charge at  0.8 amp for 8 hours. If any cell exceeds 1.48 volts, reduce the charge rate by 
one half and double the remaining charge time. 
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9.5.4 BATTERY CELL PERFORNIANCE TEST DESCRIPTION 
The following paragraphs describe the performance tests conducted on prototype cells 
manufactured by General Electric for the Nimbus C program. Table 9-16 shows when the 
following performance tests were conducted in relationship to the environmental exposures. 
9.5.4.1 Open Cell List 
Charge-discharge cycles run on positive and negative plates in flooded open cells prior to 
rolling the plates into cores for cell assembly. This test is performed to condition the 
plates, select for capacity,and adjust the negative to positive charge ratio. 
NOTE: This test along with the tests of Sections 9.5.4.2, 9.5.4.3 and 9.5.4.4 a re  per- 
formed during the manufacturing cycle and may be considered process and inspection tests. 
They a re  included in this section since successful completion of these tests are required 
as part  of qualification and flight acceptance. 
9.5.4.2 Cover Leak Test 
A helium leak test is performed on the cell covers to ensure that no leakage exists at the 
ceramic seal prior t o  assembly in the cell. 
9.5.4.3 Leakage Test 
Each cell shall be subjected to a leakage test to ensure that there is no leakage of 
electrolyte from the cell. Perform a leakage test on each cell in accordance with the 
following procedures: 
a. Check to ensure that cells are discharged and then connect a shorting wire 
between the terminals on each cell. 
b. Wash cells by immersing for 30 seconds in a 1 percent acetic acid solution at 100 to  
llO°F. Rinse cells thoroughly with deionized water (minimum resistance of 300 
kilohms) . Rinse with reagent-grade acetone. 
c. Place cells in an inverted position (terminals down) in a protected area for 
16 to 24 hours. 
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d. 
e. 
f. 
g* 
h. 
i. 
j .  
Prepare a test solution of bromothymol blue indicator by adding 1 cc of 0.04 percent 
bromothymol blue to 200 cc of deionized water. 
By means of a hook attached to the shorting wire, completely immerse each cell 
in the indicator prepared in step d. 
Observe the indicator solution. Any blue discoloration occuring in the solution 
within 15 to 30'seconds indicates a leak, and these cells shall be segregated 
from the cells that have passed. 
Cells that indicate leaks shall be reprocessed through steps b to f, and any cell 
that still indicate leakage shall be rejected. The results of the test for each 
individual cell shall be recorded on the test data sheet and the cell data card. 
Rinse the cells with deionized water and then with athyl alchohol. 
Place each cleaned and rinsed cell back on the wooden rack in the inverted position 
(cell terminals down). Allow the cells to remain Btationary for a minimum of 10 
hours for proper drainage. 
Repeat the leakage test as required until conclusive results a r e  obtained. 
9.5.4.4 Examination 
Each cell shall be examined, measured, or  tested to assure that: 
a. The cell is free from surface defects such as  nicks, dents, scratches, pitting, 
rough spots, o r  tool marks 
b. The cells conform to the requirements of the drawing 
c. The cells meet the weight requirements 
9.5.4.5 Capacity Test 
A l l  capacity tests will be performed on cells which have been previously discharged to a 
value of 0.020 volt or less using a 1 ohm resistor. For each temperature at which the test 
is to be performed, charge the cell as indicated in Table 9-19, and discharge as indicated 
in Table 9-20. A t  the end of each discharge, place a 1 ohm resistor across the terminals 
of the cell to complete the let down to 0.020 volt o r  less. Do not allow the cell polarity to 
reverse. 
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Table 9-19. Cell Charge Profile For Capacity Requirements 
Maximum Terminal 
Voltage During 
Charge 
(volts) 
Temperature Charge Current Charge Time 
(OC) (amperes) 
(minutes) 
Minimum Capacity Requiredon 
Discharge, down to and includ- 
ing all energy, until each cell 
reaches a minimum terminal 
voltage of 1.150 volts 
(ampere-hours) (ampere- 
minutes) 
Discharge Time At 
2.00 Amperes 
(minutes) 
(hours) 
-5 0,800 7.0 
0 0.800 7.0 
+15 0.800 8.0 
+2 5 0.800 8.0 
+4 0 0.800 9.0 
+5 0 0.800 9. 0 
+55 0.800 9.0 
Table 9-20. Cell Capacity Requirements 
1.590 
1.575 
1.500 
1.480 
1.450 
1.430 
1.420 
Temp e rature 
(OC) 
-5 
0 
+15 
+25 
+40 
+50 
+55 
3.50 21 0 105 
3.83 23 0 115 
4.50 27 0 135 
4.50 27 0 135 
3.33 200 100 
2.10 126 63 
1.53 92 46 
540 
NOTES: 1. Ampere-hour requirements are  based on cells charged in accordance 
with Table 9- 19. 
2. Discharge shall be started at 15 - f 1 minutes after the attainment of 
full  charge. 
3, The %ampere constant-current discharge rate shall be the same at all 
temperatures and shall be maintained until cell voltage falls below 
1.150 volts. 
4. After the cell voltage falls below 1.150 volts, the discharge current 
shall be interrupted to prevent cell reversal. 
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9.5.4.6 Short Test 
The test for internal shorts shall start a minimum of 4 hours after the cell has been let 
down to 0.020 volt using a l-ohm resistor. Remove the resistor and record the open circuit 
voltage at l-hour intervals for 4 hours. Charge the cell at a current of 0.50 ampere for 5 
minutes. A f t e r  this charge, record the open-circuit voltage at the end of the nineteenth and 
twentieth hours. The cell shall be rejected: (1) if the voltage fails to rise after re- 
moval of the resistor; (2) if it rises and then falls; (3) if the voltage at the end of the 20- 
hour stand is less than 1.150 volts; or, (4) if the cell otherwise displays a voltage profile 
significantly different from the remainder of the cells in the test group. Connect the 1 ohm 
resistor across the terminals of the cell. 
9.5.4.7 Overcharge Test 
Place the previously discharged cell in the temperature environment specified in Table 9-16. 
Af te r  a minimum soak time of 4 hours, charge the cell at a constant current of 0.80 amp 
for 48 hours at the indicated temperature. Measure and record the cell voltage and pressure 
at 2 hour maximum intervals. Cells which exceed the maximum voltage indicated in Table 
9-20 or  a pressure in excess of 150 psig at 25OC or  higher, o r  200 psig at less than 25OC 
shall be rejected except that during the transitory rise in cell voltage associated with 
attainment of steady-state voltage shall not exceed 1.480 volts. The cell temperature shall 
be carefully measured and shall be within - +2OC of that specified. The cell voltage shall be 
monitored with sufficient frequency that the maximum transitory voltage is recorded. A t  
the completion of each overcharge test, the cells are discharged at a current of 2.0 amp 
until the cell voltage reaches 1.150 volts. The time required for discharge should be re- 
corded. Place a Lohm resistor across the terminals of the cell to complete the discharge 
to 0.020 volt o r  less. 
9.5.4.8 Cell Cycling Test 
Charge the previously let down cell at 0.80 amp 
the cell to the cycling profile indicated in Table 9-21. 
15 days in accordance with the following schedule: 
for 8.0 hours at 25OC. Then, subject 
The cycling program will continue for 
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Day Temperature 
1-2 25OC 
-
3-4 ooc 
5-6 25OC 
7-8 5OoC 
9-15 25OC 
During this cycling program, the end-of-charge cell voltage should not exceed that indicated 
in Table 9-20 for the particular temperature. The end-of-discharge cell voltage should 
remain above 1.15 volts for each temperature. 
9.5.4.9 Internal Resistance 
Internal resistance shall be measured by the following methods: 
a. Charge the cell as indicated in Table 9-19. Discharge for one half an hour at 
2 amperes; then, discharge the cell at a current of 30.0 amperes for 9.0 
seconds, The cell voltage shall not fall below 0.84 volt at 9 seconds, and the 
cell temperature shall not rise more than 15OC as measured at any location on 
the cell structure. Then discharge the cell at a current of 2.0 amperes until 
the terminal voltage is 1.15 volts. 
b. Measure the internal impedance of a fully charged cell at 60 cps. The maximum 
acceptable value is 0.012 ohms. 
9.5.4.10 Charge Retention Test 
Before placing the cell in storage in accordance with the temperature and storage-time 
requirements of Table 9-22,let down the cell to 0.020 volt o r  less and charge the cell as 
specified in Table 9-19 at 25OC. A f t e r  15 days in storage, discharge the cell at a current 
of 2 amperes and a temperature of 25'6 until the cell reaches a minimum terminal voltage 
of 1.150 volts. Then attach a bohm resistor across the cell terminals. The minimum 
acceptable percentage of initial capacity (step 6 of Table 9-16) delivered on discharge to 
1.150 volts at the storage temperature for the number of days in storage shall be in accordance 
with the requirements of Table 9-22. 
_ _  
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Table 9-21. C ell Cycling Requirements 
Storage Temperature 
cot> 
Operating 
Mode 
Fraction of Initial Capacity Delivered on 
Discharge at Storage Temperature Storage Time 
(%I (day S )  
Discharge 
Discharge 
Charge 
Charge 
Charge 
Stand 
25 
38 
Duration Current 
(minutes) (amp e r  es) 
15  85 
1 5  70 
2.2 
32.7 
9.9 
48.9 
5.3 
3.85 
2.25 
1.10 
1.27 
0.705 
1.010 
0 
Elapsed Time 
(minutes: seconds) 
2:12 
34:54 
44.48 
93:42 
99:oo 
102:51 
Table 9- 22. Charge Retention Requirements After Storage 
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9 . 5 . 4 . 1 1  Vibration Test Performance Requirements 
During vibration, random and sinusoidal, each cell shall be discharged at a current of 
approximately 0.350 ampere and the terminal voltage of the string of cells monitored 
throughout the test on an oscilloscope with a minimum resolution of 0 . 2  volt/cm. A string 
of cells is defined as that group of cells up to a maximum of 24 cells being tested on the 
vibration fixture simultaneously. In addition, the total voltage of the group will be con- 
tinuously recorded throughout the entire test, with a permanent record being made with 
an oscillograph or other suitable recording instrument. To be acceptable, no discontinuities 
must be observed on either instrument used during the test. Should irregularities in 
voltage be observed in the string, the faulty cell will be located by selective voltage 
readings and removed from the pack. The defective cell will be rejected and the test 
continued with acceptable cells. 
9 . 5 . 4 . 1 2  Acceleration Test Performance Requirements 
During the acceleration tests the terminal voltage shall be monitored for discontinuities. 
A f t e r  exposure to acceleration, each cell shall be visually examined to determine if i t  
suffered any damage due to the test. 
3 
9 . 5 . 5  SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTION 
Herein i s  described the performance tests conducted on the redesigned solar array drive 
assembly for Nimbus C. Prior to performing the tests a dc torquer motor is connected to the 
shaft of the solar array drive assembly to provide a simulated load on the drive. Table 
9-17 shows when the following performance tests were conducted in relationship to the 
environmental exposures. 
9 . 5 . 5 . 1  Inspection Tests 
9 . 5 . 5 . 1 . 1  Visual Inspection 
The assembly is checked for physical damage, damage to electrical components and con- 
formance to the drawing, 
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9.5.5.1.2 Chassis Grounds 
A VTVM will be used to check for grounds between the solar array drive chassis and leads 
to drive motor and potentiometer. Resistance shall be a minimum of 100 megohms. 
9.5.5.1.3 Insulation Resistance 
Check insulation resistance at 500 vdc between solar array drive housing and leads to drive 
motor and potentiometer. Resistance shall be a minimum of 100 megohms. 
9.5.5.1.4 Potentiometer Resistance 
Check the resistance of each of the four potentiometers containing resistance windings, for 
conformance with the specification, using an impedance bridge. 
9.5.5.2 Functional Tests 
9.5.5.2.1 Starting Voltage 
Determine the control phase voltage required to start the drive motor, under no load, with 
26 and 10 vac rrns fixed phase voltage. With 26 vac rms  applied to the fixed phase, 
slowly increase the control phase voltage until unit begins to drive. Repeat with 10 vac 
rms  applied to the fixed phase. Determine for both clockwise and counterclockwise direction. 
9.5.5.2.2 Clutch Slip Torque 
Measure the torque at  which the clutch slips with 10 vac rms applied to the fixed phase 
and 12 vac rms applied to the control phase of the drive motor. Determine for both the 
clockwise and counterclockwise direction. 
9.5.5.2.3 Speed Versus Voltage 
Determine the speed of the drive with a load of 90 percent of the clutch slip torque and under 
no load. With an input to the potentiometers of 24.5 vdc, 10 vac rms  applied to the fixed 
phase and 12 VAC rms applied to the control phase of the drive motor, set the torque for 
90 percent of the slip value and record the outputs of the potentiometers with the motor 
turning in the counterclockwise direction. When the yaw bias potentiometer reaches the 
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120 degree point, reduce the torque load to zero and allow the motor to complete the 360 
degree turn. The speed calculated from the yaw bias trace shall be a minimum of 12 
degrees-minute under both loads. 
9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 4  Potentiometer Function and Phasing Check 
With no torque load applied, allow the drive to complete one revolution in the clockwise 
direction under and obtain an output trace of each potentiometer. Input to pots and 
motor shall be as in Section 9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 3 .  Check that potentiometer phasing and function 
are in accordance with the specification. 
9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 5  Input Power 
During the test of Section 9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 4  measure input power to each phase of the motor. 
Total power shall be within the specification. 
9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 6  Motor Temperature 
During the test of Section 9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 4  measure the temperature telemetry output of the 
motor and determine temperature from the calibration curve. 
9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 7  Potentiometer Noise Tests 
With a 24.5  vdc input to  the potentiometers and the outputs connected to the noise recorder, 
allow the pots to complete one revolution at normal speed. The noise level over any part 
of the output trace shall not exceed 300 ohms equivalent resistance at room temperature 
and pressure and 100 ohms resistance after 24 hours at 10 -5 mm Hg pressure. 
9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 8  Functional Tests 
Functional tests shall be conducted in accordance with Sections 9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 2  through 9 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 7  
and Section 9 .5 .5 .1 .4 .  
9 . 5 . 5 . 3  Operation 
Run the drive with 10 vac applied to the fixed phase and 12 vac applied to the control 
phase of the motor with the drive under a torque load of 160 + 20 in. -02. This shall be 
run continuously during thermal-vacuum except where functional tests are performed. 
- 
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9.5.6 SLIP FUNG ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTION 
The following describes the performance tests conducted on the slip ring assembly. 
9-18 shows when the following performance tests were conducted in relationship to the 
Table 
environmental exposures. 
9.5.6.1 Functional Tests 
9.5.6.1.1 Visual Inspection 
Component is checked for >physical damage, damage to electrical leads, and conformance 
to the drawing. 
JSI - 
- _  
,’ 
c 
)”“A 9.Jz. 6.1.2 Insulation Resistance 
***e* 
Check insulation resistance at 500 vdc between each lead out wire and the frame with all 
other wires grounded to the frame. Resistance shall be greater than 1000 megohms. 
9.5.6.1.3 Starting Torque 
Using a torque wrench, measure frictional starting torque in the clockwise and counter- 
clockwise direction. It shall not exceed 90 inch-ounces. 
9.5.6.1.4 Contact Resistance 
Measure the resistance from the end of each lead-out wire and its terminal. Subtracting 
the resistance of the lead-outwire gives the resistance across the slip ring. This shall 
not exceed 0.075 ohm for the signal rings and 0.030 ohm for the power rings. 
9.5.6.1.5 Dynamic Noise 
Measure the voltage variation across each ring by means of an oscilloscope while a 
200-milliamp current is flowing through the rings and the rings are rotating at 0.02 rpm. 
The dynamic noise shall not exceed 1 millivolt peak-to-peak. 
9.5.6.1.6 Electrical Continuity 
Check for continuity between slip ring connector pins and terminals using a multimeter. 
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9.5.6.2 Operating Test 
During the thermal-vacuum test, the slip rings shall be rotated at 0.01 to 0.1 rpm while 
carrying a current of 10 amp on the power rings and 1 .0  amp on the signal rings. 
9.5.6.3 Contact Resistance (Operating) 
Measure the voltage drop across each slip ring while rotating with a current of 8 amp on 
the power rings and 100 milliamp and 1.0 amp on the signal rings. 
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SECTION 10 
POWER SYSTEM FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TEST PROGRAM 
10.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section of the report summarizes the flight acceptance test program conducted at the 
Power system level of assembly. (Power system tests at the spacecraft level of assembly 
for spacecraft flight acceptance tests a r e  presented in Section 12.) The hardware items 
tested, the environmental exposures, and the functional tests conducted are described. 
Only the most fundamentally important components of the power system are included in 
this section, a s  follows: 
a. Solar Array Assembly 
b. Storage and Control Subsystem 
e. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
d. Slip Ring Assembly 
10.2 TEST HARDWARE 
All  hardware flown was subjected to flight acceptance tests. The hardware that was used 
for component flight acceptance of the Nimbus C power system selected for coverage in this 
report section is listed below. Consistent with the requirements of Section 8, each item of 
hardware that was flown was flight-accepted in the test program. 
10.2.1 SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY 
0 Complete assembly of solar platforms No. 7 and 10 includes transition sections 
and platform motors and latching mechanisms. 
a. Storage and Control Subsystem 
1. Battery Modules (8) (constructed of battery cells ma.nufactured by the 
General Electric Company) 
2. Electronics Module 
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3. Storage and Control Subsystem (8 batteries and electronics modules connectec 
4. Battery Cells (Manufactured by the General Electric Company) 
10.2.2, SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
10.2.3 SUP RING ASSEMBLY 
10.3 SUMMARY O F  ENVZRONMENTAL TESTS 
10.3.1 GENEK'II, 
A summary of the environmental tests conducted on each of the above hardware items to 
flight accept the power system components involved is presented in Table 10-1. This table 
shows the order in which the tests were conducted (reading from left to right) and shows 
whether the test was done as a subsystem assembly or  as a component. In this table, 
reference is made to the sections of this report containing descriptions of the test require- 
ments that were met. For most components the environmental test requirements of Section 
8 were met and a r e  referenced. 
10.3.2 DISCUSSION 
10.3.2.1 Storage and Control Subsystem Thermal-Vacuum Test 
The thermal-vacuum exposure of the Nimbus C flight subsystem was the same as required 
for sensory ring components by Section 8.12.3, except that the exposure time at each 
temperature level, transition time,and total time of exposure were in accordance with 
Figure 10-1. 
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Table 10-1. Power System Flight Acceptance Tests (For Selected Components) 
C omponent/Assembly 
Solar Array Assembly 
Storage and Control Subsystem 
Battery Modules (8) 
Electronics Module 
Battery Cells 
Solar Array Drive 
Slip Ring Assembly 
n 
50 
45 
25 
0- 
Weight and 
Center of 
Gravity 
U 
12 HR 
Vibration 
Sinusoidal 
8.17.3 
- 
8.12.2 
8.12.2 
10.3.2.2 
8.14.2 
8.14.2 
Random 
8.17.3 
Y 
8.12.2 
8.12.2 
8.12.2 
8.14.2 
8.14.2 
Thermal- 
Vacuum 
8.16.3 
10.3.2.1 
- 
- 
8.14.3 
8.14.3 
LEGEND: 
0 FUNCTIONAL TEST, SECTION 10.5.3.10 
0 ELECTRICAL PERFORMANCE TEST, SECTION 10.5.3.9 a 1ST ORBIT ACQUISITION TEST a 2ND ORBIT ACQUISITION TEST 
@ RESIDUAL CAP TEST AFTER 24 HOURS ORBITING AT 25OC 
Figure 10-1. Storage and Control Subsystem Thermal-Vacuum Environment Performance 
Test Summary 
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10.3.2.2 Battery Cells Sinusoidal Vibration Test 
The hermetically sealed nickel-cadminum storage cell used in the battery module is of 
unique construction and is vital to  the success of the spacecraft operation. It was subjected 
to rigorous testing €hroughout its manufacturing cycle and before assembly in the battery 
module. Because of its importance, the cell is being treated in this report section as a 
separate component. 
Frequency Range 
(CPS) 
5 - 200 
200 - 2000 
The sinusoidal vibration exposure of the Nimbus C flight cells was the same a s  required for 
sensory ring components by Section 8.12.2, except that the exposure time and level was 
a s  follows: 
Acceleration, 0-to-peak (g) 
Thrust Axis Transverse Axes 
7.5 5 
5 5 
Sweep rate: 
Amplitude: 
Acceleration: a s  listed below 
approximately 4 octaves per minute; one sweep, 5 to 2000 cps 
limited to 0.17 inch, single amplitude 
10.4 SUMMARY OF PERFORMANCE TESTS 
10.4.1 SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY 
The performance tests conducted on platforms No. 7 and 10 are  summarized in Tables 
10-2 and 10-3. In these tables, reference is made to the sections of this report containing 
descriptions of the tests. 
10.4.2 BATTERY MODULES 
The performance tests conducted on the battery modules, as a separate component, in 
conjunction with the environmental test program are summarized in Table 10-4. 
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Table 10-2. Solar Array Assembly Platforms No. 7 and 10 Vibration Flight 
Acceptance Tests 
Telemetry 
Measurements 
Continuity 
Deployment 
Illumination 
Telemetry 
Measurements 
10.5.2.4 10.5.2.4 10.5.2.4 
Vi brat ion 
10.5.2.3 10.5.2.3 
10.5.2.4 10.5.2.4 
Table 10-3. Solar Array Assembly Platforms No. 7 and 10 Thermal-Vacuum 
Acceptance Tests 
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10.4 .3  ELECTRONICS MODULE 
The performance tests conducted on the electronics module, a s  a separate component, in 
conjunction with the environmental test program are summarized in Table 10-5. 
10 .4 .4  STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The performance tests conducted on the battery modules and electronics module connected 
a s  a subsystem in conjunction with the environmental test program are summarized in 
Table 10-6. Figure 10-1 defines the portions of the thermal-vacuum temperature profile 
when the various performance tests were  run. 
10 .4 .5  BATTERY CELLS 
The performance tests conducted on the battery cells in conjunction with the environmental 
test program a re  summarized in Tables 10-7 and 10-8. Flight acceptance tests were Per- 
formed by both the vendor (Table 10-7) and the purchaser (Table 10-8). 
10 .4 .6  SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSEMBLY 
The performance tests conducted on the solar array drive assembly in conjunction with the 
environmental test program are summarized in Tables 10-9 and 10-10. 
10.4.7 SLIP RING ASSEMBLY 
The performance tests conducted on the slip ring assembly in conjunction with the environ- 
mental test program are summarized in Tables 10-11 and 10-12. 
10.5 PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
10 .5 .1  INTRODUCTION 
A brief description of the performance tests performed during the flight acceptance test 
programs are given as follows. Tables 10-2 through 10-12 show when these tests were 
conducted in relationship to the environmental exposures. 
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I 
1 
4 
In 
0 
rl 
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Table 10-6. Storage and Control Subsystem Thermal-Vacuum Flight Acceptance Tests 
Test 
Load Sharing Adjustment 
Electrical Performance 
Functional Test 
First Orbit Acquisition Test 
Normal Orbit Test 
- 
Thermal- Vac uwn 
Pre During Post 
10.5.3.16 
10.5.3.9 10.5.3.9 10.5.3.9 
10.5.3.10 10.5.3.10 
10.5.3.11 
10.5.3.12 
Second Orbit Acquisition Test 
Residual Capacity Test 
10.5.3.13 
10.5.3.14 
Table 10-7. Test Sequence for Flight Battery Storage Cells (Performed by Vendor) 
Cell Leak Test 
Telemetry Calibration 
Discharge or Capacity Test 
Discharge or Capacity Test 
Recharge 
Short Test 
Step 
10.5.3.8 
10.5.3.5 
10.5.3.2 
10.5.3.1 
10.5.3.2 
10.5.3.3 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Test 
Open Cell Test 
Cover Leak 
Leakage 
Examination 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Overcharge 
Vibration 
Capacity 
Shorts 
Internal 
Resistance 
Leakage 
Temperature 
25EC 
25 C 
2 5:C 
25 C 
25OC 
50 3 
o c  
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
~~ 
Pressure 
Indicator 
~~ ~ 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Gauge 
Gauge 
Gauge 
Gauge 
None 
None 
None 
None 
None 
Test Method 
Section 
10.5,4.1 
10.. .2 
10.5.4.3 
10.5.4.4 
10.5.4.5 
10.5.4.5 
10.5.4.5 
10.5.4.6 
10.5.4.7 
10.5.4.5 
10.5.4.8 
10.5.4.9 
10.5.4.3 
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Table 10- 8. Test Sequence for Flight Battery Storage Cells (Performed by Purchaser) 
Test 
Inspection Tests 
Functional Tests 
Step 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Vibration 
Pre Post 
10.5.5.1 10.5.5.1 
10.5.5.2 10.5.5.2 
Test 
Documentation Review 
Examination 
Leakage 
Initial Capacity 
Cycling 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Capacity 
Short Circuit 
Cel l  Selection 
Inspection Tests 
Functional Tests 
Temperature 
~~ 
10.5.5.1 
10.5.5.2 
. 
2 5OC 
2 5°C 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
2 5OC 
5OoC 
ooc 
25OC 
2 5OC 
Test Method 
Section 
10.5.4.10 
10.5.4.4 
10.5.4.3 
10.5.4.11 
10.5.4.12 
10.5.4.11 
10.5.4.11 
10.5.4.11 
10.5.4.8 
10.5.2.13 
Table 10-9. 
Table 10- 10. Solar Array Drive Assembly Thermal-Vacuum Flight Acceptance Tests 
Thermal- Vac uum 
During 
10 -10 
I Functional Tests I 10.5.5.3 I I 
I Operation I 10.5.5.4 I 1 
I 10.5.5.5 I Alignment I I Solar Array Drive 
Table 10-11. Slip Ring Assembly Vibration Flight Acceptance Tests 
Pre During 
I I Test Vibration I 
Post 
Functional Test 10 .5 .6 .1  1 0 . 5 . 6 . 1  
Contact Resistance 10 .5 .6 .3  10 .5 .6 .3  
I Functional Test I I I 10.7.3.11 
I Operating Test I I 10.5 .6 .2  I 1 
10.5 .2  SOLAR ARRAY ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
Tables 10-2 and 10-3 show when the following tests were conducted in relationship to the 
environmental exposure. 
10 .5 .2 .1  Continuity Test 
This test determines the electrical continuity of each board on the solar cell platform and 
checks for shorts between the solar cells or connections and the skin of the platform. 
For the shorbtolskin test, an external power supply is connected to  the negative and positive 
terminals of the board being tested with the negative connection made at a point between 
the blocking diodes and the solar cells under test. A connection is made from the positive terminal 
of the power supply to the skin. Slowly increase the voltage on the power supply until the 
current in the lead connected to  the skin reaches 20 milliamps or the voltage reaches 36.5  
volts. Record voltage and current and analyze for indication of possible shorts. 
For the continuity test, an external power supply is connected to  the positive and negative 
terminals of the board to  be tested. The supply is adjusted to give a current of 1.0 amp 
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for boards containing 10 cell modules and 0.6 amp for boards containing 6 cell modules. 
If no current flows, o r  if the required current cannot be obtained at a voltage of less than 
70 volts, it indicates that the board is open o r  contains excessively high resietance. 
10.5.2.2 Deployment 
This test determines the ability of the deployment mechanism to open and latch the platforms 
from a folded position within the specified time. 
With the platforms in the folded position, the drive motors are energized from a power 
supply not exceeding 24 volts. The time required to  travel from the folded to the deployed 
position is measured to ascertain that it does not exceed a maximum of 30 seconds. Voltage 
and current supplied to the drive motor are monitored to cietermine if the platforms open 
smoothly with no more than small variations of torque applied by the motor. 
The platform drive motor contains two windings for redundancy. Both windings are checked 
separately and together during the deployment tests. 
10.5.2.3 Illumination 
This test measures the output of the solar cell boards when illuminated with a simulated 
solar source (tungsten and xenon lamps) to determine if degradation has occurred due to 
environmental exposure. 
The solar simulator, which simulates the solar source, is used to illuminate each board on 
the solar cell platform. Various loads are applied to the output from the boards and the 
voltage and current are measured in order to  construct a I-V curve for each board. 
The I-V curves are compared to determine if degradation has occurred, 
10.5.2.4 Telemetry Measurement 
Each platform contains telemetry circuits to measure the temperature and the voltage of two 
boards on each platform (Boards G and M on the right platform o r  platform No. 10 and A 
and F on the left platform o r  platform No. 7). 
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During each illumination test, the telemetry output measurements were compared with 
the measured values of voltage and temperature. 
During the thermal-vacuum test, the temperature telemetry output measurement was 
compared with the measured value obtained from thermocouples mounted on the platforms. 
Telemetry measurements on platform No. 10  read consistently about 5 C lower than 
temperatures recorded by the thermocouples. The telemetry was recalibrated by placing 
four thermocouples in the area of the temperature sensor and heating this area by means 
of spot lamps. Readings were  taken of the telemetry output and thermocouples at 
approximately 10 C intervals. The temperature was allowed to stabilize at each interval 
until the thermocouples read within l0C of each other. 
0 
0 
10.5.3 STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
The modules were individually tested by connecting the module to the test equipment via a 
special test harness. With this equipment, it was possible to simulate various loads on 
the regulated bus, various voltage inputs to the unregulated bus, various values of 
battery voltages and telemetry inputs. The test equipment contained a power supply, pro- 
visions for directly reading currents and voltages, and provisions for reading the outputs 
of the telemetry functions. 
Testing of the subsystem was performed in a similar manner, except a subsystem test 
harness was used in conjunction with the ground checkout equipment. This equipment 
contained a solar I-V simulator, orbit profile programmer, means of simulating various 
inputs to test all functions of the subsystem, direct measurements of voltages, currents, 
and telemetry readouts of the various functions. By means of the test equipment,it was 
possible to simulate all conditions the subsystem might encounter and check for proper 
operation under these conditions. 
Tables 10-4 through 10-6 show when the following performance tests were conducted in 
relationship to the environmental exposures. The performance tests described in Sections 
10.5.3.1 through 10.5.3.8 were run on the battery modules as separate components. Tests 
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on the electronics module as a separate component is covered in Section 10.5.3.15. 
Sections 10.5.3.1 through 10.5 .3 .3 ,  10.5.3.5,  10 .5 .3 .9  through 10 .5 .3 .14  and 10.5 .3 .16  
describe the performance tests conducted on the battery and electronics modules connected 
as a subsystem. 
10.5.3.1 Short Test 
Discharge each cell individually through a 1-ohm resistor to less than 0.02 volt/cell. 
Charge the battery at a rate of 0 .5  amp for 5 minutes. Open circuit voltage of the individual 
cells shall be above 1.150 volts/cell for 20 hours. 
10.5 .3 .2  Discharge or Capacity Test 
Discharge a fully charged battery at 2 . 0  amp until any one cell in the module reaches 1.150 
volts. The capacity shall be greater than 3 . 2  amp hours, 
10.5 .3 .3  Recharge 
Discharge each cell individually through a 1-ohm resistor to less than 0.02 volt/cell. 
Charge at 0 .8  amp for 8 hours. If any cell exceeds 1.48  volts, reduce the charge rate by 
one half and double the remaining charge time. 
10.5 .3 .4  Electrical Performance Test 
10.5 .3 .4 .1  Battery Discharge Test 
With no unregulated bus input, apply a load on the regulated bus of 1.25,  0 . 4  and 2 . 2  amp. 
Check regulated voltage, battery voltage, and discharge current telemetry output under 
these loads. 
10.5 .3 .4 .2  Battery Charge Test 
With a load of 2.2  amp on the regulated bus and with an unregulated bus input 3 volts 
higher than the battery voltage, the unregulated bus current shall be 3.95 - + 0 . 4  amp, 
indicating the charge rate limiter is limiting the maximum charge current to approximately 
1 . 5  amp. Reduce the regulated bus load to approximately 0 . 4  amp and the unregulated bus 
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input to a value which indicates a charge current of approximately 0.6 amp on the telemetry 
output. The unregulated bus current shall be approximately 1.0 amp (sum of load current 
and charge current). 
10 .5 .3 .4 .3  Charge Rate Regulation 
With a regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp and an unregulated bus input of 
approximately 1.0 amp, apply a signal to the charge rate regulator from an external source 
which will cause the regulator to' switch the charge to the trickle charge mode. The un- 
regulated bus current shall drop by approximately 0 .5  amp (charge current of 0 .6  amp less 
trickle charge current of approximately 0 . 1  amp.) 
10 .5 .3 .4 .4  Cutoff Circuitry Check 
With a regulated bus load of approximately 0 .4  amp and an unregulated bus voltage 3 volts 
higher than the battery voltage (unregulated bus current approximately 2 amp), which indicates 
a charge current of approximately 1 . 5  amp, apply a signal to the charge rate regulator from 
an external source which will cause the regulator to switch the charge to the trickle charge 
mode. The unregulated bus current shall drop by approximately 1.4 amp (charge current 
of 1 . 5  amp less trickle charge current of approximately 0.1 amp.) 
10 .5 .3 .4 .5  Low Battery Voltage Cutoff 
With un unregulated bus current of approximately 0 . 5  amp (regulated bus load of 
approximately 0.4 amp and trickle charge of approximately 0 . 1  amp)stemporarily remove 
the power to  the unregulated bus. Upon resumption of power to the unregulated bus, the 
charge rate regulator shall switch from the trickle charge mode to the normal charge mode 
as indicated by an increase in unregulated bus current to approximately 2 amp (charge 
current approximately 1 . 5  amp and regulated bus load approximately 0 . 4  amp.) 
10.5 .3 .4 .6  High Pressure Cutoff 
The battery contains one cell with a pressure switch whichlupon sensing a high pressure) 
would trip and generate a telemetry signal. This would feed into the charge rate limiter 
and switch the battery into the trickle charge mode. With a low load on the regulated bus 
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and a unregulated bus input 3 volts higher than the battery voltage (unregulated bus current 
approximately 2 amp),apply a simulated telemetry signal from an external source to  the 
pressure telemetry test point indicating closure of the pressure switch. The charge rate 
regulator shall trip to the trickle charge mode a s  indicated by a charge current of 
approximately 0.08 amp. Upon removal of the signal, the charge rate shall return to its 
normal value. 
NOTE: The pressure switch was contained in the modules used for qualification and prototype 
testing, but was not used in the flight modules although the pressure sensing circuitry was 
not removed. 
10.5.3.4.7 High Temperature Cutoff 
With a regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp and an unregulated bus current of 
approximately 2 amp from an external power supply, slowly apply an increasing voltage 
signal through the temperature telemetry circuit until the unregulated bus current drops. 
This simulates a high temperature condition to the charge rate regulator which switches 
the charge rate to the trickle charge mode. The unregulated bus shall drop to approximately 
0.5 amp (regulated bus load of approximately 0.4 amp and trickle charge of approximately 
0.1 amp). The voltage input to the temperature telemetry circuit, which caused the charge 
rate regulator to switch, shall be 6.0 - + 0.4 volts. 
10.5.3.4.8 Power Limiting 
With a low load on the regulated bus and the batteries in the trickle charge mode, increase 
the input to the unregulated bus to approximately 2 amp. The charge rate should not increase 
and the unregulated voltage shall not exceed 43 volts indicating the excess current 
(approximately 1.5 amp) is being bypassed by the voltage surge limiter. 
10.5.3.4.9 Battery Voltage Telemetry 
Read the value of the battery telemetry voltage and the battery voltage. The ratio of battery 
voltage to  telemetry voltage shall be 6:l - + 4 percent. 
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10.5.3.4.10 Feedback Amplifier Current Test 
To check adjustment of the load bus voltage regulator, apply a load of 0.4 - + 0.01  amp on 
the regulated bus and increase the unregulated bus voltage to 38 2 1 volts. If these values 
cannot be obtained simultaneously, adjust the potentiometer on *e load bus voltage 
regulator board until both values are obtained. 
10.5 .3 .4 .11  Cell-to-Casting Leakage 
Measure current from each cell terminal to battery case. Leakage current shall be less 
than 50 microamperes indicating the absence of an electrical conductive path. 
10.5 .3 .4 .12  Cell Voltage Measurement 
Measure openeircuit voltage of each cell. 
10 .5 .3 .5  Telemetry Calibration 
The telemetry calibration is performed at environmental test temperatures of 10, 25 and 
45OC. Before performing the ca1ibratian)the battery voltage comparator board shall be 
removed from the battery module. 
10 .5 .3 .5 .1  Battery Discharge Telemetry Calibration 
With the battery disconnected from the test circuit, apply a power source through test 
points to the battery bus. Adjust the load on the regulated bus to simulate various discharge 
currents and record values of current and telemetry voltages. Cover the range from 3.0 
amp to 0.4 amp in 0 .2  amp steps at an input voltage of 34 volts and 28 volts, respectively. 
10.5 .3 .5 .2  Battery Charge Telemetry Calibration 
With the battery disconnected from the test circuit,apply a power source to the unregulated 
bus. Apply a load to the battery bus through test points to simulate various charge 
currents. Record charge currents and values of telemetry voltages. Cover the range 
from 1.4 to 0 . 4  amp in 0 . 2  amp steps at an input voltage of 34 volts and 28 volts, respectively. 
10 .5 .3 .5 .3  Battery Voltage Telemetry Calibration 
Record battery voltage and telemetry voltage associated with the battery voltage. 
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10.5.3.5.4 Battery Temperature Telemetry Calibration 
Mount a thermocouple on cell No. 5 of the battery module. Apply an input from a power 
supply to the unregulated bus until the battery voltage indicates 30 volts, Record temperature 
a s  read on the thermocouple and telemetry voltage associated with that temperature. 
Repeat at temperatures of 10, 25, 35, 45 and 5OoC. 
10.5.3.6 Electrical Perfarmance Test 
10 .5 .3 .6 .1  Regulator Test 
Check operation of load bus voltage regulator by measuring regulated voltage with a low 
load (approximately 0 . 5  amp) and a high load on the regulated bus. Voltage shall be 2 4 . 5  
- + 0 . 5  volts in both cases. 
10.5.3.6.2 Charge Rate Regulator Test 
Check operation of the charge rate limiter which limits the maximum battery charge current 
to 1 . 5  amp. With a load of approximately 0 . 5  amp on the regulated bus and an input of 2 amp 
to the unregulated bus, increase the unregulated bus input until the unregulated bus voltage 
is 3 volts higher than the battery voltage. The charge current shall not be greater than 1 . 5  
amp as  indicated by the telemetry output. 
10 .5 .3 .6 .3  High Pressure Test 
Check operation of the high pressure protection circuitry which causes the charge rate 
limiter to switch the battery charge into a trickle charge mode when the pressure switch 
on the pressure sensing cell closes due to high pressure. With a load of approximately 
0 .5  amp on the regulated bus and an input of approximately 2 amp on the unregulated bus, 
simulate closing of the pressure switch through a test connector by means of an external 
switch. The charge current shall be switched to a trickle charge mode as indicated by the 
charge telemetry output. Upon opening the simulated high pressure switch, the charge rate 
shall return to its normal value as indicated by the telemetry output. 
NOTE: Flight modules do not contain a high pressure switch although the circuitry is in 
place and a high pressure simulation test can be made. 
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10.5 .3 .6 .4  High Temperature Test 
Check operation of the high temperature protection circuitry, which switches the battery 
charge into a trickle charge mode when sensing a high temperature condition. With a load 
of approximately 0 .5  amp on the regulated bus and an input of approximately 2 amp on the 
unregulated bus, simulate a high temperature telemetry voltage (approximately 6 volts) 
input to the temperature-sensing circuitry. The charge current shall be switched to  a 
trickle charge mode as indicated by the charge telemetry output. Return the simulated 
temperature input to a normal value, and the charge current shall return to normal as 
indicated by the telemetry output. 
10.5 .3 .6 .5  Low Battery VoltageTest 
Check operation of the low voltage protection circuitry, which switches the battery charge 
into a trickle charge mode when sensing an undervoltage condition. With a load of 
approximately 0.5 amp on the regulated bus and an input of approximately 2 amp on the 
unregulated bus, interrupt the voltage to  the battery voltage comparator at the test 
connector. The charge current shall be reduced to the trickle charge mode as indicated 
by the charge telemetry output. Apply voltage to the battery voltage comparator; the charge 
current shall not change, Interrupt the unregulated bus input temporarily. The charge 
current shall return to normal when the bus input is reapplied. 
10 .5 .3 .6 .6  Surge Limiter Test 
Check operation of voltage surge limiter which bypasses excess unregulated bus current 
not required by loads or charge currents. With no load on the regulated bus and the battery 
in the trickle charge mode from a simulated telemetry input indicating high pressure, 
increase the unregulated bus input from a power supply to 2.0 amp. The trickle charge 
current shall not change, as indicated by the telemetry output. 
10 .5 .3 .6 .7  Telemetry Circuit Test 
Monitor and print out telemetry voltages after each of the performance tests and once at 
150 cycles during sinusoidal vibration and at the end of 1 minute of random vibration. 
Telemetry outputs shall be monitored under charging and discharging conditions. 
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10.5 .3 .7  Cell Voltage Monitor 
During vibration exposure, monitor the individual cell voltages on an oscilloscope. 
10.5 .3 .8  Cell Leak Test 
Visually inspect each cell for electrolyte leakage. Check the cover and ceramic seal for 
leakage by using bromothymol blue indicator solution. 
10.5 .3 .9  Electrical Performnce Test 
10.5 .3 .9 .1  Ground Command and Load Bus Sensing Amplifier 
Check that a ground command signal from the clock receiver to the regulated bus comparator 
will switch load bus sensing amplifier and that the amplifiers will maintain the regulated 
bus voltage within specification. With an input to the unregulated bus of 30 volts and a load 
on the regulated bus of approximately 3 . 2  amp, apply an increasing simulated ground com- 
mand signal from an external power supply to the regulated bus comparator until the load 
bus sensing amplifiers switch. This shall occur at a signal level less than 1 2  volts (ap- 
proximately 9 volts). Remove the simulated ground command signal; the amplifiers shall 
not switch. The regulated bus voltage shall be 24.5 f 0 . 5  volts throughout the test. 
10.5 .3 .9 .2  Regulation and Load-Sharing Test 
Check operation of load bus voltage regulator to maintain regulated bus voltage and load- 
sharing under varying unregulated bus voltages and regulated bus loads. With an unregulated 
bus input of 36 volts and a regulated bus load of 10 amp, the load sharing of each battery 
module shall be within - +20 percent of the average current. With an unregulated bus input 
of 30 volts, a regulated bus load of 1 0  amp, and one battery module switched off the line, 
the load sharing of each battery shall be within - +20 percent of the average current. With 
a regulated bus load change from 10 amp to 3.2 amp or  a change of the unregulated bus from 36 
volts to 30 volts, the regulated bus voltage shall not change by more than *O. 1 volt. 
By means of a simulated ground command input to the regulated bus comparator, switch 
load bus sensing amplifiers. Repeat the above tests using the standby amplifier. 
same requiremeplts of load sharing and bus voltage shall be met. 
The 
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10.5.3.9.3 I Transient Response 
Check transient response of regulated bus when load is switched on and off the regulated 
bus. With an unregulated bus input of 30 volts and a regulated bus load of 5 amp and 7 amp, 
the regulated bus voltage shall return to  24.5 - +O. 5 volts within 100 microseconds when 
each load is switched on and off. An oscilloscope adjusted to  obtain 0.5 volt/cm and time 
base to display two cycles of the waveform shall be used to measure the response. By 
means of a simulated ground command input to the regulated bus comparator, switch load 
bus sensing amplifiers. Repeat the above test using the standby amplifier. 
10.5.3.9.4 Ground Command Test 
Check that a ground command signal to the regulated bus comparator will switch load bus 
sensing amplifier. With an unregulated bus input of approximately 30 volts and a regulated 
bus load of aPProximatelY 5 amp, apply a fully simulated ground command signal from an 
external power supply to the regulated bus comparator. The load bus sensing amplifiers 
shall switch. Remove the simulated ground command signal. The amplifiers shall stay 
in the same position. Upon reapplication of the simulated ground command signal, the 
amplifiers shall switch and stay in this position upon removal of the signal. 
10.5.3.9.5 Test of Regulated Bus Comparator 
Check that the regulated bus comparator switches the load bus sensing amplifiers when 
the regulated bus voltage falls out of specification. With an unregulated bus input of approximately 
30 volts and a regulated bus load of approximately 5 amp, simulate a regulated bus input, 
from an external power supply, to the regulated bus comparator. Slowly decrease the 
voltage from the 24.5 volts nominal until the load bus sensing amplifiers switch. The 
switching point shall be between 21.5 and 23.5 volts. When the voltage is increased to 
24.5 - +O. 5 volts, the amplifiers shall remain in the same position. Increase the voltage 
until the amplifiers again switch. The switching point shall be between 25.5 and 27.5 volts. 
Decrease the voltage to 24.5 - + 0.5. The amplifiers shall not change position. 
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10.5.3.9.6 Auxiliary Regulator 
Check that the auxiliary regulator maintains the auxiliary regulator output voltage within 
specification for high-load and low-load conditions. With an unregulated bus input of 
approximately 30 volts and a regulated bus load of approximately 5 amp, apply a low load 
(approximately 60 ma) and a high load (approximately 100 ma) to the output of the auxiliary 
regulator. The voltage shall be within 24.0 to 26.0 volts under both loads. 
10.5.3.9.7 High Pressure Simulation Test 
Check that closure of the pressure switch contained on one of the cells in the battery module 
will cause the charge rate limiter to switch the battery charge rate to a trickle charge 
mode. With no load on the regulated bus and an unregulated bus input of approximately 
9.6 amp (charge rate of 1.2 amp/battery), simulate closing of the pressure switch in all 
battery modules by means of an external switch. 
The charge rate shall switch to a trickle charge as indicated by the charge telemetry. 
Upon removal of the simulated switch closing, the charge rate shall return to normal. 
10.5.3.9.8 High Temperature Simulation Test 
Check that a telemetry input to the charge rate limiter indicating an out-of-specification 
high temperature condition on the battery will cause the charge rate limiter to switch the 
battery charge rate to a trickle charge mode. With no load on the regulated bus and a 
unregulated bus input of approximately 9.6 amp (charge rate of 1,2 amp,’battery), apply a 
simulated high temperature telemetry voltage input from an external power supply to the 
battery temperature sensor circuitry of each battery module. The charge rate shall switch 
to  a trickle charge as indicated by the charge telemetry. Upon removal of the simulated 
high temperature input, the charge rate shall return to normal. 
10.5.3.9.9 Low Battery Voltage Simulation Test 
Check that a battery voltage input (which is below minimum) to the battery voltage 
comparator will cause the charge rate limiter to switch to the trickle charge mode and stay 
in this mode until the battery voltage returns to normal and the unregulated bus voltage goes 
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to zero and returns to a normal value. With no load on the regulated bus and a unregulated 
bus input of approximately 9.6 amp (charge rate of 1.2 amp/battery), apply a simulated 
low battery voltage from an external power supply to the battery voltage comparator. 
The charge rate shall switch to a trickle charge mode. Return the normal battery voltage 
input to the battery voltage comparator. The charge shall remain in the trickle charge 
mode. Remove the unregulated bus input. When the unregulated bus input is returned, 
the charge rate shall switch to normal. 
10.5.3.9.10 Surge Limiter Operational Test 
Check operation of voltage surge limiter which is located in each module and which bypasses 
excess unregulated bus current not required by loads or charge currents. With no load 
on the regulated bus, the batteries in the trickle charge mode from a simulated telemetry 
input indicating high pressure, and all battery modules except one switched out of the test 
circuit; apply an increasing voltage to the unregulated bus. A s  the voltage approaches 
40 - +3 volts, the current shall increase greatly but not exceed 2.0 amp. Repeat test on 
each battery module, with the other modules switched out of the test circuit. 
10.5.3.10 Functional Test 
Figure 10-1 shows the points on the thermal-vacuum temperature profile when the following 
tests are performed. 
10.5.3.10.1 Ground Command Test 
See Section 10.5.3.9.4 
10.5.3.10.2 Test of Regulated Bus Comparator 
See Section 10.5.3.9.5 
10.5.3.10.3 Auxiliary Regulator Test 
See Section 10.5.3.9.6 
10.5.3.10.4 High Pressure Simulation Test 
See Section 10.5.3.9.7 
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,lo. 5.3.10.5 High Temperautre Simulation Test 
See Section 10.5.3.9.8 
10.5.3.10.6 Low Battery Voltage Simulation Test 
See Section 10.5.3.9.9 
10.5.3.10.7 Surge Limiter Operation Test 
See Section 10.5.3.9.10 
10.5.3.10.8 Telemetry Run 
Check operation of all telemetry channels. 
10.5.3.11 First-Orbit Acquisition Test 
This sequence consists of a series of power profiles to simulate prelaunch, launch, and 
activation of the various spacecraft systems during the first six orbits. It is based on solar 
acquisition on the first orbit. Figure 10-1 shows the portions of the thermal-vacuum 
temperature profile when this test is performed. 
10.5.3.12 Normal Orbit Test 
The power profile used in this test simulates normal orbiting conditions. Normal orbits 
a r e  performed throughout the thermal-vacuum exposure except when acquisition orbits or 
functional tests are specified as shown in Figure 10-1. 
10.5.3.13 Second Orbit Acquisition Test 
This sequence consists of a series of power profiles similar to the first-orbit acquisition 
test of Section 10.5.3.11, except it is based on solar acquisition on the second orbit. 
Figure 10-1 shows the portions of the thermal-vacuum temperature profile when this test 
is performed. 
10.5.3.14 Residual Capacity Test 
This test is designed to determine the capacity remaining in each battery module at the 
conclusion of the thermal-vacuum test as shown in Figure 10-1. Discharge the subsystem 
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at a load of 1 amp per battery module until a voltage of 27 volts is reached on any module. 
The test is then continued with that module removed, and subsequent modules a r e  removed 
when theyreach 27 volts. 
10.5 .3 .15  Functional Test 
10.5 .3 .15 .1  Auxiliary Regulator Test 
Check the operation of auxiliary regulator under various loads and input voltages. With a 
high load (approximately 200 ma) on the regulator, apply an input voltage from the unregulated 
bus of 30, 33, and 27 volts. The regulator output voltage shall be 25.0 - + l .  0 volts. 
10.5.3.15.2 Ground Command Test 
Check that the ground command signal from the clock receiver to the regulated bus com- 
parator will switch load bus sensing amplifiers. Apply an increasing simulated ground 
command signal from an external power supply to the regulated bus comparator until the 
load bus sensing amplifiers switch. This shall occur at a signal level less than 12 volts. 
Remove the simulated ground command signal., The amplifiers shall not switch. Upon 
reapplication of the signal, the amplifiers shall again switch and shall remain in this 
position after removal of the command signal. 
10.5 .3 .15 .3  Regulated Bus Comparator Test 
Check that the regulated bus comparator switches the load bus sensing amplifiers when the 
regulated bus voltage falls above the maximum or below the minimum specified voltage 
level. From an external power supply, apply a simulated regulated bus input. Increase 
the voltage until the amplifiers switch. The voltage shall be 26.5 -t 1 . 0  volts. Reduce the 
voltage until the amplifiers again switch. The voltage shall be 22.5 - + l .  0 volts. Increase 
the voltage to 24.5 volts. The amplifiers shall remain in the same position. 
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10.5.3.15.4 Telemetry Readout 
Record telemetry output voltages and measured values of the following functions: unregulated 
bus voltage and current, regulated bus voltage and current, and reference voltage of 
feedback amplifiers 1 and 2. 
10.5.3.16 Load-Sharing Adjustment 
With an unregulated bus input of 30 volts from the solar simulator and a load on the regulated 
bus of approximately 1.0 amp per battery module, adjust the load sharing on each module 
by adjusting the potentiometer in the load bus voltage regulator. Repeat for loads of 1.5 
and 0.63 amp per module. The load adjustment shall be within the following tolerances: 
1.5 amp - +7 percent, 1.0 amp - el percent, and 0.63 amp - +10 percent. 
10.5.4 BATTERY CELL PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
The following sections describe the performance tests conducted on flight cells manufactured 
by General Electric for the Nimbus C program. Tables 10-7 and 10-8 show when the 
following performance tests were conducted in relationship to the environmental exposures. 
10.5.4.1 Open Cell Test 
Charge-discharge cycles run on positive and negative plates in flooded open cells prior to 
the plates being rolled into cores for cell assembly. This test is performed to condition the 
plates, select for capacity, and adjust negative-to-positive charge ratio. 
NOTE: This test, along with the tests of Sections 10.5.4.2, 10.5.4.3, and 
10.5.4.4, a r e  performed during the manufacturing cycle and may 
be considered process and inspection tests. They are included in 
this section, since successful completion of these tests are required 
as part of qualification and flight acceptance. 
10.5.4.2 Cover Leak Test 
A heliumleak test is to be performed on the’cell covers to  assure no leakage exists at the 
ceramic seal prior to assembly in the cell. 
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10 .5 .4 .3  Leakage Test 
Each cell shall be subjected to a leakage test to assure there is no leakage of electrolyte 
from the cell. Perform a leakage test on each cell in accordance with the following 
procedures : 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
g. 
h. 
i. 
j. 
Check to ensure that cells are discharged and then connect a shorting wi re  between 
the terminals on each cell. 
Wash cell8 by immersing for 30 seconds in a 1 percent acetic acid solution at  
100 to 110 F. Rinse cells thoroughly with deionized water (minimum resistance 
of 300 kilohms) Rinse with reagent-grade acetone. 
Place cells in an inverted position (terminals down) in a protected area for 1 6  to 
24 hours, 
Prepare a test solution of bromothymol blue indicator by adding 1 cc of 0.04 percent 
bromothymol blue to 200 cc of deionized water. 
By means of a hook attached to the shorting wire, completely immerse each cell 
in the indicator prepared in step d. 
Observe the indicator solution. Any blue discoloration occurring in the solution 
within 15 to 30 seconds indicates a leak, and these cells shall be segregated 
from the cells that have passed. 
Cells that indicate leaks shall be reprocessed through steps b to f, and any cell 
that still indicates leakage shall be rejected. The results of the test for each 
individual cell shall be recorded on the test data sheet and the cell data card. 
Rinse the cells with deionized water and then with ethyl alcohd. 
Place each cleaned and rinsed cell back on the wooden rack in the inverted position 
(cell terminals down). Allow the cells to remain stationary for a minimum of 10 
hours for proper drainage. 
Repeat the leakage test a s  required until conclusive results are obtained. 
10.5 .4 .4  Examination 
Each cell shall be examined, measured, or tested to assure that: 
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a. The cell is free from surface defects such as nicks, dents, scratches, pitting, 
rough spots, or tool marks 
b. The cells conform to the requirements of the drawing 
c. The cells meet the weight requirements 
10.5.4.5 Capacity Test 
All  capacity tests shall be performed on cells which have been previously discharged to  a 
value of 0.020 volt o r  less using a 1-ohm resistor. For each temperature at which the test 
is to be performed, charge the cell as  indicated in Table 10-13 and discharge as indicated 
in Table 10-14. 
A t  the end of each discharge, place a 1-ohm resistor across the terminals of the cell to 
complete the letdown to 0.020 volt or less. Do not allow the cell polarity to reverse. 
10.5.4.6 Overcharge Test 
Place the previously discharged cell in a temperature environment of 25 C. After a minimum 
soak time of 4 hours, charge the cell at a constant current of 0.80 ampere for 48 hours 
at 25 C , Measure and record the cell voltage and pressure at 2-hour maximum intervals. 
Cells which exceed the maximum voltage indicated in Table 10-14 or a pressure in excess 
of 150 psig at 25 C shall be rejected, except that during the transitory rise in cell voltage 
associated with attainment of steady-state conditions, the maximum acceptable voltage 
shall be 1.500 volts. The final charge voltage shall not exceed 1.480 volts. The cell 
temperature shall be carefully measured and shall be within - +2OC of that specified. The 
cell voltage shall be monitored with sufficient frequency that the maximum transitory 
voltage is recorded. At the completion of each overcharge test, the cells are discharged 
at a current of 2.0 amperes until the cell voltage reaches 1.150 volts. The time required 
for dishcarge should be recorded. Place a 1-ohm resistor across the terminals of the cell 
to complete the discharge to 0.020 volt or less. 
0 
0 
0 
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Table 10-13. Cell Charge Profile for Capacity Requirements 
(hours) 
7.0 
7.0 
8.0 
8.0 
9.0 
9.0 
9.0 
Temperature 
(OC) 
(minutes) 
42 0 
42 0 
480 
480 
540 
540 
54 0 
- 5  
0 
+15 
+2 5 
+40 
+50 
+55 
f emp erat u r  e 
(OC) 
- 5  
0 
+15 
+2 5 
+40 
+50 
+55 
’ Charge Current 
(amperes) 
0.800 
0.800 
0.800 
0.800 
0.800 
0.800 
0.800 
Table 10-14. Cell Capacity Requirements 
Maximum Terminal 
Voltage During 
Charge 
(volts) 
1.590 
1.575 
1.500 
1.480 
1.450 
1.430 
1.420 
Minimum Capacity Required On 
Discharge, down to and includ- 
ing all energy, until each cell 
reaches a minimum terminal 
voltage of 1.150 
(ampere-hours) 
3.50 
3.83 
4.50 
4.50 
3.33 
2.10 
1.53 
olts 
{ampere- 
minutes) 
21 0 
2 30 
270 
270 
200 
126 
92 
Discharge Time A1 
2.00 Amperes 
(minutes) 
105 
115 
135 
135 
100 
63 
46 
NOTES: 1. Ampere-hour requirements are based on cells charged in accordance with 
2. Discharge shall be started at 1 5  - + 1 minutes after the attainment of full charge. 
3. The 2-ampere constant-current discharge rate shall be the same at all 
temperatures and shall be maintained until cell voltage falls below 1.150 volts. 
4. After the cell voltage falls below 1.150 volts, the discharge current shall be 
interrupted to  prevent cell reversal. 
Table 10-13. 
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Table 10-15. Cell  Capacity Requirements 
Operating 
Mode 
Discharge 
Discharge 
50 I 1.430 I 2.33 1 140 I 70 
Duration C urr ent Elapsed Time 
(minutes) (amperes) (minutes: s econds) 
2.2 2.25 2:12 
32.7 1.10 34:54 
NOTES: 1. These ampere hour requirements apply only to cells charged in accordance 
2. Discharge shall be started within 15 minutes after reaching full charge. 
3. The constant-current discharge rate shall be t5e same at all temperatures, 
and shall be maintained until the cell voltage falls below 1.150 volts. 
with Table 10-13 
Charge 
Charge 
Charge 
Stand 
9.9 
48.9 
5.3 
3.85 
1.27 
0.705 
1.010 
0 
44:48 
93:42 
99:oo 
102:51 
NOTES: 1. The temperature shall be maintained at 25OC. 
2. The end-of-charge voltage shall not exceed 1.480 volts. 
3. The end-of-discharge voltage shall not be  less than 1.15 volts. 
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10.5.4.7 Vibration Test Performance Requirements 
During random and sinusoidal vibration, each cell shall be discharged at a current of 
approximately 0.350 ampere and the terminal voltage of the string of cells monitored 
throughout the test on an oscilloscope with a minimum resolution of 0.2 volt/cm. A 
string of cells is defined as that group of cells being tested on the vibration fixture at one 
time, up to  a maximum of 24 cells. In addition, the total voltage of the group will be 
continuously recorded throughout the entire test, with apermanent record being made with 
an oscillograph or other suitable recording instrument. To be acceptable, no discontinuities 
must be observed on either instrument used during the test. Should irregularities in voltage 
be observed in the string, the faulty cell should be located by selective voltage readings 
and removed from the pack. The defective cell shall be rejected and the test continued 
with acceptable cells. 
10.5.4.8 Short Test 
The test for internal shorts shall start a minimum of 4 hours after the cell has been let 
down to 0.020 volt by using a l-ohm resistor. Remove the resistor and record the open 
circuit voltage at l-hour intervals for 4 hours. Charge the cell at a current of 0.50 ampere 
for 5 minutes. After  this charge, record the open circuit voltage at the end of the 
nineteenth and twentieth hours. The cell shall be rejected: (1) if the voltage fails to rise 
after removal of the resistor, (2)  if the voltage rises and then falls, (3) if the voltage at 
the end of the 20-hour stand is less than 1.150 volts, o r  (4) if the cell otherwise displays 
a voltage profile significantly different from the remainder of the cells in the test group. 
Connect the l-ohm resistor across the terminals of the cell. 
10.5.4.9 Internal Resistance 
Internal resistance shall be measured by the following methods: 
a. Charge the cell as indicated in Table 10-14. Discharge for 1/2 hour at 2 amp; 
then discharge the cell at  a current of 30.0 amperes for 9.0 seconds. The cell 
voltage shall not Tall below 0.84 volt at 9 seconds, and the cell temperature shall 
not rise more than 15OC as measured at any location on the cell structure. Then 
discharge the cell at a current of 2.0 amperes until the terminal voltage is 1.15 
volts. 
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b. Measure the internal impedance of a fully charged cell at 60 cps. The maximum 
acceptable value is 0.012 ohms. 
10.5.4.10 Documentation Review 
Review vendor documentation supplied with cells to  ensure cells conform to vendor 
acceptance test requirements as shown in Table 10-7. 
10.5.4.11 Capacity Test 
Al l  capacity tests will be performed on cells which have been previously discharged to a 
value of 0.020 volt or less by using a 1-ohm resistor. For each temperature at which the 
test is to be performed, charge the cell as indicated in Table 10-13 and discharge as 
indicated in Table 10-15. Each cell shall meet the capacity requirement of Table 10-15. 
At  the end of each discharge, place a 1-ohm resistor across the terminals of the cell to 
complete the letdown to 0.020 volt or less. Do not allow the cell polarity to reverse. 
10.5.4.12 Cycling Test 
Remove the 1-ohm resistor and charge each cell at a 0.80-ampere rate for 8.0 hours at a 
controlled temperature of 25OC. Each cell shall then be subjected to  the discharge-and-charge 
cycle indicated in Table 10-16 for 10 cycles (the temperature during this cycling shall be 
25OC). Record the maximum charge voltage and the minimum discharge voltage. A t  the 
completion of the 10 cycles, discharge each cell at  a 2.00-ampere rate until each cell 
reaches a minimum voltage of 1.150 volts. Record the time of discharge, After  a cell 
has reached 1.150 volts, place a 1-ohm resistor across the cell termiEals until the voltage 
decreases to 0.020 volt o r  less. 
10.5.4.13 Cel l  Selection 
Units for a complete flight system, after meeting procurement specification requirements 
and all acceptance test requirements, shall be matched, according to their electrical 
characteristics to provide eight sets of 23 cells, each with common characteristics. In 
order of importance, the cell characteristics used for matching purposes are: 
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a. 
b. 
c. 
Results of cell short test (Section 10.5.4.8) 
Results of capacity tests (Section 10.5.4.11) 
Maximum charge voltage (Section 10.5.4.11) 
The evaluation and cell matching procedure is a matter of engineering judgment based 
upon an analysis of the above data. 
10.5.'5 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
The following describes the performance tests conducted on the redesigned solar array 
drive assembly for Nimbus 6. Prior to performing the tests a dc torquer motor is 
connected to the shaft of the solar array drive assembly to provide a simulated load on the 
drive. 
Tables 10-9 and 10-10 show when the following performance tests were conducted in 
relationship to the environmental exposures. 
10.5.5.1 Inspection Tests 
10.5.5.1.1 Visual Inspection 
Assembly is checked for physical damage, damage to electrical components and conformance 
to the drawing. 
10.5.5.1.2 Chassis Grounds 
Using a VTVM, check for grounds between the solar array drive chassis and leads to drive 
motor and potentiometer. Resistance shall be a minimum of 100 megohms. 
10.5.5.1.3 Insulation Resistance 
Check insulation resistance at 500 vdc between solar array drive housing and leads to drive 
motor and Potentiometer. Resistance shall be a minimum of 100 megohms. 
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10.5.5.1.4 Potentiometer Resistance 
Check the resistance of each of the four potentiometers containing resistance windings, for 
conformance with the specification, using an impedance bridge. 
10.5.5.2 Functional Tests 
10.5.5.2.1 Starting Voltage 
Determine the control phase voltage required to start the drive motor, under no load, with 
26 and 10 vac rms fixed phase voltage. With 26 vac rrns applied to the fixed phase, slowly 
increase the control phase voltage until unit begins to drive. Repeat with 10 vac rrns 
applied to the fixed phase. Determine for both clockwise and counterclockwise direction. 
10.5.5.2.2 Clutch Slip Torque 
Measure the torque at  which the clutch slips with 10 VaC rms applied to the fixed phase 
and 12 vac rms applied to the control phase of the drive motor. Determine for both the 
clockwise and counterclockwise direction. 
10.5.5.2.3 Speed Versus Voltage 
Determine the speed of the drive with a load of 90 percent of the clutch slip torque and under 
no load. With an input to the potentiometers of 24.5 vdc, 10 VaC rrns applied to the fixed 
phase and 12 vac rrns applied to the control phase of the drive motor, set the torque for 
90 percent of the slip value and record the outputs of the potentiometers with the motor 
turning in the counterclockwise direction. When the yaw bias potentiometer reaches the 
120' point, reduce the torque load to zero and allow the motor to complete the 360 degree 
turn. The speed calculated from the yaw bias trace shall be a minimum of 12 degrees/ 
minute under both loads. 
10.5.5.2.4 Potentiometer Function and Phasing Check 
Allow the drive to complete one revolution in the clockwise direction under no torque load 
while obtaining an output trace of each potentiometer. Input to potentiometer and motor 
shall be as  in Section 10.5.5.2.3 . Check that potentiometer phasing and function are in 
accordance with the specification. 
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1 0 . 5 . 5 . 2 . 5  Input Power 
During the test of Section 10.5.5.2.4,measure input power to each phase of the motor. 
Total power shall be within the specification. 
10 .5 .5 .2 .6  Motor Temperature 
During the test of Section 10 .5 .5 .2 .4  measure the temperature telemetry output of the 
motor and determine temperature from the calibration curve. 
10 .5 .5 .2 .7  Potentiometer Noise Tests 
With a 24 .5  vdc input to  the potentiometers and the outputs connected to the noise recorder, 
allow the potentiometer to  complete one revolution at normal speed. The noise level over 
any part of the output trace shall not exceed 300-ohms equivalent resistance a t  room 
temperature and pressure and 100-ohms resistance after 24 hours at  mm Hg pressure. 
10.5 .5 .3  Functional Tests 
Functional tests shall be performed in accordance with Sections 10 .5 .5 .2 .2  through 
10 .5 .5 .2 .7  and Section 10.5 .5 .1 .4 .  
10 .5 .5 .4  Operation 
Run the drive with 10 vac applied to the fixed phase and 12 VaC applied to  the control 
phase of the motor with the dr ive under a torque load of 160 - +20 in. This shall be run 
continuously during thermal-vacuum, except where functional tests ai:e performed. 
10 .5 .5 .5  Solar Array Dr ive  Alignment 
Check resistance of all potentiometers. Repeat test of Section 10 .5 .5 .2 .4  and check function 
and phasing of each potentiometer. Determine sunset position (180') and mark drive at 
this position. Check resistance of potentiometers at this position. Drive should be in this 
position upon installation in vehicle. 
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10.5.6 SLIP RING ASSEMBLY PERFORMANCE TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
The following Sections describe the performance tests conducted on the Slip Ring Assembly. 
Tables 10-11 and 10-12 show when the following performance tests were conducted in 
relationship to the environmental exposure. 
10.5.6.1 Functional Tests 
10.5.6.1.1 Visual Inspection 
Component is checked for physical damage, damage to electrical leads, and conformance 
to the drawing. 
10.5.6.1.2 Insulation Resistance 
Check insulation resistance at 500 vdc between each leadout wire and the frame with all 
other wires grounded to the frame. Resistance shall be greater than 1000 megohms. 
10.5.6.1.3 Starting Torque 
Measure frictional starting torque by use of a torque wrench, in the clockwise and counter- 
clockwise direction. It shall not exceed 90 inch-ounces. 
10.5.6.1.4 Contact Resistance 
Measure the resistance from the end of each leadout wire and its terminal. Subtracting 
the resistance of the leadout wire gives the resistance across the slip rkg .  This shall 
not exceed 0.075 ohm for the signal rings and 0.030 ohm for the power rings. 
10.5.6.1.5 Dynamic Noise 
Measure the voltage variation across each ring by means of an oscilloscope when a current 
of 200 milliamps is flowing through the rings'and the rings are rotating at 0.02 rpm. 
The dynamic noise shall not exceed 1 millivolt peak-to-peak. 
10.5.6.1.6 Electrical Continuity 
Check for continuity between slip ring connector pins and terminals by use of a multimeter. 
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10.5.6.2 Operating Test 
During the thermal-vacuum test, the slip rings shall be rotated at 0.01 to 0.1 rpm while 
carrying a current of 10 amp on the power rings and 1 .0  amp on the signal rings. 
10.5.6.3 Contact Resistance (Operating) 
Measure the voltage drop across each slip ring while rotating with a current of 8 amp on 
the power rings and 100 milliamps and 1.0 amp on the signal ring. 
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SECTION 11 
POWER SYSTEM TESTS DURING SPACECRAFT DESIGN QUALIFICATION TESTS 
11.1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this section is to summarize the power system tests conducted during the 
spacecraft environmental design qualification test program. Because these tests were 
essentially identical to those described in Section 12 for  the environmental flight acceptance 
test program, they are  not described here. Only the environmental exposures used are noted. 
Due to the similarity between the Nimbus A and Nimbus C spacecraft, a full  spacecraft 
qualification was not performed on the Nimbus C program. Spacecraft qualification was 
considered to have been accomplished on the prototype of the Nimbus A spacecraft. (For 
the Nimbus program, the prototype spacecraft is the unit subjected to design 
qualification.) Components o r  subsystems which were new to the Nimbus spacecraft for 
the Nimbus C program, o r  modified since the N h b u s  A program, were subjected to a 
complete component o r  subsystem qualification program and to a spacecraft design 
qualification level vibration testing using the spacecraft mechanical vibration model. 
For the Nimbus C program, the Nimbus A prototype spacecraft was upgraded t o  the 
Nimbus C configuration in successive phases of assembly and test planned to provide an 
orderly progress of the design development and subsystem integration activity on 
Nimbus C. A t  the completion of the upgrading, the prototype was a complete electrical 
model of the integrated Nimbus C design. The prototype spacecraft then assumed the role 
of forerunner for the flight spacecraft and preceded the flight spacecraft through the flight 
acceptance test program (excluding vibration). This was done for the purpose of developing 
equipment, facilities, procedures, and personnel for the handling and checkout of the 
flight spacecraft. 
Since the Nimbus spacecraft qualification was not performed on the Nimbus C program, 
the qualification program described in this section was conducted on the Nimbus A 
prototype spacecraft. 
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11.2 TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY 
The Nimbus A prototype spacecraft was exposed to the following environments in accordance 
with the requirements of Section 8.11. (No humidity test exposure was accomplished 
because, in place of a humidity test exposure, the alternative provided by Section 8.11.3 
of protecting the spacecraft from humidity at all times with a controlled environment 
enclosure was adopted. ) 
a. Vibration (Section 8.11.4) 
b. Acceleration (Section 8.11.5) 
c. Thermal-vacuum (Section 8.11.6, except as discussed below) 
The power system functional tests performed during the test program were similar to 
those performed for spacecraft acceptance testing and are described in Section 12.0. 
The original test plan specified spacecraft testing at temperature levels of 5, 25, and 
45OC. This plan was revised and testing'was actually performed at levels of 10, 25C 
and 40 C. Because of various spacecraft subsystem anomalies, failures, and rework, 
testing was performed in separate phases. A total of five separate thermal-vacuum tests 
0 
were performed on the spacecraft. The total time of exposure to thermal-vacuum was 
as follows: 
Date Hours -
1963 
October 22 to November 11 
December 12 to December 13 
December 19 to January 8 
1964 
-
48 0 
24 
456 
-
April 9 to April 14 
April 24 to May 2 
Total 
12 0 
21 6 
1296 
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SECTION 12 
POWER SYSTEM TESTS DURING SPACECRAFT FLIGHT ACCEPTANCE TESTS 
12.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section summarizes the testing performed during acceptance testing of the flight space- 
craft in which the power system was involved in either a major or  minor role. Also in- 
cluded are  the tests performed at the sensory ring level of assembly. 
Nimbus spacecraft and sensory ring testing utilize portions of the power system to provide 
power to the regulated bus. Power is supplied to the solar array bus from an AGE power 
source for orbital day conditions and is supplied by the battery modules for orbital night 
conditions. Thus, power system elements were the first units installed in the spacecraft 
buildup and were followed by the command and PCM systems. Until the telemetry capa- 
bility was incorporated into the buildup, only limited power system performance data was 
available. 
Except during the initial stages of the spacecraft buildup, the data available on power system 
performance included all of the parameters monitored by the telemetry system. In addi- 
tion, the following items were hardwired into recording equipment during all tests: 
a. Solar array bus current 
b. Solar array bus voltage 
c. Regulated bus current 
d. Individual battery currents 
Spacecraft operation was controlled with the command system (through RF links in the 
thermal-vacuum tests) and operational conditions were simulated. The procedures and 
software needed for orbital energy management and other operational aspects of the power 
system were also developed. Experience in the operation of the system was gained. 
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12.2 TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY 
Table 12-1 lists the tests in chronological order performed during the flight acceptance 
testing of the sensory ring and spacecraft. Also included are references to sections which 
describe the tests. Where it was necessary to replace a component o r  subsystem due to  
anomalies, certain tests applicable to that phase of integration were repeated. This will 
show up as  a repetition in the table. 
An old storage and control subsystem (designated F-3) was installed initially in the flight 
sensory ring so that early sensory ring tests could be accomplished while awaiting delivery 
of new subsystem flight hardware (designated F-5). This F-3 subsystem was used for all 
the sensory ring theFal-vacuum tests. Following the sensory ring thermal-vacuum testing, 
the F-3 subsystem was replaced with the F-5 subsystem. This was used through the first 
spacecraft thermal-vacuum test. Prior to the second thermal-vacuum test, the F-6 sub- 
system battery modules (GE cells) were installed in place of the F-5 subsystem battery 
modules (Sonotone cells). The F-5 subsystem electronics module was retained as part of 
the F-6 subsystem. The F-6 subsystem was in the flight spacecraft at the time of launch. 
The battery modules comprising the F-6 subsystem were therefore not subjected to a flight 
acceptance vibration test in the spacecraft. 
A summary of the total operating hours accumulated by each component of the power system 
is presented in Table 12-2 for various levels of assembly. The hours required for a six 
month mission are also listed. 
12.3 ENVIRONMENTAL AND FUNCTIONAL TEST DESCRIPTIONS 
A brief description or objectives of the environmental and functional tests referenced in 
Table 12-1 are given in the following paragraphs. 
12.3.1 BATTERY CONDITIONING 
Prior to performing a series of tests utilizing the batteries for power, the batteries are 
brought to their full charge level by subjecting them to a sequence of discharge, recharge, 
letdown and recharge. 
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1 2 . 3 . 2  DEBUG TEST 
The major objectives of the debug test are: 
a. To electrically integrate the sensory ring subsystems into a fully operating unit 
in such a manner as to prevent damage to the subsystems. 
b. To ensure that each subsystem in the sensory ring is operating properly, both 
alone and in conjunction with the other subsystems. 
The debug test consisted of taking subsystems that have been bench tested and integrating 
them into the sensory ring. A functional test was performed on each subsystem during 
integration. The output data from the sensory subsystems were monitored at the Ground 
Stations. These data, which consist of both sensor output data and telemetry data, were 
used to evaluate subsystem performance, and to determine if the performance was within 
specified limits. At the end of the test, simulated orbits were conducted. These provided 
an additional measure of system integration and established a level of confidence in the 
spacecraft. 
The flight batteries were not used for integration into the spacecraft, during the debug test. 
Instead seven old F-3 storage and control subsystem batteries were used plus one battery 
from the F-4 storage and control subsystem to make up the eighth battery. Because of 
degradation, these batteries were not capable of powering the spacecraft when running orbits, 
but they were satisfactory for the debug test. 
1 2 . 3 . 3  RF TESTS 
The RF Transmission Test Objectives were: 
a. To tune the spacecraft quadraloop antennas under simulated free space environment. 
b. To evaluate the operation of the overall communication subsystem under simulated 
free space environments. 
c. To identify any rf system incompatibilities. 
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During the tests power was supplied by the spacecraft power system. The F-3 storage and 
control subsystem was used for the sensory ring RF tests. For the spacecraft RF tests, the 
F-5 subsystem was used to supply power. 
12.3.4 CONFIDENCE TEST 
The confidence test is designed to verify proper overall response and performance of the 
test vehicle and test equipment. The test is in the form of standard orbits designed to test 
all operating modes of the sensory subsystems and provide performance data for each sub- 
system including the power system. 
12.3.5 THERMALVACUUM TEST 
The thermal-vacuum test of the sensory ring portion of the spacecraft is primarily a debug 
test of this portion of the spacecraft. The objective of the test cycle is to define sensory 
ring performance under the environment imposed by the thermal-vacuum test. Any problems 
identified are then solved and the test, if necessary, is repeated to verify the solution. 
There were three separate thermal-vacuum cycles. These three cycles were necessary 
because of the troubleshooting effort that evolved as  a result of apparent problems in the 
spacecraft sensory ring. 
Figures 12-1 through 12-3 are  detailed graphs of the average sensory ring temperature 
during the three cycles. Each graph gives a picture of the thermal profile during each cycle. 
The use of the spacecraft power system batteries as a source of power during the satellite 
night portion of the simulated orbits was discontinued after the first 21 orbits. The decision 
to discontinue their use due to age was based upon the relatively high charge/discharge (C/D) 
ratio required to maintain a satisfactory charge level in the F-3 storage and control sub- 
system batteries. 
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Figure 12-1. Average Spacecraft Temperature for First Thermal-Vacuum 
12.3.6 ELECTRICAL MATE TEST 
The electrical mate test is the first spacecraft level integration test that is performed. 
It is designed to demonstrate complete electrical compatibility between the Sensory Ring 
Subsystems and the Controls Subsystem (including that portion of the power system located 
in the controls subsystem area) prior to actual mechanical mating of the two assemblies. 
The specific test objectives are listed as follavs: 
a. Verification of the controls package/sensory ring interface. Portions of the power 
system included in this test are: 
1. Verification of Solar Array power transmission circuitry. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Simulation and Verification of the Solar Array Experiment telemetry. 
Verification of paddle unfold switch circuitry. 
Controls subsystem regulated bus voltage and current measurements 
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5. Day/Night switching test 
b. Verification of AGE capability. 
c. Verification of interference free functional operation of all subsystems in the 
integrated spacecraft. 
A special orbit simulation is run which checks for mutual compatibility between the two 
major assemblies. The sensory ring subsystems are operated in a manner similar to an 
actual orbit while, at selected times during the orbit, the control subsystem functions are 
exercised. Power system functions, exercised as part of the control subsystem, a re  solar 
array drive and day/night switching. 
12.3.7 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS TEST 
The electrical systems test exercises all systems in the spacecraft to determine the per- 
formance of the spacecraft. 
The primary objective of the initial Electrical Systems Test is to define the performance 
of the electrically and mechanically integrated Nimbus C Spacecraft (less solar paddles) 
to such an extent that the data can be used as a "bench mark" for comparison with future 
electrical systems test data. This comparison of data should indicate any changes or 
degradation in spacecraft performance due to previous tests and/or their environments. 
A s  part of the electrical systems test, four simulated orbits are run. During the orbit 
simulation, the power system supplies power during satellite night and the solar array 
drive subsystem is exercised. 
12.3.8 PADDLE DEPLOYMENT 
The paddle deployment test is performed on the spacecraft after the installation of the solar 
array and after each environmental test to ensure the successful operation of the spacecraft 
separation subsystem and the paddle unfold subsystem. The objectives of the paddle de- 
ployment test are: 
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a. To ensure deployment of the solar paddles upon bolt cutter squib activation. 
b. To ensure proper operation and verify proper timing of the spacecraft separation 
subsystem and the paddle unfold subsystem. 
c. To ensure electrical and mechanical compatibility between the spacecraft separation 
subsystem and the paddle unfold subsystem. 
d. To ensure no degradation to the separation subsystem and the paddle unfold sub- 
system as a result of vibration testing and thermal-vacuum testing of the spacecraft. 
Prior to performing a live deployment using live pyrotechnics in the unfold mechanism, a 
manual deployment is performed. The manual deployment utilizes simulated pyrotechnics 
(fuses) and manual breaking of the latch line. 
During deployment all power is supplied by the spacecraft power system battery modules. 
The F-5 storage and control subsystem was installed in the spacecraft at the time of the 
pre- and post-vibration deployment tests. The F-6 or  flight storage and control subsystem 
was in the spacecraft for the post-thermal-vacuum deployment. The flight paddles were 
used in all the tests. 
12.3.9 PADDLE CRACKS AND CHIP INSPECTION 
Following the deployment test, the paddles are mapped to determine the location of all 
chips and cracks in the solar cells. 
12.3.10 PADDLE CONTINUITY TEST 
The objectives of the paddle continuity test are: 
a. To verify the electrical continuity of each solar cell board on both solar paddles. 
b. To verify the absence of any short circuits in the solar cell boards. 
c. To verify the absence of any short circuits between the solar cell boards and the 
paddle skin. 
d. To check out the blocking diodes. 
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Each solar cell board is measured for continuity and short circuits by applying an external 
voltage. The boards are  checked for shorts to the paddle skin by applying an external volt- 
age to each board and the skin. Blocking diodes are checked by means of an ohmmeter. 
12.3.11 PADDLE ILLUMINATION 
The objectives of the paddle illumination test are: 
a. To verify the electrical continuity of the unregulated bus from the solar boards 
on each paddle through the controls package to the electronics module. 
b. To verify proper operation of the telemetry monitors on the solar paddles including 
the solar cell experiments. 
It is not the objective of this test to measure the power output of the solar paddles. The 
test is designed to detect catastrophic type failures which would grossly effect the power 
output capabilities. 
These tests are performed by illuminating each board with a tungsten-xenon lamp solar 
simulator. 
12.3.12 VIBRATION TEST 
The objectives of the Nimbus C Vibration Test were: 
a. Verify the structural integrity of the spacecraft when subjected to flight acceptance 
vibration levels. 
b. Verify satisfactory performance during spacecraft vibration (at flight acceptance 
levels) of those spacecraft subsystems or  components which are operating during 
the powered flight portion of the spacecraft launch sequence. 
c. Verify satisfactory performance of all spacecraft subsystems following completion 
of spacecraft excitation at flight acceptance vibration levels. 
d. Confirm the absence of premature firing of the paddle unfold subsystem pyro- 
technics during spacecraft vibration. 
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The NIMBUS C Vibration Test consisted of vibrating the spacecraft in three axes (yaw, 
pitch and roll) according to the schedule given in Section 8.17.3. Both sinusoidal and random 
vibration were performed in each axis. After  each vibration, a go/no go confidence test 
was performed to determine any failures due to vibration. 
During each vibration period, the Spacecraft Sensory Subsystems were in the Minimum 
Satellite Mode. The spacecraft batteries supplied all spacecraft power during each vibration 
period. 
12.3.13 G O D O  GO CONFIDENCE TEST 
This test is performed prior to the start of the first shake, bstween shakes and at the end 
of the vibration test. Its purpose is to define the operational, status of the spacecraft con- 
trols and sensory subsystems and indicate any degradation that has occurred as  a result of 
the vibration. During this test power was supplied from an external operational launch 
console with the batteries in the charge mode. 
12.3.14 SPACECRAFT CONFIDENCE TEST 
The objectives of the spacecraft confidence test are: 
a. To define completely the operational status of the spacecraft subsystems. 
b. To provide data on subsystem operation that can be tabulated and used a s  a basis 
of comparison to determine changes in spacecraft performance throughout the test 
cycle. 
This test is performed initially as  part of the electrical systems test (following each en- 
vironmental exposure or any other time that the need exists to obtain a comparison of cur- 
rent spacecraft performance with previous acceptable operation). Al l  subsys tems are 
operated ina manner simulating orbital operation. The power system including the solar 
array drive is operated as part of the confidence test. 
Steps of the confidence test associated with the power system are given in Table 12-3. 
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Table 12-3. Power System Items in the Spacecraft Confidence Test 
Major. Item 
1. Spacecraft Turn On and RF Link Check 
2. Verify Operation of Power System 
Auxiliary Loads 
Breakdown 
Adjust auxiliary ground power voltage 
Turn on battery charge circuits 
Enable command system and set clock 
Load commands 
Enable and verify telemetry 
Compensating loads on and off 
Auxiliary loads on and off 
NOTE: Voltages and currents are continually monitored via telemetry throughout 
the test. 
12.3.15 SPACECRAFT THERMAL-VACUUM TEST 
The spacecraft thermal-vacuum test is similar to the sensory ring thermal-vacuum test 
with the addition of the control subsystem section as part of the test vehicle and the addi- 
tional testing necessary to evaluate the entire spacecraft performance in a simulated space 
vacuum environment. 
The thermal-vacuum test objectives are: 
a. To provide a functional check of each spacecraft subsystem, and a calibration 
for certain subsystems in a simulated space vacuum environment 
b. To demonstrate the compatibility of the various subsystems when functioning 
together in orbital manner in a vacuum environment. 
c. To functionally test the spacecraft system over the specified range of temperatures 
to determine if extreme temperatures damage or adversely effect the spacecraft 
operation. 
d. To determine the gas leakage rate, in a vacuum environment, of the controls 
pneumatic sys tern. 
During the thermal-vacuum test, simulated standard orbits and the initial activation orbits 
(initial orbits after launch when the various subsystems are activated) are run. The 
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temperature profile for the test cycle is shown in Figure 12-4. However, due to spacecraft 
anomalies it was necessary to perform the test in two cycles. 
The first cycle was terminated after approximately 6 days due to a catastrophic failure in 
the controls subsystem. The actual test cycle is shown in Figure 12-5. Afte r  the troubles 
were corrected, the second cycle was run. 
The second cycle was run for approximately 13 days. The test cycle is shown in Figure 12-6. 
12.3.16 PRE-SHIPMENT VIBRATION TEST 
The objectives of the test are: 
a. Verify spacecraft assembly integrity by exposure of the launch mode spacecraft to 
flight acceptance level yaw axis random vibration. 
b. Verify satisfactory performance of those spacecraft subsystems which are operating 
during the Spacecraft launch sequence. 
c. Verify satisfactory performance of all spacecraft subsystems following 'spacecraft 
vibration. 
The vibration test consists of a flight acceptance level random vibration of the spacecraft in 
the yaw axis. Vibration levels are given in Section 12.3.12. During the test, the spacecraft 
power system supplies power to those subsystems which are operating during the launch 
phase. 
12.3.17 BATTERY I;ET-DOWN 
Prior to shipment, the batteries are given a let-down by discharging each cell through a 
fixed resistance. 
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SECTION 13 
GROUND TEST PERFORMANCE 
13.1 INTRODUCTION 
This section presents some of the results of ground tests that were conducted on the power 
system; primarily, the power generation, storage and control subsystem. These tests 
were carried out in three stages: parts tests, components and subsystem tests, and sys- 
tem integration tests. The first two test series were carried out a t  RCA-AED and the 
third at  GE-MSD. 
In the presentations of the test results, the original flight model designations and serial 
numbers will be used. For the Nimbus 2 spacecraft, the power subsystem components 
flown were a s  follows: Flight 2 paddles No. 7 and No. 10, the Flight 6 battery modules, 
and the Flight 5 electronics module (Serial Number 107A). 
13.2 SYSTEM INTEGRATION TESTS 
13.2.1 DEPLOYMENT TESTS 
Two sets of deployment tests were performed during the integration phase of the Nimbus C 
vehicle. In all cases the paddles unfolded the full 90 degrees within the specified 30 seconds 
allowable deployment time. 
13.2.2 POWER SUBSYSTEM 
The Flight 6 power subsystem, including battery module No. 107A, was installed in the 
Nimbus C spacecraft on February 12, 1966, for system integration testing. This occurred 
between the first and second spacecraft vacuum tests, with the result that the battery 
modules were not subjected to spacecraft vibration or  r f  compatibility tests. However, 
since the electronics module had previously been a part of power system F-5, it was sub- 
jected to the previously mentioned tests. In addition, since these battery modules did not 
have pressure transducers installed on any of the cells, the telemetry channels normally 
used to monitor pressure were clamped a t  5 volts throughout the test. 
There were no problems associated with the operational performance of the F-6 subsystem. 
During spacecraft thermal-vacuum tests, the 8 modules load shared from 10  to 15 percent 
each, within the specified f 20 percent of the average 12.5  percent value. However, 
module No. 8 was marginal, reaching almost 15 percent of the load at 40 C. 0 
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One factor not clearly proven was whether the charge/discharge ratio specified was suffi- 
cient to maintain a full charge on the batteries throughout the mission life. The few number 
of orbits (28), experienced in the thermal-vacuum tests, was not sufficient to establish 
this fact. However, the end-of-charge and end-of-discharge voltages did not exhibit any 
trends which would indicate that the ratio was unsatisfactory. 
In addition, it can be stated that the regulators, one in each battery module, maintained 
the regulated bus voltage at 24.5 f 0.5 vdc throughout the entire test period. 
A summary of the spacecraft telemetry data, related to the power system throughout the 
system integration tests, is given in Table 13-1. Although the parameters are in telemetry 
volts, the table shows the time history of each function measured. 
13.3 SUBSYSTEM AND COMPONENTS TESTS 
13.3.1 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE 
The Nimbus C drive was modified as a result of the problems encountered with Nimbus A.  
Two development units were  life tested under simulated orbiting conditions in vacuum. A 
motor gearhead unit which accumulated over 6600 hours while simulating 6361 orbits, and 
a complete solar array drive which accumulated nearly 4100 hours while performing 4393 
simulated orbits, were disassembled. Both units were in excellent condition. The grease 
was slightly degraded in one of the motor gearhead bearings, but there was no sign of wear 
o r  distress. 
13.3.2 SOLAR ARRAY 
The following tests were performed on platforms No. 7 and No. 10. Only summary infor- 
mation is presented in this section. Details of methods used to predict array space output 
from test data, taken directly from the source documents, are presented in Appendix A. 
In Appendix By the results of tests to establish the effects of long term storage on the solar 
array are presented. 
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Table 13-1. Nimbus C Spacecraft Telemetry Data 
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Table 13-1. Nimbus C Spacecraft Telemetry Data (Cont'd) 
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1 3 . 3 . 2 . 1  Deployment Tests 
Array deployment was tested four different times. Both platforms, No. 7 and No. 10, 
met the requirement of full deployment within 30 seconds on two consecutive motor opera- 
tions. The results of the final deployment test a re  shown in Table 13-2. 
Current Time to 
Volts (ma) Latch 
Motor Tested Applied Min Max (set) 
No. 1 24 125 255 26 .9  
No. 2 24 128 255 25. 8 
No. 1 & 2 24 125 246 24 .3  
No. 1 24 187 263 29 .8  
No. 2 24 16 7 245 30.6" 
No. 1 & 2  24 169 24 7 26. 8 
Platform 
Time to 
Shut-Off 
(set) 
29 .4  
27 .9  
26 .1  
3 1 . 0  
3 1 . 2  
2 7 . 9  
7 
7 
7 
10 
10 
10 
*A maximum of 30 seconds unfolding time is only required for two motor operations. 
1 3 . 3 . 2 . 2  Continuity 
Solar array continuity tests were performed eleven times after assembly, and at no time 
were any discrepancies noted for either platform No. 7 o r  No. 10. The tests were  made 
following assembly, before vibration in each axis, following completion of vibration tests, 
and during thermal-vacuum tests on the subsystem. 
1 3 . 3 . 2 . 3  Illumination Tests - Indoor 
Seven differeht illumination tests were made using the indoor solar simulator. In each 
case both platforms were exposed. The results of the final illumination tests a re  shown 
in Figure 13-1 where a I-V curve for both platforms is reproduced. The estimated power 
output a s  a function of voltage is shown in Figure 13-2. The Flight 2 air-mass-zero solar 
2 simulation derived power projection, at 139.6  mw/cm , 25OC, and 35. 5 volts, is 13 .55  
2 amperes or 482 watts. The 139.6  mw/cm solar intensity figure represents the value of 
the air-mass-zero intensity which exists in space at  one astronomical unit, the mean 
distance from earth to sun. 
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Figure 13-2. Estimated Solar Array Power Output Versus Voltage and 
Temperature (Indoor Illumination) 
13 .3 .  2 . 4  Illumination Tests - Outdoor 
The outdoor illumination tests largely corroborated the indoor tests mentioned in Section 
1 3 . 3 . 2 . 3 .  These data were taken outside, a t  a sunlight intensity of 114 rnw/cm2, and 
a temperature of 47.4OC for platform No. 7, and 43OC for platform No. 10. When adjusted 
to an intensity of 139.6  mw/cm , the I-V and power vs voltage curves are quite similar 
to the curves generated from the solar simulation data (Figures 13-1 and 13-2). The 
2 Flight 2 air-mass-zero sunlight illumination derived power prediction at 139.6 mw/cm , 
25OC, and 35 .5  volts, is 13.22  amperes o r  469 watts. The I-V curves versus temperature 
were extrapolated from the original curve on the basis that the slope of the open circuit 
voltage curve was - 221 mvPC, and the slope of the short circuit current was 2 . 8  m a P C ,  
on a single cell basis. 
2 
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13.3.2.5 Telemetry Output Measurements 
Output measurements for the two voltage and temperature telemetry circuits were made 
during each illumination test. In every case, the outputs were within the limits specified 
in the test procedure. 
An additional test of the temperature telemetry outputs was made during thermal-vacuum 
testing. Platform No. 7 was within the specified limits, but platform No. 10 was operating 
about 5' higher than telemetry indicated, as recorded by the thermocouples installed for 
the test. A platform thermistor was found to be out of calibration and a new calibration 
curve was prepared. 
13.3-2.6 Procedures 
Compensation for differences in illumination intensity, which result in changes in short 
circuit current, is accomplished by translations of the I-V curve along the current axis. 
Al l  current values along the curve are  changed the same amount. Compensation for dif- 
ferences in temperatures (which cause a change in open circuit voltage) is accomplished 
by translation of the I-V curve along the voltage axis. Al l  voltage values are changed by 
the same amount. 
Indoor illumination tests were conducted using the Solar Source Simulator, an AGE item. 
Solar cell boards F and M could not be illuminated by the simulator. Therefore the data 
presented for the platforms (or arrays) includes the performance of boards F and M, as 
determined from tungsten illumination tests. The solar simulator provides an illumination 
intensity equivalent to 80 mw/cm at air-mass-zero (AMO). Sample modules from Flight 2 
production werk calibrated at  Table Mountain, California, and outputs projected to AMO. 
Nimbus solar cell standards for Flight 2 were based on earlier Table Mountain calibrations, 
which were later adjusted as a result of airplane flights, and a comparison with balloon 
flown standards. The adjustment was -5.5 percent. 
2 
Data obtained from outdoor illumination tests were extrapolated to AM0 by using Nimbus 
standard cells. Solar cell performance was extrapolated to AM0 at the temperature of the 
13-8 
test. Performance at other temperatures at AM0 was then calculated by the use of open 
circuit voltage and short circuit current temperature coefficients. 
Freiquency Range 
Vibration Level 
Sweep Rate 
Time Duration 
13.3.3 FLIGHT 6 BATTERY MODULES AND ELECTRONICS MODULE TEST PROGRAM 
The Flight 6 battery and electronics modules were tested at the subsystem level to de- 
termine performance characteristics. The system was composed of electronics module 
S/N NPS300106A and the following battery modules: 
Sinusoidal Random 
5 to 20,000 cps 
5g (0 to peak) 
2 octaves per min -- 
4 min 2 min 
20 to 2,000 cps 
11. 79 (rms) 
S/N NPS 300154A 
S/N NPS 300155A 
S/N NPS 300156A 
S/N NPS 300157A 
S/N NPS 300158A 
S/N NPS 300159A 
S/N NPS 300160A 
S/N NPS 300161A 
Electronics module S/N NPS 300107A was substituted for the final load sharing and 
systems test and was the one flown on Nimbus 2. 
13.3.3.1 Vibration Tests 
Al l  modules successhlly completed vibration testing at the flight acceptance levels with- 
out incident. Test conditions are  noted in Table 13-3. 
Table 13-3. Flight Acceptance Vibration Test Conditions 
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1 3 . 3 . 3 . 2  Thermal-Vacuum Test 
Figure 13-3 shows the fixture temperature t'lme profile used during thermal-vacuum 
testing. The test time was shortened from 360 hours to 254 hours to meet an advanced 
delivery date. 
MODULE NUMBER 154A 155A 156A 
POST ASSEMBLY 5 .07  5 . 1 7  5 .10  
POST THERMAL-VACUUM 5.17  5 . 1 7  5.13 
During the thermal-vacuum tests the batteries were operated through a total of 92 charge- 
discharge cycles, representing 92 orbits. A continuous plot showing test temperature, 
charge-discharge ratio, and battery voltage as a function of orbit number is shown in 
Figure 13-4. 
157A 158A 159A 
5 .10  5 .13  5 .10  
5 .17  5 .03  4 . 9 7  
a. Module Capacity - The capacity of the battery modules is shown in Table 13-4. 
Measurements were  taken following assembly and again following thermal-vacuum 
tests. Batteries were discharged at a B-amp rate until the first cell dropped 
to 1 . 1 5  volt. 
Table 13-4. Battery Capacity (Ampere-Hours) 
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b. Depth of Discharge - During normal orbiting, the average discharge for each 
orbit was 186 ampere minutes at 45 C, and 228 ampere minutes at 10  C. The 
difference was caused by using auxiliary load No. 4 at 10°C to reduce the charge- 
discharge ratio. This auxiliary load is connected to the regulated bus and not 
to the solar array. 
0 0 
During the thermal-vacuum tests three acquisition orbits were simulated. 
These were the first orbit at 25OC, first orbit at 10°C, and second orbit at 45OC. 
Based on the measured system capacity of 2358 ampere minutes (39.3 ampere 
hours) the depth of discharge for each orbit was calculated and is shown in 
Table 13-5. 
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Table 13-5. Thermal-Vacuum Depth of Discharge 
Depth of System 
Discharge Capacity 
(ampere minutes) (ampere minutes) 
Mode of 
Operation 
Percent 
of Capacity 
1st Orbit 
acquisition at 25OC 
1st Orbit 
acquisition at 10 C 
2nd Orbit 
acquisition at 4 5 ' ~  
0 
71 5 23 58 30.4 
366 
I 
ACQUISITION- 
n s 
I 1 
366 
8 I 
- 
2358 
2358 
15.5 
15.5 
c. Load Sharing - The specification states that all modules shall load share within 
f 20 percent of the average value, 12.5 percent for eight modules. This re- 
quirement was fulfilled for the first 75 cycles, but after this time, module 
No. 158 began to carry more than the specified 15 percent of the total load. A s  
a result of this condition, the regulated bus comparator board, board A-2 in 
the electronics module,was replaced with the A-2 board from the Flight 5 module. 
Figure 13-5 shows load sharing as a function of cycle number for each module 
in the Flight 6 subsystem. 
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Figure 13-5. Flight 6 Thermal-Vacuum Test Load Sharing 
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13.4 PARTS TESTS 
Parts tests of consequence were documented on three components in the power generation, 
storage, and control subsystem. These components were the solar cells, cover glasses, 
and energy storage cells. 
13.4.1 SOLAR CELLS 
The bare N-on-P silicon solar cells, used on the Nimbus C solar array, had an average 
efficiency of 11 percent, delivering 127 milliamps of current at a voltage of 0.46 volt. 
This is referenced to a solar intensity of 140 milliwatts per square centimeter, using a 
tungsten lamp to simulate air-mass-zero illumination, and 25 C. A typical V-I curve 
of a bare cell is shown in Figure 13-6. 
0 
Figure 13-6. Nimbus Bare Solar Cell I-V Characteristics 
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The cells, in modules (with glass),and tested under the same conditions as mentioned 
above, had median I-V characteristics as follows: 
a. short circuit current 127.5 ma 
b. current at maximum power 112.5 ma 
c. voltage at  maximum power 0.469 volt 
d. open circuit voltage 0.594 volt 
e. efficiency 9.95 percent 
13.4.2 COVER GLASS 
The 6-milfused silica cover glass is used to protect the cell aga-1st meteorite erosion, 
reduce infrared and ultraviolet absorption by the cell, and reduce reflection losses in the 
desired light energy regions. Figure 13-7 illustrates a plot of percent transmission 
versus wavelength. 
Figure 13-7. Nimbus Solar Cell  Reflector Coating Infrared 
Transmission Characteristic 
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, 
The antireflective filter, located on the upper exposed surface of the cell, had a peak 
transmission at 0.60 micron for normal incident light. This approaches the maximum 
value of a typical solar cell spectral response curve as shown in Figure 13-8. 
Figure 13-8. Bare Solar Cell  Spectral Response Characteristic 
13.4.3 NICKEL-CADMIUM STORAGE CELLS 
The premodule tests consisted largely of acceptance tests performed on the storage cells. 
These tests were performed both by the vendor, General Electric Co. Battery Products 
Operation, at Gainesville, Florida, and by RCA-AED. All  cells used in the assembly of 
battery modules had to meet the design requirements, noted elsewhere in this report. 
In addition, the 23 cells which were used in making up one battery module, were care- 
fully selected and matched to ascertain that their properties were as  identical as possible. 
The matching process was mostly a matter of engineering judgment, but considered the 
following characteristics in order of importance: 
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* a. Results of short test (See Section 9 for test definition) 
b. Cell capacity 
c. End of charge voltage 
Typical of the acceptance test data is an analysis of cell capacity data obtained from tests 
carried out at the vendors on 137 cells in one lot. These data are  shown in Figure 13-9 
as a plot of frequency distribution versus ampere-hours capacity, measured at a 2 . 0  amp 
discharge rate to an end voltage of 1 . 1 5  volts. These data were obtained a t  temperatures of 
-5'C, 25OC, and 55OC. At 25OC, 4 . 5  ampere-hour of capacity lies one standard devia- 
tion below the average value for this cell sample. This means that, with a specification 
minimum of 4 . 5  ampere-hours, about 16 percent of the cells manufactured would be ex- 
pected to be rejected. If a requirement of 4 . 5  f 5 percent ampere-hours were imposed 
and a normal distribution is assumed, 65  percent of the cells would be rejected for the 
capacity requirement. The standard deviation found with the General Electric Flight 6 
Nimbus type cells, compares closely with the 5 . 1  percent found in an analysis of 419 cells 
from a different cell manufacturer, on a different aerospace battery program (reported 
by RCA-AED), and is to be considered the state of the art. 
The data is summarized in Table 13-6 for an average ampere hour capacity and percent 
standard deviation for each temperature. 
Figure 13-10 is a plot of the average cell capacity versus temperature, with the maximum 
and minimum shown as plus and minus three standard deviations (not the actual maximum 
and minimum of the 137 cells tested). This figure illustrates the rapid decrease of cell 
capacity as temperatures exceed 30 C. 0 
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Table 13-6. Summary of Battery Cell Frequency Distribution Data 
Average Capacity 
(ampere-hour) 
4.66 
25 
55 
4. 81 
2.57 
Standard Deviation 
(percent 3 f average) 
5.91 
6.13 
7.24 
-10 0 10 20  30 40 50 60 
TEMPERATURE (OC)  
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14 32 50 68 86 104 122 140 
TEMPERATURE (OF) 
Figure 13-10. Average Cell Capacity (Ampere-Hours) Versus Temperature 
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SECTION 14 
FLIGHT PERFORMANCE 
14.1 
This section will cover the flight performance of the power system during the initial 18 months 
of flight from the launch of 15 May 1966 through orbit 7310 on 15 November 1967. A con- 
tinuous on-line and off-line evaluation of the performance of the spacecraft was maintained 
by the Nimbus Technical Control Center (NTCC) at the Goddard Space Flight Center under 
NASA Contract NAS 5-9589 with the Spacecraft Department of the General Electric Company 
Missiles and Space Division. A comprehensive report by this group on the flight perfor- 
mance of the spacecraft during the first 13 months in orbit (through orbit 5275 on 15 June 
1967), is contained in Reference 14-1. Since then, a reduced evaluation effort, with emphasis 
on basic spacecraft performance, was maintained at the NTCC and an addendum to the first 
report, covering the next 5-month period of flight from 15 June to 15 November (orbit 7310) 
was issued as  Reference 14-2. Unless new trends were observed, this addendum does not 
contain comprehensive discussions of individual subsystems. 
In addition to the evaluation of the power system carried out by this group (NTCC), an evaluation 
of primarily the solar array was carried out by the Power Subsystem Design Group of the 
Astro-Electronics Division of RCA and was reported in References 14-3 through 14-6. The 
results from both evaluation groups, which sometimes differ in interpretation of the flight 
data, are  presented herein. 
14.2 FLIGHT OBJECTIVES 
The flight objectives of the power system were to demonstrate the system capability to provide 
the normal spacecraft power demands with the required voltage regulations for a period of 
at least 6 months following orbit injection. 
14.3 SUMMARY OF OPERATION 
14.3.1 PADDLE UNFOLD SUBSYSTEM 
Following launch, the paddle unfold subsystem behaved normally. A f t e r  spacecraft 
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separation from the booster, the 2.5 second timer initiated paddle unfolding and the paddles 
were successfully deployed. 
14.3.2 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 
The solar array drive subsystem behaved normally following launch, and maintained the 
objective solar paddle pointing accuracy in the low torque mode setting for the first 14 months 
in orbit. During orbit 5892 (442 days from launch), intermittent erratic motion of the solar 
array drive began. The solar array drive shaft actually stopped for the first time since 
launch (for approximately 50 seconds) during orbit 5894. 
commanded into the "high" mode of operation during this orbit. Although there were few 
observations of actual solar array drive shaft stopping since orbit 6420 (481 days from launch), 
the solar array drive amplifier continued to show erratic output over specific paddle position 
regions and the paddle position telemetry was periodically nonlinear. This erratic behavior 
did not prevent continued operation of the spacecraft. 
The solar array drive motor was 
14.3.3 POWER GENERATION, STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
This subsystem (the array, battery modules and electronics module) has operated within 
requirements from launch through the period covered by this report. 
The array output has been adequate to meet the spacecraft operating requirements which have 
decreased progressively as some of the sensory ring components failed. There were two 
momentary losses of voltage regulation under similar circumstances observed during testing 
before launch. The battery performance has indicated no sign of any degradation since launch. 
The charge sharing has been maintained uniformly. Based on the battery voltage pattern and 
the limited data available, there is no sign of any decrease in the charge capacity. The 
batteries were operated at depth of discharge levels ranging from 12.5 percent during the 
early phases to 8.5 percent when only APT and AVCS were in operation. There have been 
two solar array board failures observed, one of which was intermittent. The array de- 
gradation due to charged particles followed a pattern predicted for  the flux rate estimated for 
the Nimbus 2 orbit with an 18 percent loss at orbit 5200. 
The initial solar array output current was nearly constant over each orbit and was estimated 
by GE-NTCC to average 13.6 amperes at -34 vdc on the cell side of the array diodes, o r  
462 watts. Using 33,2 volts after array diode and wire  losses, and correcting to a per- 
pendicular sun angle, yields 458 watts from the array. Using the RCA-AED corrected 
14-2 
initial current estimate of 13.25 amperes, at  the same voltage, yields 440 watts. This 
compares with a solar simulation derived pre-launch prediction of 438 watts a t  55OC, 136.6 
mw/cm solar intensity, and 33.2 volts (Appendix A, Figure 11-8). 
2 
In the first 100 orbits, the output dropped to 13 amperes and at orbit 200 it was 12.7 amperes. 
Thereafter, the array output fluctuated with the seasonal sun intensity and beta angle varia- 
tions, in addition to the loss due to particle degradation and the sharp losses when the paddle- 
board cells failed. During orbit 1066, the array output decreased by 600 milliampere 
decrease did not occur until from 10 to 25 minutes after the satellite re-entered the sunlight 
portion of the umbra (implying a thermal effect). After orbit 5628 this intermittency was no 
longer observed. The array output at orbit 5275 was 9.85 amperes (8.3 amperes required 
for minimum spacecraft operation). This array permitted APT and AVC subsystems to be 
operated full time. In orbit 7310, 18 months after launch, the array output was approxi- 
mately 10.1 amperes and rising due to the increasing solar intensity, 
14.3.4 AUXILIARY LOADS SUBSYSTEM 
This subsystem has performed successfully in dissipating excess power a s  required to 
prevent overcharge of the batteries in the power generation, storage and control subsystem, 
No incidents of malfunction have been reported. The initiaI srray output was estimated to be 
an average of 13.6 amperes a t  -34 vdc over the orbit, requiring a dissipation of 65 ampere- 
minutes in the auxiliary loads subsystem during the orbit with a fully operated spacecraft to 
prevent overcharge of the batteries (Reference 14-1). A t  orbit 5275, with an average 
orbital array output of 9.85 amperes at -34 vdc (336 watts) and with AVCS and APT operztfng 
full time during this phase of spacecraft operation, 25 ampere-minutes were dissipated in 
the auxiliary ,loads subsystem (Reference 14-1). In orbit 7310, the array output was 
approximately 10.1 amperes and rising due to the increasing solar intensity; this output 
required dumping an average of 30 ampere-minutes into the auxiliary loads subsystem during 
each orbit (Reference 14-2). 
14.3.5 SOLAR CELL EXPERIlMENT 
The solar cell experiment with the 6-mil cover glass experienced degradation close to the 
11 2 predicted value for a flux level of 7.5 x 10 e/cm /day. The degradation after 13 months 
in orbit was  12 to 14 percent and about 17.5 percent after 18 months in orbit. 
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The solar cell experiment with the 100-mil cover glass had a much higher degradation than 
predicted. A 4 percent degradation was predicted at  orbit 3100; whereas, 10 percent was 
actually observed. A f t e r  13 months in orbit, the degradation was 13.5 to 14.5 percent. 
A f t e r  18 months in orbit, the degradation was approximately 16 percent. 
14.4 POWER GENERATION, STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM - SUBSYSTEM 
PERFORMANCE 
Profiles of some of the subsystem telemetry sensors for a typical early orbit (orbit 51) are  
presented in Figures 14-1 through 14-3. These curves were taken from Reference 14-7, an 
early flight evaluation report by GE-NTCC, and the array current, unregulated bus current, 
and regulated bus current do not have the later-developed corrections incorporated (see 
Section 14.5.3.3); therefore, these values have errors in the magnitudes shown. However, 
the set of curves shown in the three figures (14-1 through 14-3) depict some of the major 
orbital operating characteristics of the subsystem which will be noted. 
Figure 14-1 shows that an approximately constant current is drawn from the array throughout 
each orbit despite the large variation in array temperature, reflecting the fact that the array 
operating voltage is below the %nee" of even the highest temperature of the operating V-I 
curves. The humps at the beginning and end of the array current curve (lasting about 8 
minutes each) represent the earth albedo inputs over the polar regions (discussed later in 
Section 14.5.3.7). The reduction of array current shown during the first and last 5 minutes 
of the daytime period is due to vehicle shadowing of the array caused by the orbit inclination 
to the sun (discuksed later in Section 14.5.3.8). 
The unregulated bus voltage telemetry reading has consistently tracked the paddle voltage. 
The difference has been 0.3 to 0.7 volt (0.3 volt/PCM count). This voltage drop, which 
includes the losses across blocking diodes, slip rings, harness and connectors, was estimated 
to actually be 1.1 volts. An e r ro r  in the unregulated bus voltage telemetry is suspected. 
The telemetry circuit does not have a separate return to the telemetry encoder, resulting 
in an encoder input which includes a voltage drop caused by the high currents in the ground 
leads in the electronics module. 
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Figure 14-1. Solar Array Performance Characteristics (Orbit 51) 
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Figure 14-2. Unregulated Bus and Battery Characteristics (Orbit 51) 
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Figure 14-3. Regulated Bus Current and Battery Discharge Current (Orbit 51) 
The high temperature of the right-hand paddle has consistently been about +lO°C colder 
than the left-hand paddle throughout orbital fljght. This difference in platform temperature 
is probably due to a constant e r ror  in one, or both, of the array temperature telemetry 
circuits. (See Section 14.8.) 
Figures 14-2 and 14-3 show that the battery discharge and charge currents are closely balanced 
among the eight batteries for this orbit even though there is some spread in the battery 
temperature s . 
The power generation characteristics of the solar array, as reported in Reference 14-1, with 
telemetry sensor error  corrections incorporated in the values of array current, are presented 
in Figure 14-4 for this same orbit (51). 
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Figure 14-4. Array Power Generation Characteristics (Orbit 51) 
In Reference 14-2, additional telemetry sensor orbit profiles were presented as follows. 
Figure 14-5 shows the typical regulated bus current (uncorrected) paddle voltage and 
temperature, unregulated bus voltage, battery voltage, battery temperature and solar array 
current, (as read by telemetry but corrected for auxiliary loads loading), for a typical orbit 
in the vicinity of orbit 7300. Most of these functions can be varied within certain limits. In 
experiments, the power subsystem was operated at full charge for several orbits. Data 
were taken for the battery voltage and solar array current profile, and the spacecraft loading 
was increased to reduce the battery voltage. Af t e r  several orbits, and with lower battery 
voltages, a second set of data was taken (Figure 14-6). 
The data in Figure 14-6 show an apparent increase in the solar array current with lowered 
battery voltage. This is due primarily to operating at a different point on the family of array 
I-V characteristic curves. The point of interest is that at any instantaneous point after the 
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high-noon position, the differences in solar array current were negligible. This was due 
to the I-V characteristic curves being much flatter with the colder temperatures. 
14.5 SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE 
14.5.1 GENERAL 
During the first 18 months of orbital flight, the solar array power output was consistently 
higher than spacecraft operating requirements, which decreased progressively as some 
of the sensory subsystem components failed. 
loads during each orbit. 
Excess power was dissipated in the auxiliary 
The performance of the solar array in orbit could not be established directly from the 
telemetry sensors provided for this purpose, due to the unregulated bus current telemetry 
sensor proving inaccurate, with the accuracy changing with time. This current sensor 
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inaccuracy did not impose any significant problems in operation of the spacecraft, which 
was done utilizing the energy management technique, but did introduce additional uncertainties 
relative to establishing exact array flight performance for design evaluation purposes. The 
methods used for establishing array performance in lieu of direct use of the unregulated 
bus current sensor, and the results, are presented in the following sections. 
The characteristics of the power subsystem are  such that, except for a few minutes of high 
loads when the batteries are discharging, the array operating voltage is determined by the 
charge voltage of the batteries (plus the intermediate voltage drops) and is below the %neef1 
of even the highest temperature of the operating V-I curves. Therefore, an approximately 
constant current is drawn from the array throughout each orbit despite the variations over 
the orbit in battery charge voltage with battery state of charge and temperature, and despite 
the large variation in array temperature. This approximately constant-current character- 
istic of the array allowed evaluation of the array performance to be made,in the following 
sections,on the basis of either typical l"instantaneous" currents during an orbit o r  on the 
basis of average array current over the orbit, with approximately the same results. 
14* 5* SUN ACQUISITION 
Following an uninterruptkd terminal countdown, Nimbus 2 was launched from the Western 
Test Range (WTR) at Vandenberg AFB at 00:55:34 PDT (0755:34:857 GMT) on 15 May 1966. 
The first northbound equator crossing, some 63 minutes later, occurred at 0858:39.72 GMT 
at longitude 37.44 E. The corresponding local mean time was 1128:25.32. Thus, the first 
ascending node occurred 0031:34.68 prior to local noon, and the orbit plane lay 7.89 degrees 
west of the mean apparent sun. (Because of the inclination of the earth's axis and the 
eccentricity of its orbit, the apparent sun.never coincides with the mean apparent sun.) The 
seasonal variations shown in Figure 14-7 cover a range of +23.44 degrees in latitude, and 
as much as +4.12 to -3.58 degrees in longitude. On 15 May 1966, the position of the apparent 
sun (heavy dot) and time of launch were such as  to make the orbit plane 9.74 degrees west of 
the apparent sun-earth line. The mean precessional rate of the orbit plane (1.00171 degrees 
14-11 
per day) exceeded the mean rotational rate 
of the earth about the sun (0.9856 degrees 
per day); thus, the orbit plane approached 
the mean apparent sun at 0.0161 degrees per 
day, o r  0.483 degrees per month. 
relationship of the orbit plane to the 
apparent sun,shown in Figure 14-7,is for 
mid-May and November 1966, and for 
mid-May 1967. ) 
(The 
Following launch and spacecraft separation 
from the booster, the 2.5 second timer (not 
the back-up 5 second timer) caused paddle 
unfold and the initial stabilization was 
smooth, rapid, and complete in all three 
axes within seven minutes after spacecraft 
booster separation. During the following 
18 months, the control subsystem effectively 
\May'66 I 
I I I I 
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-10 
LONGITUDE DIFFERENCE, deg. 
Figure 14.7. Projection of Nimbus 2 Orbit 
Plane in Relation to Sun 
maintained Nimbus 2 in an earth-oriented attitude within 1 degree in all axes in the 
absence of cold cloud disturbances. A s  a result, solar array pointing accuracy has been 
maintained throughout the 18-rnonth period,with the accuracy shown in Figure 14-8. The sun 
angle did not exceed 11.6 degrees during the Nimbus 2 flight until July 1966. The orbit plane 
has contained the apparent sun-earth line (sun angle 0) on three occasions--the first in 
October 1966, the second in late December 1966, and again in September 1967. Thus, the 
objective of an essentially high-noon sunsynchronous orbit was achieved, and the desired 
spacecraft-sun jrelationship is expected to be maintained for at least two years. 
The value of solar irradiance at the time of launch was 136.6 milliwatts per square centimeter. 
The variation of solar irradiance with time relative to the time of launch is presented in 
Figure 14-9. The significance of the solar intensity variation is that the current generated 
in the solar array is directly proportional to the solar flux intercepted by the platforms and, 
therefore,must be taken into consideration when interpreting the changes in solar array output 
current with time. 
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14.5.3 SOLAR ARRAY OUTPUT CURRENT 
14.5.3.1 Alternative Methods of Determining Array Current Output 
The design provisions for determining array output current is to add the appropriate value 
of auxiliary load current to the telemetered value of the unregulated bus current. A digital 
telemetry voltage indicates which one o r  combinations of the three resistive auxiliary loads 
is connected to the unregulated bus, and the ground-established values of current drawn 
by these loads is used in the calculation. 
Since the unregulated bus current telemetry sensor proved inaccurate, reading high during 
the early flight phase and then progressively reading lower, three basically different methods 
for determining the array current were used for flight evaluation purposes. Each of the 
methods yielded somewhat different results and are therefore all presented here to indicate 
the range of interpretations made on the data. One of the methods was used by RCA-AED 
and the other two by the GE-NTCC group. These three methods, and the results obtained, 
are presented in the following sections. 
14.5.3.2 Corrected Unregulated Bus Current Sensor Method of Determining Array Current 
(RCA-AED, References 14-3 through 14-6) 
This method, used by RCA-AED, consisted of establishing the errors  in the unregulated 
bus current sensor as a function of time in orbit, and then using the current sensor values 
with these e r ror  corrections incorporated to develop the array current. 
The major currents of the power generation, storage and control subsystem* a re  shown in 
the simplified schematic diagram in Figure 14-10. The solar array current (I Array)  is the 
sum of the output currents of the two solar platforms. The auxiliary^load current (I Aux Load ) 
is the sum of the currents in each of the three resistive ground commandable loads, which are 
between the solar array bus (unregulated bus) and ground. The shunt loss current (1 1 Shunt Loss 
*Henceforth, referred to as  the power subsystem for brevity. 
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is the total current existing in the various resistive paths to ground within the subsystem. 
The battery current ( 18 att 
o r  discharge). The regulated bus current (I 
regulated bus supplied external to the subsystem. 
) is the sum of the eight individual battery currents (either charge 
) is the total load current on the -24.5 
Reg 
' t 'SHUNTLOSS 
 
' REG 
Figure 14-10. Simplified Block Diagram of Power System Currents 
From inspection of Figure 14-10, the following current relationships may be written: 
- - (satellite night) (14-1) 
(14-2) 
!REG 'BATT DISCHG 'SHUNT LOSS 
IUNREG 
'ARRAY = 'UNREG +'AUXLOAD 
- 
'SHUNT Loss + &ATT CHG + IREG (satellite night) 
(satellite night) (14-3) 
Values of power subsystem shunt loss currents were measured after integration of the power 
subsystem with the spacecraft as a slowly changing function of unregulated bus voltage. For 
the normal operating voltages of the flight evaluation, values of 1.25 amperes during satellite 
day and 0.45 ampere during satellite night were used in the following analysis. The values 
of auxiliary load currents were the appropriate combinations of the ground-established values 
of 0.3, 0.6, and 1.2 amperes, depending on which of the auxiliary loads were on. 
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The regulated bus current telemetry e r ro r  was determined from Equation 14-1, with the 
amount of current unbalance between the left and right hand sides of the equation being the 
error. This equation was evaluated at four frames of telemetry during the satellite nighttime 
-1.0 
-1.2 
of an orbit, with each of the four frames selected such that, values of current reported for 
adjacent frames were within f 1 PCM count of the currents in the frame being evaluated. 
The average of the four values of error  was defined as the regulated bus current e r ror  
during that orbit. A smooth curve was fitted to the orbit average errors  for all orbits 
considered. This curve is presented in Figure 14-11 and defines the regulated bus current 
error as a function of time in orbit. 
A 
The unregulated bus current telemetry e r ror  was determined by the same summation of 
system currents technique, but by using Equation 14-2 in conjunction with satellite daytime 
telemetry data. This equation was evaluated at three selected telemetry frames in each orbit 
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for many orbits, with a heavy emphasis on the initial orbits. The telemetry frames were 
selected such that the preceding and succeeding frames reported the same values of system 
currents. This procedure assures that no load change has occurred during the 16.4 second 
time interval during which one telemetry frame is recorded. The resulting unregulated bus 
current e r ro r  is also shown in Figure 14-11 as a function of time in orbit. This curve 
includes the effect of the regulated bus current error  previously described. 
The actual value of solar array current is determined fTom Equation 14-3, with the value of 
unregulated bus current from the telemetry printout corrected by the e r ro r  curve shown in 
Figure 14-11 and the value of auxiliary load current appropriate to the telemetry printout 
which indicated which of the three loads is connected. The values of array current determined 
in this manner represents array current during the major portion of the satellite daytime, 
when no albedo contribution to array current is present, and are,therefore representative 
of an average value for the orbit. The effect of an increasing value of array operating 
voltage, as  the batteries are recharged during the day, is counteracted by the increasing 
temperature of the solar array, such that between the "albedo humps" (increase of array 
current by 3 percent due to albedo, occurring over the earth terminator), the array current 
remains almost constant with time during an orbit. 
14.5.3.3 Component Current Summation Method of Determining Array Current (GE-NTCC, 
Reference 14-1) 
One of the methods used by the GE-NTCC group to determine the array current was similar 
to the method used by RCA-AED in that the component currents fed by the solar array were 
summed to es$ablish the true array current. That is, Equations 14-2 and 14-3 of the previous 
section were combined to yield the following equation for array current: 
I(ARRAY) = I(AUX LOAD) + IPHUNT LOSS) + I(BATT CHG) + I(REG) 
However, the method differed from the RCA-AED method in that these summed values were 
used directly to plot the array current variation with time, rather than using the data to 
develop a current sensor e r ro r  and then using the corrected current sensor telemetry data 
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to eshblish the array current. Also, the data samples used differed somewhat. GE used 
data taken around high-noon and used average values of the battery and regulated bus 
currents taken from five consecutive frames o r  multiples thereof. 
14.5.3.4 PQwer Management Method of Determining Array Current (GE-NTCC,Reference 
14-1) 
The GE-NTCC group also used another method of determining array current which they 
considered more reliable. This other method of computing the array output current was 
based on the charge management prediction technique which was used throughout the life 
of the spacecraft. This approach yields an average array output over the orbit instead of 
an Ynstantaneous" value, as in the current-summation method, although the two results 
are considered Comparable in view of the near constant-current nature of the array output. 
This method assumes an average orbital array output current for forthcoming orbits 
based on, first, pre-launch, and second, flight analysis estimates; and, knowing the 
operating load and battery recharge requirements from pre-launch and subsequent flight 
analysis estimates, calculates the auxiliary loads required to maintain the batteries at o r  
near full charge state, without overcharge. The accuracy of the array output used in this 
calculation is judged on the basis of the resulting battery end-of-day and end-of-night 
terminal voltages as well as the temperature profile of the batteries. It is judged also, 
especially in early orbits, by checks of whether the predicted charge-discharge current 
ratios over an orbit were being achieved on the batteries, using the telemetered values 
of battery charge-discharge currents. 
14.5.3.5 Actual Array Currents 
Plots of the actual solar array output currents versus time in orbit, as determined by the 
GE-NTCC power management technique and the RCA-AED current summation method, are 
shown in Figure 14-12 for the first 13 months in orbit. These curves reflect all changes in 
array output from launch day, including the effects of solar incidence angle variations, sun 
intensity variations, board failures, and radiation degradation. 
A s  shown in Figure 14-12, the first day solar array current was 13.6 amperes by the GE-NTCC 
power management method, and 13.0 amperes by the RCA-AED corrected, unregulated bus 
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Figure 14-12. Solar Array Current Versus Time in Orbit 
current sensor method. The curve based on the GE-NTCC power management method 
indicated a large drop following day one, attributed to ultraviolet degradation by this group. 
However, the RCA-AED method indicated a nearly constant current for about 80 orbits. 
RCA-AED concluded there was no loss due to ultraviolet damage to cover glass and adhesive, 
such as had been anticipated prior to launch. Thereafter, the two methods show similar 
trends, although differing somewhat in magnitude, reflecting the seasonal sun intensity, solar 
incidence angle variations, losses due to particle degradation, and sharp losses due to 
paddleboard circuit failures. 
Figure 14-12 shows two discontinuities in the solar array current. The first discontinuity 
occurred during orbit 1066, with an array current loss of 600 to 700 milliamperes (depending 
on which curve is considered). The second discontinuity occurred between orbits 4384 and 
4386, with a current loss of 550 to 600 milliamperes. The latter failure was intermittent, 
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because the approximately 600 milliampere decrease did not occur in most of the orbits 
following the failure until from 10 to 25 minutes after the satellite re-entered the sunlight 
portion of the umbra (implying a thermal effect). 
Detailed analysis of the data by RCA-AED indicated the first failure was the result of an 
open-circuit failure of the six-cell module circuit, located on board M along the transition 
section of the right-hand solar platform. The second failure was probably an intermittent 
open-circuit of the Pto-P tab connection of module 66, on either board E o r  board L. 
The solar array current, as  determined by the GE-NTCC power management technique, is 
presented in Figure 14-13 for the first 18 months in orbit, together with the other parametert 
which affect the solar array current (solar incidence angle and solar intensity variation). 
Also presented for comparison are  the current variations of the solar cell experiments 
(discussed in Section 14.9). Figure 14-13 shows that there were no new solar array 
malfunctions and that the intermittency which followed the second discontinuity, occurring 
between Orbits 4384 and 4386, was not observed again since Orbit 5628. 
14.5.3.6 Normalized Array Current Radiation Degradation 
In order to evaluate the solar array current degradation, due to factors other than 
mechanical failures (presumably charged particle irradiation effects) , it is necessary to 
normalize the values of current to a specific set of conditions, so  that all factors causing 
a change in output current, except actual solar cell radiation degradation, are removed. 
In the case of the Nimbus 2 solar array, these factors are solar intensity variation, sun 
angle variation, and the array open circuit failures. 
The sun intensity variation relative to the day of launch (May 15) value and the sun angle 
variation have been presented in Figure 14-8. The solar array output current is approxi- 
mately a cosine function of the sun angle variation. 
Each of the actual array current curves presented in Figure 14-12 were normalized by 
factoring out the effects of the sun intensity and solar incidence angle variations relative to 
the day of launch, and dividing by an array current for the RCA-AED current curve. 
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For orbits 0 through 1066 (prior to the first circuit failure), the first day value of array 
current (13.0 amperes), corrected to a zero sun angle (yielding 13.25 amperes), was used 
to normalize the array current. For orbits 1067 through 4385, between the first and second 
circuit failure, only 106 of the original 112 parallel solar cell strings were contributing 
current, and the curve was normalized to a current of 106/112 x 13.25 = 12.53 amperes. 
From orbits 4398 to 5700, the corrected array current values were normalized to 
10.30/10.85 x 12.53 = 11.89 amperes, where 10.30 amperes is the current at orbit 4385, 
corrected for variations of solar intensity and sun angle from day one, and 10.85 amperes is 
the corrected current at  orbit 4398. 
The resulting normalized array current degradation curves are presented in Figure 14-14 
for the RCA-AED data, and Figure 14-15 for the GE-NTCC results. These curves repre- 
sent the fractional values of solar array current at the operating voltage, remaining as 
a function of time in orbit. Also shown is the normalized array output for an estimated 
degradation due to two constant levels of flux (7.2 x 10l1 and 9.4 x 10 11 2 e/cm /day). 
The plot based on the GE-NTCC power management calculations indicates a large initial 
drop and is considered by the GE-NTCC group as probably due to ultraviolet degradation. 
A t  orbit 100 the drop was approximately 2 percent, reaching 4 percent at orbit 200, and 6 
percent at  orbit 800 (13 days). Pre-flight expectations (Reference 14-8) were for the 
initial drop,to level off at 4 percent after 100 hours (60 orbits): 
The array output,based on both the summation of current method and corrected current 
sensor method by GE-NTCC and RCA-AED respectively, indicated no drop during the first 
40 orbits. Then the GE-NTCC method showed a sharp drop to approximately 4 percent loss 
at orbit 200, and 6 percent at  orbit 800. Thereafter, 
summation of current methods of the GE-NTCC group 
close in magnitude to the degradation predicted by the 
9.4 x 10l1 electrons/cm /day. 2 
both the power management and 
show a nearly identical trend and are  
constant 1 mev equivalent flux rate of 
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Figure 14-14. Normalized Solar Array Current Versus Time in Orbit (RCA-AED) 
According to GE-NTCC (Reference 14-1), the significance of the irregular degradation 
pattern is uncertain. In addition to the errors  introduced by the e r ror  in determining the 
average array output, it may be due to short term, cyclic variations in the flux rate, o r  due 
to e r rors  in normalizing for the board failures after orbit 1000. Two fixed corrections were 
used at the orbit when the failures occurred, although telemetry data indicated that after the 
second array board failure, some output was still obtained from the board for a portion of the 
orbit. The loss of the PCM tape recorder in orbit 349 made a quantitative understanding of 
this phenomenon very difficult. Any intermittent output would therefore make the normalized 
array output plot be irregular, showing high points. 
The array output, based on the corrected current sensor method by RCA-AED, also dropped 
off rapidly after orbit 40 to 2 percent at orbit 200 and to 4 percent at orbit 800, but not 
nearly as rapid as the GE-NTCC summation of currents curve during these first 800 orbits. 
From then on, the trends are similar, but the RCA-AED method shows less degradation 
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11 
and follows very closely for 3600 orbits to the predicted curve, which is based on 7.2 x 10 
electrons/cm /day constant flux. From orbit 3600 to orbit 5700, degradation is observed 
which is attributed by RCA-AED to an additional damage mechanism (other than charged 
particle irradiation). By orbit 5700, this new damage mechanism had increased current 
degradation by approximately 2 percent. The most likely cause for the increased degradation 
is thought to be the separation of the N-strip from a-number of solar cells on several o r  all 
of the module boards. This type of solar cell failure has been observed during the acceptance 
tests on the Flight 3 (Nimbus B) solar platforms, which utilize cells from the same procure- 
ment as  Nimbus 2. 
2 
Due to the lack of degradation during the first 40 orbits and the closeness with which the 
array degradation then followed the predicted curve based on the charged particle irradiation 
flux level of 7.2 x 10l1 electrons/cm /day constant flux, RCA-AED concluded there was no 
ultraviolet degradation in orbital flight. Subsequent tests by RCA-AED on 24 cells under 
tungsten-xenon lamps showed about 3 percent degradation in less than 15 hours exposure 
time, which they estimated to be at least equivalent to the number of hours of ultra- 
violet exposure the cells received during ground tests. Therefore, RCA-AED concluded 
that the reason no ultraviolet degradation had occurred in space for Nimbus 2, was that it 
had all already occurred during ground test under the tungsten-xenon lamps. 
2 
In summary, depending on which method is used for interpreting the flight data, the following 
conclusions may be reached regarding degradation of the solar array current: 
a. None or  approximately 2 percent ultraviolet degradation occurred during the initial 
100 hours (60 orbits), reaching 4 percent at orbit 200. 
b. The degradation following the initial orbits followed a curve based on either a 1 
mev equivalent flux rate of 7.2 x 10l1 electrons/cm2/day (RCA-AED) o r  
9.4 x 10l1 electrons/cm2/day (GE-NTCC). 
c. A total of 10 percent degradation occurred at 1600 orbits p4-1/2 months) o r  3200 
orbits 9 months) 
d. A f t e r  1600 orbits, 6 .5  o r  10 percent degradation had occurred and, after 3200 orbits, 
10 o r  12-14 percent had occurred. 
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e. A f t e r  7200 orbits (18 months) GE-NTCC data showed approximately 22 percent 
degradation occurred. 
14.5.3.7 Array Current Albedo Effects 
Solar radiation,which is reflected from the clouds and earth surface and scattered by the 
atmosphere ,adds to the direct solar illumination in generating solar cell current. These 
components are  part of the earth albedo, and their effect was seen to be an increase of about 
3 . 5  percent of array current in portions of the orbit. This albedo contribution is illus- 
trated in Figure 14-16 for July 11, 1966. The first rise begins when the spacecraft exits 
the umbra and ends at the 29 degree orbital position. The second rise begins at the 151 
degree orbital position and ends as solar array shading becomes pronounced. The figure 
shows the satellite as  it approaches the 180 degree orbit position (earthnight) and the low 
angle of incidence of albedo reflection for the period of unregulated bus current rise. 
Figure 14-16. Albedo Reflection Incident to Solar Array 
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14.5.3.8 Array Shading Effects on Array Current 
During the early months of flight, the initial 9.75degree solar incidence angle, resulting from 
the spacecraft being launched early in the window, caused the controls subsystem to shade 
a corner of one paddle before entering and after leaving the umbra. This caused the current 
to rise slower and descend sooner and over a longer time span than what was experienced 
on Nimbus 1. This period of increase and decrease extends over 3 to 8 minutes after satellite 
night-to-day transition and 3 to 8 minutes before the day-to-night transition. These eurations 
did not exceed 1 minute on Nimbus 1. Figure 14-17 illustrates the area and location of 
estimated maximum shading at  the time of exiting the umbra. 
inside corner of the array would be shaded before entering the umbra. This shading caused 
an estimated 1.4 ampere decrease in array current output for the 3 to 8 minutes involved. 
A similar area in the other 
. FT 
Figure 14-17. Shading of Spacecraft Left Array During Transition from 
Satellite Day to Satellite Night 
14.5.4 SOLAR ARRAY TEMPERATURE 
Figure 14-18 is a plot of the right-hand paddle orbital temperature profile for several orbits 
compared to the predicted values for the initial orbits. The temperature profile remained 
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relatively constant during the initial 1000 orbits. The temperature increased with the 
increase in solar intensity, which peaked at about orbit 3100 (6 percent higher). By orbit 
4720 the paddle temperature only decreased a few degrees from the peak value at  orbit 3100 
with the same sun intensity at launch. The decrease in solar conversion efficiency (down 
approximately 18 percent since launch) and- a coating degradation contributed to the higher 
temperatures. The left-hand paddle exhibits the same profile, but the maximum temperature 
indicated is 10°C lower. A telemetry e r ror  is suspected. (See Section 14.8. ) 
The apparent discrepancy between predicted and measured array temperature has little effect 
on the power subsystem operation, since at all times,the voltage operating region on the 
solar array I-V curve is in the region of relatively constant current output, independent of: the 
temperature of the paddles. 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 
ORBIT TIME (MINUTES) 
Figure 14-18. Solar Platform Temperature/Time Profile 
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14.6 BATTERY PERFORMANCE 
14.6.1 GENERAL 
The battery system has performed extremely well, with no failures of any kind observed and 
no sign of degradation indicated. The batteries were operated at depth of discharge levels 
ranging from 12.5 percent during the early phases to 8 percent when only APT and AVCS 
were in operation. Figure 14-19 represents the approximate depth of discharge history 
through Orbit 5275. There were occasional fluctuations from the various plateaus shown 
of +1/2 percent due to programmed operation of sensors rather than operating them con- 
tinuously (which was normal). From orbit 5275 (13 months) to orbit 7300 (18 months),the 
batteries were continued at slightly less than the 8 percent depth of discharge level (Reference 
14-2). Adjustments in the power management of the batteries were generally accomplished 
with auxiliary loads that work directly off the unregulated bus, thus not affecting the depth of 
discharge of the batteries. The nominal charge ratio recommended by the battery supplier 
for +25OC was used throughout. It consisted of a charge/discharge ratio of 1.1 for the first 
430 ampere-minutes below full charge and a 1.0 ratio beyond that. 
17% 
16% 
15% 
14% 
13% 
12% 
11% 
10% 
9% 
8% 
7% 
ORBIT NO 
N L L  
SPACECRAET - - FULL SPACECRAFT WITHOUT - -  APTS/AVCS & S-BAND COMP ONLY - - APTS AND AVCS ONLY - -  * REGULATED - m m a  PCM 
BUS LOAD 
Figure 14-19. Approximate Depth of Discharge History 
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14.6 .2  BATTERY SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS HISTORY (AVERAGE OF EIGHT BATTERIES) 
Figure 14-20 is a history plot of the system operating characteristics (average of eight 
batteries). The lower end-of-charge terminal voltages during the first 1000 orbits reflect 
the operational plan to maintain the charge state 50 to 100 ampere-minutes below full charge. 
A f t e r  the loss of the PCM tape recorder, the power management plan was changed to recharge 
the batteries to their full charge state at  the end of saISllite day. The battery end-of-charge 
voltages and temperatures were sensitive enough parameters to be used to judge the fully 
charged state to within approximately 20 ampere-minutes. The lower battery temperatures 
during the latter phase of operation reflect the lower average spacecraft ring temperature 
(within which the batteries were located) that resulted from reduced sensor operation. 
14.6 .3  INDIVIDUAL BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS HISTORY 
The operating parameters of the individual batteries are listed in Table 14-1 and plotted in 
Figures 14-21 through 14-28. The load sharing throughout the flight was within the design 
specification of 12.5 ~ r 2  percent. The slight shifting of the load-sharing percentage by some 
of the batteries is of no special significance, resulting from normal drift of the load-sharing 
control transistor characteristics o r  operating on different points of their characteristic 
curve due to changes in individual battery temperatures. The charge sharing generally is 
proportional to the load sharing, indicating that there have been no cell failures. Inasmuch 
as charge sharing is not controlled by active components but is generally established by the 
actual battery characteristics, a uniformity of characteristics is indicated. 
14 .6 .4  CONCLUSIONS 
Although there is no flight data taken at more than a 13 percent depth of discharge based on 
pre-launch measured capacity, there are several factors relating to the operating character- 
istics of the batteries that have remained constant throughout the life of the spacecraft that 
indicate there has been no significant degradation of the batteries. The voltage drop going 
from satellite day to night has remained constant at  1 . 2  to 1 . 8  volts. The battery-voltage- 
versus-discharge profile has essentially remained constant,as well as the temperature 
orbital profile. The system charge ratio has not changed. In addition, the individual 
battery charge ratios have not changed. 
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14.7 VOLTAGE REGULATION 
Except for two momentary losses in voltage regulation, there have been no malfunctions 
in this system. The first one, which was the most severe, occurred as a result of a transient 
during the paddle-unfold sequence. A clock upset, loss of a PCM word in the PCM bit stream 
and the firing of the APT shutter (this may have been due to a mechanical vibration) all 
resulted from this transient getting through the voltage regulation system. By manually 
decoding the PCM bit stream and beacon time code, it was determined that there were really 
two voltage transients, spaced seconds apart. This phenomen of the loss of voltage regulation 
at  paddle unfold was experienced during the testing of the spacecraft before launch. 
The other out-of-regulation condition occurred during orbit 28 as a result of a transient 
developed by turning the HAX (DRIR) off while the S-Band transmitter was on. It manifested 
itself as  a clock upset and a ringing current transient that appeared on the HRIR video,lasting 
for 0 . 4  sec. A clock upset occurred once in pre-flight testing when the HAX was commanded 
off with the S-Band in transmit. Operating procedures were established which avoided turning 
HAX off with the S-Band on. However, the feedback amplifiers did not switch in either of 
the above cases, thus indicating the voltage transient may not have been out of specification. 
There were many instances of the switching of the voltage regulation feedback amplifier 
resulting from spurious unencoded command execution. The switching between prime and 
redundant feedback is done either automatically o r  by unencoded command, but there is no 
way of directly identifying which took place. Inasmuch as  there was an obvious unencoded 
command problem, and many occurrences where there was an indication of spurious command 
receiver input’activity at the time of an amplifier switch, as  well as no clock upsets at the 
time of the switches (the clock has been a reliable transient indication on the spacecraft), it 
is assumed that no automatic switches of the feedback amplifier occurred. Al l  of the switches 
occurred in a few zones around the world. There were no switches observed over South 
America whenever the STADAN stations squelched the spacecraft receiver with the command 
carrier signa1,although this was ordinarily a high occurrence area. During the period when 
continuous telemetry was available, approximately nine switchings per 100 orbits were 
observed with no noticeable adverse effect on the regulation system. 
1442 
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14.8 TELEMETRY SENSOR ERRORS 
14.8.1 CURRENT TELEMETRY ERRORS 
The er rors  in the unregulated and regulated bus current sensors, as determined by RCA-AED, 
have already been discussed in Section 14.5.3.2 and presented in Figure 14-11. 
The GE-NTCC group also used Equation 14-1 of Section 14.5.3.2 to evaluate the regulated 
bus current e r ro r  with similar but slightly different results. They concluded that the e r ro r  was 
a function of current level and temperature. During the early orbits, when the spacecraft 
sensory ring wascooler than the final stabilized values, the regulated bus current e r r o r  was 
determined to be zero below 5.5 amperes, gradually increasing to 150 to 200 milliamperes at 
7 . 0  amperes. A t  9.4 amperes on the regulated bus, the regulated bus current indicated high 
by 300 milliamperes. As the spacecraft warmed up and the loads also decreased, the e r ro r  
decreased to zero. 
The unregulated bus current telemetry e r r o r  determined by GE-NTCC, using Equation 14-2 
of Section 14.5.3.2,was essentially the same as determined by RCA-AED and presented in 
Figure 14-11. 
Some comments regarding the validity of the methods for determining the regulated and 
unregulated bus currents by the GE-NTCC group, which favored the charge management 
prediction method, are  presented in the following paragraphs. 
The actual determination of regulated and unregulated bus current is difficult due to the sensor 
being a Hall-effect generator operating at 400 Hz, which is coherent with the operation of 
other systems within the spacecraft,such as the controls gyro heater. Depending upon the 
relative phasing and duty cycle of the 400-cycle gyro heater current surges and the 400-cycle 
energizing of the Hall-effect generator, it is possible that the sensor could read anywhere 
from peak current to minimum current. Also, the output of the Hall-effect generator is 
filtered (30 millisec time constant),which inhibits the observation of other transients. 
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There is also a possible e r ro r  in the summation of the battery charge and discharge currents 
due to the pulsing 400-cycle nature of the gyro heater power requirements. The charge and 
discharge telemetry points are shunt resistors showing instantaneous values. The relation- 
ship of the actual duty cycle of the gyro heater to the position of these telemetry points in 
the PCM matrix and its duty cycle causes the gyro heater current surge to be read by either 
one,or none,of the eight battery current sensors during a frame of data, depending on the 
gyro heater duty cycle. It is estimated that the gyro heater duty cycle varied in flight from 
approximately 40 to 20 percent o r  less, although the actual duty cycle cannot be determined 
from available telemetry. 
14.8.2 SOLAR ARRAY TEMPERATURE ERROR 
The high temperature of the right-hand paddle has consistently been about +10 C colder than 
the left-hand paddle. This difference in platform temperatures is probably due to a constant 
e r ror  in one,or both,of the array temperature telemetry circuits. The use of carbon-com- 
position-type resistors in these circuits, and the environmental effects on them, may be the 
cause of the e r ror  (s). 
0 
14.8.3 UNREGULATED BUS VOLTAGE TELEMETRY ERROR 
The unregulated bus voltage telemetry reading has consistently tracked the paddle voltage, 
but the difference has been 0 . 3  to 0.7 volt (0.3 volt/PCM count) instead of the estimated 1.1 
volts for the drop across the blocking diodes, slip rings, harness, and connectors. An 
error  in the unregulated bus voltage telemetry is suspected. The telemetry circuit does not 
have a separate return to the telemetry encoder, resulting in an encoder input which includes 
a voltage drop caused by the high currents in the ground leads in the electronics module 
(Reference 14-3). 
14.9 SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENTS 
14.9.1 GENERAL 
Similar to the situation for the spacecraft main solar array, the two groups involved with 
analyzing and interpreting the flight data (RCA-AED and GE-NTCC) again obtained somewhat 
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Figure 14-29. Wiring Diagram of Solar Cell  Radiation Experiment 
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Figure 14-30. Typical Solar Cell Operating Characteristic for Radiation Experiment 
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different results for the solar cell experiment. Therefore, both sets of results are pre- 
sented, with the different sources noted. 
14.9.2 DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT 
The solar cell radiation experiment consists of two planar panels, each having 30 series- 
connected solar cells bonded to an aluminum honeycomb substrate. The cells on one panel 
are provided with 6-mil-thick fused silica coverglass, bonded to the cells with Furane 15E 
adhesive; this panel is located on the transition section of the right-hand solar array platform, 
viewing the array from the sun. A 100-mil-thick fused silica coverglass, having the same 
optical filter properties as  the 6-mil experiment, is bonded to the cells of the panel located 
on the transition section of the left-hand platform. The radiation experiments receive solar 
illumination at  the same incidence angle and for the same period of time as the solar array. 
Each solar cell in the experiment is loaded with a 1.46-ohm resistance in order that values 
of current near the short-circuit point may be monitored. Figure 14-29 shows a wiring diagran 
of the experiment. A typical operating characteristic of a cell in the experiment is shown in 
Figure 14-30. Solar cells for the radiation experiment were obtained from the production line 
at RCA-Mountaintop a s  the nominal 1 ohm-cm, N-on-P silicon cells were being manufactured 
for the Nimbus 2 solar array. 
14.9.3 DATA 
Values of voltage across the 30 load resistors of each experiment and the temperature of the 
cells in each experiment are received at the ground station via the telemetry subsystem. Until 
the PCM recorder failed during orbit 931, voltage and temperature for each experiment was 
monitored every 16.4 seconds during the orbit. Since the recorder failure, only real-time 
data are received when the spacecraft is within range of a ground station. 
14.9.4 TEMPERATURES (PER RCA-AED, REFERENCE 14-6) 
Figure 14-31 presents a plot of the temperature/time profile of the 6-mil experiment during 
orbits 4, 3100, and 5510. Because of the limited amount of real-time telemetry data, only 
28 minutes of data were available at orbit 5510. The higher temperatures during the later 
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orbits are due to the solar constant increase plus a possible temperature telemetry circuit 
drift. Orbit 3100 represents an orbit of maximum solar intensity, and orbit 5510 represents 
an orbit of minimum solar intensity. 
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Figure 14-31. Radiation Experiment Temperature Versus Orbit Time 
The temperature deviations with solar intensity are similar to those observed for  the main 
solar array. Determination of the solar cell, short-circuit current temperature coefficient 
from telemetry data was not possible because of the relatively large changes in current 
during the orbit caused by the albedo illumination,and also because the resolution of one PCM 
count in the data (f50 millivolts out of approximately 5.3 volts) masked the current change 
with temperature. 
14.9.5 NORMALIZED EXPERWIENT CURRENT (RCA-AED, REFERENCE 14-5) 
In order to evaluate the degradation of the 6-mil and 100-mil experiment short-circuit 
currents, the telemetry values had to be normalized to remove the effect of all factors except 
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solar cell degradation. For each orbit analyzed, the telemetry voltage was obtained during 
a portion of the orbit not affected by albedo illumination. The value of telemetry volts was 
divided by 30 x 1.46 to obtain the short-circuit current. 
Initially, values of telemetry voltage were selected at a point in the orbit when the solar cell 
experiment temperature was 30 C. A f t e r  failure of the PCM tape recorder resulted in data 
only being available when the spacecraft was near a ground station and the experiment 
temperature was not 30 C,  a temperature correction was made to the current data. Since the 
0 
0 
experiment temperature is known at the point in the orbit where the current is determined, 
the current was corrected to a +30 C value by applying the Nimbus solar cell current coefficient 
of 60 microamperes per degree centigrade. The 3OoC value of current for  each of the two 
experiments was then corrected for solar intensity variations and solar incidence angle 
variations. The corrected 3OoC current values were divided by the initial value of 123 ma 
for the 6-mil experiment and 125 ma for the 100-mil experiment (these were the corrected 
30 C current values obtained for the first few orbits) to obtain the normalized curves. Figure 
14-32 presents the normalized current for the 6-mil experiment, and Figure 14-33 shows the 
0 
0 
normalized current for the 100-mil experiment. Having removed the effect of temperature, 
sun angle,and solar intensity, the normalized short-circuit current values show only the 
degradation caused by the environment. 
14.9.6 NORMALIZED EXPERIMENT CURRENT (GE-NTCC, REFERENCE 14-1) 
The data utilized by GE-NTCC to develop the normalized current curves were taken at the 
same paddle position at all times, during earth-day-to-earth-night transition. This permitted 
normalizing for’sun angle and sun intensity seasonal variations but, since no temperature 
correction was made, introduced a possible e r ror  due to temperature variations at that paddle 
position ranging 16 to 20 C. The results for both the 6-mil and 100-mil experiments are 
presented in Figures 14-33 and 14-34, respectively, for the first 5275 orbits (13 months). 
0 
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Figure 14-32. Normalized Current Loss Versus Time for 6-mil Solar Cel l  Experiment 
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14.9.7 PREDICTED EXPERIMENT DEGRADATION. (RCA-AED, REFERENCE 14-5) 
Using the values of orbital electron and proton fluxes predicted by RCA for the Nimbus 2 orbit, 
the damage-equivalent, normally incident 1-MeV electron flux was calculated for each of the 
radiation experiments. The effective charged particle back shielding for both of the experi- 
2 
ments is 0.28 gm/cm . The 6-mil experiment has an effective front shielding of 0.044 
gm/cm , and the 100-mil coverglass provides 0.57 gm/cm front shielding. A summary of 
the shielding and the calculated 1-MeV electron fluxes for the two radiation experiments and 
for the main solar array is shown in Table 14-2. 
2 2 
Solar Array 
The degradation of the solar cell short-circuit current as a function of time for the calculated 
1-MeV electron flux rates is shown by the dashed curves in Figure 14-33 and Figure 14-34. 
Front Back Predicted 
1-MeV 
Flux Rate 5 (gm/cm ) (gm/cm 1 
Shieldin 
2 
0,044 0.14 9.4 x 10l1 e/cm /day 
A uniform daily flux rate was assumed in predicting the charged particle degradation. 
Table 14-2. Solar Cell Effective Shielding and Equivalent 1-MeV Electron Flux Rates 
100-mil Experiment 0.57 0.28 
I 2 I 6-mil Experiment I 0.044 I 0.28 I 7 . 5 ~  10l1 e/cm /day 
14.9.8 RESULTS OF SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENT (RCA-AED INTERPRETATION) 
Figure 14-32 shows that for the 6-mil experiment the predicted curve agrees reasonably well 
with the measured curve; a difference of only 1.8 percent separates the two curves at orbit 
5200. For  the 100-mil experiment, the predicted curve does not agree with the measured 
curve; the predicted curve shows 8.7 percent less degradation than the measured curve at 
orbit 520 0. 
Neither the 6-mil nor the 100-mil experiments show the expected 3 to 4 percent decrease in 
current during the first 100 hours of sunlight exposure due to ultraviolet degradation of the 
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coverglass-filter-adhesive solar cell combination. This expected degradation also was not 
observed with the solar array. 
Charged particle damage should not be observed on the experiment until the accumulated 
13 2 
1-Mev flux reached a value of about 10 e/cm (about 600 orbits), but a rapid degradation 
began during the initial orbits, which indicates an effect other than orbital electron and 
proton damage. Note that the 6-mil experiment degradation did not begin until the accumulated 
1-Mev flux reached a value at which current was affected. Thus no decrease in current during 
the first few orbits was observed with both the 6-mil experiment and the main solar array, 
which also has 6 mils of coverglass shielding. 
The telemetry data (experiment current and temperature only) is insufficient to allow an 
exact analysis of the unusual 100-mil experiment degradation. However, it is feasible that 
one,or more,of the following factors contributes to the loss of the 100-mil experiment 
c UT rent: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
The specially made 100-mil coverglass platelets may not provide complete front 
shielding, due to either insufficient dimensions o r  improper positioning on the cells, 
allowing particles to reach the cells without attenuation. 
Thermal stress imposed on the solar cell and contacts by the heavy glass with a 
different thermal coefficient of expansion than that of silicon may produce a 
loosening of the contacts o r  cracking of the silicon that becomes worse with cycle 
life. 
Stresses imposed on the cell o r  contacts by soldering during the nonproduction line 
assembly of the experiment. 
Anomalistic degradation of the 100-mil cover glass transmission due to 
ultraviolet exposure which does not affect thinner coverglass. This effect has not 
been proven by laboratory experiment. 
Possible environmental effect on the printed-circuit load resistor network, although 
a change in load resistance values was not apparent from the 6-mil experiment 
data. 
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14.9.9 RESULTS OF SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENT THROUGH ORBIT 5275 (GE-NTCC 
INTERPRETATION) 
Figures 14-33 and 14-34 show that both experiments show less of a loss in the early orbits 
due to ultraviolet damage than the solar array indicated. (Three to four percent had been 
predicted by RCA-AED for the 6-mil experiment and main array for the first 100 hours 
in orbit. ) 
For the 6-mil experiment, the degradation at orbit 5200 was close to the predicted value 
a t  a flux level of 7.5 x 10l1 e/cm /day. The 100-mil experiment has a much higher 
degradation than was anticipated. The extra thick coverglass on this experiment yields a 
calculated flux rate of 1.9 x 10l1 e/cm /day on the actual cell. A 4 percent degradation was 
predicted at orbit 3100, whereas 10 percent was actually observed. 
2 
2 
14.9.10 RESULTS OF SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENT THROUGH ORBIT 7300 (GE-NTCC) 
A s  shown in Figure 14-13, the outputs of both solar cell experiments have ceased to decrease 
and have shown a definite positive trend which correlates to the positive trend of the solar 
intensity. Figure 14-34 shows the GE-NTCC data through orbit 7300. 
14.10 SOLAR ARRAY DRIVE SUBSYSTEM 
f 
14.10.1 FIRST 13 MONTHS 
When the solar array drive was enabled following spacecraft booster separation, it drove 
backwards from the 180-degree position for approximately 5.5 minutes before the solar 
array drive sun sensors became nulled. It then functioned satisfactorily through the 
first 13 months of flight. The improved solar array drive has a capability of operating in 
either a "low" voltage mode (which is normal), o r  a "high" voltage mode (which increases the 
voltage to the drive motor). The drive was  operated in the "lowff mode since launch and 
throughout the 13-month period. 
During this 13-month period, the average satellite day array drive rate has been approximately 
3.3 degrees/minutes at an average solar array drive amplifier output voltage of 0.72 to 0.78 
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VRMS. The maximum drive rate while slewing to the array night rest position has been 
approximately 22.5 to 24.5 degrees/minute with a maximum solar array drive amplifier 
output of 11.6 to 11.9 VRMS. The shaft night rest position has been between 319.5 and 320.5 
degrees. 
Figure 14-35 presents the history of the solar array drive functions. During the first month 
of flight, the solar array was observed to advance 0.5 to 1.0 degrees after settling in its 
night rest position. This was attributed to noise on the 400-Hz power supply which is used 
by the solar array drive and flywheel motors. This phenomenon was not observed after this 
first month. 
14.10.2 FROM 13 TO 18 MONTHS 
Many anomalies of solar array drive (SAD) operation were ob erved during thi 5-month 
period starting with Orbit 5892. During Interrogations 5892A*, 5893A, and 5894A, the 
SAD amplifier voltage was observed rising from its nominal satellite day value of 0.4 TMV 
to 2.0, 0.8, and 2 .1  TMV for a period of one to two frames of data. This anomaly occurred 
once during each pass and at the same shaft position of 2.2 TMV. The SAD motor temperature 
averaged 25 C during these interrogations. 0 
During Interrogation 5894A, the SAD motor was commanded into the "Hi Mode" (26 VRMS 
instead of the previous 10 VRMS). Subsequently, during Interrogation 58940, the SAD began 
to slow down as it approached 1.8 TMV and stopped when it reached 2.0 TMV. It remained 
at this level for 49 seconds. The SAD amplifier went to 5.0 TMV for 2.5 minutes. The 
duration of the high level on the SAD amplifier corresponds with the SAD shaft slowing down, 
stopping, and then moving again. 
*The letter following an orbit number designat& the ground station doing the interrogation. 
l fAff  for the Alaska ground station (near Fairbanks); ftR7v for  the ground station at Rosman, 
N. Carolina; and "Oft for the ground station at Orrora1,Australia. 
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During Interrogation 58950, the SAD moved uniformly until it reached 1 . 8  TMV. It then 
moved at  a reduced rate of approximately 1 . 8  degrees/minute until, when it reached 2 . 2  
TMV, it speeded up. The SAD amplifier during this time (4 .5  minutes) averaged 5 . 0  TMV. 
138 
The observed anomalies to this point suggested a repeatable anomaly that could be due to 
friction at  the same shaft position of any of the following shafts: 
One Rotation 
a. 
b. 
c. 
Output shaft or potentiometer shaft (rotates once per orbit) 
Clutch shaft (rotates three times per orbit) 
Reduction gear assembly output shaft (rotates seven times per orbit) 
Based on the increased SAD output on Interrogations 5892A, 5893A, and 5894A and the 
correlation between the three shafts, a study was conducted, the data of which is listed in 
Table 14-3. 
Table 14-3. Data of Study Based on Increased SAD Output on Interrogations 
5892A, 5893A, and 589411 and Correlation Between Three Shafts 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
- 
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Position 
(degrees) 
13 8 
189.4 
240.8 
258 
292.2 
343.6 
18 
35.2 
86.6 
SAD Shaft 
Initial Position 
Clutch Shaft 
Initial Position 
One Rotation 
Two Rotations 
Three Rotations 
Reduction Gear 
Ass'y Output 
Shaft 
Initial Position 
One Rotation 
Two Rotations 
Three Rotations 
Four Rotations 
Five Rotations 
Six Rotations 
Seven Rotations 
Shaft Position 
Equivalent 
(TMV) 
2 . 2  
1 .1  
3.55 (In Slew) 
5 . 0  (In Slew) 
4.15  (In Slew) 
1.05  (In Slew) 
1 .0  
1 .9  
5 .55  
2 . 2  
The positions at  which the SAD either slowed down o r  stopped during Interrogations 58940 
and 58950 correspond to Item 8 of the listing. Although early anomalies followed this 
pattern, no definite trend could be established and now there are several categories of 
problems : 
a. SAD Shaft Stops: Normal tracMng of the sun by the 
paddles delayed for more than one frame. 
1. SAD Shaft stopped during SAT DAY 
2. SAD Shaft stopped during SAT NIGHT slew 
b. Improper Satellite Night Shaft Rest Position: Normal 
rest position in the qqhighfq mode of operation is 2 .0  TMV. 
The shaft was observed to rest at values of > 2.0 to 
< 3.4 TMV. 
c. Improper (slow) Slew at SD/SN 
d. Abnormal SAD Amplifier Activity 
1. Abnormal SAD amplifier activity during 
satellite day 
2. Abnormal SAD amplifier activity during slew 
to night rest position 
3. Abnormal SAD amplifier activity during satellite 
night 
No. of Problems 
22 
19 
3 
15 
13 
95 
17 
6 
A study of previous and subsequent passes was performed to determine the possibility of 
SAD amplifier output deviation from normal levels. The results indicated no unusual SAD 
amplifier o r  shaft activity that could be contrived as anomalies occurring prior to orbit 
58940, when the shaft actually stopped far the first time since launch. 
Based on the history of pre-launch problems and observed telemetry data, the anomalistic 
behavior of the solar array drive may be due to any one o r  a combination of the following: 
- 
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a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
Noisy Sunrise Bias Potentiometer: This item exhibited significant noise problems 
in its development, and its effect on the system is easy to understand after 2-1/2 
times nominal design life. 
Mechanical Anomaly in the Gear Train: This anomaly was investigated, and a 
correlation was attempted between shaft stop positions and the three shafts in the 
gear train. However, no definite trend could be established. 
Erratic Performance of the SAD Amplifier: The amplifier has been observed 
primarily to increase in output from its normal level; however, on at least one 
occasion it was observed to go to zero for approximately three frames of data. 
It should also be noted that initially the satellite day level of the amplifier (in low 
mode) varied between 0.2 and 0.3 TMV and this level changed slightly after orbit 
5828 to a level of approximately 0.3 to 0.4 TMV. 
Degradation of the SAD Motor Lubricant: This possibility is considered primarily 
due to its effect on the Nimbus 1 SAD. 
Due to the variations in the observed anomalies, it has not been possible to attribute the 
anomaly to any one precise item. However, it should be noted that the SAD motor tempera- 
ture increases during the periods of high SAD amplifier'output telemetry readings, implying 
proper performance of SAD amplifier telemetry, which would tend to support the mechanical/ 
friction possibility. 
During Interrogation 6076, the SAD motor was commanded to the 1flow7f mode to determine 
if any increase in friction had occurred. The SAD amplifier operated from 0 . 3  to 0.4 TMV 
while in the low mode, indicating no increase since Orbit 5828. 
There were very few observations of actual SAD shaft stopping between approximately orbit 
6420 and orbit.7310 (November 15, 1967). However, at the end of this period (November 
15) the SAD amplifier continued to show erratic output in an area generally confined to 
approximately 130 degrees to satellite night position on the shaft and the status of the drive 
was as follows. 
The SAD motor was continuing to run in the high mode. The motor temperature was averaging 
approximately 4OoC in this mode, an increase of approximately 15OC over the temperature 
associated with the low mode. The end of slew rest position had changed from 2.2 TMV 
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(320 degrees) operating in low mode to 2.0 TMV (324 degrees) operating in high mode. The 
SAD amplifier output had increased in high mode operation due to the increased fixed phased 
voltage. During low mode operation, the SAD amplifier output was 0.3 to 0.4 TMV during 
satellite day. During high mode operation at the end of this period, the SAD amplifier 
output was reading 0.4 to 0.6 TMV during satellite day. 
The SAD amplifier output during the slew-to-night rest position was averaging approximately 
14.6 to 15.2 VAC. The slew period continued to vary between 4.64 and 4.91 minutes, which 
is the same as the period when the SAD motor was in the low mode. 
14.10.3 FROM 18 TO 21 MONTHS 
From November 15, 1967, through February 19, 1968, the solar array drive continued to 
operate, but durations of shaft stoppage, which were still random in occurrence, were 
occasionally more severe than ,previously. On one occurrence (orbit 8574R on February 
17, 1968), the shaft was observed to be stopped at approximately the 130-degree orbit 
position and broke free approximately 3 minutes into satellite night by driving backwards to 
the sunrise position, with normal operation occurring afterwards. 
14.10.4 SUN SENSOR PERFORMANCE 
The sun sensor has operated satisfactorily throughout the flight, In the early parts of 
flight, the high solar incidence angle ( p ) ,  when combined with negative yaw error ,  caused 
deviations in the SAD shaft tracking (Figure 14-36). A review of the SAD performance 
showed that the drive occasionally slowed down and/or reversed for periods of 1 to 2 minutes, 
at which time deviations from nominal approached 5 degrees of tracking error, These 
deviations oecurred between the earth day (0 degrees) and high noon (90 degrees) orbit 
position and were accompanied by large excursions of the roll and yaw flywheels due to cold 
cloud patterns. 
These deviations in shaft tracking, as noted from flight data, occurred only when the vehicle 
roll and yaw positions were perturbed by a cloud pattern. Therefore, it was concluded that 
the cause of the deviations was a negative yaw error ,  adding to the existing 10-degree orbit 
plane misalignment, resulting in uneven shading of the solar array sun sensor. This 
problem ceased when the P angle became lower. If the orbit plane solar angle ( p )  had become 
much larger, it is assumed that this anomaly would have occurred more often, 
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Figure 14-36. Solar Array Drive Reversal Characteristics Correlated with Change 
in Spacecraft Attitude (Orbit 1590) 
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SECTION 15 
ELEC TRICAL/ELECTRONIC PARTS LISTS 
15.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this section, lists of the electrical/electronic parts used on the power system components 
considered of most general significance are presented. Each list includes the vendor 
source of the part and cross reference to a circuit schematic diagram which shows the 
part utilization. The parts list of Reference 15-1 was a primary reference source for the 
solar array, battery modules, and electronics module, but to establish full consistency 
with the circuit schematics, and to provide the circuit schematic part designation, the 
RCA-AED drawings of Section 15.3 were also used. 
15.2 PARTS LIST TABLES 
Tables 15-1 through 15-21 present lists of electrical/electronic parts for the following 
components of the power system: 
a. 
b. 
C. 
d. 
e. 
f. 
Solar Array 
Battery Module 
Electronics Module 
Auxiliary Load Controller 
Auxiliary Load Panel (and Additional Load Panel) 
Compensation Loads 
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Table 15-1. Solar Array - Solar Cells, Bhcking Diodes and Connectors 
1N3189 
1N3189 
Circuit Element: Solar Cells, Blocking Diodes and Connectors 
Circuit  Figure Number: 5-7 (except connectors) 
RCA N-on-P,1-2 ohm-cm, 
17-mil thick 
Trans it ron 0.750 W Diffused Rectifier 
Transitron 0.750 W Diffused Rectifier 
Circuit 
Symbol 
Zircuit 
3yiiibol 
RT1 
RT2 
RT3 
R1 
R2 
R3 
cz1 
c z 2  
c z 3  
c z 4  
CR1 Diode I CR2 I Diode 
Type 
Part 
Thermistor 
Thermistor 
Thermistor 
Resistor 
Resistor 
Resistor 
Zener Diode 
Zener Diode 
Zener Diode 
Zener Diode 
Vendor 
Number Part I 
DEM-95 NMB-6 
PTO 6P-2 0-1 6P- 
005 
Cannon 
Bendix 
Table 15-2. Solar Array - Temperature Telemetry 
Xrcuit Element: Temperature Telemetry 
:ircuit Figure Number: 5-7 
Part 
Number 
TE1 23.12 
TE1 23.70 
TE1 29.60 
RC20GF122 J 
1729472-1 
RC20GF821J 
PS1 8891 
PS1 8890 
PS1 8889 
PS1 8892 
Vendor 
Gulton Ind. 
Gulton Jnd. 
Gulton Ind. 
Allen Bradley 
W. W. Daven 
Allen Bradley 
TRW 
TRW 
TRW 
TRW 
Part 
Characteris tics 
1200 ohms f 5%, 0.5W 
1000 ohms f 1%, 20 P P M  
820 ohms f 5%, 0.5W 
0.400 W Diffused Ref 
0,400 W Diffused Ref 
0.400 W Diffused Ref 
0.400 W Diffused Ref 
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Table 15-3. Solar Array - Voltage Telemetry 
Type 
Part 
ircuit Element: Voltage Telemetry 
ircuit Figure Number: 5-7 
Part Vendor Part Number Characteristics 
Circuit 
S yii b o 1 
Resistor 
Resistor R2 
884-1A Ohmite 3000 ohms f I%, 1W 
884-3 Ohmit e 20K ohms f 1%, 3W 
Part 
Number 
USN 1N 30 16 B 
USN 1N 74 6 
RCA993022-32 
RCA993022-32 
RC 32GF102 J 
RW 57 V561 
RC 0 76  F103 J 
RC 2 OG F2 23 J 
RC32GF153 J 
RCO7GF473J 
RC 0 7G F2 01 J 
USA2N 14 8 9 
USA2N 148 9 
JAN2N329A 
USN2N1132 
I I 1 I 1 
Part Vendor 
Characteris tics 
Dickson 6.8V Zener 
Motorola 3.3V Zener 
I RC 4.7 ohms f 5%, 0.5W 
I RC 4.7 ohms f 5%, 0.5W 
Allen Bradley 1K ohms f 5%, 1W 
Sprague 560 ohmf 5%, 6.5W 
Allen Bradley 10K ohms f 5%, 0.25W 
Allen Bradley 22K ohms f 5%, 0.5W 
Allen Bradley 15K ohms f 5%, 1W 
Allen Bradley 47K ohms f 5%, 0.25W 
Allen Bradley 200 ohms f 5%, 0.25 W 
RCA 
RCA 
Raytheon 
Fair child 
Table 15-4. Battery Module - Charge Rate Limiter 
~~ 
Circuit Element: Charge Rate Limiter (Board No. A4 and Heat Sink No. 1A) 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
C: ircuit 
3ynb o 1 
CZ 501 
CZ 502 
R501 
R502 
R503 
R 504 
R505 
R506 
R507 
R508 
R509 
Q50l 
Q502 
Q506 
Q507 
Tme  
Part 
Diode 
Diode 
Resistors 
T 
Transistor 
I 
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Table 15-5. Battery Module - Battery Charge/Discharge Current 
Telemetry 
Circuit Element: Battery Charge/Discharge Current Telemetry (Board No. A3R2) 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
:: ircuit 
3yii bo 1 
R1 
R2 
R3 
R4 
R5 
R6 
R7 
R8 
R9 
R10 
R11 
R12 
R13 
R14 
R15 
R16 
VR1 
VR2 
vR3 
vR4 
Q1 
Q2 
Type 
Part 
Part 
Number 
RN60C3011F 
RN6OC8062F 
RN6 5C 90 91 F 
R B56C E51RlOC 
RTl2C ZL101 
RN60C2211F 
RN 60C 2211 F 
RN65E1002F 
RB56C E 51R1 OC 
RT12C26101 
RC42GF122 J 
RN 6 OC 2 0 01 F 
RN6OC 8062F 
RN6 5C 909 1 F 
RN60C3011 I? 
RS-1/2-431 
USNlN827 
USNlN943B 
USNlN964B 
USNlN9 64 B 
2N2060 
2N2060 
8102-10-2-2B 
-P4 
Vendor 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Daven 
Bourns 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Daven 
Bourns 
Dale 
Allen Bradley 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Transitran 
Dickson 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Part 
Characteris tics 
3010 ohms f 1%, 1/8W 
80.6K ohms f 1%, 1/8W 
9090 ohms rt 1%, .25W 
51.1 ohms f 25%, 1/8W 
100 ohms f 5%, 75W 
2210 ohms f 1%, 1/8W 
2210 ohms f 1%, 1/8W 
1OK ohms rt 1%, 1/4 W 
51.1 ohms f .25%, 1/8W 
100 ohms f 5%, .75W 
430 ohms f 3%, 1/2W 
1200 ohms f 5%, 2W 
2K ohms fl%, 1/8W 
80.6K ohms f 1%, 1/8W 
9090 ohms f 1%, .25W 
3010 ohms f 1%, 1/8W 
6 . 2 ~  Reference 
1 1 . 7 ~  Reference 
13v Zener 
13v Zener 
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Table 15-6. Battery Module - Temperature Sensing 
Circuit Element: Battery Temperature Sensing (Board No., A1R. ) 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
2 ircuit 
Sym h o 1 
R701 
R702 
R703 
R7 04 
R705 
R7 06 
R707 
R708 
R709 
R710 
R711 
R712 
R713 
R714 
R715 
Q7 01 
Q702 
CZ702 
CZ703 
CZ704 
CR7 01 
CR702 
CR703 
CR 7 04 
CR705 
Tme  
Part 
Resistor 
Transistor 
Transistor 
Diode 
1 
Diode 
I 
Connector 
Part 
Number 
RC 07G F153 J 
RN 5 5C 40 2 1 F 
RC O7GF203J 
RCO7GF101J 
RC 07G F243 J 
RC 07GF104J 
RC 32GF562 J 
RC07GF243J 
RCO7GF274J 
RC20GF911J 
RB 5 56 E 3 00 0 F 
RB55CE3000F 
RB55CE3000F 
RC 07G F622J 
RN 5 5C 6 041 F 
JAN2N329A 
USN2N1613 
USNlN3016B 
USNlN3025B 
USNlN3018B 
USA FlN645 
USAFlN645 
USA FlN645 
USA F1 N645. 
USAFlN645 
8102-1 0-2-2B-P 
Vendor 
911en Bradley 
911en Bradley 
911en Bradley 
41len Bradley 
911en Bradley 
911en Bradley 
911en Bradley 
911en Bradley 
411en Bradley 
II aven 
Daven 
Daven 
411en Bradley 
Dale 
Dale 
Raytheon 
Fairchild 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Texas Instrument 
Texas Instrumenl 
Texas Instrument 
Texas Instrument 
Texas Instrumenl 
ELCO 
Part 
Characteris tics 
1% ohms &5%, 0.25W 
4020 ohms +I%, 3W 
ZOK ohms *5%, 0.25W 
100 ohms &5%, 0.25W 
2 4 ~  ohms &5%, 0.25W 
1 0 0 ~  ohms &5%, 0.25W 
56130 ohms &5%, 1W 
24K ohms &5%, 0.25W 
270K ohms * 5%, 0.25W 
310 ohms &5%, 0.5W 
3K Ohms &I%, 0.1w 
3K Ohms &I%, 0.1w 
3K Ohms &I%, 0.1w 
3200 ohms + 5%, 0.25W 
3040 ohms &I%, 3W 
j. 8v Zener 
L6v Zener 
3 . 2 ~  Zener 
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Table 15-7. Battery Module - Battery Voltage Comparator 
Circuit Element: Battery Voltage Comparator (Board No. A5) 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
2 ircuit 
3ymb 01 
R6 01 
R602 
R6 03 
R6 04 
R605 
R6 06 
R607 
R6 09 
R610 
Q601 
Q602 
Q603 
CZ601 
CZ602 
CZ603 
CZ604 
C601 
CR601 
CR602 
CR603 
CR604 
CR605 
Tme 
Part 
Re E 3 tor 
Trans istor 
I 
Diodes 
Capacitor 
Diodes 
V 
Connector 
Part 
Number 
RC 2 OGFlO3 J 
RCZOGF302J 
RC07GF104J 
RC42GF332K 
RC07GFlOlJ 
RC07GF103J 
RC07GF104J 
RC 07GF103J 
RC 07GF562J 
JAN2N329A 
JAN2N329A 
LTSN2N16 13 
USNlN935 
USNlN941A 
USNlN3016B 
USNlN3026B 
CS13BFOlOK 
USAFlN64 
USA FlN64 
USAFlN64 
USAFlN64 
USAFlN64 
8102-1 0-2-2 B-P: 
Vendor 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Fair child 
Raythe on 
Fair child 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Sprague 
rexas Instrument 
Cexas Instrument 
Pexas Instrument 
rexas Instrument 
rexas Instrument 
Part 
Characteristics 
1OK ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
3K ohms *5%, 1/2W 
lOOK ohms f 5%, 1/4W 
3300 ohms -+lo%, 2W 
100 ohms &5%, 1/4W 
1OK ohms f 5%, 1/4W 
lOOK ohms *5%, 1/4W 
10K ohms f 5%, 1/4W 
5600 ohms &5%, 1/4w 
9V Zener 
11.7V Zener 
6.8V Zener 
18V Zener 
lpF,  35V Solid Tantalum 
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Table 15-8. Battery Module - Load Bus Voltage Regulator 
Type 
Part 
Resistor 
t 
Trimpot 
Res istor 
Resistor 
Transistors 
1 
Diode 
Diode 
Connector 
Circuit Element: b a d  Bus Voltage Regulator (Board No. A2) 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
Part 
Number 
LFOW 
LFOW 
RC20GF471 J 
RC20GF752 J 
RT12C 2 L5 02 
RC3 2GF33 2 J 
RW5 7V121 
1702588-2 
USA 2N14 85 
USAF-1N645 
1702588-2 
. 
USNlN 754A 
81 02-1 0-2-2B- P6 
Z ircuit 
Symbol 
R901 
R902 
R903 
R9 05 
R9 06 
R907 
R908 
Q901 
Q902 
Q903 
CR902 
CZ904 
R. P. c .  
R. P. C. 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Bourns 
Allen Bradley 
Sprague 
0.1 ohm f 1O/c, 2w 
0.1 ohm f 1%, 2w 
470 ohm, 0.5W 
7500 ohm f 5%, 0.5W 
5000 ohm, 0. 75W 
3.3Kohm*50/cy 1 W  
120 ohm, 6.5W 
(See Note Below. ) 
(See Note Below. ) 
- 
- 
RCA 
Texas Instrument 
Texas Instrument 
ELCO 
6.8V Zener 
NOTE: 
Transistors Q901 and Q902 are special transistors made by Delco €or Bell Telephone 
Laboratories. They have the construction of the 2N1358 but their specifications are 
t h e  same as the 2N278. These transistors were designated as type No. 7278523 by 
Delco. Matched pairs of these transistors were ordered by RCA with one additional 
specification. The units were to be baked for 1000 hours at 100°C and then tested on 
a 100 percent. basis and selected for current gain. A certificate of compliance for the 
baking requirement was  received by RCA. These transistors were then given an RCA 
specification control number (1702588-1) which was  stamped on the case by Delco. 
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Table 15-9. Battery Module - Voltage Surge Limiter 
RC2OGF102J 
RC2OGFl03 J 
RH25- 820 
RH25-820 
RH25 - 8 20 
USA2N1490 
USN-1N1124A 
USA - lN  299 2RB 
8102-10-2-2B- 
P5 
Circuit Element: Voltage Surge Limiter (Heat Sink No. 2) 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Dale 
Dale 
Dale 
RCA 
Texas Instrumen( 
Motor0 la 
ELCO 
Circuit 
Syii b o 1 
R401 
R402 
R403 
R404 
R405 
Q401 
CR401 
CZ401 
Circuit Element: Fuse & Terminal Board Ass'y. 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
Circuit Type Part  Part 
Synibol Part Vendor Number Characteristics 
F801 Fuse Wire Sigmund Cohn 0.020 Dia., 14A 
F802 Fuse Wire  i Sigmund Cohn 0.015 Dia., 7.9A 
0.1 ohm f 376, 3W R510 Resistor 
R512 Resistor 0.1 ohm +3%, 3W 
R511 Resistor 0.1 O h m  f3%) 3w 
Type 
Part  
Resistor 
I 
L 
Transis tor 
Diode 
Diode 
Connector 
Vendor 
Number 
Part  
Characteristics 
1000 ohms f 5% 1/2w 
10K ohms f 5% 1/2w 
82 ohms f 3% 25W 
82 ohms f 3% 25W 
82 ohms f 3% 25W 
39V Zener 
Table 15-10. Battery Module - Fuse and Terminal Board Assembly 
15-8 
Table 15-11. Battery Module - Battery Pack 
106C 107 8 
35.5  TOI-1 
7 
Circuit Element: Battery Pack 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-11 
G E-Capacitor 4.5 ampere-hours 
Dept. capacity 
G uiton 
Circuit 
S yni b ol  
Circuit 
Syliibol 
Q503 
Q504 
Q505 
1 ::Ers 1 Thermistor 
Type Part  Vendor Part 
Part Number Characteris tics 
Transistor JAN2N174A Delco 
Transistor JAN2N174A Delco 
Transistor J A  NN 1 7 4A Delco 
Vendor 
Number Part I 
Circuit  Element: Connectors 
Circuit  Figure Number: 5-11 
Circuit Type Part  Part  
Symbol Part Number Characteristics 
Vendor 
57 Connector DCM-37s-NMC-1 Cannon 
J 9  Connector DBM-25s-NMC-1 Cannon 
58 Connector DEM-9P-NMC-1 CEUUIO~ 
A 
Part  
Characteris tics 
Table 15-12. Battery Module - Protective Diodes 
Table 15-13. Battery Module - Connectors 
15-9 
P 
Table 15-14. Electronics Module - Load Bus Sensing Amplifiers 
Circuit Element: Load Bus Sensing Amplifiers No. 1 & 2 (Board No. 9-3 and Heat Sink No, 
4 & 5) 
Circuit 
2 ircuit 
3y-m b 01 
Q1201 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
R1201 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
gure Number: 
Tme 
Part 
Trz sistor 
Resistors 
Trimpot 
Resistor 
Resistor 
Trimpot 
Resistor 
Resistor 
14 
Part  
Number 
USN2Nl613 
USN2N1613 
JAN2N329A 
JAN2N329A 
JAN2N329A 
JAN2N329A 
USN2Nl613 
USN2N1613 
USN2N1132 
USN2N1132 
2N278 
2N278 
RC32GF202 J 
RC32GF202J 
RN7 0 B6 041 F 
RN7 0 B6 041 F 
RN7 0 B6 04 1 F 
RN7 0 B6 041 F 
RC20GF331 J 
RC20GF331J 
RC20GF272J 
RC20GF272J 
RC20GF392J 
RC 206 F392 J 
RC20GF272J 
RC20GF272J 
RT12CL501 
RC20GF561J 
RC20GF561J 
RT12CL501 
RC20GF272J 
RC20GF562 J 
Vendor 
Fair child 
Fairchild 
Raytheon 
Raytheon 
Raytheon 
Raytheon 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Fair child 
Delco 
Delco 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Bourns 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Bourns 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Part 
Characteristics 
2000 ohms f 5%, 1W 
2000 ohms f 5%, 1W 
6040 ohms Jr 1%, 1/2W 
6040 ohms f 1%, 1/2W 
6040 ohms f 1%, 1/2W 
6040 ohms f 1%, 1/2W 
330 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
330 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
2700 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
2700 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
3900 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
3900 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
2700 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
2700 ohms f5%, 1/2W 
500 ohms f , 3/4W 
560 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
560 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
500 ohms f , 3/4W 
2700 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
5600 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
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Table 15-14. Electronics Module - Load Bus Sensing Amplifiers (Cont'd) 
Zircuit 
Symbol 
R1221 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
c1201 
2 
cz1201 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
Tme 
Part 
Resistors 
t 
Capacitor 
Dio ?S 
Part 
Number 
RC2OGF 5625 
RC2OGF 2725 
RC2OGF 1325 
RC2OGF 1325 
RC2OGF l O O J  
RW59V3RO 
RW 59V3RO 
RE75G30RlF 
R E7 5G 30R1 F 
USN 1N 7 51 A 
USNlN751A 
USNlN3024B 
USNlN3024B 
USNlN3 1 5 6 
USNlN3156 
USA F 1N42 9 
USNlN937B 
USNlN937 B 
USAFlN42 9 
Vendor 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Ohmite 
Ohrnite 
Dale 
Dale 
Texas Jnst. 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Hoffman 
Motorola 
Motorola 
Hoffman 
Part 
Characteristics 
5600 ohms f 5%, 1/2w 
3700 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
L300 ohms * 5%, 1/2W 
1300 ohms f 5%, 1/2W 
LO ohms , 1/2w 
3 ohms s 3w 
3 ohms Y 3w 
30.1 ohms f 1%, 20W 
30.1 ohms f 1%, 20W 
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Table 15-15. Electronics Module - Regulated Wzs Comparator and Auxiliary Regulator 
Circuit 
S ynib o 1 
R1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
. 9  
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
~ ~ ~~ 
Circuit Element: Regulated Bus Comparator and Auxillary Regulator 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-14 (Board No. 9-IR and Heat Sun No. 5) 
Tme  
Part 
Resistors 
Part 
Number 
RN7OC 36 5 1 F 
RT12C2L102 
RN60C1101F 
RN60C5110F 
RN60C5110F 
RN70C4021F 
RN6OC90R9F 
RN6OC1211 F 
RN60C1211 F 
RN6OC 90R9 F 
RN70C2491F 
RN6OC182 3 F 
RN60C1501F . 
RNGOC1822 F 
RN60C2211F 
RN6OC 1002 F 
RN65C1212F 
RN60C2211F 
RN60C1101F 
RN65C2002F 
RN65C2002F 
RN60C1101F 
RN60C1101F 
RC 2 OG F82 1 J 
RC07G F152 J 
RC076241J 
RN7OC1621 F 
RN7 OC 16 5 1 F 
RN7 OC3161 F 
RC 07GF150 J 
RN60C1002F 
RN60C2941F 
RN60C1002F 
RN60C2941F 
Vendor 
Electra 
Bourns 
El€ ra 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Electra 
Electra 
Electra 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Part 
Characbristic s 
3650 ohms *l% . 5  W 
1 K ohms *5% 1 W 
1.1 K ohms *l% ,125 W 
511 ohms * 1% .125 W 
511 ohms f 1% .125 W 
4020 ohms *l% , 5  W 
90.9 ohms kl% ,125 W 
1210 ohms &l% ,125 W 
4020 ohms *1% , 5  W 
90.9 ohms f l% ,125 W 
2490 ohms f l% , 5  W 
182 K ohms *l% ,125 W 
1500 ohms fl% ,125 W 
182K ohms fl% ,125 W 
2210 ohms *l% ,125 W 
10K ohms fl% .125 W 
12.1K ohms fl% .25 W 
2210 ohms k l% .125 W 
1100 ohms *l% ,125 W 
20 K ohms *l% .25 W 
20 K ohms fl% .25 W 
1100 ohms *l% ,125 W 
1100 ohms kl% ,125W 
820 ohms *5% . 5  W 
1500 ohms *5% .25 W 
2 4 0 o h m s ~ 5 % . 2 5 W  
1620 ohms *l% .5 W 
1650 ohms &l% . 5W 
3160 ohms *l% .5  W 
15 ohms *5% .5W 
10K ohms *l% ,125 W 
2940 ohms k l% ,125 W 
10 K ohms *l% .125 W 
2940 ohms hl% .125 W 
Table 15-15. Electronics Module - Regulated Bus Comparator and Auxiliary Regulator (Cont'd) 
t 
ircuit 
Symbol 
Q1 
Q2 
Q3 
Q4 
Q5 
Q6 
Q7 
Q8 
Q9 
QlllO 
VR1 
2 
3 
4 
c1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
CR1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
Part 
Part  Number 
USN2N1132 
USN2Nll32 
USNZNl613 
USN2Nl613 
USN2N1132 
USN2N1613 
USN2N1613 
USN2N1132 
2N2 90 5A 
2N1514 
USNIN821 
USNIN302 6 B 
USNIN938B 
IN2 93 1A 
CSl2AF470K 
CS12AG2R2K 
CSl2A F470K 
I ?  
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
USNIN816W 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
JANIN645 
SLllDB 
Vendor 
Fai rchild 
Fai rchild 
Fairchild 
Fai rchild 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Fairchild 
Fai rchild 
Fai rchild 
Transition 
Dickson 
Dickson 
Hoffman 
Sprague 
Sprague 
Sprague 
Sprague 
Texas Instrumen 
Texas Instrumen 
Texas Instrumen 
Texas Ins trumen 
Texas Instrumen 
Texas Ins trumen 
Texas Ins trumen 
Transitron 
Texas Instrumen 
Texas Instrumen 
Texas Ins trumen 
Texas Ins trumen 
Texas Instrumen 
Potter & Brumfic 
Part  
Characteristics 
Zener 6.2V 
Zener 18V 
Zener 9V 
Tunnel Diode 
47MFD, 35V 
2.2MFD, 50V 
47MFD, 35V 
47MFD, 35V 
75MFD, 50V 
1 l2VDC 
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Table 15-16. Electronics Module - Voltage and Current Telemetry Board 
Circuit Element: Voltage and Current Telemetry Board 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-14 (Board No. 9-2) 
; ircuit 
iyllibol 
RlOl 
R102 
R103 
R104 
R105 
R106 
R107 
RlO8 
R109 
RllO 
R l l l  
R112 
R113 
R114 
R115 
R116 
R131 
R132 
R133 
R134 
R135 
R201 
R202 
R2 03 
R204 
R205 
R206 
R207 
R208 
R209 
R210 
R211 
R212 
R213 
R214 
R215 
-JUlfL 
Type 
Part  
Res 
- 
itors 
Part  
Number 
RT12C2L200 
RC20GF101J 
RC20GF220J 
RC20GF683J 
RC2OGF912J 
RC20GF822 J 
RC2OGF102J 
RC 2 OG F683 J 
RC2OG F912 J 
RC2OG F562 J 
RC20G F102J 
RCBOGFlO2J 
RC 20G F102 J 
884-1 
884-3 
884-1 
RC2 OGFlO2 J 
RC20GF333 J 
RC2OG F303 J 
RC20GF182J 
RT 12C 2L 10 3 
RT12C2L200 
RC2OG F101 J 
RC20GF220J 
RC20GF683J 
RC2 OG F912 J 
RC 2 0 6  F8 22 J 
RC2OGFlO2 J 
RC20GF683J 
RC20GF912J 
RC2OG F562K 
RC20GF102 J 
RC20G F102 J 
RC20GF102 J 
884-1 
884-1 - 
Vendor 
Bourns 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Ohmi te 
Ohmi te 
Ohmite 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Bourns 
Bourns 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Allen Bradley 
Ohmite 
Ohmite 
Part  
Characteristics 
20 ohms f 5% 1w 
22 ohms f 5% 1/2w 
68 K ohms f 596, 1 /2w 
9100 ohms *5%, 1/2w 
8200 ohms *5%, 1/2w 
100 ohms f 5% 1/2W 
68K ohms f5% 1/2w 
9100 ,ohms f5% 1/2w 
5600 ohms *5%, 1 /2w 
1000 ohms *5%, 1/2W 
1000 ohms f5%, 1/2W 
1000 ohms *5 %, 1/2W 
3000 ohms *I%, 1W 
20K ohms fl%, 3 W 
3000 ohms fl%, 1W 
1000 ohms f5%, 1/2W 
33K ohms *5%, 1/2 W 
30K ohms f 5% 1/2W 
1800 ohms f5%, 1/2W 
10K ohms *5%, 1 W 
20 ohms f 5% 1W 
100 ohms f 5% 1/2 W 
22 ohms f 5% 1/2W 
68 ohms f5%, 1/2W 
9100 ohms f5%, 1/2 W 
8200 ohms f5%, 1/2 W 
1000 ohms f5%, 1/2W 
68K ohms *5%, 1/2 W 
9100 ohms *5%, 1/2W 
5600 ohms *5%, 1/2W 
1000 ohms f5%, 1/2 W , 
1000 ohms *5%, 1/2W 
1000 ohms *5%, 1/2W 
3000 ohms *I%, 1w 
9000 ohms fl%, 1W 
3000 ohms fl%, 1W 
100 ohms f 5% 1/2w 
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Table 15-16. Electronics Module - Voltage and Current Telemetry Board (Cont'd) 
t 
ircuit 
;ynibol 
QlOl 
Q102 
Q103 
Q131 
Q201 
Q202 
Q203 
T131 
ClOl 
c102 
C103 
C104 
C105 
C106 
C107 
(3131 
C132 
C133 
c201 
c202 
C203 
C204 
C205 
C206 
C207 
CRlOl 
CR102 
CR103 
CR104 
CR131 
CR201 
CR202 
CR203 
CR204 
I 
Tme 
Part 
Transistors 
1 
Transformer 
Part 
Number 
XT 11 831A 
CL44CN2R5KP3 
C: L44C G l O O K l 3  3 
C L44CN2R5KP3 
CL44CG100KB3 
CL44CH080KP3 
CL44CHO80KP3 
CL44CG100KB3 
CL44CH080KP3 
CP08AlE B473K3 
CS13BF334K 
CL44CN2R5KP3 
C L44CG100KB3 
CL44CN2R5KP3 
C L44CG100KB3 
CL44CHO80KP3 
C L44CH080KP3 
CL44CG100KB3 
JANIN457A 
I 
USNIN943 B 
Vendor 
Raytheon 
+ 
Raytheon 
RCA 
Texas Ins trumenl 
Texas Ins trumenl 
Texas Instrumenl 
Texas Instrumenl 
Dickson 
Texas Instrumenl 
Texas Ins trumenl 
Texas Instrumenl 
Texas Instrumenl 
Part 
Characteris tics 
2.5 MFD 100 VDC 
10 MFD 25 VDC 
2.5 MFD 100 VDC 
10 MFD 25 VDC 
8 MFD 30 VDC 
8 MFD 30 VDC 
10 MFD 25 VDC 
8 MFD 30 VDC 
0.047 MFD 100 VDC 
0.44 MFD 50 VDC 
2.5 MFD 100 VDC 
10 MFD 25 VDC 
2.5 MFD 100 VDC 
10 MFD 25 VDC 
8 MFD 30 VDC 
8 MFD 30 VDC 
10 MFD 25 VDC 
11.7 v 
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Table 15-16. Electronics Module - Voltage and Current Telemetry Board (Cont'd) 
Circuit 
Synbol 
cz  
HGlOl 
HG201 
Type 
Part 
Diode 
Current Sensor 
Current Sensor 
Part 
Number 
USNIN943B Dickson 
MB26 
1 1 . 7  V 
MB26 
Vendor Part 
Characteristics 
Scientific 
Columbus 
Scientific 
Columbus 
Hall Effect Current Sensoi 
Hall Effect Current Sensoi 
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Table 15-17. Electronics Module - Fuse Board 
Circuit Element: Fuse Board (Board 9-4) 
Circuit Figure Number: 15-14 
2 ircuit 
jymbol 
F101 
2 
3 
. 4  
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
FA 
FB 
FC 
FD 
FE 
Type 
Part 
Fuse 
I 
Part 
Number 
Vendor 
-~ 
Sigmund Cohn 
Sigmund Cohn 
Part 
Characteristics * 
I. 65A, ,006 Dia. x2.200 Lg 
14A, ,020 Dia. x2.200 Lg 
3,8A, .010 Dia. x2.200 Lg 
3.3A, .006 Dia. x2.200 Lg 
28A, ,020 Dia. x2.200 Lg 
1.65A, .006 Dia. x2.200 Lg 
1,65A, .006Dia. x2.200 Lg 
3,8A, .010Dia. x 
3.8A, .OlODia. x 2.200 Lg 
3,8A, .010Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
7.9A, ,015Dia. x 2.200 L@ 
7.9A, .015Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
7,9A, .015Dia. x 2.200 L@ 
7.9A, .015Dia. x 2.200 L@ 
7.9A, ,015Dia. x 2.200 L@ 
7.9A, .015Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
7.9A, .015Dia. x 2.~00 L@ 
7.9A, ,015Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
1.65A, .006Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
1.65A, ,006 Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
L.65A, .006Dia. x2.200 Lg 
L.65A, .006Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
1.65A, ,006Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
L.65A, .006Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
L.65A, .006Dia. x 2.200 Lg 
(2 wires) 
(2 wires) 
* Tolerance on all fuse lengths is f .020 in. 
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Table 15-18. Electronics Module - Connectors 
DEM-9P-NM-C 1 
DBM-2 5P-N M-C1 
DA M- 15s-N M- B5 
DC M- 37s-N M-C 1 
DDM-50s-N M-C 1 
DD M- 50s-N M-C 1 
DD M-50P-N M-C 1 
DC M-37P-NM-Cl 
Circuit Element: Connectors 
Circuit Figure Number: 15-14 
Circuit 
S y n b  01 
53 
54 
55 
J6 
J2 3 
524 
52 5 
J2 6 
Tme 
Part 
~ 
Connector 
Connector 
C onn ect or 
Connector 
Connector 
Connector 
G onnector 
Connector 
Vendor 
Number Part I 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Cannon 
Part 
Characteristics 
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Table 15-19. Auxiliary Load Controller 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-17 
: ircuit 
;ymbol 
CR 3 
through 
CR 16 
CR 21 
through 
CR 34 
K2 
through 
K8 
F2 
through 
F8 
R2 
through 
R8 
R10 
through 
R12 
R13 
through 
R16 
R19 
R21 
-- 
through 
Type 
Part  
Diode 
Diode 
Relay 
Pyrofuse 
Resist or 
Resistor 
Resistor 
Res is tor 
Par t  
Number 
1N647 
1N457 
SL 11 DA - 12 V 
NF603011 
NF602002 
NF601002 
NF17ON5622 
Vendor 
?exas Instrument 
rexas Instrumenl 
?otter & 
Brumfield 
Corning Glass 
Corning Glass 
Corning Glass 
Mepco 
Part  
Characteristics 
Silicon general purpose 
diode 
Silicon general purpose 
diode 
12 volt magnetic latching 
relay 
0.015 Dia. 
3.01K ohm, 1/8W 
20Kohm, 1/8W 
1OK ohm, 1/8W 
56.2K ohm, 1/8W 
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Table 15-20. Auxiliary Load Panel (Also Additional Load Panel) 
R1 
through 
R3 5 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-18 
Resistor 
Circuit 
S ynb  ol 
Vendor 
Number Part I Part Characteristics 
I I 
I 1 
1 NH-10 I Dale Products I560 ohm f 3% 1OW 
I Inc* 
I I 1 
Table 15-21. Compensation Loads 
I 
Circuit Figure Number: 5-19 I 
Location I 
APT Camera 
APT Electronics 
APT Transmitter 
S- Band 
~ AvcSCamertl 
AVCS Electrons 
AVCS Recorder 
Quantity Part Number 
4639 
4640 
4641 
4642 
4643 
4761 
4762 
4634 
4633 
Vendor 
Electro Flex 
Hea i lC. 
Characteristic 
833 ohm f 7%, 1.MW 
833 ohm f 7%, 1.MW 
300 ohm f 7%¶ 4W 
194 ohm i 7%, 6.17W 
1079 ohm f 7%, 1.11W 
1079 ohm f 7%, 1.11W 
267 ohm f 7%¶ 4.5W 
862 ohm f 7%, 1.39W 
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15.3 DRAWINGS 
The drawings used in compiling the parts lists of Section 15.2 are listed below. Parts 
characteristics and vendor source information were not always as detailed on the RCA-AED 
drawings as contained in Reference 15-1. Reference 15-1 information was used to supple- 
ment the drawing information when this situation existed. 
l b .  3.1 SOLAR ARRAY 
Title -
Solar Cell Arrangement 
Temperature Telemetry Board Assembly 
Voltage Telemetry Board Assembly 
Blocking Diode Board Assembly 
15.3.2 BATTERY MODULE 
Title -
Assembly, Battery Module 
Fuse and Terminal Board Assembly 
Assembly Battery Protection Circuit 
Assembly Battery Voltage Comparator 
Heat Sink No. 1 Assembly 
Assembly Circuit Telemetry Sensor 
(Board A3-R2) 
Assembly Charge Rate Limiter 
(Board A4) 
Heat Sink No. 2 Assembly 
Assembly Load Bus. Voltage Regulator 
(Board A1-R) 
(Board A5) 
(Board A2) 
RCA-AED 
Drawing Number 
1703974 Rev. N 
1702455 Rev. D 
1702461 Rev. B 
1702458 Rev. E 
RCA-AED 
Drawing Number 
1756144-503 Rev. L 
1707271-502 Rev. H 
17022C1-502 Rev. N 
1702120-502 Rev. N 
1755180-502 Rev. J 
1755409-501 Rev. C 
1702117-502 Rev. M 
1755162-502 Rev. G 
1702073-503 Rev. T 
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15.3.3 ELECTRONICS MODULE 
Title -
Assembly, Module 9 
Fuse Board Assembly Module 9-4 
Assembly Regulated Bus Comparator 
and Auxiliary Reg. - Module 9-1R. 
Assembly Voltage and Current Telemetry 
Sensors for Reg. and Unreg. Bus - 
Module 9-2 
Assembly Load Bus Sensing Amplifier 
- Module 9-3 
Heat Sink No. 4 Assembly 
Heat Sink No. 5 Assembly 
RCA-AED 
Drawing Number 
1173559-506 Rev. U 
11178992-503 Rev. G 
1726442-501 Rev. D 
1178965-502 Rev. M 
1178968-501 Rev. F 
1709752-502 Rev. D 
1178675-504 Rev. M 
15.3.4 AUXILIARY LOAD CONTROLLER 
G E-SD 
Drawing Number 
Component Board Assembly 113C 8601 
15.3.5 AUXILIARY LOAD PANEL AND ADDITIONAL LOAD PANEL 
Title - 
G E-SD 
Drawing Number 
Auxiliary Load Panel 1 13C 82 75 
15.3.6 COMPENSATION LOADS 
Title -
Strip Heaters 
G E-SD 
Drawing Number 
111C1383 
15.4 REFERENCE 
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1. Nimbus C Power Supply Parts List, Operations Research Incorporated, October 13, 1967. 
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SECTION 16 
MATERIALS LISTS 
16.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this section, lists of materials used on the power system components considered of most 
general significance are presented. The lists presented are not complete, but are intended 
to show the materials used in locations of most general interest. 
16.2 TABLES OF MATERIALS 
Tables 16-1 through 16-6 present lists of materials for the following components of the 
power system: 
a. Solar Array 
b. Battery Module 
c. Electronics Module 
d. Slip Ring Assembly 
e. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
f. Harness 
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Table 16-1. Solar Array 
Item/Application 
2. Solar cell cover 
3. Adhesive - cover to solar  cell bond 
4. Solar cell  negative connector strips 
5. Solar cell positive connector s t r ip  
6. Solder - connector strips to cell attachment 
7. Adhesive - cell to panel bond and wire 
jumpers to panel 
8. Pr imer  - surface preparation for  Item 7 
9. Dielectric film - module to panel 
electrical insulation 
10. Panel skin 
11, Panelcore 
12. Channels 
13. Doublers 
14. Adhesive - skin to honeycomb bond 
15. Adhesive - toggle latch hinge to panel 
16. Potting - lead wire holes in panel 
honeycomb; connector potting 
17. Adhesive - motor lead-wires to  panel 
18. Thermistor wire sleeving 
19. Wire 
20. Platform motor limit switch 
21. Drive motor connector 
22. Paint - transition section 
23. Adhesive - insulation buttons to 
transition section panel 
24. Adhesive - thermistor/thermocouple to  
panel bonding 
2 5 .  Paint - backside of panel 
Material 
Phosphorus-diffused silicon, N-on-P, 
titanium-silver sintered contacts, solder 
coated, 1 to  2 ohm-cm resistivity 
+mil, Corning type 7940 fused silica, 
blue-red fi l ter  with antireflective coating 
Epocast 15E9010 
0.002-in. copper 
0.003-in. copper 
62% tin, 36% lead, 2% silver 
RTV-60 silicone rubber, Thermolite catalyst T-12 
Silicone rubber primer SS-4004 
SMP-62/63 
0.003-in. 5052-H38 aluminum alloy 
Aluminy honeycomb, 1/4 in hex, 0.001-in. foil 
2.3 lb/ft ; 3/16-in. hex, 0.001-in. fop,  3.1 lb/ftg 
6061-0 A 1  alloy 
1/8-in. hex, 0.001-in. foil, 4 .5  lb/ft 
6061-T6 
FM-1000 
Resin 5-1158, E-8 hardner 
RTV-40 silicone rubber 
Bondmaster M-688, Hardner CH-8 
Teflon 
AWG No. 16, AWG No. 18, and AWG No. 22 
silver-plated, Teflon sleeves 
Klixon AT3-1 
DEM-9P-NM 
PV 100, No. 15966 formulation, aluminized 
silicon alkyd base paint, D4D 
Epibond 123, Hardner 952 
Stycast resin 2651, Catalyst No. 9 
Tilecoat white epoxy 
Vendor 
RCA-Mountain Top 
OCLI 
Furane Plastics, Inc. 
General Electrie Co. 
Bloomingdale Rubber Co. 
Armstrong Cork Co. 
Rubber and Asbestos Corp 
Texas Instr. Co. 
Cannon 
Fnrane Plastics, Inc. 
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Table 16-2. Battery Module 
-~ 
Ite m/Application 
1. Module housing 
2. Battery cells 
3. Coating - housing 
external surfaces 
4. Coating (dielectric film) 
- electrical insulation of 
battery and case 
5. Terminal boards 
6. Magnesium finish 
7. Adhesive - parts to board 
8. Adhesive - connector to 
cover bond 
9. Potting - connectors and 
battery cell terminals 
10. Adhesive - wire tie-down 
11. Wires  
12. Grease - between heat 
sinks and module housing 
for heat transfer 
Material 
Magnesium casting (alloy 
EZ 33A-T5) 
Nickel-cadmium, ceramic-to- 
metal seal, 0.012-in. 304 
stainless steel walls 
Tilecoat white epoxy 
Epon 815, Diethylenetriamine, 
Alumina mix 
Glas s  epoxy NEMA G r .  G-11 
Dow 7, Dow 23 
Bondmaster M688, M648 and 
Hardner CH-8 mix 
3M No. 1838A/B 
Solithane, catalyst mix, 
cabosil filler 
Adiprene Resin L-100 
AWG No. 20, 22 and 26, Teflon 
insulation 
Apaizon grease 
Vendor 
General Electric Co. 
Capacitor Dept . 
Minnesota Manu- 
facturing and Mining 
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Table 16-3. Electronics Module 
Item/Applic ation 
1. *Module housing 
2. Coating - housing 
external surfaces 
3. Thermally conductive 
adhesive - for transistor 
heat sink 
4. W i r e s  
5. Thermal coating - heat 
sinks 
6.  Terminal boards 
7. Magnesium finish 
Materia3 
Magnesium casting (allay 
EZ 33A-T5) 
Tilecoat white epoxy; Vita 
V a r  NR 15966 
Alumina epoxy - Shell No. 815 
resin, >diethylenetriamine 
hardner, alumina 
AWG No. 20, 22 and 26, Teflon 
insulation 
Tilecoat black epoxy 
Glass epoxy, NEMA GRG-11 
and -10 
Dow 7, Dow 23 
Vendor 
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Item 
1. Slip ring assembly 
2. Brush 
3. Slip ring 
4. Insulation 
5. Wire,  power leads 
6. Wire, signal leads 
7. Housing 
8. Ball bearing 
9. Grease 
10. Connector 
11. Wire  
12. Insulating tubing- 
solder joint 
Table 16-4. Slip Ring Assembly 
Material  
12% molybdenum disulfide 
88% silver 
Rhenium plate over silver 
base 
Mineral-f illed epoxy glass 
laminate 
MIL-W-16878 Type E 
MIL- W- 1687 8 shielded 
Aluminum Alloy 2024T3 
per QQ-A-268 
3TCR-41-52P 
Silicone, GE Versilube 
G 300 
Type NM-DCM 37P 
Brass shell, glass fiber 
diallyl phthalate insulator 
Type RT (19) U-9 
Irradiated polyolefin 
Insulation 
Rayclad thermofit 
RNF-irradiated 
Polyolefin tubing 
Vendor 
Pacific Scientific Co. 
Split Ball Bearing Co. 
General Electric Co. 
Cannon Electric Co. 
Raychem Corp. 
Raychem Corp. 
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Table 16-5. Solar Array Drive Assembly 
Item 
1. Motor 
2. Motor gearhead 
3. Cover and housing 
4. Shaft 
5. Washer, spring 
6. Glutch assembly 
Gear and bearing assembly 
Gear 
Ball 
spring 
Nut, adjusting 
Sleeve, washer 
7. Gear, potentiometer 
8. Bearing, ball 
9. Bearing, ball, flanged 
10. Washer, back-up 
11. Spring, preload 
12. Disc., seal 
13. Insulation sleeving for wiring 
14. Connector, motor 
15. Connector, potentiometer 
16. Potting for connectors 
17. Oil 
18. Grease, silicone, superclean 
19. Adhesive for thermistor mounting 
Material 
Servo Motor - Size 11 
AISI 4340, Nitralloy 135M, 
MIL-S-6709 Comp. A 
Alumina Alloy 2024, QQ-A-268 
Nitralloy 135M, MIL-S-6709, Comp. A 
Bexylco 25, Cond. A. QQ-C-533 Allay 172 
Nitralloy 135M, MIL-S-6709, Comp. A 
MIL-S-6709, Comp. A 
AISI-SAE M-10, Molybdenum high speed, 
tool steel 
Berylco 25, H. T. Rockwell C40 
CRES Type 303, MIL-S-7720 
Phosphor bronze, MIL-B-892 
Aluminum alloy 2024-T6, QQ-A-268 
Balls & races-stainless steelAISI440 C 
Retainer-fabric base phenolic seals - Teflon 
Balls & Race - Stainless Steel AISI 440 C 
Retainer - Fabric Base Phenolic 
CRES AISI 301, MIL-S-5059 
Aluminum Allay 6061-T6, QQ-A-335 
Vinyl type F per MIL-1-631 
Type DEM-9PNMB-5 
Type DBM-25PNMB-6 
RTV Silicone Rubber Compounds 
F-50 
Versilube G-300 SC, CS 4144 
Epoxy - Eccobond 60L 
Vendor 
Kearfott Co., Inc. 
Kearfott Co., Inc. 
Industrial Tectonics, Inc. 
Split Ball Bearing Co. 
New Hampshire Ball Bearings 
PIC Design Corp.  
Cannon Electric Co. 
Cannon Electric Co. 
General Electric Co. 
General Electric Silicone, Prod. 
General Electric Co. 
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Table 16-6. Harness 
Application 
1. Power Leads 
2. Connectors 
3. Connector potting 
4. Magnetic field shield 
5. Electric field shield 
Material 
AWG 16 copper wire 
AWG 20 copper wire  
Raychem Type TRT 
(Thermorad Hook-up Wire) 
Specif. No. 1230 
Cannon D-Subminiature 
Polyurethane (PRC 1538) 
2-mil, 0.5-inch wide 
Co-Netic foil 
1.6-mil, 0.75-inch wide 
comer foil 
Vendor 
Raychem Corp. 
Cannon Electric Co. 
Products Research Corp 
Perfection Mica Co. 
Permacel Co. 
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SECTION 17 
COSTS 
17.1 - INTRODUCTION 
During the Nimbus 1 and 2 period of the Nimbus Program, cost records were not kept in 
a form which accommodate a cost breakdown by hardware model and components, o r  in 
tezms of design and development versus production costs. The information obtained on 
costs (Reference 17-1) is presented herein. 
17 .2  COST OF POWER GENERATION, STORAGE AND CONTROL SUBSYSTEM 
The total cost of the RCA-AED contract (NAS 5-943) for the Nimbus 1 and 2 type power 
subsystems was approximately $12.5 million. This included design, development, quali- 
fication and delivery of flight hardware (to GE, the spacecraft integration contractor), 
including ground support equipment, spare parts and some spacecraft integration support 
effort. 
A matrix of the hardware provided under the contract is as follows: 
Model Solar Array Battery Electronics 
Designation (2 Paddles) Modules Module 
Preprototype 1 8 1 
Pro totype 1 8 1 
7 1 
8 1 
Flight 1 0 
Flight 2 El 
Flight 4 1* @ 1 
Flight 3 1 7 1 
Flight 5 - 8 El 
Flight 6 - El - 
Spares 1 5 2 
"Structure and solar cell modules not bonded together. 
Code: 
0 E Nimbus1 
0 E Nimbus 2 
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Cited -
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SECTION 18 
SIGNIFICANT TECHNICAL PROBLEMS 
18.1 INTRODUCTION 
In this section the significant technical problems associated with the design, development, 
and operation of the Nimbus 2 power system are described. In order to provide a com- 
pl3te listing of the Nimbus problems, those which were identified and resolved during the 
production of the Nimbus 1 system are included. The success of the Nimhus 2 power 
system is the basis for stating that all technical problems which would degrade the 
performance of the system beyond acceptable limits were solved. A l l  of the problems 
listed here, with the exception of the solar array drive problem and those in Section 18.6, 
were identified and resolved during the Nimbus 1 portion of the design and dgvelopment program. 
The selection of the problems listed here was based on (1) discussions with Mr. C. MacKenzie, 
Goddard Space Flight Center, who was the technical officer for the power system during 
its initial development; (2) the observations of General Electric Company personnel 
associated with the integration and test effort for the spacecraft; and (3) the amount of 
time devoted to the problem and its solution in the Program Progress reports. When 
viewed as history, many problems which, at a particular time were the most important 
area of the program, are only typical of the development of a new advanced spacecraft. 
The description of the problems in this section is, of course, not intended to be critical 
and is included for the purpose of avoiding similar problems in future programs. 
18.2 PROBLEMS IN THE SYSTEM AREA 
18.2.1 POWER AVAILABLE FROM THE SYSTEM 
One of the earliest problems in the Nimbus program was the recognition that the earlier 
predictions of the power available to the spacecraft were too high. The system efficiency 
initially estimated was not achieved, and the solar array performance predictions (for a 
period of time early in the program) were less than the initial estimates. This 'power 
storage, coupled with overall spacecraft weight growth, created a serious spacecraft 
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problem in the early stages of the program and resulted in redefinition of the spacecraft, 
primarily in the removal of redundant payload systems. 
18.2.2 POWER MANAGEMENT 
A s  the spacecraft design evolved, and a better understanding of the detailed operation of 
the vehicle was achieved, the management of the power from the solar array came into 
focus. It was recognized that excess power,provided by the solar array early in the mis- 
sion before any degradation had occurred, could be a problem since battery charge limits 
were higher than would be desirable for long periods of time. This problem was more 
severe if the solar array happened to be near the high end of the uncertainty region. The 
selected solution to this problem was the incorporation of auxiliary loads into the space- 
craft which provided a means of controlling the battery charge current by means of ground 
command. With the use of the auxiliary loads, the ratio of the battery charge ampere 
hours to the discharge ampere hours (and the average temperature of the batteries) could 
be controlled, even if the load profile were changed either because of more (or less) 
spacecraft interrogations o r  other reasons. The programming of the auxiliary loads is 
now a part of the command and control procedures used with the Nimbus 2 spacecraft. 
18.3 PROBLEMS IN THE SOLAR ARRAY AND SOLAR ARRAY INSTALLATION AREA 
The initial Nimbus solar array design used P-on-N solar cells, and a number of test items 
were built and tested. For a number of reasons, the N-on-P solar cells were selected for 
the Nimbus 1 system during the development phase. At the time of the preparation of this 
report, it is not practical to identify the dominant reason for the change in solar cells, and 
it is sufficient to recognize that the change resolved several problems, including an in- 
crease in power available from the array. 
18; 3.1 SOLAR CELL INTERCONNECTIONS 
Solar cell test items, fabricated with the initial P-on-N solar cells, failed in thermal 
cycling. This problem was solved by redesigning the interconnection to provide more 
flexibility and by the effect of the improved contact strength of the N-on-P solar cells 
adopted for the program. The P-on-N cells used electroless nickel contacts while the 
N-on-P cells used silver titanium contacts. 
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18.3.2 SOLAR ARRAY OUTPUT 
A s  more information on solar cell and array performance became available early in the 
program, the predicted solar array output decreased from the initial estimates. In 
addition, the amount of radiation degradation predicted for the solar array with the 6-mil 
thick solar cell covers was controversial. The high altitude nuclear weapons tests in- 
creased the uncertainty. These problems were resolved by the change to the N-on-P 
solar cells. 
18.3.3 SOLAR ARRAY PADDLE VIBRATION DAMPERS 
Initial spacecraft vibration tests involving the solar array showed the dynamic excursions 
to be excessive. Paddle dampers were designed and installed. 
18.3.4 DEGRADATION OF SOLAR ARRAY PERFORMANCE IN ORBIT 
The degradation of the Nimbus 2 solar array that has occurred during its life in orbit 
must be identified as a problem. This degradation was not anticipated and, though it has 
not limited spacecraft operation in any way, must either be prevented in  kture vehicles or 
be accounted for in the design of the spacecraft. The degradation is discussed in this 
report in Section 14, Flight Performance. 
18.4 SOLAR ARRAY ORIENTATION 
The early catastrophic failure of the Nimbus 1 solar array drive resulted in a major 
effort to determine the cause of the failure and provide a design modification to prevent 
its reoccurrence. The problem was identified as a combination of high temperature and 
lubrication effects and, as proven by the performance of Nimbus 2, a successful design 
modification was provided. 
18.5 PROBLEMS I N  THE BATTERY AREA 
The battery problems listed here occurred prior to the flight of Nimbus 1. They represent 
the most serious problems that occurred in the power system from an overall program 
point of view. 
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18.5.1 INTERNAL CELL CONSTRUCTION 
Vibration tests of the early cells resulted in failures of the internal interconnection be- 
tween tabs and the plates. It was determined that the entire cell core was moving in these 
tests. The solution was to place two crimps in the cell case, thus locking the cell contents 
in place. 
18.5.2 CELL SEALS 
There was a continuing leakage problem at the Nioro braze joint between the cell case 
and an insulating bushing. This problem was solved by changing to a silver braze material. 
18.5.3 OVER CHARGED NEGATIVES 
The proper operation of a sealed nickel-cadmium cell requires both the proper balance 
between the capacities of the positive and negative plates and operating the negative plates 
in the proper range, i. e. , they never become completely charged o r  discharged. The 
Nimbus program experienced a problem with over-charged negatives which led to high 
end of charge voltages and gassing. Better process control was the solution to this 
problem. 
18.5.4 BATTERY CELL UNIFORMITY 
The uniformity of the battery cells did not meet the program requirements. Though this 
problem could be and was solved by matching cells for use in a battery, it is listed be- 
cause of the resources required to use the "cell selection" solution. During the Nimbus 2 
program, the state of the ar t  has improved and this problem is not as serious as it once 
was. 
18.6 PROBLEMS INVOLVING TELEMETRY INTERPRETATION 
18.6.1 LACK OF TELEMETRY DATA 
The lack of an accurate measurement of solar array current has hampered the investiga- 
tion of the array degradation and the validity of day performance predictions. Attempts 
to use other telemetry data to deduce the needed values have not been completely successful. 
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Establishment of the locations of failures in the solar array has not been direct and has 
required considerable analysis because of lack of telemetry. 
18.6.2 TELEMETRY ACCURACY 
Certain telemetry readings are questionable, This introduces uncertainty in the data 
analysis. One lesson learned is that end-tolend telemetry calibration is very desirable. 
A second lesson is that telemetry and power returns must be kept separate to prevent 
IR drops due to power current from introducing errors .  
18.6.3 SOLAR CELL EXPERIMENT 
The anomalous behavior of the Solar Cel l  Experiment, which showed that solar cells with 
100-mil covers degraded more than those with 6-mi1 covers, remains and open problem 
by RCA-AED interpretation (see page 14-52). 
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APPENDIX A 
PREDICTION OF SPACE OUTPUT O F  NIMBUS II SOLAR ARRAY 
A. 1 INTRODUCTION 
Because of the anticipated interest in the methods for  predicting the space output 
of the Nimbus 2 solar array,  additional details  have been collected in this Appendix. 
Prediction of the space output of the Nimbus 1 solar array was a continuing effort which 
culminated in the summer of 1964, with an adjustment of the Nimbus standard solar cell 
calibrations, due to data obtained from high altitude airplane and balloon flights. The 
procedures used for the final Nimbus 1 array power projections, are the procedures used 
for the Nimbus 2 solar array power predictions. 
Acceptance testing of the solar cell modules used in the array was carried out using 
500-watt, unfiltered tungsten lamps, operated at a color temperature of 2800°K (Reference 
A-1). The intensity of the test illumination was established by means of a solar cell 
standard (with filtered cover glass installed) , with its calibration based on measurements 
at Table Mountain, California. The test intensity was set to be equivalent to 136.6 rf: 2.7 
milliwatts per square centimeter of sunlight at air-mass-zero (this was air-mass-zero 
intensity on May 14, 1963). Solar cell temperatures, as measured at the top surface of 
the cover glass, were to be 25 f. 2 C ,  and a maximum temperature difference of 1'6 
across the module was specified. The minimum output currents of the modules we given 
in Table A-1. 
0 
Table A-1. Minimum Output Current (at 0.460 volts) 
Module Size I Output Current I 
10-cell 
6-cell 
4-cell 
3-cell 
Solar array output predictions were made from three sets of data. These data 
were module requirements, solar cell board test data using the Xenon-Tungsten, solar- 
source simulator, and platform tests in natural sunlight. Calibrated standard solar cells 
(with filters installed), were used to measure intensity and to provide an extrapolation to 
air-mass -zero conditions. 
A. 2 REVISED NIMBUS FLIGHT 1 SOLAR ARRAY POWER PREDICTION 
The following was taken directly from Reference A-2 and is one procedure used for 
2 Nimbus 2. Note the reference intensity is 136.6 mw/cm A M 0  which is the value for 
Nimbus 1. Nimbus 2 will use a reference intensity of 139.6 mw/cm . 2 
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The Nimbus F-1 solar-array power is calculated from values taken 
from t h e  Nimbus module specification. The power is further modified by module 
measurements taken at  Table Mountain, California, as reported in the Nimbus 
Standards Report. New data about the A M 0  prediction is obtained. The new power 
prediction is compared to empirical measurements of t h e  array with favorable 
results 
The Nimbus F-1 solar-array power prediction is revised by using new information 
(ref. 1 ) on bare RCA Mountaintop solar cells of the Nimbus type to determine e r rors  
in the Nimbus standards program (ref. 2 ). The revised solar-array power pre- 
diction is summarized as follows: 
a. Step 1 (Revised Power Prediction) 
The first step is to extrapolate the specified module (ref. 3 ) 
output into a complete array by adjusting the required module output to account 
for the number of cells in series and parallel as shown below: 
( 1 ) Module Specification Requirements: 
1.150 amps = @ 0.460 volt 
136.6 mw/cm2 A M 0  intensity 
25OC =t 2OC 
(2 ) Average Power/Cell: 
0.115 amp/cell x 0.460 volt = 0.0529 watt/cell 
References: 
1 1  1. Comparison of Flight and Terrestrial Solar Measurements on Silicon 
I t  Cells. 
RCA Mountaintop. 
F, J. McKendry, H. W. Kuzminski, and 6. P. Hadley, 
1 1  2. Nimbus Standards Report SPW-404, Karl Brodtman. 
3. AED Specification No. 1750003, Specification N/P Solar Cell 11 
f t  Module, Karl Brodtman. 
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( 3  ) Ideal Array Power at VMp: 
On each platform there are six separate boards. They are: 
( a )  4 boards of 10-cell modules with 98 cells in 
series for each module 
4.0 x 10 x 98 = 3920 
( b )  1 board of 10-cell modules with 97 cells in 
series for each module 
97 x 10 = 970 
( c )  1 board of 6-cell modules with 97 cells in 
series for each module 
97 x 6 = 582 
This provides a total of 5472 cells per platform. Thus: 
5472 cells/ x 2 platforms/ x 0.0529 watt/ = 580 watts/ 
platform vehicle cell vehicle 
b. Step 2 (Revised Power Prediction) 
The second step is to reduce the idealized output by an engineering 
estimate of the expected losses. The losses are calculated by Vmp (voltage at 
maximum power of the 
( 1 )  
array ) . 
Calculation of Vmp: 
In order to calculate Vmp, it is necessary first to calculate 
the average number of cells in series. This is done by 
weighting the number in series by the number of parallel 
paths as shown below: 
( a )  No. of Cells. in Module 
Boards a Module in Series 
2 x  6 x  97 = 1164 
2 x  10 x 97 = 1940 
8 X  10  x 98 = 7840 
Total No. of F-1 Cells : 10,944 
(b  ) Total number of parallel paths: 
No. of Cells in 
Boards a Module 
2 X 6 = 12 
2 X 10 = 20 
8 X 10 = 80 
Total: 112 
( c  ) Average number of series cells 
- Tbtal No. of cells - 
Total No. of parallel paths 
= - -  10944 - 97.7 
112 
Thus: Vmp = Average number of series cells x 0.460 volt 
Vmp = 97.7 X 0.460 volt = 45.0 volts 
( 2  ) Calculation of Losses: 
( a )  Diodes: 
0.6 V drop per diode 
x 12 diodes (one per board) 
7.2 V drop 
1.1 amps (approx) current per board 
7.92 watts power Ioss due to diodes 
x 7.2 Vdrop 
( b )  Wiring: 
0.2 V drop assumed for wiring from the array 
0.2 V x 13.1 amps = 2.6 watts loss for wiring 
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( c ) Module Interconnection: 
0.61 mv drop per module interconnection 
86.7 modules in series (on the average) less 11-row 
interconnection 
1.1 amps per series circuit per 10-cell module 
11.2 average number of 10-cell module circuits 
0.61 x 86.7 x 1.1 x 11.2 = 0.66 watt loss for inter- 
connecting the modules 
(d  ) Loss for Interconnection Between Rows of Modules 
in a Board: 
6.1 mv drop per row interconnection 
11-row interconnection per board 
1.1 amps per board 
11.2 equivalent 10-cell module boards 
6.1 x 11 x 1.1 x 11.2 = 0.83 watt loss for row 
interconnections 
( e )  Total Losses: 
7.92 watts (diodes ) 
2.60 watts (wiring) 
0; 66 watt (module interconnection) 
0.83 watt (row interconnections ) 
12.01 watts 
( 3 )  Calculation of Loss-Corrected Array Power: 
Total Power of Modules = 580 watts 
Losses = -12 watts (approximately) 
56 8 watts 
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The diode and wiring losses are taken in the form 
of voltage drops so that the Vmp of the idealized array 
is greater than Vmp of the loss-corrected array. 
The loss equals IA V, where: 
I x 45V = 580 watts 
I = 12.90 amps 
ILL v = 12 watts 
A V  = 0.93 volt 
Thus, the new loss-corrected Vmp is 45.0 volts 
-0.93 volt = 44.1 volts. 
c. Step 3 (Revised Power Prediction) 
The third step is to calculate the loss-corrected array power at 
35.5 volts. The A M 0  I-V curves derived from the F-1 total platform sunlight tests 
were  used to obtain the ratio of the power at 44.1 volts to 35.5 volts, so that the 
results derived above can be adjusted to the voltage operating points of thz array. 
(1 ) Loss-Corrected Array Power at 35.5 Volts: 
p35.5 
p44.2 
Power at Vmp X - 
568 watts X 0.885 = 503 watts 
The current at 35.5 volts is 14.2 amperes. This is the power expected if each 
module on F-1 meets the specification; however, the Table Mountain, California 
measurement of two groups of 20 modules in sunlight showed that this specification 
value is optimistic. 
d. Step 4 (Revised Power Prediction) 
The fourth step is to correct the loss-corrected array power at 
35.5 volts by the results of outdoor tests on modules conducted at Table Mountain, 
California. 
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Table Mountain Module Test Results 
The average current for 40 modules, which were part of 
the Nimbus standards program, is 1.114 amperes at 0.460 
volts, 136.6 cm2 AMO, and 25'6 f 2'C, derived from the 
Table Mountain data. This current value is considered to be 
a minimum because the difficulty in establishing and main- 
taining the module temperature on Table Mountain may have 
resulted in low-current readings during voltage measure- 
ments at 0.460 volt. Tungsten measurements of these 
modules, where the temperature was carefully maintained 
at 25' C f 2' C ,  resulted in an average current of 1.35  amperes 
at 0.460 volt, and an equivalent A M 0  intensity of 136.6 
mw/cm2. This value is considered to be a maximum. 
Because of the difficulty of temperature measurements, the 
minimum and maximum values are used below to adjust 
the projected module derived solar-array power speci- 
fication. 
( 2  ) Table Mountain Adjusted Power at 35.5 Volts 
Loss-corrected array power at 35.5 volts is: 
1 @ 0.460 VAMO from Table Mountain Measurements 
1 @ 0.460 VAMO from specification , where 
1.114 amps 
1.150 amps Lower Power Limit = 503 watts x = 488. 3 watts 
Upper Power Limit = 503 watts X 135 amps = 498.0 watts 1.150 amps 
The current at 35.5 volts is 13.75 amperes. 
Upper Power Limit = 503 watts X '* 135 amps = 498.0 watts 
1.150 amps 
The current at 35.5 volts is 14.0  amperes. 
The center value of the upper and lower power limits is 493.1 watts with a spread 
from maximum to minimum of f 1 percent about the power prediction. 
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( 3 ) Comparison with Platform Measurements 
Electrical measurements of the Nimbus F-1 solar a r ray  
in sunlight at AED and the solar source simulator sub- 
stantiate the validity of the solar-array power based on 
module measurements at Table Mountain. The Xenon- 
Tungsten measurements reported in reference 4 result in 
an anticipated power at 35.5 V, 25OC and an A M 0  intensity 
of 136.6 mw/cm2 of 469 watts. The sunlight illumination 
test results were also extrapolated to 136.6 mw/cm2, 25OC 
and evaluated at 35.5 V, using a measured F factor derived 
from the collimated short-circuit readings of a Nimbus 
primary standard cell. Subsequent test results have pro- 
vided an F factor identical to the average measured F 
factor for Nimbus standard cells. 
The result of the sunlight test is 512 watts for the same con- 
ditions as the Xenon-Tungsten results. A complete evalua- 
tion of the errors  associated with each platform measure- 
ment technique is beyond the scope of this document; how- 
ever, it should be noted that the experimental and theoretical 
results agree within 4 percent regardless of the measure- 
ment technique. 
e. Step 5 (Revised Power Prediction) 
The fifth step is to adjust the Table Mountain adjusted power at 
35.5 volts by a factor derived from recently developed data, discussed below. 
( 1 ) Application of the New Information 
The new data available are included in the report " Com- 
parison of Flight and Terrestrial Solar Measurements on 
Silicon Cells" by F. J. McKendry, H. W. Kuzminski, 
and C. P. Hadley. Table I of the above named report com- 
pares the Nimbus extrapolation technique (column 11) 
to the " balloon cell technique " (column V )  and the " air- 
plane technique " ( column IV). The Nimbus technique 
If Reference 4. Illumination Test Report Nimbus Flight-1 Solar Array 
Platforms" , SP-M-303, R. DeVeaux 
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provides on the average 4.3  percent higher Isco's than the 
latter and 6 . 6  percent higher bcOfs than the former. The 
close correlation of the ' I  airplane I '  and " balloon ' I  measure- 
ment techniques indicates that the average percent dif- 
ferences between the Nimbus technique and these two in- 
dependent techniques are good approximations to the pre- 
viously uncalculated e r rors  quoted in the Nimbus Standards 
Report. These are e r rors  due to the Moon's absorption 
coefficients and linear extrapolation in the bandwidth which 
together, in the light of this new information, is estimated 
-4* '% - 
2 
'% = 5.5% ( approx ). This decreases the to be 
center value from 493.1 watts f 1 percent to 466 watts * 1 
percent. 
( 2 )  Final Power Prediction 
The er ror  due to temperature is stated as indeterminate 
in the Nimbus Standards Report, but it has now been 
evaluated as f 1 percent tolerance about the center value 
of 466 watts. All  other sources of e r ror  for the modules 
are reported to be f- 2 . 4  percent so that the final pre- 
diction is stated as: 
466 watts f 3 . 4  percent at 35.5 V, 25OC f 2O C ,  and 136.6 
mw/cm2 AMO. 
The current for these conditions is 13.17 amperes. 
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A. 3 NIMBUS II SOLAR ARRAY PREDICTIONS 
The performance predictions for the Flight 2 solar a r ray  as taken from Reference 
A-3 are as follows. 
Projection of Array Output at Air M a s s  Zero 
(a) The prediction of Nimbus Flight-2 array output is the same 
as the output projected for Flight-1 in RCA Technical Memo- 
random SP-S-863, Revised Nimbus F-1 Solar Array Power 
Prediction, dated July 17,  1964. Representative sample 
modules from Flight-1 and -2 module production are col- 
lectively used to project array output power based on Table 
Mountain, California sunlight illuminations. An additional 
correction is made for a Nimbus standard solar-cell calibra- 
tion e r ror  as derived from a report on airplane flights and 
comparison to balloon-flown standards. The revised F-1 
report (SP-S-863), therefore, is also a prediction for 
Flight-2. The remaining paragraphs of this section covx 
I-V characteristics based on solar simulation measurements 
and these characteristics demonstrate the validity of the re- 
vised F-1 power projection. They include the adjustment of 
-5.5 percent for the Nimbus standard solar cell as reported 
in the above referenced report, SP-S-863. 
NOTE 
Flight-1 reports are projected to an in- 
tensity of 136.6 mw/cm2. Flight -2 re- 
ports a re  projected to an intensity of 
139.6 mw/cm2. Intensity adjustments 
must be made when comparing data. 
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The curves of Figures 11-5 and 11-6 show the estimated I-V 
characteristics of each Flight-2 platform. Each graph shows 
a family of curves delineating the estimated outputs at various 
temperatures throughout a range from -80°C to +60"C, and at 
an illumination intensity of 139.64 mw/cm2. This value of 
intensity was chosen as a base for the estimates because this 
is a value of air-mass-zero intensity which exists in space for 
one astronomical unit (or the mean distance from the earth to 
the sun). This value becomes the reference value for power 
predictions from which corrections may be made for variations 
in the earth-to-sun distance. 
The I-V characteristics measured at an illumination intensity 
of 80 mw/cm2 were adjusted to 139.64 mw/cm2 intensity in 
making the curves of Figures 11-5 and 11-6. The detailed 
adjustment procedure described above was reported in detail 
in RCA Technical Memorandum SP-M-265. The curves at 
temperatures other than 36°C were drawn from data calculated 
by the procedure also reported in detail in the above memo- 
randum. By this procedure, experimentally determined factors 
of current change and voltage change per degree of tempera- 
ture change are used to determine values of short-circuit cur- 
rent and open-circuit voltage at the various temperatures 
desired. The curve is then completed by fitting the 36" curve 
between these points. 
The curve of Figure 11-7 shows the I-V characteristic projected 
for the entire indoor-illuminated solar array. Since the two 
platforms are connected in parallel in the satellite, this curve 
was obtained by adding the current values at each voltage point 
of the two platforms. 
An estimate of indoor-illuminated solar-array total power out- 
put versus voltage and temperature is shown by the graphs of 
Figure 11-8. These curves were constructed from data ob- 
tained by multiplying current and voltage values taken from the 
curves of Figure 11-7. 
d. Conclusions 
(1) The illumination test data indicate that no degradation was suffered 
by the solar cells or modules during the environmental test se- 
quence and final platform processing. (Boards F and M are re- 
ported in the Outdoor Illumination Test Report, paragraph 6 of 
this section.) 
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Figure 11-8. Estimated Solar-Array Power Output Versus Voltage and Temperature 
(Indoor Illumination) 
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The illumination test data indicate proper functioning of both 
voltage and temperature telemetry circuits following each en- 
vironmental test and just prior to platform acceptance using the 
corrected temperature telemetry curve for platform No. 10. 
The projection of solar-array power output to space conditions, 
as made by the procedures described in this report, indicates 
that the platforms are capable of providing the power output re- 
quired by the Nimbus satellite in orbit. 
The Flight-2 air-mass-zero solar simulation derived power pro- 
jection, at 139.6 mw/cm2, 25"C, and 35.5 volts, is 13.55 amperes 
or  482 watts. When adjusted to 136; 6 mw/cm2, 25"C, and 35.5 
volts, the solar simulation power projection is 13.26 amperes o r  
470.7 watts. The air-mass-zero power projection for F-1 and 
F-2 from the "Revised Nimbus F-1 Solar Array Power Predic- 
tion, I t  RCA Technical Memorandum SP-S-S63 (dated 7/17/64), 
at 136.6 mw/cm2, 25"C, and 35.5 volts, is 13.7 amperes or 
466 watts. The close agreement of the solar simulation predic- 
tion to the referenced report (SP-S-863) corroborates the report. 
ILLUMINATION TEST REPORT (OUTDOOR SUNLIGHT SOURCE) 
a. General 
The Nimbus F-2 solar-array platforms, serial numbers 7 and 10, 
were tested for total electrical output while exposed to sunlight from solar noon until 
one hour after solar noon on June 26, 1964. The primary purpose of this test was to 
insure the integrity of the boards and their interconnections, and to corroborate the 
Flight-2 power prediction. 
The following documents describe the equipment and test procedures used during the 
Flight-2 outdoor illumination tests: 
(1) Test Procedure, Sunlight Illumination Test of Nimbus Solar Array 
Platforms, SP-M-329, dated 10/4/63, 
(2) Instruction Manual for the Ground Checkout Equipment for Solar- 
Array Platform, AED M-1802, 
(3) Sunlight Illumination Test Report for Nimbus F-1 Solar-Array 
Platforms, SP-M-303, dated 10/16/63, and 
(4) Revised Nimbus F-1 Solar-Array Power Prediction, SP-S-863, 
dated 7/17/64. 
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b. Test Equipment 
The test equipment used in performing the outdoor illumination tests 
are listed below: 
(1) FLO-TRON Frame, for supporting and transporting the platforms, 
(2) GSE S/N 2, for measuring the electrical output of the platforms, 
(3) Pyrheliometer, for measuring the solar intensity during the test, 
(4) Milliameters, for measuring the Isc of the standard cells, 
( 5 )  Nimbus Primary Standard Cel ls  (8), for determining the measured 
F-factor, 
( 6 )  Wet Bulb-Dry Bulb Thermometer, for determining the relative 
humidity, and 
(7) Temperature Bridge, for measuring the platform temperature. 
c. Test Procedure 
(1) During the F-1 sunlight test, a sufficient number of Nimbus 
standard cells were not available to confidently utilize the meas- 
ured F-factor technique for extrapolating the array output to 
AM0 (air mass zero). For F-2, a sufficient number of Nimbus 
standard cells were available and the procedure defined in para- 
graph 5 .  a. (3) was modified. As shown in Figure 11-9, an 
adjustable table was positioned in the same plane of illumination 
as the platform under test, and six Nimbus primary cells were 
mounted on the table for sequential reading of the cell I,, (short- 
circuit current) during the recording of the platform I-V curve. 
One cell was mounted in a collimating tube and another was used 
to scan the solar platform surface prior to measurement of the 
I-V curve. The scanning standard cell was then mounted on the 
adjustable table and its short-circuit current read in sequence 
with the other standards. 
The scan data for the two platforms are shown in Figure 11-10. 
(2) The pyrheliometer readings were taken continuously in order to 
provide additional data on the test conditions. 
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Figure 11-9. Outdoor Illumination Test Setup, Block Diagram 
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Figure 11-10. Platform Standard-Cell Scan Data 
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d. Data and Calculations 
(1) Data and calculations for platform serial number (SjN)  7 are 
listed in Tables 11-6, 11-7, and 11-8. 
(2) The measured F-factors used to extrapolate platform S/N 7 out- 
put to AM0 (see Table 11-9) are derived from equation (1) below: 
where : 
2 
= Short-circuit current of the standard cell at A M 0  (AM0 = 136.6 mw/cm ) sco I 
= The measured short-circuit current of the standard cell at time of 
the test. s cm 
I 
2 To obtain the F-factor for A M 0  = 139.64 mw/cm , the following equation must be used: 
- - 139.64 
F139. 64 F136.6 136.6 
- 
- 
= 1.205 139.64 = 1.233 
136.6 F139. 64 
The platforms I is obtained using equation (3) below: sco ’ 
I platform = I platform x F sco scm 
= 5.85 amps x 1.233 = 7.21 amps 
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TABLE II-6, PLATFORM S/N 7 I-V CURVE DATA 
Cell No. 
Measured Volts 
1 
15 
25 
30 
34 
37 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
Reading 
1 2 
V = 52.6 
oc 
TO D 
3 4 
Amps 
5.85 
5.80 
5.75 
5.67 
5.55 
5.40 
5.08 
4.80 
4.35 
3.65 
2,70 
1.40 
Average 
Reading 
TABLE II-7. PLATFORM S/N 7 UNCOLLIMATED 
STANDARD CELL MEASUREMENTS 
(Isc in milliamps) 
10 9 
10 6 
10 9 
10 5 
10 3 
104 
10 1 --- 
10 9 
106 
109 
10 5 
103 
103 
10 1 
10 0 
A-28 
A-31 
A-37 
A-38 
A-39 
B-15 
B-13 
B-19 
- 
110 
106 
109.4 
105.7 
103.5 
104 
100 
100 
109 
106 
10 9 
105 
103 
104 
100 
--- 
109.3 
106 
109.1 
105 -2 
103.1 
103.75 
100.5 
100 
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TABLE II-8. PLATFORM S/N 7 TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS 
~ 
Board 
G 
H 
J 
K 
L 
Imbedded Thermocouple 
48" C 
46.5" C 
45.5" c 
49.0" C 
48.0"C 
-~ ~~ 
The current at any voltage is then obtained using equations (4) and (5) below: 
A I = I  - I  sco scm 
+ AI - 
I v -  am0 IVM 
(4) 
(5)  
A I  = 7.21 - 5.85 = 1.36  amps 
In order to obtain the AM0 I-V curve of platform S/N 7, the AI (equal to 1.36 amps) 
is added to the current at each voltage in Table 11-6, resulting in the data listed in 
Table II-10. 
(3) Data and calculations for platform serial number (S/N) 10 are 
listed in Tables 11-11, 11-12, 11-13, and II-14. 
2 To obtain the Ffactor for AM0 = 139.64 mw/cm , using equation (2), the following 
equation must be used: 
'39.64 = 1.213 - = 1.216 
F139. 64 136.6 
The platform I is obtained using equation (3): 
s co 
= 5.87 x 1.243 = 7.30 amps sco I platform 
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TABLE 11-9. PLATFORMS S/N 7 OUTPUT TO AM0 EXTRAPOLATION DATA 
Cell No. 
A-28 
Standard Cell 
Short-circuit 
Currents 
I = 132.9 ma 
I = 109.3 scm 
s co 
A-31 I 
Platform S/N 7 
Output Mean Value (F) - -  
I = 128.4 
s co 
scm = 106.0 I 
~ ~ 
A-3 7 I = 132.3 
scm I 
s co 
= 109.1 
A-38 I = 125.8 s co 
= 105.2 
scm I 
A-39 I = 126.2 
scm I 
sco 
= 103.1 
B-15 I = 122.24 
= 103.75 scm I 
sco 
B-13 I = 120.18 
= 100.5 scm I 
sco 
B-19 J = 121.29 
I = 100 scm 
sco 
I I I 
Calculated 
F-Factor 
F 1,215 
F = 1,211 
F = 1.212 
F = 1,195 
F = 1.224 
F = 1.178 
F = 1.196 
F = 1.213 
= 1.205 
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The current at any voltage is then obtained using equations (4) and (5): 
A I  = 7.30 - 5.87 = 1.43 
This AI is then applied to the measured values, as previously performed for platform 
S/N 7, to obtain the AM0 I-V curve for platform S/N 10 as shown in Table 11-15. 
TABLE 11-10. PLATFORM S/N 7 AM0 I-V CURVE DATA 
(For S/N 7 AM0 = 139.6 mw/cm2; Temp = 47.4'6) 
Voltage (Volts) 
1 
15 
25 
30 
34 
37 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
52.6 
Current (Amps) 
7.21 
7.16 
7.11 
7.03 
6.91 
6.76 
6.44 
6.16 
5.71 
5.01 
4.06 
2.76 
1.36 
TABLE 11-11. PLATFORM S/N 10 I-V CURVE DATA 
Voltage (Volts) 
~- ~~ 
1 
15 
25 
30 
34 
37 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
v = 53.2 oc 
Current (Amps) 
5.87 
5.85 
5.80 
5.75 
5.69 
5.51 
5.22 
4.91 
4.52 
3.90 
2.97 
1.80 
1.80 
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Cell No, 
A-28 
A-31 
A-37 
A-38 
A-39 
B-15 
B-13 
B-19 
Reading No. Average 
1 2 3 4 Reading I I I 
109 10 8 108 10 8 108.3 
105 104 105 104 104.5 
108 10 8 108 10 8 108.0 
104 104 104 104 104.0 
103 102 102 102 102 .o 
103 10 3 102 102 102.5 
101 100 100 10 0 100.2 
99.0 100 98 99 --- 
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Board 
A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
Imbedded Thermocouple 
43 "C 
43 "C 
44 "C 
43 "C 
43 "C 
TABLE 11-14. PLATFORM S/N 10 OUTPUT TO AM0 EXTRAPOLATION DATA 
2 (AM0 = 136.6 mw/cm ) 
Calculated 
F-Factor 
Standard Cell 
F = 1.227 
A-31 I = 128.4 s co 
= 104.5 F = 1.228 scm I 
A-37 I = 132.3 s co 
= 108.0 F = 1.225 scm I 
A-38 I = 125.8 s eo 
= 104.0 F = 1.209 scm I 
A-39 I = 126.2 sco 
= 102.0 F = 1.237 scm I 
B-15 I = 122.24 sco 
I scm = 102.5 I F = l . 1 9 3  I I 
I = 120.18 
F = 1.199 
F = 1.216 Output Mean Value e) - -  
I Legend: 
Isco = Short-circuit current of std cell at AM0 
Iscm = Short-circuit current of std cell a t  time of the test 
F = -  
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TABLE 11-15, PLATFORM S/N 10 AM0 I-V CURVE DATA 
(For S/N 10 AM0 = 139.6 mw/cm2, 43 "C) 
Voltage (Volts) 
1 
15 
25 
30 
34 
37 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
53.5 
Current (Amps) 
7.30 
7.28 
7.23 
7.18 
7.12 
6.94 
6.65 
6.34 
5.95 
5.33 
4.40 
3.23 
1.43 
(4) The total I-V curve of both platforms is obtained by adding the 
currents of Tables 11-10 and 11-15. This summation is shown 
in Table 11-16. A minus 5.5 percent Nimbus standard-cell 
correction factor* is shown in an adjacent column and is applied 
per equation (7) below: 
Iy at V = Ix at V + Kx I S C O ~ ,  ( 7) 
where : 
Iy at V = Adjusted current at a voltage V 
Ix at V = Original current at the same voltage 
= Original short circuit current Iscox - 
Kx = Standard-cell correction factor 
Thus : 
Ix at 15' = 14.44 + (-0.055) (14.50) = 13.70 amperes. 
*The Nimbus standard-cell correction factor is reported in RCA Technical Report 
SP-S-863, Revised Nimbus F-1 Solar-Array Power Prediction, and is based on the 
paper 'Comparison of Flight and Terrestrial Solar Measurements on Silicon Cells,  
by F. J. McKendry, H. W. Kuzminski, and C. P. Hadley. 
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TABLE 11-16. TOTAL ARRAY I-V CURVE DATA 
(AM0 = 139.64 mw/cm2, 44°C) 
Current (Amp) 
(Summation S/N 7 & 10) 
14.50 
14.44 
14.34 
14.21 
14.03 
13.70 
13.09 
12.50 
11.66 
10.34 
8.46 
5.99 
2.79 
Voltage (Volts) 
1 
15 
25 
30 
34 
37 
40 
42 
44 
46 
48 
50 
53.25 
Current (Amp) 
(Adjusted -5.5%) 
13.70 
13.64 
13.54 
13.41 
13.23 
12.90 
12.29 
11.70 
10.86 
9.54 
7.66 
5.19 
1.99 
(5) Analysis of this procedure indicates the possibility of the follow- 
ing errors  in the power prediction derived from this report: 
Illumination intensity reading 
Estimated standard cell accuracy 
(From Solar-Cell Standards Calibration 
Report, SP-W-404). 
Current meter accuracy f 0.5 percent 
Voltage meter accuracy f 0.5 percent 
Estimated errors  in graphical construction f 1.0 percent 
Assuming a normal distribution of errors ,  the system 
variance of error  is the square root of the sum of the 
squares of the individual errors ,  o r  f 2.7 percent. 
This corresponds to 3 sigma limits. 
f 0.5 percent 
f 2.4 percent 
(6) Array Characteristics 
(a) Figures 11-11 and It-12 show the I-V characteristics of 
each Flight-2 platform taken in sunlight at AED. (Refer to 
Tables II-6 and II-11. ) 
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(b) The curves of Figures 11-13 and 11-14 show the estimated 
I-V characteristics of each Flight-2 platform (without the 
standard-cell correction factor of -5.5 percent). Each 
figure shows a family of curves at various temperatures 
and an intensity of 139.6 mw/cm2. The curves in Fig- 
ures 11-11 and 11-12 were projected to an intensity level 
of 139.6 mw/cm2 by the F-factor technique described in 
paragraph 6. d. (2) (see Tables 11-10 and 11-15). I-V curve 
projections to other temperatures are accomplished by 
shifting the initial curve vertically and horizontally to 
values of short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage 
calculated from the initial values , using experimentally 
determined temperature coefficients. 
The curve of Figure II-15 shows the I-V characteristics 
projected for the entire sunlight-illuminated solar array. 
Since the two platforms are connected in parallel in the 
satellite, this curve was obtained by adding the initial 
current at each voltage point of the two platforms (see 
Table 11-16). Additionally, Figure 11-15 reflects a minus 
5.5 percent Nimbus standard-cell correction factor (see 
paragraph 6. d. (4). A family of temperature curves were 
generated from -80 to +60°C as described above. 
An estimate of sunlight-illuminated solar-array total 
power output versus voltage and temperature is shown 
by the graph in Figure 11-16. These curves were con- 
structed from data obtained by multiplying current and 
voltage values taken from Figure 11-15. 
(c) 
(d) 
e. Conclusions 
(1) The projection of solar-array power output to space conditions, 
as made by the procedure described in this report, indicates 
that the platforms are capable of providing the power output re- 
quired by the Nimbus satellite in orbit. 
The Flight-2 air-mass-zero sunlight illumination derived power 
prediction at 139.6 mw/cm2, 25"C, and 35.5 volts is 13.22 
amperes or  469 watts. When adjusted to 136.6 mw/cm2, 25"C, 
&d 35.5 volts, the sunlight-illumination power projection is 
12.94 amperes o r  459 watts. The air-mass-zero power pro- 
jection-for F-1 (and applicable also to F-2) from the 'Bevised 
Nimbus F-1 S o l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ a y  Power Prediction" (RCA Technical 
(2) 
--_..- 
A-28 
Memorandum - -.-. . , - -^  
25°C and 3!% voI€& is 13.17 amperes or 466 watts. The e 
agreement (to -1.5 percent) of the sunlight-illumination pre- 
?S&ti’on to the reference memorandum (SP-S-863) corroborates 
the report. 
SP-S-863, dated 7/17/64) at 136,6 mw/cm2, 
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DATA FOR I - V  CURVE AT 
474OC IS RAW MEASURED 
DATA TAKEN DURING SUN- 
LIGHT ILLUMIMATION ON 
6/26/ 6 4 .  
PYRHELIOMETER INTENSITY = 
06.9 MWICM' 
GSE N0.2 
Voc = 52 6 VOLTS 
Isc = 5 05 AMPS 
0 10 20 30 40 50  60 
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 
Figure 11-11. Solar Platform No. 7 Sunlight Characteristic Curve 
Figure II-12. Solar Platform No. 10 Sunlight Characteristic Curve 
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_ _  
VOLTAGE (VOLTS) 
Figure II-16. Estimated Sunlight-Illuminated Solar Array Power 
Output Versus Voltage and Temperature 
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A. 4 TEST BOARD CALIBRATION (FROM REFERENCE A-4) 
To provide a means of calibrating the Xenon solar simulator over a 
large area, the Nimbus solar-cell test board, Q2, was tested under the simulator 
and in sunlight at the Jet  Propulsion Laboratory test site at Table Mountain, Cali- 
fornia. The data obtained in these tests permit an additional calculation of the 
outer-space output characteristics of the Nimbus solar array. 
The test-board output was first measured using the xenon solar simulator. The 
board was then shipped to California, where the Table Mountain sunlight tests were 
performed on two separate occasions. Upon its return to AED, another solar- 
simulator test was run. 
During the Table Mountain sunlight tests, the outputs of seven standard Nimbus 
solar cells were measured, along with the measurement of the test-board output. 
Equivalent AM0 outputs were then calculated for the seven standard cells in each 
of eleven test runs, and the ratio of A M 0  output to measured output was determined 
for each case. These ratios were then applied to the measured test-board output of 
each'test run to obtain the corresponding A M 0  output of the test board. Next, each 
value of test-board AM0 short-circuit current was compared to the test board 
short-circuit current as measured using the xenon solar simulator. Such com- 
parisons yielded a range of values for the ratio of test-board A M 0  short-circuit 
current to short-circuit current, as measured using the solar simulator. Sum- 
marized, these values were: 
0 Maximum: 1.68 
0 Average: 1.64 
0 Minimum: 1.62 
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With these factors determined, the A M 0  output of an array can be determined from 
the solar simulator measurements. This assumes, of course, that the array solar 
cells have nominally the same spectral response as the cells of the Q2 test board. 
There is a greater probability that the 320 cells of the test board would have an 
over-all spectral response more representative of a Nimbus Solar Array than 
would any one standard solar cell; also, a quantity of cells would average out the 
effects of non-uniformity of intensity under the solar simulator more readily than 
would be seen using one standard cell to determine the intensity. 
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APPENDIX B 
EFFECTS OF LONG TERM STORAGE 
B; 1 INTRODUCTION 
Because of the long time period between construction and use of the solar array platforms, 
an investigation of the effects of long term storage on these items was carried out. The 
results of this investigation, taken directly from Reference B-1, are contained in this 
Appendix. Note that the Q-2 board is an item used in the qualification of the solar array 
which has been used for various test purposes. 
1. PLATFORM MATERIALS AND LUBRICANTS LONG-TERM STURAGE 
REVIEW 
In early February 1965, an investigation and review of the Nimhus pla:kor:,i 
construction materials and of the lubricants used fo r  the panel deployment {unfold) 
mechanism was made with respect to their aging (long-term storage) characteristics. 
A review by Materials Engineering qt AED of the construction materials for the solar 
platforms stored at ambient conditions resulted in the ratings for each of the materials 
a s  listed in Table 11-1. 
TABLE 11-1. SOLAR PLATFORM MATERIAL STORAGE EVALUATION 
Item 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
,- 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
Materials 
RTV-11 
RTV-60 
Stycast 265 1 
M-688 
SS-4004 
SMP-62/63 
EC-1838 
White Tilecoat 
D-4-D 
PV-100 
FM-1000 
Corfil 615 
RCA No. 
99354-140 
99354-126 
8914177-68 
2 0 10 83 7 - 64 
90485-180 
8909950-3 
90485-213 
8909950-1 
G. E. 
2016110-39 
90485-216 
99354-154 
Comments 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
No effect due to aging at ambient * 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
No effect due to aging at  ambient* 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
There will be a color change only 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
There will be a color change only 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
No effect due to aging at ambient* 
"or a period of 4 to 5 years and then the units should be re-evaluated. A s  stated, the 
only materials that will be affected are items 8 and 10. This change will be a tendenc? 
to yellow which could have an effect on cy, E and cr/r values only. 
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An investigation w a s  made by Materials Engineering concerning the long-term storage 
(3 to 5 years) characteristics of Aeroshell No. 7 and Beacon No. 325 lithium base lub- 
ricants used in the motor and gear train of the Nimbus paddle deployment mechanism. 
The following is a summary of telephone conversations held with various venders: 
Globe Industries, Dayton, Ohio - Globe Industries stated that there 
would be a settling of the lubricant in the motor o r  gear train over this 
relatively long period of time. It was suggested that the motor be 
operated at least once a year to redistribute the lubricants. 
Shell Oil Company, New York, N. Y. - No problems with Aeroshell 
No. 7 are anticipated after three years at 80°F and less than 50- 
percent relative humidity. 
Esso Standard Oil Company, New York, N.Y. - Beacon No. 325 
lithium base lubricant will  show some signs of "creeping" (separa- 
tion) if allowed to stand over a period of five years. However, this is 
considered one of ESSO'S most stable greases and the lubricant will 
not cause corrosion. 
It is the opinion of Materials Engineering that no problems with lubricants will be 
experienced over prolonged storage intervals. However, it is recommended that the 
motor be activated at least every six months to redistribute the lubricant. In addition, 
if the lubricant has visibly leaked through the housing, it is recommended that more 
lubricant be applied to the deployment mechanism. 
2. MEASUREMENT OF CHANGE IN THERMAL SURFACE PROPERTIES OF 
SOLAR PADDLE MATERIALS AFTER TWO-YEAR SHELF LIFE 
Tests to measure the change in the thermal surface properties of solar 
paddle materials after a two-year shelf life were performed by the Thermal Radiation 
Laboratory group at AED. Seven sample materials tested included: (1) white tilecoat 
paint on aluminum substrate pulled from the back of a Nimbus test panel, and (2) six 
Nimbus type solar cells, never installed on the paddles, but stored for approximately 
two years. 
a, Measurements Performed 
Computed values of solar absorptance at 45' angle of incidence and 
of total normal emittance at 25°C for both the solar cells and the white tilecoat paint 
were determined from the following parameters. 
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(1) Spectral absorptance at 45" angle of incidence (ah, 45O), in the 
wavelength range 0.33 to 5. OF from which solar absorptance 
(vS, 45") was computed; sample material maintained at room 
temperature. 
Measurement 
- 
Sample Material+ 
I y s ,  45" 
-cN (25°C) 
(2) Spectral normal emittance (eh, N) in the wavelength range 3.0 
to 35. Op from which total normal emittance (CN (25°C)) was 
computed; sample material maintained near room temperature. 
White 
Tilec o at 
Paint 
No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 6 
0.30 0.68 0.68 0.70 0.68 0.70 
0.88 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.81 
The detailed measurement techniques that were employed in obtaining these values are 
described in Sections II. A and II. C of the report titled, "A Summary of Surface Prop- 
erty Measurements Performed in the AED Thermal Radiation Laboratory During the 
Period 5-63 to 8-64", prepared by A. London and F. Russel. 
b. Results and Conclusions 
The results of the solar absorptance and normal emittance measure- 
ments made on the seven sample materials are listed in Table 11-2. 
TABLE 11-2. SOLAR PADDLE THERMAL SURFACE MEASURED VALUES 
Solar Cells 
The average values of as, 45" and FN (25°C) of the solar cells differ by no more than 
0.015 from the average values of previously measured batches of Nimbus solar cells. 
The measured value of TN (25°C) of the white paint also differs by no more than 0.015 
from the values of previously measured samples. These differences can be considered 
due to experimental e r ror  and slight modifications in the measuring and computation 
techniques. It is concluded that the solar absorptance and emittance of the cells, as 
well as the emittance of the white tilecoat paint, have not changed appreciably during 
the storage period. 
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Previously measured values of solar absorptance of white tilecoat paint have ranged 
from 0.20 to 0.25. The value reported here represents a fairly substantial fractional 
increase; the increase occurs in the wavelength region 0.45 to 2.0 microns. If the 
spacecraft is launched properly into orbit, the white painted surface of the paddles 
receives only solar irradiation reflected from earth, but no direct solar input; thus, 
an increased ‘yS will probably not increase the paddle temperature by a very large 
amount. 
3. Q-2 BOARD DEGRADATION CHECK 
A test was conducted during this period to evaluate the degradation of 
modules on the Q-2 board as a function of shelf life. The standard cell which was used 
to calibrate the lights for the original testing was broken, hence the capability to de- 
termine absolute levels was not within the scope of this test. Seventeen modules were 
illuminated. The light setting was chosen such that module 0061 repeated its I-V curve*. 
This level was scanned with standard cell 6A which has a calculated AMI, 100 mw/ 
cm Is, of 107 ma. A typical measured value was 100 milliamperes. If this standard 
had been used to calibrate the light source using 107 milliamperes a s  a center value, 
the results would have shown that the modules a re  7.0 percent better now than they 
were originally. This demonstrates the requirement for the same standard to as- 
certain absolute levels of degradation. The measured module I-V curves of January 
20, 1965, were  compared to the final post-thermal cycling curves of July 16, 1963. 
The measured data a r e  shown in Table 11-3. 
2 
The manner in which an array relative degradation factor for shelf life should be cal- 
culated is given below. In this case, no absolute levels have been ascertained on the 
relative degradation with respect to the module chosen as a standard. From Table 
11-3 we conclude that: 
(a) four modules degraded by an average of 5.4 percent, 
(b) one module degraded by 4.3 percent, 
(c) five modules degraded by an average of 3.2 percent, 
(d) three modules degraded by an average of 2.3  percent, and 
(e) three modules degraded by an average of 1.2 percent. 
*standard chosen to calibrate the light source. 
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n 
x = l  Hence, the relative array degradation factor is z Ax. 
The percent of sample x degradation factor for percent of sample is Ax 
0.250 x 0.946 = 0.236 
0.060 x 0.957 = 0.057 
0.330 x 0.968 = 0.320 
0.180 x 0.977 = 0.176 
0.180 x 0.988 = 0.178 
Total: 0.967 
For  a period of 18 months, the relative degradation factor was 0.967. The tolerance 
on the module measurements from which this factor is derived was f 2.0 percent. 
This data cannot be directly applied since there was not available a means to detect if 
the module used as a standard (No. 0061) had also degraded. No special environmental 
provisions were made for the storage of this qualification board. Not included in the 
scope of this test was an investigation into the cause of the results. 
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TABLE 11-3. MODULE DEGRADATION CHECK (I-V CURVE COMPARISON) 
Module No. 
0061* 
0076 
0068 
0045 
0066 
0067 
0075 
0052 
0072 
0058 
0077 
0059 
0080 
0071 
0064 
0060 
0069 
1 4 6 ~  (7-16-63) 
(milliamp s) 
970 
950 
990 
980 
1000 
970 
950 
960 
960 
930 
980 
930 
930 
940 
93 0 
920 
930 
146v (1-20-65) 
(milliamps) 
970 
940 
980 
965 
980 
950 
925 
930 
930 
899 
950 
899 
890 
890 
880 
870 
8 80 
Percent 
Loss 
0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.1 
2.7 
3.1 
3.1 
3.2 
3.2 
3.3 
4.3 
5.3 
5.4 
5.4 
5.4 
'standard chosen to calibrate the light source. 
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Solar a r ray  shaft assembly 
description, general, 3-21 
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manufacturer, 5-52 
weight, 3-51 
Solar cell 
adhesives, 5-6 
description, 3-11, 5-4 
efficiency, 2-2, 5-8 
manufacturer, 2-2 
materials, 2-2, 3-11 
resistivity, 2-2, 3-11 
size, 2-2, 3-11 
spectral response, 5-7 
thickness, 2 -2 
voltage-current characteristics, 5-9 
photograph, 5-5 
Solar cell cover 
description, 6-6 
filter infrared transmission 
characteristics, 5-8, 6-6 
filters, 2-2, 5-6, 5-8 
manufacturer, 2-2 
material, 2-2 
size, 6-6 
thickness, 2-2, 6-6 
Spacecraft 
configuration, 1-7 
design life, 1-1, 1-15 
design orbit, 1-14 
flight performance, 1-16 
launch date, 1-1 
launch place, 1-16 
launch profile, 1-16 
launch vehicle, 1-16 
subsystems, 1-10 
weight, 1-20 
Storage and control subsystem 
acceptance tests, 10-2 
definition, 3-2 
qualification tests, 9-3 
test performance, 13-9 
Sun sensor preamplifier 
description, general, 3-24 
manufacturer , 5-52 
size, 3-54 
weight, 3-51 
Telemetry 
Solar cell experiment 
board layout, 3-43 
circuit description, 3-42, 14-46 
circuit schematic, 14-45 
description, functional, 3-42 
description, general, 3-42 
description, physical, 3-42 
flight performance, 14-3, 14-44 
functional elements, 3-42 
manufacturer, 1-23 
materials list, 14-47 
performance characteristics, 14-45 
photograph, 3-43 
radiation degradation, 14-47 
size, 3-43 
telemetry functions, 3-49 
weight, 3-51 
er rors ,  14-43 
problems, 18-4 
summary, 3-47 
Unfold timer 
description, functional, 3-37, 3-39 
description, general, 3-37 
flight performance, 14-1 
manufacturer, 5-52 
performance characteristics, 3-37, 3-39 
size, 3-54 
telemetry functions, 3-49 
weight, 3-51 
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Voltage surge limiter 
circuit description, 5-18 
circuit schematic, 5-11 
description, functional, 3-16 
parts list, 15-8 
performance characteristics, 3 -1 6 
performance requirements, 6 -10 
Weight summary-power system, 3-51 
Weight summary-spacecraft, 1-20 
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